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4 PREFACE.

on fundamental points of theory. For this reason he

has been obliged oftentimes to present his own views

much more dogmatically than he would desire to do

under other circumstances. On practical problems,-

however, such as bimetallism and monopolies, where

weight of opinion is nearly evenly balanced, every effort

has been made to present both sides of the controversies.

The author has received invaluable assistance in the

preparation of this work. Special acknowledgment

should be made to Professor Charles H. Hull, of Cornell

University, to whose suggestions and criticisms this

book owes much of whatever value it may have. The

thanks of the author are due especially to his wife, who
prepared nearly all the manuscript for the printer, light-

ening by one half the labor of writing this work.

CHARLES JESSE BULLOCK.

Ithaca, N. Y., April, 1897.
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INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION TO THE ECONOMIC HISTORY OP THE
UNITED STATES.

I. Westward Expansion.

§ 1. The English colonies in North America were

planted on the mere threshold of a vast territory of con-

tinental extent and imperial richness. Re-
, ,. r T

Westward
sistlessly the Ime of settlement has been movement of

pushed westward until, at the present day,
i^J"^**""-

no distinct frontier of unsettled land exists in the

United States. This westward expansion of population

over a vast area of free land has been the fundamental

fact in the economic history of the country, exerting an

influence upon almost every phase of its economic life.

§ 2. The colonists of the seventeenth century, ad-

vancing through the valleys of the rivers flowing

into the Atlantic, pushed their settlements The first

slightly beyond tlie « fall line," or the point
^^^rt^^d

where the first falls obstructed the naviga- expansion,

tion of the rivers. The frontier of the seventeenth

century corresponded roughly with the western border

of the Atlantic coast region. Prom 1700 to 1760 the
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frontier was advanced another stage toward the west.

Emigrants gradually followed the rivers that penetrate

the Appalachian region, and formed settlements in the

table-lands of Pennsylvania, Virginia, and the Caro-

linas. In New York and New England many settlers

pushed toward the interior of those sections. Mean-

while, the eastern or tide water regions became an area

of more or less continuous settlement.

§ 3. The third stage in the advance of the frontier

occurred between 1760 and 1790. Settlers moved

through the valleys and mountain passes of

andfourtii the Appalachians, and emerged in Tennes-

see, and Kentucky, and around the upper

branches of the Ohio River. Thus the frontier passed

over the mountains, while the area of continuous settle-

ments advanced well into the Appalachian region..

With the Appalachian mountains once passed, emi-

grants moved rapidly into the Mississippi Valley. In

1820, Ohio, southern Indiana and southern Illinois,

Tennessee, Kentucky, and southeastern Missouri were

included within the settled area. West of the Missis-

sippi and along the Great Lakes, a fourth region of

frontier existed.

§ 4. From 1820 to 1850 the westward movement of

population was very rapid. The construction of the

Erie Canal, in 1825, and the use of the
The fifth

andsbrth steamboat upon the western rivers, facili-

^'^^^
tated communication with the East, and

stimulated the settlement of the Mississippi Valley. By

1860 the frontier was advanced to the eastern boundary
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of Kansas and Nebraska, while great states had arisen

east of the Mississippi. At the same time a new fron-

tier of settlement was begun in California, Oregon, and

Utah. By 1880 the territory intervening between the

Kansas-Nebraslta and the Pacific frontiers of 1850 had

become populated, although somewhat sparsely. In

many places frontier conditions still existed, but areas

of thicker settlement had so broken into the old Rocky

Mountain frontier that a distinct line of frontier no longer

existed. The decade from 1880 to 1890 saw almost the

complete disappearance of an " American frontier."

§ 5. Up to the present time the economic history of

the United States has been marked by a continual west-

ward movement of population over vacant „ .„^ ^ Signiiicaiice

lands. In the future it will be altogether a of westward

story of the more complete development of

the territory won for the cause of civilization by the

labors and privations of the American pioneer. The

significance of this movement for westward expansion

has been understood by few. For this reason, says

Woodrow Wilson, " the history of the country and the

ambitions of its people have been deemed both sordid

and mean, inspired by nothing better than a desire for

the gross comforts of material abundance ; and it has

been pronounced grotesque that mere bigness and

wealth should be put forward as the most prominent

grounds for the boast of greatness. The obvious fact

is that for the creation of the nation the conquest of

her proper territory from Nature was first necessary

;

and this task, which is hardly yet completed, has been
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idealized in the popular mind. A bold race has de-

rived inspiration from the size, the difficulty, the dan-

ger of the task. Expansion has meant nationalization
;

nationalization has meant strength and elevation of

view."

II. Laud Tenures in the United States.

§ 6. Systems of land tenure influence powerfully the

economic development of a country. In Europe, the

The influence
possession of land has often conferred

of land economic superiority and social distinc-
tenures.

tion. In the Middle Ages the large land-

owners became the feudal rulers of Europe, while the

small owners and the landless men were obliged to

place themselves under the protection of some feudal

lord, in a position of economic and social dependence.

In modern Europe the landed aristocracy has lost most

of its exclusive political privileges, but retains something

of its former social superiority. Land tenures have in

most countries remained aristocratic, — that is, such as

to perpetuate large estates and to make difficult the

growth of a large number of small holdings. Such

land tenures keep the mass of the agricultural popula-

tion of Europe in a position of economic dependence

upon the land-owning classes.

In the United States economic development has

taken a different direction. In some colonies efforts

Tenures in
^^re made to create large estates whose

the United proprietors should enjoy special privileges,

and various conditions sometimes made it

difficult for small proprietors to acquire titles to land.
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But, in the long run, the tendency was toward a popu-

lar system of land tenure and land transfer. After the

Revolution, pi'actically all traces of aristocratic land

laws were swept from the statutes of the states. Small

holdings had always been the rule in New England,

while large estates became more common as one passed

toward the South. These differences had an economic

explanation. The more fertile lands of the middle and

southern colonies made large farms and plantations

profitable economically. On the less fertile soils of

New England, smaller farms and a more careful cul-

tivation were an economic necessity. Similar causes

explain differences in .agricultural tenures that exist

in the country at the present day.

§ 7. Since vacant lands abounded, the management

and settlement of such public lands became an impor-

tant problem early in colonial history.
Management

The usual outcome was that the people ofputuc

lands,

finally secured the right to acquire owner-

ship of the vacant territory by simple methods of reg-

istration, and by making a payment that was often

nominal. The growth of democracy in the colonies

made such a solution inevitable.

The War for Independence placed in the control of

tlie United States nearly all the territory now comprised

within its limits east of the Mississippi.^ T^g p„^uj

The territory west of the AUeghanies was domain of uie

ceded to the national government by the

* On the subject of land cessions, see maps in MacCoun, Historical

Atlas ; HiirsDALE, The Old Northwest ; CrAifNEiT, The Building of a

Nation.
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states, and became a public domain. In 1785 and 1787

Congress passed ordinances that provided for the ad-

ministration of the Northwest Territory. These ordi-

nances laid down the lines which the policy of tlie United

States has always followed, in many important features.

The lands were divided by a governmental survey into

townships six miles square.^ Entire townships or sec-

tions of townships were sold at public sale for not less

than a dollar per acre. This system enabled settlers to

locate easily in the states north of the Ohio, and conse-

quently the flow of population into the Ohio Valley was

very rapid. By several acquisitions the United States

extended its territory to the present limits ; and the

public domain included, at one time and another,

2,889,176 square miles.^ The thirteen original states,

together with Maine, Kentucky, and Texas, were never

part of the public domain. Their area is about 699,000

square miles.

This vast public domain has been sold at public and

at private sale at a common price of fl.25 to |2.60 per

^ , , acre. Since 1862 a free homestead of not
Disposal of

the pubuc more than one hundred and sixty acres has

been granted practically free of charge to

every citizen who is the head of a family, or above the

age of twenty-one, on condition that he shall actually

cultivate the land for five years. Lands valuable for

minerals, for timber or stone, for town sites, etc. have

1 See FiSKE, Cml Government, 81-88 ; Hinsdale, The Old North-
west, 255-279.

2 For these statistics see Donaldson, The Public Domain, 10-14
; Sato

The Land Question, 21-77.
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been sold on special terms. Vast tracts of land have

been given away for the purpose of assisting in the

construction of railroads and military roads, for the

endowment of schools and colleges, and for military

bounties to soldiers and sailors. In these ways the

larger part of the original domain has passed out of

the hands of the United States. In 1894, exclusive of

Indian and military reservations, tliere remained about

850,000 square miles of public domain. To this should

be added nearly all of the 577,390 square miles included

in the limits of the territory of Alaska. Of the lands

that remain, only a small part will be available for

agricultural purposes until the arid regions of the West

shall be irrigated.

There have been great abuses in the administration

of the public domain. Vast tracts of land have been

secured by fraud, railroads and other cor-
•'

.
Result of the

porations have secured land without fulfill- puwic land

ing the conditions upon which the grants ^ '^^'

were made, while land and timber thieves have sup-

ported lobbies at Washington to prevent the passage

of laws designed to protect public interests. Yet, in

spite of all abuses, millions of settlers have found

homes on lands secured from the United States, the

resources of the country have been developed, and

twenty-seven states, carved out of the public domain,

have been admitted to the Union. On the agricultural

lands, holdings of moderate size have been the rule ; and

the public-land states have become composed of a large

number of proprietors, not of landloi'ds and tenants.

2
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III. Growth of Population in the United States.

§ 8. During the seventeenth century the population

of the English colonies grew quite slowly, but from

1700 to 1775 numbers increased rapidly.
statistics of

, . .

increase of Mr. Bancroft estimates the population , in
population,

^^g^ ^^ 1,165,000 whites and 263,000 ne-

groes. In 1775 it had inci-eased to 2,500,000 souls.

Tlie English element predominated in most of the colo-

nies at that time, but the population was quite hetero-

geneous. In New York the Dutch stock prevailed, on

the Delaware River there were settlements of Swedes, in

Pennsylvania there were many Germans, in the moun-

tainous districts of the Appalachian frontier Scotch-Irish

were most numerous, while the southern colonies con-

tained many Huguenots. The First Census of the

United States, in 1790, showed the population to be

3,924,214. The subsequent growth of the country is

shown in the following table :
—

Date
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§ 9. The enormous increase of the population of the

United States during the last century is due partly to

natural increase by a constant excess of
•' Natural

births over deaths. Prom 1700 to 1820 increase of

the natural increase was very great, so that

population doubled repeatedly in periods of about twenty-

five years. This was due to the abundance of fertile

land which was usually accessible to every one. Food,

clothing, and shelter could be secured very cheaply.

An increase of numbers meant not so much an .increase

of mouths to be fed, as an addition to the productive

labor of each family employed upon new land. Under

such conditions marriages occurred early, families were

large, and the natural increase of numbers was rapid.

After 1820 it was noticed that the rate of natural

increase began to diminish. This became apparent in

the older and more thickly populated regions. In recent

times this condition has become very general, as the pop-

ulation of more states has become relatively dense.^

§ 10. Immigration has been so large that the smaller

rate of natural increase has been less apparent than it

would have been otherwise. From 1790
Immigratioii.

to 1820 immigration was small, less than

250,000 persons coming to this country during that

period. Between 1820 and 1850 over 2,400,000 immi-

grants arrived on our shores, and as many more came

1 See TucKEK, "Progress of the United States," 89-107, published in

1843, for a discussion of the decreased rate of natural increase. Also

read Mayo-Smith's ' Statistics and Sociology,'' chaps, v., vi., vii., and

viii.
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between 1850 and 1860. In the latter year more than

thirteen per cent -of the total population was estimated

to be of foreign birth. After the close of the Civil

War immigration assumed larger proportions than ever.

The West welcomed immigrants, bureaus were estab-

lished to aid them, the cost of ocean and land trans-

portation was cheapened, and transportation companies

made efforts to obtain passengers from foreign lands.

In 1871, 321,350 immigrants came to this country ; and

in 1882,. 788,992 arrived. Since then the annual aver-

age has been about half a million. The whole number

of immigrants from 1820 to 1894 has been 17,428,000.

The Census of 1890 showed that the population of the

United States fell into the following groups :
—

"Native-born whites with native parents . . 34,358,348
'

Native-born whites with foreign parents . 11,503,675

Foreign-born whites 9,121,867

Colored persons 7,638,360

Formerly, most of the immigrants came from Ireland,

England, and Germany. More recently, larger num-

bers have come from the Scandinavian countries. Dur-

ing the last decade immigration from Ireland has fallen

off, while Austria-Hungary, Poland, and Italy have sent

vast numbers of immigrants.

§ 11. The general movement of population has always

been westward, on account of the unoccupied lands of

Mobility of the frontier. Not only immigrants, but also

rf'^'Sr ^^^y °^ **^^ ^^^^"^^ population, have formed

states. this stream of westward migration. No
other country of the world has shown, at least in
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modern times, an equal amount of internal migration.

This mobility of population has diminished the force

of all economic shocks. lu 1890 it appeared that 21.55

per cent of the native-born inhabitants of the United

States were living in a different state from that in

which they were born. In- 1880 it was shown that only

one half of the people of native birth were living in the

county where they were born.

§ 12. In progressive countries there has appeared, in

modern times, a marked tendency of the population to

concentrate in cities. This has been the Growth of

result of the development of manufactures *'**^'*

and commerce, and of the improvement of transporta-

tion facilities. The following table shows the growth of

that portion of the population of the United States

which lives in towns and cities of 8,000 inhabitants

and over. In 1790 the number of such towns was six,

in 1890 it was four hundred and forty-eight.

Census Years.
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A comparison of different sections shows more striking

results. In the North Atlantic States 51.81 per cent

of the people live in cities. In Massachusetts and New
York the numerical increase of the urban population is

larger than the total increase of the population of the

states, so tliat there has been an actual depopulation

of the rural districts. This concentration of the popu-

lation in cities is greatest in all the states where manu-

facturing and commercial interests are most important.

IV. Systems of Labor in the United States.

§ 13. In the original colonies there was a great

scai'city of laborers. Small proprietors -cultivated their

Scarcity of
°^^" lands, but On the larger farms and

laborers ifl plantations there was great need of addi-
tbe colonies. .11 mi

tional laborers. This lack was intensified

as other industries grew up beside agriculture. To
supply this need immigration was encouraged, and

various systems of obtaining laborers were developed.

§ 14. Indentured white servants were found in

all the colonies at an early date. They were of three

Indentured classes. The first and principal class con-
servants,

sisted of free persons who desired to mi-

grate to the colonies, but were unable to pay the

expense of transportation thither. They voluntarily

contracted with some one in America to place their

labor at his disposal for a term of years, in return for

his assuming the expense of transporting them to the

colonies and supporting them during the stipulated

terms of service. The second class was made up of
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English political or criminal offenders, whose labor was

sold for a term of years or for life. The third and

least important class was composed of persons in the

colonies who wore sold into servitude for a term of

years, either for criminal offenses or for non-payment

of debts. Sometimes orphans were bound out to service

in this manner.

Tins system of indented servitude differed very

materially from slavery. The term of service was

usually from three to six years. At its character of

close the servant was entirely free. The f^ system,

rights of servants under the contracts were usually

safeguarded fairly well. On becoming free, servants

often rose in the social scale, even into positions of

prominence. Many of them became free laborers, but

the majority became landholders and swelled the number

of small proprietors.

Except where slavery assumed greater importance,

the larger part of the laboring class of the colonies

was composed of servants. In the eight- Emoithe

eenth century the system of indented serv- system,

itude declined in the southern colonies, yet it continued

everywhere until the Revolution, when further impor-

tations of servants from England became impossible.

Thus the supply gradually disappeared by expiration of

the terms of service
;
yet indented servants were found

here and there until the present century, when the sys-

tem was abolished by law in some states. This class of

servants had been an important addition to the labor

force of all colonies where slavery had not assumed
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greater importance. But by 1780, even in the northern

states, the system was less profitable to employers,

since laborers had become more abundant and it was

less desirable to hire workmen for so long a period as

six years.

§ 15. Slavery differed from indented servitude in

that the master had the legal right of ownership of the

person of the slave. In the sixteenth cen^
Slavery. _, . ..

tury various European nations entered upon

the African slave trade, and introduced slaves into the

New World. In 1619 a Dutch ship landed twenty

African slaves in Virginia, and soon African slavery

was introduced into the English colonies. The English

slave trade became very large, and the government fos-

tered it, forcing negroes upon the colonies even in

opposition to protests and restrictive legislation. But

the profits of the trade were so large that the colonists

finally entered upon it. After the Revolution various

states restricted this nefarious traffic ; and, in 1807 and

1808, Congress finally abolished it.

English and American traders brought thousands of

slaves into the country ; while, in the southern colonies,

Growth of
*''^ negroes multiplied rapidly by natural

slavery In the increase. In the eighteenth century the
United States. . • c i

importation of slaves gradually declined in

the colonies north of Maryland, this tendency being

most marked in New England. After the Revolution

slavery was gradually abolished in the northern states.

In 1790 the distribution of slaves among the states was

as follows :
—
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New England States 3,886

New York, Pennsylvania, and New Jersey .... 36,484

Southern States 657,527

697,897

Up to this time the course of the institution of

slavery had been shaped mainly by economic forces. It

is incorrect, however, to say that moral causes that

considerations had nothing to do with the
J^oryrf**''^

abolition of the institution in the North, slavery,

for an opposition to slavery based upon moral and

religious grounds commenced early in the eighteenth

century. Moreover, this feeling was not confined

to the North, but was shared by eminent southern

.

statesmen. Said Jefferson, writing concerning slavery,

" I tremble for my country when I reflect that God is

just." But back of all such considerations lay the fact

that slavery had never been profitable in the North,

and that in the South it had enabled the slave-owners

to accumulate much wealth.

Abolition, therefore, would cost the northern states

little ; while, in the southern states, it would destroy

millions of dollars of property. In the
Abolltioii.

South the demand for labor, to be em-

ployed in raising tobacco, rice, and indigo, caused a

rapid increase of slavery. In the North smaller hold-

ings and more careful cultivation were the rule. The

careless and indolent slave was wholly unsuited for

such work. On small farms, also, overseers could not

be employed, and slave labor could not be directed

properly. Finally, the expense of feeding and clothihg

slaves was much larger in the North, while the mor-
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tality of negroes was far greater; so that the cost of

slave labor was high and its efficiency was low.

The result of slavery was to divide the United States

into two groups of states,— one dependent upon slave

^ , labor, the other upon free. From 1790 to
The end ' '^

of the In- I860 there arose a bitter sectionalism based

upon these differences. Slavery was for-

bidden in the Northwest Territory, and the great states

formed in that region entered the Union as free states.

Into the free states the increasing tide of immigration

flowed, population increased rapidly, and manufactures

and commerce developed. The southern states received

few immigrants, and fell behind the rest of the country

in respect to the growth of population and industries.

By 1860 the free states had a population of 19,083,927

;

while the population of the slave states was only

12,315,374, of which number 3,953,696 were slaves.

The invention of the cotton gin, in 1792, vastly extended

the cultivation of cotton in the South, and this soon

became the great staple crop of that section. Other

branches of agriculture were neglected in order that

the production of cotton might be increased. Slave

labor was adequate to the work of producing large crops

of cotton by wasteful surface culture extended con-

stantly over new lands. But improved agriculture and

mechanical or manufacturing industries, which required

more efficient labor, could not be undertaken with the

labor of slaves. So the -South was shut up to agricul-

tural pursuits that tended toward the gradual impover-

ishment of the soil. It could have no part in the
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economic progress of the nation, and remained in 1860,

as it had been in 1790, exclusively an agricultu^al

region. Slavery had become, therefore, a distinct

impediment to the economic progress of the South.

The abolition of the institution freed that section from

an absolute barrier to its further progress, and made

possible the development, by free labor, of the manifold

resources of the New South.

§ 16. Prom the first, free laborers existed in all the

colonies. They were often people who had been able

to pay the expense of their passage from the
/^ ' ^ r o

Free laborers.

Old World, but lacked the capital or the en-

terprise to engage in some industry upon their own

account. Their numbers were recruited by indentured

servants whose terms of service had expired. The num-

ber of free laborers varied greatly in the different

colonies, but it was largest where slavery was least

general, and free workers were not brought into com-

petition with slaves. In the northern colonies free

laborers increased rapidly during the last half of the

eighteenth century. John Adams, writing in 1780, says

that one cause of the opposition to slavery in Massachu-

setts was " the multiplication of laboring white people,

who would no longer suffer the rich to employ these

sable rivals so much to their injury." Alexander

Hamilton, writing in 1791, says :
" There are large dis-

tricts which may be considered as pi-etty fully peo-

pled. ... If these districts -have not already reached

the point at which the complaint of scarcity of hands

ceases, they are not remote from it."
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One cause of the scarcity of hired laborers was the

abundance of free land. Almost any one could become

Effect of ^ proprietor, and cultivate the soil on his

free land. qwu account. The land was usually fertile,

and the return to the agriculturist was large. These

facts made it necessary for an employer of labor to

pay wages sufficiently high to induce people to work

for hire, rather than to secure land and engage in

agriculture. American wages have felt this influence

even to the present day. Economists have found one

explanation of the high rates of wages in this country

in these two facts of free land and the productivity of

American agriculture. The elder Winthrop wrote in

1645, " Our children's children will hardly see this great

Continent filled with people, soe that our servants will

still desire freedom to plant for themselves, and not

stay but for verie great wages." In 1723, a leading

royal official wrote of the colony of New York :
" North

America containing a vast tract of land, every one is

able to procure a piece of land at an inconsiderable rate,

and therefore is fond to set up for himself rather than

work for hire. This makes labor continue very dear,

a common laborer usually earning 3 shillings by the

day ; and consequently any undertaking which requires

many hands must be undertaken at a far greater ex-

pense than in Europe, and too often this charge only

overbalances all the advantages which the countiy

naturally affords, and is hardest to overcome to make
any commodity of manufacture profitable which can be

raised in Europe." Prom earliest times there, is an
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abundance of evidence to show that wages have been

higher in the United States than in European countries.

Within the last decade the most desirable portions of

our public lands have been occupied, and laborers will

have more difficulty in the future in finding an outlet in

the unsettled regions of the West.

In the eighteenth century there were three classes of

free laborers. First, there were many free laborers in

the northern colonies engaged in agriculture „° ° " Classes of

or in domestic service. Such laborers, male lasorers in

and female, were usually hired by the year,

and did not receive the highest rates of wages. In the

southern colonies, such work was performed by slaves.

The second class of laboi'ers comprised those engaged in

mechanical or manufacturing pursuits, or in trade and

commerce. These were found in all the colonies, since

slave labor could not be utilized for such purposes.

This class of laborers received the highest wages and

was always in demand, since the supply of skilled

workmen was always inadequate. The third class was

composed of unskilled laborers of the towns and villages.

Their wages were sometimes high, but. employment was

irregular and their yearly income was not so large.

The rapid growth of population during the present

century has increased the number of laborers who

work for hire. With the disappearance of
Labor in the

indented servitude, free laboi'ers formed the present

only class of workmen in the North and

West. The abolition of slavery gave to the South the

advantages of free labor.
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CHAPTER II.

THE GROWTH OF FOUNDATIONAL INDUSTRIES.

I. The Fur Trade and Cattle Raising.

§ 17. The development of the industries of the United

States has been described in the following words :

^

" The United States lies liiie a huge page in
The develop-

. .

o r o

mentofin- the history of society. Line by line as we
"^ ' read from west to east we find the record of

social evolution. It begins with the Indian and the

hunter ; it goes on to tell of the disintegration of sav-

agery by the entrance of the trader, the pathfinder of

civilization ; we read the annals of the pastoral stage in

ranch life; the exploitation of the soil by the raising

of unrotated crops of corn and wheat in sparsely settled

farming communities ; the intensive cultivation of the

denser farm settlement ; and finally, the manufacturing

organization with city and factory system."

§ 18. The earliest English colonists began to traffic

with the Indians for peltry. In New England the fur

The fur trade furnished the earliest basis for the
trade. foreign commerce of that region. In New

Yoi'k the Dutch and the English fur traders pushed

up the Hudson River, reaching, through the Mohawk

^ Turner, Significance of the Frontier in American History.
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Valley, the Great Lakes and the Illinois country. In

Virginia the traders crossed the Allegliauies by the close

of the seventeenth century, and later explored the moun-

tains of Tennessee and the Carolinas. In the Oaro-

linas the colonists began at an early date to compete

with the Virginians for the trade with the Indians of

the Southwest. Meanwhile, in the Mississippi Valley,

the French extended their traffic with the Indians, dot-

ting the interior of the continent with their trading

posts. For the control of this valuable trade the English

and French contended until the French and Indian War

wrested this territory from France.

In the early history of this country the fur trade

was important because it furnished a valuable industry

which aided in building up a thriving com-
j;jo„„j„i5

merce. But more than this, it prepared the significance of
^ '^ the fnr trade.

way for the advance of civilization across the

Appalachian ranges. The fur traders, following Indian

trails,^ planted the first posts in the outlying western

wilderness. In their track, hunters and trappers fol-

lowed. As numbers grew and game became scarce,

both traders and hunters moved on into the wilderness.

Their places were soon taken by the cattle raiser, and

then by the farmer ; and settled communities grew up.

The trading post, therefore, located at some convenient

place along an Indian trail or a river course, became the

nucleus of a new area of settlement.

1 See Roosevelt, Winning of the West, i. 251, 314, ii. 328 ; Speed,

The Wilderness Road ; also the speech by Senator Benton, quoted by

TuENEB in "The Indian Trade," 72, 73.

3
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This process has been repeated at each step in the

settlement of the West. After the Revolution, the set-

tlers in the Mississippi Valley followed the
Later histoiy -

'^'^ '

of the fur paths marked by the early French traders.

^^ *' New Orleans and Mobile were the centers of

the Indian trade in the southern part of the Valley,

while the region of the Great Lakes was the seat of

perhaps the greatest fur trade of the world. Prom Oiiio

to Wisconsin six lines of rivers furnished water routes

from the Lakes to the Mississippi.^ At these points

old trading posts rapidly developed into important

towns. Beyond the Mississippi, fur traders ascended the

Missouri, penetrated the Rocky Mountains, and guided

the earliest exploring expeditions and first immigrant

trains through the mountain passes to the Pacific coast.

Of this trans-Mississippi trade St. Louis was long the

center, since the Missouri River gave it access to the

entire Northwest. Along this route the Pacific Fur

Company sought to establish a line of trading posts ^con-

necting its station at Astoria, Oregon, with the Mis-

sissippi Valley.^

§ 19. Cattle grazing has often been a special industry

in the United States, and has an economic significance

catue distinct from that of agriculture. European
raising, cattle were imported into both Spanish and

English colonies at an early date. In Virginia and the

Carolinas cattle raising soon became distinctly a frontier

1 See Tdrner, Character of the Indian Trade, 21; Hinsdale, Old

Northwest, first map.
" Bead Washington Irving, Astoria.
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industry. Cattle were turned loose in the forests, where

they multiplied rapidly. Advancing settleme'its pushed

the large herds of, cattle westward, where vacant lands

abounded. In 1770 Wynne described the large herds,

often numbering one thousand cattle, that were common
in the Carolinas. A few years later Smyth gave an

accoimt of cattle raising on the Carolina frontier, where

vast numbers of horses, cattle, sheep, and hogs were

turned loose in the forests and savannas. Each owner

branded his cattle with a brand which was recorded by

the clerk of the county court. West of the AUeghanies the

cattle raisers occupied new lands some time in advance of

the coming of a settled agricultural population. Across

the Mississippi the same process has been repeated ; and,

at the present day, cattle raising is carried on as a separate

industry on the ranges of most of the Western States.

It has gradually declined as the growth of a farming

population has diminished the land available for grazing.

In 1880 about 3,750,000 cattle and 7,000,000 sheep

remained on the western ranges.

II. Agriculture.

§ 20. Agriculture has always been the largest single

.industry of the United States. The first task of the

American settler has been to clear away the production of

forests and bring the laud under cultivation, the cereals.

The earliest English colonists endeavored to raise such

crops as would furnish an adequate food supply. For

this purpose maize, or Indian corn, proved best adapted.

The colonists learned from the Indians how to plant
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this hardy cereal, and secured large crops of corn, which

became their most important article of food. At every

stage of westward migration the same process has been

repeated. Before the forests have been wholly cleared,

corn has been sown in partial clearings, pumpkins and

beans have been planted in the same patches of land, and

an abundant food supply has been secured. When the

fertile and open prairies of the Mississippi Valley were

reached, the production of corn greatly increased ; and

the United States became able to supply large amounts

.

for export. In 1895 the value of the corn and corn meal

exported from this country was 115,299,000. In that year

the corn crop amounted to 2,151,000,000 bushels, and its

value was about 1567,000,000. The cultivation of wheat

has been extended continuously since the early days of

colonization, although Indian corn proved a more reli-

able crop at first. "Wheat and flour were exported from

the middle colonies at an early date, and at the close of

the eighteenth century New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and

New York were the granary of the United States. Early

in the present century the fertile prairies of the Ohio

Valley began to yield large amounts of wheat. Between

1830 and 1850 exports of wheat and flour increased

from 23,385,000 to 71,000,000 bushels. The culture

of wheat has moved steadily westward. Minnesota,

Nebraska, Kansas, and the Dakotas now form the gran-

ary of tlie United States. Exports of wheat amounted to

144,000,000 bushels in 1895. For the year last men-

tioned the wheat crop of this country was estimated at

467,000,000 bushels, valued at 1237,000,000. For a long
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time large crops of oats, barley, rye, and buckwheat have

been raised in the United States, and the oats crop

alone approaches in value the corn and wheat crops. In

1895 this country produced 824,000,000 bushels of oats,

valued at 1163,000,000.

§ 21. In the northern portions of the United States,

special attention has been given to the grass and hay

crop, since it has been necessary during the
•' ^

Production

long winters to feed live stock upon hay of grass

stored up in the summer months. Iri New *"*''*y-

England and some of the middle colonies great difficulty

was experienced at first in providing sufficient food for

live stock during the winter, and the animals often died

of starvation. Near the coast a scanty supply of salt

hay was secured from the salt marshes, but in the

thickly wooded regions of the interior even this resource

was lacking. Hayfields gradually appeared as the for-

ests were cleared, but the quality of the grass was usu-

ally poor. In 1750 timothy grass was introduced, and

half a century later clover began to be generally culti-

vated. Since then the quantity and quality of the grass

crop has steadily improved. In the prairies of the Mis-

sissippi Valley no such difficulties were encountered by

the settlers, since a luxuriant growth of grass was found

in those regions. At the present day grass and hay

form the largest crop raised in the country. In 1895,

after our pasture lands had furnished pasturage during

the months when grazing was possible, the hay crop was

valued at $393,000,000.

§ 22. In the first century of settlement many of the
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fruits and vegetables known in Europe were introduced

Vegetables ^"^^^ ^^^ colonies. Little attention was paid

and fruits. ^0 tlie development of fine varieties of fruit

until the present century, during which the fruit crops

have increased constantly in importance. The cultiva-

tion of nearly all vegetables has beeu very widely ex-

tended, but the white and the sweet potato have formed

the most important crops, furnishing a considerable part

of the food supply of the country. In 1895 the potato

crop was valued at 178,000,000.

§ 23. The cultivation of flax and hemp was com-

menced in America early in the seventeenth century,

and many of the colonies attempted to stim-
Production

oi vegetable ulate it by meaus of bounties. The entire
asers. hemp crop has never been large, however,

and it has diminished for the last thirty years. Ken-

tucky and a few states of the Mississippi Valley produce

about all the hemp raised in the country at the present

time. Flax has always been raised in larger quantities,

and has been much used in the manufactiu'e of home-

spun cloth. For nearly forty years the flax crop has

steadily decreased in all sections except the states of

the Mississippi Valley. The production of cotton was

stimulated between 1770 and 1790 by the invention of

improved machinery for spinning and weaving that fiber.

From New Jersey to Georgia experiments were made in

cotton culture ; and in the coast regions of the South

Atlantic States a very fine variety, known as " sea island

cotton," was developed. On the uplands in the interior

there was raised an inferior grade, whose use was limited
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by the fact that its short fibers could be separated from

the seeds only by an expensive and laborious process.

In 1792 Eli Whitney invented a cotton gin which per-

formed this work very easily. This made the upland

cotton available for exportation to the English market,

where the demand was rapidly increasing. Between

1792 and 1800 the cotton exports from the United States

increased from 130,000 to -13,000,000, and by 1810 the

crop was valued at $15,000,000. Cotton culture was

extended rapidly in the Gulf States, so that in 1859 the

crop was valued at more than 1200,000,000. Most of

this cotton had been exported to England, and it was to

the planters of the cotton states what tobacco had been

to the colony of Virginia. Other industries had been

neglected for the one business of cotton raising. The

extension of cotton culture made slave labor very profit-

able to the planters, and fastened the institution of sla-

very more firmly onto the economic life of the South.

The substitution of free labor for slave, since the Civil

War, placed no permanent check upon the cultivation of

cotton. In 1888 the crop amounted to 3,438,000,000

pounds, valued at $292,000,000. Texas, Mississippi,

Alabama, and Georgia led in the production of this

great staple product.

§ 24. About 1750 the sugar cane was introduced into

some of the Gulf States. While other states have ex-

perimented with this industry, it has shown*^ •'

'

Production of

constant growth in Louisiana only, where sugar, rice,

, J. ., . J T J. and tobacco.
most 01 the crop is now raised, in recent

years sorghum has been cultivated in a number of
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states, while the sugar beet has been introduced in

Nebraska and California. But the entire product has

furnished only a small part of the sugar consumed in the

United States. Rice has been produced in large quanti-

ties in the coast districts of the Oarolinas, Georgia, and

Florida. Tobacco has always .been an important crop

in certain sections of the country. In Virginia and

Maryland it early became the principal product. A
superior quality of tobacco could be raised on the rich

soils of those colonies, while the London market fui--

nished a constant demand. With this crop the planters

of those colonies paid easily for large quantities of man-

ufactured supplies imported from England. For two

centuries the entire economic life of Virginia centered

around the production of tobacco for the foreign market.

The Middle Atlantic States finally commenced the cul-

tivation of tobacco, and it has extended into New Eng-

land and the Mississippi Valley. The crop has always

tended to exhaust the fertility of the soil, and its con-

tinued cultivation has usually made it necessary to resort

constantly to new lands. In 1894 the tobacco crop of

the United States was valued at about 128,000,000.

The State of Kentucky produced more than one third

of the entire crop.

§ 25. Stock raising has always been a part of

American agriculture, and live stock products form a

other impor- ™°®* important part of the agricultural prod-

tant products, uce of the Country. Billions of gallons of

milk and more than a billion pounds of butter and

cheese are furnished by tiie dairies each year. Hams,
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bacon and lard, live cattle, and dressed beef ai-e ex-

ported in great quantities after the domestic demand

has been satisfied. Wool is raised in large amounts, al-

though a considerable part of our entire supply has been

imported. Poultry and eggs' ai'e other important products,

whose value is not far from $200,000,000 annually.

§ 26. Agriculture in the United States has been

carried on chiefly by proprietors, not by agricultural

tenants. The result of popular systems of j^^^

land tenure has been that we "have mil- tenures,

lions of farms just large enough to profitably employ the

labor of the proprietor and his growing sons ; while we

have also multitudes of considerable estates upon whicli

labor and moneyed capital, live stock, and improved

machinery are employed under skilled direction ; and we

have, lastly, those vast farms, the wonders of the world,

in Illinois and California, where 1,000 or 5,000 acres are

sown as one field of wheat or corn ; or, as on the Dal-

rymple farms in Dakota, where a brigade of six-horse

reapers go, twenty abreast, to cut the grain that waves

before the eye almost to the horizon." The following

statistics from the Census of 1890 show the character of

our agricultural tenures :
—

-

Year.
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§ 27. The most striking feature of American agricul-

ture has been that an abundance of fertile land has

Extensive encouraged extensive methods of farming.

cuitivatioii. From the fertile soil of new fields, large crops

have been raised with little or no attempt to renew or to

enrich the land. When in this manner the fertility of

one field has been exhausted, another has been brought

into cultivation. In older countries, where land is scarce,

a more careful, intensive form of cultivation is necessary

;

and the farmer is obliged to return to the soil, by means

of fertilizers, the various mineral ingredients that are

taken from it by each year's crops. European writers

have called the American practice " wasteful, wanton

earth-butchery," and have criticised Americans for per-

sisting " in taking up fresh land instead of the more

costly process of manuring a worn-out soil." But it

should be remembered that we have been rich in fertile

lands, and until recent times poor in most other kinds

of wealth. Our extensive agriculture has converted a

portion of the natural fertility of our soils into other

kinds of wealth that were less abundant. In the older

sections of the country intensive cultivation has long

been practiced. After the great staple crops of corn and

wheat have been raised for successive years with the

smallest expenditure of capital and labor, the soil becomes

perceptibly impoverished ; and the production of grain

moves steadily westward toward unoccupied territory.

Then, on the older lands of the East begins a more care-

ful, intensive cultivation of smaller crops, vegetables,

fruits, or grass for the support of the dairy. On the
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better portion of these lands cereal crops are still raised

by higher cultivation, while the poorer soils are often

allowed to revert to forest. In the vicinity of towns and

cities market-gardening allows a still more intensive

application of labor and capital. On the newer lands of

the West extensive farming, for some time to come, may

suffice for the production of large staple crops ; but in

most parts of the United States the agriculturist must,

in tlie future, resort to scientific soil cultivation. In

this direction much has been done already. During the

present century experiments and innovations have rap-

idly increased, while agricultural societies and publica-

tions have diffused knowledge of improved methods.

In the invention and practical use of agricultural machin-

ery the United States has led the world.

in. Fisheries and Mining.

§ 28. The rivers of most of the colonies abounded in

fish, but New England possessed sea fisheries that formed

the basis for a profitable commerce with the
Fisheries.

West Indies and witli Europe. Thousands

of hardy fishermen pushed their voyages as far as the

Banks of Newfoundland, where there were the greatest

sea fisheries of the world. The cod fishery has been the

most important of these, although the whale fishery

enrolled vessels of a greater tonnage from 1840 to 1858.

During the last thirty years the character of the fishery

interests of the United States has changed. The shore

and inland fisheries have been developed into greater

commercial importance than those of the deep sea. In
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1871 the United States Fish Commission was estab-

lished. This body has been successful in propagating

artificially more than forty kinds of fish. In 1890 the

value of the fishery products of the country was over

142,000,000.

§ 29. Iron was the first metal to be produced success-

fully in the English colonies. By 1650 Massachusetts

Mining had established the industry of smelting iron

indnstries. ^^^^ ^^^ u ^^^ o^gg » th^t were found in

marshes and at the bottom of ponds. The iron industry

gradually spread through the other colonies, and became

especially important in the middle colonies. Pig and

bar iron were exported to England from 1718 to the

time of the Revolution. Copper and lead were mined

in small quantities in some of the colonies, but other

attempts at mining met with little success. In the

upper Mississippi region, lead was mined by the French

and Spanish ; but the vast stores of mineral wealth

around Lake Superior remained untouched by European

colonists.

Early in this century gold was discovered in the Caro-

linas and Georgia, where about $24,000,000 worth of the

Development
y^How metal was mined up to 1847. Mean-

of mining, while the lead mines of the upper Mississippi
1800— 1860.

^'^ '^'^

were developed quite rapidly. In 1820

anthracite coal fairly began to be mined in Pennsyl-

vania, and the coal fields of that state began to be opened

up. This caused a rapid expansion of the iron industry.

About 1840 coal was first used in smelting pig iron,

and the production of iron greatly increased. It more
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than doubled between 1828 and 1842. Smelting by

charcoal still continued, however, in those states where

wood was abundant. After 1830 geological surveys

were established in many states, and the mineral

resources of the country were explored more systematic-

ally. Between 1845 and 1850 copper mining was

commenced in the Lake Superior district. The copper

product of the country increased from almost nothing

to more than 8,000 tons in 1860. Meanwhile gold had

been discovered in California, and the gold product of

the United States increased from 1889,000 in 1847 to

$65,000,000 in 1853. This last figure was nearly five

times the annual product of the world from 1800 to

1845. Fifteen years later, silver was discovered in

Nevada. By I860- the mineral resources of the United

States were fairly beginning to be developed.

Since 1860 the growth of the mining industries of the

country has been constant. The output of coal has

increased until it forms the most valuable
Mining

mineral product of the United States. In indnstnes

1894 the statistics of the production of coal
^"^^ '''°'

were as follows :
—

Variety.
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Iron mining has advanced as steadily as coal mining.

The output of iron ore increased from about seven mil-

lion tons in 1880 to sixteen million tons in 1890. In

1895 the output was 15,957,614 tons. Michigan pro-

duces more than one third of the total product, while

Alabama now produces more than Pennsylvania. Cop-

per mining has developed wonderfully. The Lake

Superior mines have now been equaled, temporarily

at least, by those of Montana. Lead and zinc have

been mined steadily, Missouri retaining its importance

in this industry. In the production of gold and silver

the United States has held a position of great impor-

tance, although within recent years the mines of Aus-

tralia and South Africa have yielded larger amounts

of gold. In the production of silver this country has

led all others. While it is impossible to mention all

the mineral products of the country, the growth of the

petroleum industry should be noted. In 1889 the prod-

uct of crude petroleum was valued at nearly twenty-

seven million dollars. In 1894 the total value of the

crude mineral products of the United States was esti-

mated to be more than five hundred million dollars.
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CHAPTER III.

MANUFACTURES AND TRANSPORTATION.

I. Colonial Manufactures.

§ 30. The poverty of the American colonists and

their remoteness from the English market compelled

Household them to undertake the work of converting

industries. j-g,^ materials into finished products. Many

kinds of manufactures had their beginning within the

household. Soap making, candle making, dressing and

manufacturing leather, the work of the carpenter and

the smith, spinning yarn, weaving homespun cloth, mak-

ing clothes and hats, and many other industries were

carried on within the family. The larger farms and

plantations, equipped with tool houses, forges, grist

mills, and saw mills, were almost self-sustaining eco-

nomic units. This lasted until the close of the eight-

eenth century.

§ 31. Yet, even in the early days, various manufac-

tures were carried on for commercial purposes, not for

Production for
Consumption within the household. Salt

fliemarket. and iron works were established for the

purpose of supplying the domestic market. Brick mak-
ing, cordage making, tanning, and other industries

became important commercially. Saw mills and grist
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mills were run for public as well as domestic supply.

Thus began a division of occupations, which was

carried further when increasing numbers of artisans

devoted themselves to the trades of the blacksmith,

carpenter, wheelwright, slioemaker, cooper, sawyer,

shipwright, bricklayer, etc. Such woi'kraen performed

much work that had been done formerly upon the

farm.

An abundant supply of timber made it possible to

establish various manufactures of wood. From pipe-

staves and clapboards to wagons and ships,
, , .^ ° ^ ' Frlncipal man-

many of the colonies supplied the domestic uiacturing

demand, and had a surplus for export. The

manufacture of iron was firmly established between

1650 and 1750. In some places rolling mills converted

the iron into sheets and bars, while slitting mills cut it

into rods. Wrought-iron nails, household utensils, and

many kinds of tools were produced ; and the manu-

facture of arms and cannon was begun. During the

Revolution the iron industry stood the country in good

stead. The textile industries also became important.

The first colonists, with spinning wheel and hand loom,

began to spin flax, hemp, cotton, or wool into yarn,

and to weave the yarn into cloth. Gradually fulling

mills were built, where homespun fabrics were rolled

and pressed in hot suds and fuller's earth in order to

thicken the goods and increase their weight. In the

eighteenth century a number of factories produced cloth

for the market. The colonists probably produced three

fourths of the cloth consumed by them. The finer

4
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grades of cloths were always imported from England,

but the majoritj^ of the people depended upon the

coarser domestic fabrics. The manufacture of cordage

and sail cloth was an important auxiliaiy of the ship-

building industry. Boots and shoes were important in

inter-colonial trade as early as 1700. Lynn, Massa-

chusetts, was a center for this branch of manufacture.

Of other industries, paper making, printing, and pub-

lishing, and the manufacture of glass, pottery, and hats

were the most important.

§ 32. This development of colonial manufactures

took place not only in the face of English competition.

The attitude ^^^ "^ spite of repeated attempts to destroy

of England, these industries. The commercial policy of

England was to limit the colonies to the production of

raw materials useful to English manufacturers, and to

reserve the colonial market exclusively for the sale of

English manufactured products. As early as 1699

Parliament prohibited wool or manufactured woolen

goods from being exported from any of the colonies.

In 1731 the exportation of hats was prohibited, and the

industry was placed under oppressive restrictions. In

1751 Parliament forbade the erection of new iron fur-

naces, forges, rolling mills, or slitting mills, with the

purpose of restricting the colonies to the production

of pig and bar iron. Although these restrictions were

evaded, they were an obstacle to the development of

colonial industries,

§ 33. Manufactures were further developed in the

northern colonies than in the southern, where the energy
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of the people was occupied with the cultivation of tobacco

and rice. Even in the northern colonies, fisheries, ship

building and commerce with the West In-
other obsta-

dies absorbed a large portion of the available ciestomanu-

labor and capital. Finally, in all sections
*"'^'"*"

of the country, scarcity of labor and high wages hin-

dered manufacturing enterprises. The high rate of

American wages has existed since the earliest times,^

and was a matter of record as early as 1645. It was

due to the productiveness of labor employed upon new
land. Laborers would not enter otlier industries un-

less employers could afford to pay as high wages as

could be secured in agriculture. An industry could be

established only when the superior efficiency of labor, or

some other advantage, enabled the employer to pay the

prevailing high wages.

§ 34. Although the United States imported from

England a large part of its manufactured supplies, yet

Alexander Hamilton, in 1791, could give „ „, ,' ' ° Hamilton's

the following account of American man- "Report on

ufactures :
^ "To all the arguments which

are brought to evince the impracticability of success in

manufacturing establishments in the United States, it

might have been a sufficient answer to have referred to

the experience of what has been already done. It is

certain that several important branches have grown

up and flourished with a rapidity which surprises, af-

1 See page 28.

^ See "Keport on Manufactures," in Taussig, State Papers and

Speeches on the Tariff, 48, 49.
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fording an encouraging assurance of success in further

attempts. Of these it may not be improper to enumer-

ate the most considerable." These were in substance as

follows :
—

1. Leather, shoes, harness, trunks, gloves, glue, etc.

2. Iron bars and sheets, steel, nail rods and nails, imple-

ments of husbandry, artificers' tools, household utensils,

arms, etc.

3. Ships, cabinet and coopers' wares, wool and cotton

cards, machinery for manufactures and agriculture.

4. Manufactures of flax aud hemp, cables, cordage, sail-

cloth, twine, etc.

5. Bricks, coarse tiles, and potters' wares.

6. Ardent spirits and malt liquors.

7. Writing and printing paper, wrapping paper and paste-

board, paper hangings.

8. Hats of fur and wool.

9. Refined sugars.

10. Oils, soap, tallow candles.

11. Copper and brass wares.

12. Tin wares.

13. Carriages of all kinds.

14. Snuff, chewing and smoking tobacco.

15. Starch and hair powder.

16. Lampblack and painters' colors.

17. Gunpowder.

"Besides manufactories of these articles, which are

carried on as regular trades, and have attained to a con-

siderable degree of maturity, there is a vast scene of

household manufacturing, which contributes more largely

to the supply of the community than could be imagined

without having made it an object of particular inquiry."
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II. The Industrial Revolution and the Factory System.

§ 35. While the American colonics were struggling

for independence, there began in England a series of

economic changes which ultimately trans-°
.

•'
• The Industrial

formed completely English industry and Revolution

commerce. These changes constituted the "^

Industrial Revolution. Between 1790 and 1850 the

United States was affected by the same influences. For

this reason, we must now consider briefly the course of

the Industrial Revolution in England.

The economic condition of England in 1760 was prim-

itive when compared with the present order of things.

Manufactures were carried on mainly by ^ „

hand, and water or horse power was seldom manufactures

utilized. The woolen industry was the prin-

cipal branch of manufacture, the iron trade coming next

in importance, while manufactures of silk, linen, and cot-

ton were much smaller. The textile industries were

carried on often in country districts in combination with

agriculture. The men of a household attended to the

farm, while the women and children spun yarn for sale.

Weaving usually occupied the men during the winter.

In all industries the tools and machinery were sim-

ple, so that a person needed but little capital in order to

become an independent producer and the employer of a

few journeymen and apprentices. After 1740 the iron

trade began to decline, because it was no longer possible

to secure supplies of wood sufiBcient to furnish charcoal

for smelting iron ores.
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In 1760 the entire foreign commerce of England

amounted to about 1120,000,000, a very small figure

when compared with tlie development of the
Commerce and
transportation next fifty years. Domestic commerce was

restricted by the difiiculty of inland trans-

portation. Roads were very bad, while the construction

of canals had only commenced. London was the only

national market, where products of all sections were ex-

changed ; and the rest of the domestic commerce was

carried on through a few local markets, through annual

fairs, or through traveling merchants.

Labor and capital were hampered by many restrictions.

In most towns industries were under the control of ex-

Legai position clusive guilds, wliich supervised prices, qual-

ca^ud'ta"* ^*^ °^ goods, and many details of business.

1760. In such towns no one could engage in any

trade without becoming a member of the guild, and serv-

ing an apprenticeship of seven years. Laborers could not

move from one parish to another, unless they could give

guarantees that they would not become dependent upon

the poor rates of the parish in which they settled. They

were forbidden to form associations for- any purpose,

while justices of the peace were empowered to regulate

wages. Joint-stock corporations hardly existed in any

industries except banking, insurance, and foreign trade.

Adam Smith, in 1776, could appeal to experience to

prove that such companies, whose hired managers con-

trolled other people's money, would generally be man-
aged wastefully and negligently ; so that they could not

compete with the common business partnership.
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Between 1760 and 1840 English industries were revo-

lutionized. The cause of this was a remarkable series of

inventions which affected the cotton and
Cbangesin

woolen industries first. The production of thetextue

cotton and woolen goods had long been hin-

dered by the difficulty of supplying weavers with enough

yarn. The rude hand loom could weave cloth faster

than the spinners could produce yarn, a single thread at

a time, upon the spinning wheel. Between 1764 and

1780 three inventors, Hargreaves, Arkwright, and

Crompton, perfected appliances which finally enabled a

spinner to spin many thousand threads of yarn at once.

These inventions enabled spinners to produce more yarn

than the clumsy hand looms could weave into cloth.

But, in 1785, Cartwright invented a power loom which,

after undergoing improvements for many years, placed

appliances for weaving on an equality with the machinery

for spinning. Meanwhile, James Watt had invented the

steam engine in 1769. Sixteen years later it began

slowly to displace water power in running the new spin-

ning machinery. These inventions first revolutionized

the manufacture of cotton, but during the first quarter of

the present century all textile industries were affected

by them.

The steam engine was first used in coal mines, in sink-

ing shafts, in pumping water out of the mines, and in

hoisting coal from the pit. In this wayo ^
_

' Cliaiigesln

sufficient supplies of coal could be obtained the iron

to run the smelting furnaces, and the iron

industry was stimulated into new life. By the use of the
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steam engine the blast furnace was greatly improved, so

that the production of iron increased rapidly.

Prom 1755 to 1800 many canals were constructed

between important places, with the result of cheapening

Changes In transportation. Early in the present cen-

transportation. tui-y y^g highways of England were greatly

improved. During the second quarter of the century

railroad construction was commenced, aiid the steam

engine revolutionized land transportation. By 1850 it

had been applied successfully to ocean transportation.

One result of the Industrial Revolution was the growth

of the factory system. The new machinery was far more

expensive than the old hand loom or spin-

tie factory ning wheel. Consequently the ownership of
sysem.

capital tended to pass out of the hands of

the laborers, who became dependent upon capitalist

employers for the supplies of tools and materials with

which they worked. Then it appeared that, in order to

apply water or steam power advantageously in operating

the new machinery, it was necessary to concentrate a

number of machines in the same building. Moreover, as

the product of an establishment increased, the processes

of manufacture could be divided more profitably among

different classes of laborers. This fact necessitated

more thorough superintendence and organization. Such

causes led to the gradual concentration of industry in

large factories, and to the disappearance of the small

establishments of the domestic producers.

In a period of such rapid growth and change, the old

restrictions on the establishment of industries and the
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regulation of prices and wages could not be maintained.

More and more these laws and customs fell changed

into disuse, and capitalists and laborers were labor and

left free to establish new enterprises, and to
'^*''***'-

arrange their respective interests by a contract which

was nominally free. Competition became the ruling

economic force, and regulation by law was given up for

the time. One of the most important results of the In-

dustrial Revolution was the destruction of mediteval

restrictions upon competition, and the abandonment of

prices and wages to determination by the contracts of the

competing parties.

§ 36. In 1789 agriculture and commerce were the

principal industries of the United States, although do-

mestic manufactures had been established. The industrial

There appeared here and there a desire to ^^'uMted
promote the rapid growth of manufactures, states,

in order that the country need not depend upon England

for manufactured goods. Largely from a desire for what

was termed "industrial independence," attempts were

made to foster manufactures. In this effort a great

obstacle was encountered. England possessed the in-

ventions tliat were revolutionizing industry, while with-

out such appliances it would have been hopeless for

Americans to attempt to compete with the manufac-

turers of the mother country. But England intended

to retain the United States as a market for her manu-

factured products, and did not Intend to allow the new

inventions to be used outside of her own borders. Strin-

gent laws prohibited the exportation of machines, plans,
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or models of machinery ; and the emigration of skilled

workmen was forbidden. After unsuccessful attempts

to secure a knowledge of English machinery and meth-

ods, a cotton mill was finally equipped in 1790, at

Pawtucket, R. I. A few years later the cotton gin was

invented. Yet the cotton industry grew very slowly until

after 1807, when foreign commerce was forbidden hy the

embargo, and domestic manufactures rapidly developed.

Slater's cotton mill at Pawtucket marked the estab-

lishment of the factory system in the United States.

, , , Yet weaving was still performed by hand.
The completed ° ^ j i

factory sys- and weaving and spinning were not united

in a single factory. In 1814 Mr. Francis

Lowell constructed a power loom at Waltham, Mass.,

and completed a factory equipped with machinery for

spinning and weaving cotton. This marked the com-

pletion of the factory system. Before long otlier indus-

tries were developed in a similar manner, and American

manufactures commenced a period of steady growth.

III. Transportation.

§ 37. The first roads in the colonies had to be cut

through the dense forests that covered the Atlantic

Roads. coast regions. Indian trails offered more

or less beaten ways that were often widened and

straightened into highways. Continuous roads finally,

connected the principal towns of the tidewater districts,,

but wagon roads did not exist far from the seacoast

until after 1750. Bridges were constructed very slowly,

and most rivers had to be forded. The larger streams
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were crossed by ferries, which gave very poor, and often

dangerous, service. The colonial roads were in the

charge of the local political units, the towns and

counties. They were constructed only as local needs

demanded, without reference to any general plan for

colonial highways. The " road tax " levied by the towns

or counties was paid in labor, not in money ; and the

work of road building was very badly done. Both this

custom of " working out the road tax," and the bad

roads produced by it, remain in many comitry districts

to this day. About 1790 turnpike roads, or highways

constructed and maintained by tolls, began to be built.

Early in the present century the turnpike systems were

rapidly extended. These roads were built by corpora-

tions which were given rights of way, and allowed to

charge tolls. They were advantageous in a time when

the local governments could not be induced to build ade-

quate highways, but grave abuses soon appeared. The

tolls were often excessive and the roads were poor. In

more recent times the tendency has been to bring all

roads under public control, and to provide for highways

by general taxation. Still more recently some of the

state governments have begun to aid in the very neces-

sary work of improving our roads, which are the worst

to be found in any civilized country.

Early in this century, after settlements had been

planted west of the Alleghanies, it became „ ^^ „^,^ ° ' Road building

very necessary to have some means of com- by the united

Stfltes.

muuication between the seaboard and the

Mississippi Valley. There arose a strong movement in
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favor of the construction of long-distance highways,

canals, and other improvements by the national govern-

ment. Between 1806 and 1837 the United States built

a highway known as the Cumberland Road, which ex-

tended from Washington to Cumberland, and thence by

way of Wheeling, througli Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, to

the Mississippi River near St. Louis. By 1840, a grow-

ing opposition to internal improvements by the national

government put an end to such expenditures by the

United States.

§ 38. The original colonies were favored with easy

means of intercolonial communication by sea, while a

Transporta-
number of navigable rivers gave access to

tioniy water, tjjg interior regions of the seaboard. Lines

of packet sloops were established along the seacoast

and on the Delaware and Hudson rivers. After 1807

steamboats were placed upon many of these routes. A
few years later they appeared upon the Great Lakes.

On the rivers of the Mississippi Valley, steam navigation

was exceedingly important. Prom 1815 to 1860, steam-

ships multiplied on all these waters. They furnished an

easy means of access to all parts of this region, and

greatly hastened the development of the Valley. After

1860 the railroads began to secure a large part of this

carrying trade. On the Great Lakes tlie steamboat has

held its own, and to-day the lake fleet comprises more

than one fourth of our entire merchant marine.

Washington, when a young man, perceived the possi-

bility and desirability of constructing canals connecting

the Hudson River and the Great Lakes, and connecting
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Chesapeake Bay with the Ohio River. Between 1790

and 1800 many canals were projected, and a few were

built. The era of canal construction really
CflUflls

commenced after 1820. The Erie Canal

was opened from the Hudson River to Lake Erie in

1825, and soon cheapened transportation from the Ohio

Valley to the seaboard so that rates fell to one tenth of

the former cost. Branches were built, and towns and

cities sprang up wherever the canal met a branch or a

natural watercourse. Before long other canals were

built between the Ohio River and Lake Erie, between

the Hudson and Lake Champlain, and between the coal

regions of northwestern Pennsylvania and the seacoast.

Many states entered upon the construction of elaborate

canal systems. Pennsylvania, Virginia, Indiana, and

Illinois were among the number. Generally these canals

proved unsuccessful, and were either abandoned or fell

into the hands of railroads. Indeed, railroads made

their appearance very soon after the canals were opened.

In many cases the canals could not compete with the

railroads ; but other canals, notably the Erie, proved to

be successful competitors, and have tended permanently

to lower transportation charges.

§ 89. By 1830 the era of railway transportation was

opened by the completion of the first few miles of the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. Shortly after,
^^^^^^^

railroads were built from Boston to Albany, transportation,

from Richmond to Chesterfield, from Albany to Sara-

toga, and from Charleston to Hamburg. By 1840 there

were 2,755 miles of railways in the United States.
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Practicallj all were in the Atlantic States, and they

were short, independent lines, radiating from Boston,

Albany, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Richmond,

and Charleston. They were local roads, yet they fur-

nished an almost continuous line of transportation from

New York to North Carolina.^

Between 1840 and 1860, railroads were extended very

rapidly in New England, where 2,600 miles of track

were in operation the latter year. A road
Second decade '^ •'

of railroad was Completed from Boston to Albany, so

that New England was placed in direct com-

munication with the West, via the Erie Canal. By

1850, railroads had been pushed well into the western

portions of New York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland.

Georgia had started a railway system, while roads were

being constructed in tlie Mississippi Valley. As yet no

lines of railway connected the seaboard with the West,

while the roads still remained local companies serving

local needs.

Prom 1850 to 1860 the railway mileage of the United

States increased from 8,571 to 28,919. miles. The Mid-

The third ^^^ Atlantic States rapidly pushed their rail-

decade, ways westward. In the Southern States

remarkable progress was made. But in the Mississippi

Valley railroad expansion was most noteworthy. Chi-

cago and St. Louis were finally connected with the

Atlantic coast, while the states north of the Ohio and

east of the Mississippi were covered with a network of

1 See Scribner's Statistical Atlas for maps showing railroad constrnc-

tion by decades.
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railways. Twenty-seven million acres of public lands

had been granted by Congress to aid the construction of

railroads in the West and South. The people looked

upon the roads in a friendly manner ; and states, coun-

ties, and towns granted large sums of money to further

tlieir construction.

The Civil War checked railroad building only tem-

porarily. After 1866 it was continued on a larger scale

than ever. For political reasons the United Thefonrui

States favored the construction of railroads i<xass-

to connect the Pacific coast with the rest of the Union,

and granted millions of dollars and millions of acres of

land to aid the Union and Central Pacific roads. Then

in the Southwest and Northwest land grants and sub-

sidies to railways were renewed.

In 1873 the country had 68,484 miles of railroads.

Since that time many thousand miles of road have been

built in the states west of the Mississippi,
' ^ Railroad con-

and other lines have been pushed through to stmcUon from

the Pacific coast. In 1896 there were over

180,000 miles of railroads in the country. During the

last twenty-five years, railways have often been con-

structed as speculative enterprises far in advance of the

needs of the country. Sometimes the construction of

such a road leads to the rapid development of the region

through which it runs, and so creates a paying business.

But such enterprises often lead to the building of un-

necessary lines that can have no immediate prospect of

becoming paying investments.

The character of American railways has changed
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greatly since 1850. The early roads were short, local

Railroad con-
affairs. Between 1850 and 1860 local roads

soUdation. began to be consolidated into throngh lines.

Thus the numerous local roads that together covered

the distance from Albany to Buffalo were consolidated

by Vanderbilt into the New Yoric Central Railroad.

About the same time the Pennsylvania Railroad secured

a through line from Philadelphia to Pittsburg, and the

Baltimore and Ohio pushed its way westward. Tlien

followed efforts to secure control of roads that should

give access to Chicago and other points in tlie Missis-

sippi Valley. At length, five trunk lines were formed,

controlling through routes from the West to the sea-

board. In all directions a similar process went on. The

reason for such consolidation was that the union of

several short lines under one management diminished

the expenses of operation.

The establishment of trunk lines introduced a new

era of railroad rate-making. The old local roads had

enjoyed a practical monopoly in their several districts.

Competition existed only at a few points where com-

peting roads met. But the trunk lines could compete

with each other for the through freight between the

West and the East, and the sharpest rivalry sprung up.

The economies of operation made possible by consolida-

tion enabled the trunk lines to reduce their charges,

while competition for through traffic obliged them to do

so. Competition finally became so fierce as to lead to

" railroad wars," in which rates were often lowered be-

low the cost of transportation. Such " cut-throat com-
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petition" was followed by pooling agreements between

the different roads, by which rates were maintained at a

higher level, and the profits thus secured were divided

between the roads composing the pool. In 1887 Congress

prohibited the formation of pools, and endeavored by

an Inter-State Commerce Act to remedy certain abuses.

But the roads have frequently succeeded in maintaining

rates by traffic agreements of a more or less secret char-

acter. The consolidation of railroads did not end with

the establishment of through lines east of Chicago.

West of that city the work of consolidation has ex-

tended to the Missouri River, and from the Missouri to

the Pacific. Between St. Louis and the Southwest the

same process has gone on. In 1890 it was estimated

that one eighth of the railway mileage of the country

was under a single management, while over one half of

the railroads had fallen under the control of twenty

other managements. The prospect is that a few great

trans-continental lines will finally control all the trans-

portation business of the country, except that which is

of a purely local character.

IV. Ship Building.

§ 40. The forests of the New World supplied abun-

dant materials for ship building, which was begun in the

first years of the colonial history. Massachu- coionjai ship

setts had built one hundred and twenty ves- '""idi^'g-

sels as early as 1655. By 1700, many ships were built

each year in New York, Pennsylvania, and Delaware.

In the southern colonies less was accomplished until the

5
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middle of the eighteenth century, when ship building

developed rapidly in all of the colonies. In the year

1769 over three hundred and eighty vessels, with a total

burden of 20,000 tons, were constructed in America.

Between 1780 and 1800, wooden vessels were built upon

some of the Great Lakes. Sliip building was the first

mechanical industry to be largely developed in the colo-

nies, and it made possible the growth of a large and

profitable commerce.

§ 41. In 1789 the tonnage of the ships registered

in the foreign trade was 123,893 tons. For the next

twenty-five years Europe was in a state
American
shipping from of Continual war, and American ships se-

1789 to 1840.
pyj,g^ ^ large part of the carrying trade of

Europe. By 1806, the ships registered in foreign trade

had a tonnage of 795,507 tons. In the same year the

ships in the coasting trade had a tonnage of 340,540

tons, while the sea fisheries employed ships with a ton-

nage of over 69,000 tons. The United States, in 1790

and 1792, levied discriminating taxes upon foreign ships,

with the possible result of throwing more of our com-

merce into the hands of American ship owners. After

1816 the restoration of peace in Europe caused us to

lose a part of the carrying trade of European countries.

In 1840 our foreign trade employed no larger tonnage

than in 1806, but our coasting trade employed ships with

a tonnage of 1,176,000 tons. Between 1817 and 1820

our navigation laws were extended, and made especially

severe against foreign ships. The reason for such illib-

eral measures was the resentment aroused by the harsh
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policy pursued by England until 1830. The laws en-

acted by Congress at that date are mainly unchanged at

the present day. They aim to prevent Americans from

purchasing foreign ships and entering them under Amer-

ican registry. They exclude foreign vessels from our

coasting trade, and impose discriminating charges upon

foreign ships. Many of these . regulations prove hin-

drances to American interests, while they have not bene-

fited American ship builders materially.

§ 42. From 1840 to 1861 the tonnage of the vessels

registered in the foreign trade increased from 762,838

to 2,496,894 tons, while the tonnage of the
' '^ SMp building

coasting -fleet increased to 2,704,544 tons, from i84o to

During this period seventy per cent of our

foreign commerce was carried in American vessels, while

our ships did a large part of the carrying trade of the

world. In producing wooden sailing vessels American

ship builders were unequaled, and their magnificent clip-

per ships were superior to all others. This was ac-

complished, moreover, when wages and the cost of all

materials except wood were much higher than in other

countries. But, after 1850, steamships began to replace

sailing ressels in ocean commerce. In the construction

of steamships the United States was soon outstripped by

Great Britain. The Civil War struck a terrible blow to

American shipping interests, and our merchant marine

rapidly diminished.

§ 43. Since the war our foreign marine has also con-

stantly declined, although the ships engaged in the coast-

ing trade have increased. On the Great Lakes there has
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been wonderful progress. . The total merchant marine of

the United States diminished from 5,539,813 tons in

1861 to 4,684,029 tons in 1894. At the same time, the

proportion of our foreign trade carried in American ships

decreased from 75 per cent in 1855 to 13.3 per cent in

Causes for the 1894. The causes of this decline are par-

deciineofour
tiallv in dispute. But it certainly began a few

merchant ma- .- r .; o

riae, years before the Civil War, so that the rav-

ages of Confederate privateers only hastened a process

that had already commenced. One primary cause is the

fact that iron and steel ships have so largely replaced

wooden vessels. As early as 1855 it was determined

that iron ships, although more expensive to construct,

were in the end more durable and consequently cheaper

than wooden ships. It also appeared that iron vessels

better withstand the strain of heavy steam machinery.

More recently, steel has replaced iron for ship construc-

tion. Now, American builders had a great advantage in

the cheapness of their wood supply, as well as in their

skill in constructing wooden vessels. Iron ships, how-

ever, could be built more cheaply in England ; and there-

fore the ocean-carrying trade passed to ships of English

construction. More than this, American builders were

handicapped by the fact that they were very slow in turn-

ing from sailing vessels to the construction of steam-

ships. So long as steel vessels retain their present

superiority, American ship builders will not regain their

former position until they are able to construct steel

vessels as cheaply as the builders of foreign nations.

In recent years the outlook has improved. The creation
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of our new navy has stimulated the. construction of steel

vessels, while the cost of building Ihem has greatly de-

creased. The expense for labor is the principal item of

cost that is larger here than in England, but this dis-

parity seems to be diminishing. Unquestionably, the

steel ships now constructed in this country are unex-

celled in any particular by ships manufactured in any

country of the world.

V. The Textile Industries.

§ 44. Spinning machinery was introduced into the

cotton industry in 1790, but nearly twenty years passed

before as much was accomplished in the „^
_

The cotton

woolen industry. The period of commercial and woolen

restriction following the embargo in 1807

practically shut off foreign supplies. This caused a

rapid development of woolen and cotton manufactures.

Many of the mills built at this time, however, were badly

constructed and equipped, so that they turned out a very

coarse product. Between 1815 and 1825 the power loom

was introduced into this country. Large factory towns

grew up in such places as Lowell, Lawrence, Fall River,

Cohoes, and Patterson.

§ 45. Since 1820 the growth of cotton manufactures

has been continuous. The industry has been concen-

trated largely in New England from the be-° The cotton

ginning. In 1890 seventy-six per cent of the industry

cotton spindles were located in that section,

Massachusetts having the largest number. Since 1870

there has been a marked development of cotton manu-
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facture in the-South.^ The capital so invested increased

from 117,375,000 in 1880 to $53,827,000 in 1890. Since

these factories can obtain raw cotton without incurring

any considerable expense for cost of transportation, it

seems probable that the future development of this

industry in the South will be rapid. The following table

shows the rapid growth of cotton manufactures in the

United States:—
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that our cotton factories are mainly worked, and we

have ceased to import staple goods, and shall never be

likely to resume their import. On the other hand, we

may for a long period continue to import the finer goods

that depend mainly on fashion and style for their use,

and that are purely articles of luxiiry." Yet in 1895

we exported over $13,789,000 of cotton manufactures,

while imports of this sort amounted to $33,196,625.

In the future it is probable that the United States, hav-

ing the advantage of immediate proximity to the great

source of the world's supply of raw cotton, will surpass

other countries not similarly situated.

§ 46. The manufacture of woolen fabrics did not de-

velop as rapidly as the manufacture of cotton. One

reason for this was that the domestic supply xhe woolen

of wool has never been sufficient, while of ^n*"^*^'

cotton this country has possessed a cheap and abundant

supply. Moreover, tariff duties often imposed on

imported wool have for much of the time increased

the cost of raw materials to the manufacturer. The

woolen manufactu!-es that sprung up during the War

of 1812 suffered considerable reverses after 1815, but

by 1828 the industry seemed to have surmounted what-

ever initial difficulties there may have been in the way

of its development.

The statistical table on page 72 shows the growth of

woolen manufactures in the United States since 1840.

It is interesting to study the location of the woolen

industry in the United States. At the opening of the

present century it was, like all domestic industries,
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Articles.
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ceut of the woolen product of the country. New Eng-

land, Now York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania possess

more than eighty-five per cent of the woolen machinery.

Of these, Pennsylvania leads, Massachusetts holding

second place. At the present time the woolen goods

produced in the United States are sufficient to supply

eighty-nine per cent of the domestic demand. In 1895

imports of woolen goods amounted to 138,539,000,

while the exports were less than one million dollars.

§ 47. A complete account of the textile industries of

the United States should include some mention of the

silk manufacture and of establishments de- combijied tex-

voted to dyeing and finishing textile prod *^* industries,

ucts. The product of silk fabrics has increased from

Sl,809,000 >in 1850 to $87,298,000 in 1890 ; while the

product of the dyeing and finishing industries in 1890

was $28,900,000. The imports of silk manufactures in

1895 amounted to $81,206,000, and the exports of sucli

goods were insignificant. The following table shows how

the textile industries of the United States are concen-

trated in the same states :
—

Locality.

United States
Massachusetts
Pennsylvania
New Tork
Rhode Island
New Jersey
Connecticut
New Hampshire
Maine

Woolen
Product,
1890.

8337,768,524
72,081,408
89,337,419
53,340,151
34,722,493
9,984,640

20,843,965
14,445,172
8,814,256

Cotton,
1890.

$267,981,724
100,202,882
18,431,773
9,777,295

27,310,499
5,902,616

15,409,476
21,958,002
15,316,909

Silk,

1890.

887,298,454
5,557,569
19,357,540
19,417,796
2,229,062

30,760,371
9,788,951

Dyeing and
FinisMng,

1890.

$28,900,560
6,496,215

5,240,761
3,636,051
4,743,561
0,183,397
715,388

Not separately reported.
Not separately reported.

Total
Textiles.

$721,949,262
184,938,074
132,367,499

86,171,293
07.C'0-,n5
52,.'-'31,023

46,7.17,780

37,256,364
24,911,165
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VI. Iron and Steel Industries.

§ 48. The Industrial Revolution began an era of

machine production, and caused a new demand for

iron as the material needed for machine
The iron in-

dustry from construction. Therefore iron occupies a

position of peculiar importance at the pres-

ent day. The development of other industries neces-

sarily increases the demand for iron, while a depression

in business causes thp demand to slacken. Many years

passed before the revolution in English methods of pro-

ducing iron affected the industry in the United States.

Until nearly 1840 iron continued to be smelted by char-

coal, with methods that differed little from those of

colonial times. Pennsylvania already produced one half

of the iron smelted in this country, and Pittsburg was

becoming the center of the iron industry in western

Pennsylvania. About 1840 anthracite coal was used in

smelting, and the blast furnaces began to be improved.

The industry was then placed on a modern basis, and

the product increased from 200,000 tons of pig iron in

1830 to over 900,000 tons in 1860. In 1850 coke began

to be used in smelting, and some years later uncoked

bituminous coal was employed. Gradually the produc-

tion of pig iron was concentrated in the vicinity of the

coal supplies, since it was cheaper to carry iron to the

coal regions than to carry coal to the iron mines. Thus

most of the iron produced in Micliigan has been smelted

in other states where coal is more abundant. By 1856

the iron and coal resources of the United States had

been developed so far that Mr. Abrara S. Hewitt could
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write, " In point of fact the materials for making a ton

of iron can be laid down in the United States at the

furnace with less expenditure of human labor than in

any part of the known world, with the possible excep-

tion of Scotland." Ten years later the Englisli econo-

mist Jevons wrote, " It is impossible there should be

two opinions as to the future seat of the iron trade.

The abundance and purity of both fuel and ore in the

United States, with the commercial enterprise of Ameri-

can manufacturers, put the question beyond doubt."

§ 49. Yet the iron resources of the country had

hardly begun to be developed in 1860. The increase

in the product of pig iron during the thirty years from

1860 to 1890 is shown herewith :
—

Yew.
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the United States to be " the second iron-making and

steel-making country in the world." Since that time it

has surpassed England in this respect.

§ 50. Many kinds of manufactures of iron and steel

have been establisiied in this country for a long time.

„ , The manufacture of wrought-iron nails, of
Manufactures °

of iron the simpler kinds of tools and cutlery, and

of firearms are some of the older branches

of this industry. Yet up to 1860 the American market

was largely supplied by foreign producers of iron and

steel manufactures. The exports of such commodi-

ties never exceeded 11,000,000 until after 1840, and

amounted to only $10,000,000 in 1865. During the

last fifty years, however, remarkable progress has been

made in the American manufacture of iron and steel.

Wire and cut nails, iron and steel pipes, cutlery, tools

and machinery of all kinds, stationary and locomotive

engines, ai-ms and armor plate, steel rails, and many

other products of iron and steel are now turned out in

quantity sufficient to supply the greater part of the do-

mestic demand and to leave a surplus for export. In

1895 the iron and steel products exported from the

United States amounted to 132,000,000, while the im-

ports of such commodities were slightly more than

123,000,000. One important feature of this kind of.

American manufacture has been the early and exten-

sive use of interchangeable mechanism. Firearms,

sewing machines, locomotive engines, watches, clocks,

agricultural implements, and many other products have

been constructed with interchangeable parts ; and in

this field American manufacturers have won celebrity.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE CONSUMPTION OP WEALTH.

I. Eaman Wants.

§ 51. The preceding chapters have explained briefly

the history of the leading industries by which the

people of America have endeavored, for Defuutioii

nearly three centuries, to supply their wants "* economics,

for food, shelter, clothing, and all those commodities

that are needed to support life, and to make civilized

existence possible. The science of economics treats of

precisely these efforts of mankind to secure certain

material objects, or certain services of other people.

It deals, in short, with those activities of man which

are directed toward securing a living. The reason why

men carry on these activities is that they have certain

needs or wants which can be appeased only by appro-

priate human action. Therefore, human needs may well

be made the starting point of economic studies : and

our first work will be to examine into the character of

the wants that impel men to constant efforts to secure

a living for themselves and their families.

§ 52. Man has a material body which demands cer-

tain objects necessary for its preservation and develop-
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ment. From this source arise certain bodily wants, some

of which man shares in common with other animals. The

Origin of hu- needs for food, drink, clothing, and shelter

man wants.
fQj. one's self and one's family ai'e the prin-

cipal animal wants of this character. Beyond this point

the wants of the lower animals hardly extend ; but man,

endowed with superior faculties and a higher spiritual

nature, has developed a multitude of higher needs.

Some of these are of a spiritual character, as the desire

for companionship, for intellectual or religious develop-

ment, and the like. But others are of a material nature_

As men become more intelligent and refined, they grow

dissatisfied with the ruder and coarser forms of food,

clothing, and shelter. They demand more varied and

palatable food, finer clothing, more beautiful houses.

Their aesthetic faculties transform the demands of their

animal natures, and infuse a spiritual element into what

were formerly simple material desires for food, clothes,

and shelter. A dining table artistically arranged, a

beautiful dress, or a finely designed house will serve as

examples of material goods that satisfy animal wants

which have been partially transformed by the de-

mands of man's aesthetic faculties. Moreover, it must

be noticed that many spiritual wants can be satisfied

only through the medium of material objects. Thus a

printed book is often the only means by which knowl-

edge can be communicated from one mind to another.

Finally, many of man's higher needs have a distinctly

social character. One of the strongest human wants

is the desire for the society of one's fellows. Out of
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this desire of men to live together in an organized

society, there arise many social wants of an economic

character which are oftentimes satisfied by collective

or social action. Roads, bridges, sewers, scliools, as}'-

lums, parks, postal facilities, and many other economic

goods are the result of social action, and minister to

social or public needs.

§ 53. In the development of human wants a certain

order can be observed. In the lowest stages of barba-

rism, men are found to be almost devoid of Development

any but the animal needs and desires. They "* wants,

can advance in civilization only as fast as their higher

faculties can be developed, and liigher wants aroused

within them. Tlie principal difficulty in efforts to civi-

lize a savage race is to make such people desire any-

thing more than the purely animal satisfactions with

which they have always been contented. As men ad-

vance in the scale of civilization, their wants rapidly

increase in number and variety. We have seen that

this is due to the development of higher spiritual facul-

ties. These both arouse within men higher desires, and

also make it possible to devise means for their gratifica-

tion. These higher desires, and the power to satisfy

them, are alike peculiar to man. The food of the horse

or dog, and the abodes of the birds or the beaver, have

in all known times remained the same, except as they

have been modified by human action. The progress of

the human race from barbarism to civilization has been

marked first and fundamentally by an increase and a

diversification of wants. This has been due to the influ-

6
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ence of man's spiritual faculties in transforming purely

animal wants, and in developing multitudes of higher

desires.

§ 64. Economics is not directly concerned with all

the possible wants of man's nature. It studies only

Classification those wants which impel him to exertion in

of wants. order to secure a living, in order to procure

certain material objects, or certain services of other per-

sons. In a rough way, therefore, we riiay classify the

wants with which economics deals as (1) wants for mate-

rial objects, and (2) wants for personal services.

But a further classification of wants will be of use.

We may divide them into " existence wants " and

A second " Culture wants." The first class comprises
classification,

^jj ^]^g purely animal wants ; the second

includes all wants for those things which lead to the

refinement and ennobling of men's lives.

Many of the wants of man's animal nature are for

objects necessary to the continued existence of families

Existence of human beings ; others are for objects of

wants. relative indifference, so far as the mere

preservation of life is concerned. The non-satisfaction

of necessary wants leads to physical pain, disease, or

death. Hence normal persons will procure the objects

necessary for such needs before attempting to satisfy

other desires. The demand for such " necessaries of

life " will, therefore, remain strong and fairly constant

even if other satisfactions have to be given up. Another

fact should also be noticed. As fast as the lower exist-

ence wants are appeased, men often become conscious of
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new needs and desires, which they now have an oppor-

tunity to satisfy. Progress in civilization depends upon

the awakening of such higher wants. With a progress-

ive people, therefore, the satisfaction of existence wants

serves merely to arouse new desires, and to stimulate

men to attempt to satisfy them.

The non-satisfaction of culture wants may result in

a loss of comfort, of pleasure, or of social esteem.

These wants are largely acquired
;
yet the

culture

force of habit may make such desires very wants,

strong, so that they may seem to have almost the im-

portance of existence wants. To people in one social

class, expensive clothes or a private carriage may seem

a decency merely, and a necessity to the maintenance of

social position or esteem. To other people such objects

may be luxuries, and may seem to have no connection

with real personal welfare. These culture wants, there-

fore, vary greatly according to individual tastes or social

position. The number and the possible variety of such

wants are, moreover, really illimitable. Existence wants

are far less expansive. The absolute amount of nourish-

ment, of clothing, or of shelter which a person requires

is limited quite narrowly, and cannot be greatly in-

creased. But the possible varieties of fine food and

clothing are very many. When we come to such cul-

ture wants as the desires for books, pictures, foreign

travel, and the like, the possible increase in the abso-

lute number and variety of human wants is practically

infinite. These wants may be directed toward the

development of one's faculties and activities, rather
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than toward the satisfactions of the senses. A thirst

for knowledge, or the pursuit of literature and art for

their own salte, may have for their objects the develop-

ment of faculties, not sensuous gratification. While

the awakening, and the satisfaction of culture wants

are both desirable, and necessary, if life is to be made

worth the living, the development of such tastes may take

undesirable directions. Luxurious desires may be car-

ried too far ; and the constant increase of wants, even

of wants desirable in themselves may lead to extrava-

gance and prodigality.

II. Economic Goods.

§ 55. Everything which satisfies a human want is a

utility or a good. The abstract noun " utility " means the

utmties power to satisfy wants. Economics treats

or goods, of man's efforts to supply himself with cer-

tain utilities, or goods. These utilities may be either

material objects or personal services. To such goods

the term " wealth " is applied. In common usage wealtli

often means great riches, but such is not the sense in

which the economist uses the word. To him the poor

man's dwelling and the rich man's palace are alike

wealth, in that they are both want satisfiers, or utili-

ties. Our definition of goods and wealth serves to

make clear oue very important point. Nothing can

be wealth except as it is able to satisfy a human want.

The conception of goods or wealth, therefore, is purely

relative to human needs. A change in men's wants

may render much former wealth valueless, and con-
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versely. The passing away of the belief in magic made

charms and relics worthless, while varying fashions in

dress are constantly producing similar results.

§ 56. It is necessary now to give a more exact defi-

nition to the term " economic goods." We have seen that

economic goods include both material ob-

jects and personal services, but not all such gjo^s.

objects or services come within the scope

of the definition. Some goods exist in such supera-

bundance that men, without making any effort or sac-

rifice, find all wants for such objects completely satisfied.

Such goods are free to all, no lack of them is ever ex-

perienced, and they are not objects of economic effort.

Air, sunlight, and water are generally examples of such

free goods. But many other things can be secured only

by effort or sacrifice of some sort, for the reason that

the supply of such utilities is limited. Such limitations

may be due to the impossibility of increasing the num-

ber of the goods in existence, as in the case of old

paintings and antiques ; or to the fact that the supply

of the commodity in question can be increased only by

the labor of production. Utilities of which the supply

is limited, as compared with human desires for them,

are called economic goods. Men never experience any

lack of free goods since all their wants for such objects

are abundantly supplied. But in the case of economic

goods, men experience constantly unsatisfied wants

which they seek in some manner to satisfy.

Economic goods, since they are limited in supply,

can be obtained as a rule only by exertion or sacrifice
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of some sort. For that reason they may usually be

Transferabu-
exchanged for other goods. Material ob-

Hyofeconom- igcts may be transferred from one person
ic goods.

•' '

to another. Man's faculties cannot be thus

transferred, but the services which his faculties enable

him to render may be exchanged for the services of

others or for material objects. In so far as the ex-

change- or transfer of personal services forms a part of

man's economic activities, personal services must be

regarded as economic goods.

The utility, or the power which commodities possess

to satisfy our wants, may arise in any one of four ways.

The obiect mav be fitted, as for example
Elementary,

j . ' r

form, place, pig iron, to serve as the raw material for

ntiuties'^ some desirable product. Such a commod-

ity possesses elementary utility. Next,

after undergoing changes in form, the pig iron may

become a finished product adapted for man's use ; and

may then acquire form utility. Again, when trans-

ported from the forge or rolling mill to the place where

some consumer may make use of it, the iron product

acquires a place utility.- Finally, some commodities

may be most desirable only at certain times, as ice in

summer, and fuel in winter. A good placed before the

consumer at just the time when it is desired will possess

a time utility.

The terms " utility " and " good " as used by the

economist have nothing to do with the real

desirability or moral estimate of the object

in question, or of the want to which it ministers. Cer-
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tain wants may be undesirable or harmful in their grati-

fication ; but if men possess such wants, and demand

such undesirable objects for consumption, those objects

assume economic importance and must be considered

economic goods.

Ill, The Consumption of Wealth.

§ 57. All goods are produced for the purpose of being

consumed. By consumption the economist means the

destruction of utilities. This takes place
The consump-

wheu goods are used up by consumers, who Hon of

apply them to the purposes for which they

were designed. Utilities may be destroyed also by the

natural decay of goods, by the action of the elements, as

in floods or tornadoes, or by wanton waste on the part

of man. Usually when the term consumption is used,

we shall refer to the rational destruction of utilities in

the satisfaction of human wants.

It is important to note the difference between the

consumption of durable goods and the consumption of

perishable commodities. A book, a coat,r DnraUe and

or a house may yield a large number of perishable

satisfactions through many acts of repeated ^

use. An article of food is able to yield but a single

satisfaction in a single act of consumption, and may be

called a perishable good. The book, the coat, and the

house may be considered relatively durable goods, which

are consumed only by a series of acts extending through

a considerable period of time. Some goods, such as

land, may be so used that their utility may never be
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destroyed ; and may, therefore, be considered absolutely

durable goods.

The consumption of wealth tends to produce positive

pleasure or to avert pain. The pleasures produced or

Consumption the pains averted may be either present or

and production. pj,Qgpg(.yyg^ Ijut they are the usual results

of acts of consumption. The production of utilities,

on the other hand, necessitates, in most cases, some pain

or hardship. Disagreeable labor must be performed, or

desired ease be given up, or some sacrifice be incurred.

In their efforts to satisfy wants, men are constantly

weighing the probable pleasures of consumption against

the sacrifices necessary for the production of consumable

wealth. A man's action is likely to take that direction

in which he considers that the largest balance or surplus

of pleasure over pain can be obtained. Tiie older econo-

mists expressed this by saying that " every man desires

to obtain additional wealth with as little sacrifice as

possible." This fact will guide us in our study of the

consumption of wealth.

§ 58. Human wants are satiable. If a person con-

sumes at any given time successive units or portions of a

commodity, he finds that the later units pro-
The law of

" ^

diminishing duce less pleasure or satisfaction than the

first. If enough of the commodity is con-

sumed, a point may finally be reached at which the

consumption of any more units ceases to produce any

satisfaction whatever, and may even cause pain. This

will be seen if we suppose a man to be supplied with

successive 'pieces of bread. The first piece might serve
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to appease the pangs of extreme hunger; and would,

therefore, have a very high degree of utility. The

second piece might be consumed with great pleasure,

but it would not have the same intense utility that the

first possessed. A third piece of bread might completely

satisfy the man's desire for food at that time, so that a

fourth piece would have no utility whatever for consump-

tion at that moment. In this case, then, the second

piece of bread has a smaller utility than the first, while

the tliird has less than the second. After the third

piece has been consumed, the point of satiety is reached.

This law is often illustrated by the follow- niustration

ing diagram :
— of the law.

/

In this diagram the lines 1 2, 2 3, 3 4, 4 6, etc., represent

eight units or pieces of bread. The pleasure derived
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from the unit first consumed, 1 2, may be infinitely

great, since tliis first piece may be necessary to preserve

life. The second unit, 2 3, has a ntility measured by the

perpendicular line 3 h ; and the parallelogram erected

upon 2 3 represents the utility of this second unit. Each

subsequent unit has a smaller degree of utility, repre-

sented by the several perpendicular lines. The utility of

the eighth unit, 8 9, is nothing, because it is supposed

that the point of satiety is reached after seven units are

consumed. Now if the successive units are made very

small, the diminishing utility of the commodity may be

represented by a curved line, as in the following figure

:

Here the utility of the first unit, o, is infinite ; the utility

of any unit, m, is represented by the perpendicular line,

m n ; while the last unit, x, possesses no utility whatever.
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We must now distinguish between total and marginal

utility. Each unit of the supply, until the point of

satiety is reached at x, possesses a certain

degree of utility represented in our diagram marginal

by a perpendicular line drawn at the proper

point. The sum of the utility of all the units is the

total utility of the entire supply, ox. On the other

hand, the marginal utility is the utility of that portion

or unit of the supply which is last consumed. In our

illustration, x is the marginal unit of the supply, and

the marginal utility has become zero. If, however, the

supply should be reduced to o m units, m would be the

marginal unit ; while the marginal utility would be

represented by the perpendicular line mn.

At any given moment it is safe to conclude that if a

person's supply of any commodity is increased, the

marginal utility of the commodity will de-
i^j^jta^o^

crease. But if a considerable period of nponthe

. , , law of

time passes, it is possible that the person s aiminisMng

wants may expand, so that a larger supply "*'^^-

at the later period may have as great a marginal utility

as a smaller supply had at the former period. When

different times are considered, the law of diminishing

utility must be used with a great deal of caution.

§ 59. In supplying their wants men consume com-

modities in a certain order. In selecting goods for

consumption two things are considered : ^^ economic

first, the utility of the goods ; and second, order of con-

.„ ,
sumption,

the cost or sacrifice necessary to procure

them. Those commodities will be selected first which
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yield the largest surplus of enjoyment above the neces-

sary costs. Suppose bananas and oranges to be offered

for sale at the same price, say twenty cents a dozen.

Then a person who prefers bananas to oranges will

certainly purchase bananas. They have for him a

greater utility than oranges ; and, the cost being the

same, will yield him a greater surplus of utility over

costs. But now suppose that the person buys six

bananas. Then it is probable that an additional half-

dozen would have less utility for his personal consump-

tion at that time than the first six bananas possessed.

The diminished marginal utility of the larger supply

of bananas might leave a smaller surplus of utility

over costs than could be obtained by buying a half-

dozen oranges. Hence it is possible that he may buy

six oranges instead of buying an additional half-dozen of

bananas. Now let us assume a second case. Suppose

that the person prefers oranges to bananas ; and suppose

that an orange costs five cents, while bananas happen to

be selling for a cent apiece. Under such circumstances,

it is evident that the greatest surplus of utility over

cost could be secured by purchasing bananas instead

of oranges, unless the person's preference for oranges

should be great enough to overcome the difference of

four cents in the cost of the two kinds of fruit. Com-
parisons of this sort lie at the basis of the judgments

formed by purchasers in a market.

A second 1'his principle may be illustrated by the
uiustration. following diagram : —
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02 9 X'^468,r
Commodity 1. — Okanges. Commodity 2. — Bananas.

In these figures the lines X' and A X i-epresent the

entire supply of the commodities 1 and 2. The lines

2, 9, A 4, ^ 6, and A 8 represent various amounts

of the supply, of which 2, 9, 4, 6, and 8 are respec-

tively the marginal units. The lines OP, 2 2/, 9 i^,

A B, 4 5", & K, and 8 M represent the utility of the

various units of the supply, 0, 2, 9, A, 4, 6, and 8.

The curved lines P X' and BX represent the diminish-

ing utility to a particular person of the successive por-

tions of the supply. The lines 0,2 E,^ N, AD^'kF,

6 (r, and 8M represent the cost or sacrifice necessary

to secure each unit of the supply.^ Then the lines OP,

EL,D B, FH, and G-K represent the surplus of utility

over cost in the case of the units 0, 2, A, 4, and 6

1 For convenience of illustration we will assume the cost of all the

units to be the same. Then the continuous lines CN and DM represent

the cost of all nnits.
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respectively. Now the person in question will select a

certain numbei of units of commodity 2 first of all,

since the first units of this commodity possess for him

the larger sui'plus of utility over cost. He will not pur-

chase more than A^ units of this commodity, however,

before he finds that, beyond the marginal unit 4, ad-

ditional units would yield a smaller surplus of utility

over cost than the first units of commodity 1. Simi-

larly, the person would not buy more than 2 units of

commodity 1, since, beyond the marginal unit 2, addi-

tional units would yield a smaller surplus of utility than

further purchases of commodity 2 would produce.

Therefore he may choose additional units of 2 until,

after reaching the unit 6, the surplus of utility over

costs may be the same for the marginal units (2 and 6)

of each commodity. How many additional units of

each commodity the person in question may choose to

purchase will depend upon the extent to which his

means enable him to gratify his wants. In any case he

would not carry his purchases beyond the points of

supply represented by 9 and A 8. At these points

the marginal units (9 and 8) yield no surplus of utility

over sacrifice ; and the person would have no induce-

ment to make additional exertion in order to secure an

additional supply of either commodity.

We may, therefore, lay down these two principles

. concerning the order in which commod-
The economic _

" "^vvi

order of con- ities will be Selected for consumption : (1)
Those goods will be first procured and con-

sumed which yield the greatest surplus of utility over
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costs. (2) In choosing between different commodities

each person will endeavor to make the surplus of utility

obtained from the marginal unit of one commodity equal

to that obtained from the marginal units of all others.

When the surplus of utility over costs obtained from

the marginal unit of one commodity becomes less than

could be obtained from one or more units of a second

commodity, the second commodity will be purchased in

preference to the first.

Every person, in the management of his expenses, is

constantly making such estimates of the comparative

utility and the comparative cost of all com-
Cantioii.

modities which he purchases. It is seldom,

however, that judgments can be made with the exact-

ness presupposed in the diagram above given. We
should remember, moreover, that different persons place

very different estimates upon the utility of the same

commodities. This makes it very difficult to theorize-

concerning the utility of goods to the general purchasing

public. We can merely observe what prices other

people are willing to pay for commodities, and then

infer from these prices what the utility of the commodi-

ties is considered to be.

§ 60. Having already distinguished between total

utility and marginal utility, we must now notice that

our estimates of the importance of commodi- ne importance

ties for the purpose of consumption always »* » e*"*^
'^ "^ pends npon its

depend upon the marginal, not upon the marginal

total utility. An often quoted illustration " ^'

will make this clear. A peasant has put aside three
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sacks of corn which must last- him until the next har-

vest. One sack he will use for food ; a second must be

kept for seed ; the third is used for feeding poultry, which

forms a pleasant but not necessary addition to his diet.

What will be the utility of one sack of corn to such a peas-

ant ? This question can be answered by inquiring what

the peasant would lose if he should be deprived of one

sack of his corn. If this should happen, he would not go

without food, nor would he be likely to sacrifice his seed

for next year's crop. Probably he would sacrifice the

poultry, since they represent the least important of the

three classes of wants to wliich the three sacks of corn

minister. It appears, then, that when the peasant's sup-

ply of corn amounts to three sacks, the real significance

of a single sack is measured by the importance of tlie

weakest want which any one of the three sacks may be

used to satisfy.

A little reflection will convince any one that all our

estimates of utility are based upon the utility of the last,

or marginal, portion of the supply. The
Summary. ^

° ' ^
^ , ^

units first consumed may have an infinite

utility. Thus the first portion of food consumed may
save us from starvation. But when we have a large

supply of bread, the importance of any single piece sinks

to the level of the marginal or last piece consumed,

which ministers to the least intense want which bread

can satisfy. If our supply of bread should exceed our

wants, the utility of a single piece would fall to zero.

Therefore the marginal utility of a commodity, or the

utility of the marginal unit of the supply of a com-
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modity, determines our estimates of tlie commodity's

importance for purposes of consumption. In regard to

total utility it may be well to add that, since the utility

of the first units of the supply oftentimes is infinite, the

total iitility of many commodities is infinitely great. In

no cases have we any accurate means of measuring or

comparing total utilities. Pinal utilities we are able to

estimate, first, by observing the final utility of commodi-

ties for our own consumption ; and second, by observing

what sacrifices or costs other people are willing to incur

in order to procure different classes of goods.

§ 61. Some commodities are in the form of finished

products ready at hand for consumption ; others are in

the form of raw materials and goods not

yet ripe for consumption. From this fact ^^egoods.

arises the distinction between present and

future goods. This distinction is of importance in the

theory of consumption. Future pleasures and pains are

usually undervalued in comparison with present. Goods

which are available only in the future, or which min-

ister to future not to present wants, are regularly

indervalued in comparison with present goods. The

sum of one hundred dollars obtainable only at some

future date, may appear less desirable than a sum of

ninety dollars which is immediately available. In this

way future goods are usually discounted when compared

with present satisfactions. This is due, not merely to

the uncertainty of all future events, but also to the

fact that all future pleasures and pains, however certain

they may be, are more lightly regarded than present

7
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pleasures and pains. Savage peoples are proverbially

heedless of the future, and live mainly for the present

enjoyment. In times of plenty they may consume

gluttonously and wastefully the very food that may be

essential to the preservation of life at a later time.

Civilized people are far more provident, and pay far

more heed to future needs. Nevertheless, the tendency

to underestimate the future still remains.

§ 62. It is well to distinguish between productive

and final consumption. All goods of whatever character

are intended to minister ultimately to the

Productive satisfaction of some human wants. When
and final

consumption, a utility is destroyed by the act of a person

who derives from it the satisfaction which

it was intended to provide, we have what may be called

an act of final consumption. On the other hand, many

goods are intended to serve merely as raw materials for

the manufacture of finished products, or as tools and

machines by means of which finished products may be

created. Raw materials are consumed when they pass

over into the completed commodity, and tools and

machinery are consumed as fast as they are worn out

by constant use. All such destruction of materials and

machinery may be called productive consumption. Such:

goods are destroyed, but their utility reappears in the

utility of the finished product. Formerly it was cus-

tomary to call the consumption of food by a laborer

productive consumption, since it enabled him to produce

more goods. But this usage exactly reverses the fun-

damental fact that consumption is the end of all eco-
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nomic activity, while production is merely a means to

that end. When a product reaches the consumer and

is consumed, it has served its economic purpose ; and the

economist need not attempt to go beyond this fact.

IV. Statistics of Consumption.

§ 63. There are now available figures as to the income

and expenditure of a large number of American and

European families, which give statistical

proof of the facts above outlined concerning

the order of consumption and the relative expansivity

of various classes of wants. First, let us consider the

facts demonstrated by Dr. Bngel, an eminent Prussian

statistician. These related to the cost of living in

Prussia, and were as follows :
—

1. As the income of a family increased, a smaller

percentage of it was expended for food.

2. As the income of a family increased, the per-

centage of expenditures for clothing remained approxi-

mately the same.

3. With all the incomes investigated, the percentage

of expenditures for rent, fuel, and light remained inva-

riably the same.

4. As the income increased in amount, a constantly

increasing percentage was expended for education,

health, recreation, amusements, etc.

These conclusions were drawn from the following

table of statistics :

*

1 See EoscHER, ii. 203 ; Ely, Economics, 244. Dr. Engel " has ad-

vanced the theory that it might be possible by a careful study of a suffi-
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Items of Expenditure.

Subsistence . . . .

Clotliing

Lodging ....
Firing and Ligliting . . .

Education, Public Worsliip, etc.

Legal Protection . .

Care of Healtii

Comfort, Mental and Bodily
Recreation . . . .

Total

FerceDtage of the expenditure of the
family of

A man with
an income of

from S225 to

iS300 a year.

Per cent.

62 01
16.0

12.0

50
2.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1-95.0

5.0

100.0

A man with
an income of
from $460 to

$600 a year.

Per cent.

55.01
18.0

12.0

50
3.5

2.0

2.0

2.5

90.0

1-10.0

100.0

A man with
an income of
from Jt760 to

$1000 a year.

Per cent.

50.01
18.0

12.0

5.0

5.5

3.0

3.0

3.5

-85.0

15.0

100.0

§ 64. Subsequent investigations in the United States

and in Europe show the substantial accuracy of these

Investigations statistics by Dr. Engel. Such recent inves-

bureausof"^ tigations are summarized in the Seventh

Massachusetts Annual Report of the United States Com-
and of tbe

United States, missioner of Labor, opposite.

These statistics show that about nine tenths of the

income of very poor families are expended for the satis-

faction of the mere existence wants, for food,

shelter, and clothing. Nearly half of the

income of such a family is expended for food alone. As

the income of a family increases, its ihembers prefer to

cient number of family budgets for a period of years t6 construct a sort

of social signal service. His idea is that changes in total expenditure and

in expenditures for various items in a sufficient number of typical fami-

lies could enable us to predict the coming of industrial storms."

Conclusions.
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Percentage of Expenditure for Families op Different

Incomes.

Object of
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most advantageous uses to which a good may be devoted,

and (2) economy in the application of the good to the

chosen purpose. The importance of such a rational

ordering of our consumption is well expressed by a

recent French writer in the following words :
" The

human race . . . could increase its welfare almost as

much by a better ordering of its consumption as by an

increased production of wealth, and this without any

real retrenchment in consumption."

It is highly desirable that men should develop their

higher wants, and should have the means of maintaining

, a high standard of living. Rational economy
Economy and a r> j

a Mgh stand- does not imply the non-satisfaction of desir-
ving.

^^j^ wants, but rather means abstinence

from useless or injurious expenditure, and the most

complete utilization of the goods devoted to the satis-

faction of necessary and worthy desires. These aspects

of the subject of economy require some consideration.

§ 66. Some kinds of expenditure produce effects

which are directly pei-nicious to those who indulge in

Injurious such forms of consumption. Anything of

consumption,
jjjjg gQj.j;^ fop instance intemperance, unfits a

man for rendering to society the highest service of which

he is capable ; and is condemned in advance as both

wasteful and immoral. More need not be said here

upon this topic.

Other kinds of consumption are not in themselves

directly pernicious, but may nevertheless be
Luxury.

questionable. Luxurious expenditures are

of this character. Every one knows that extravagance
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and prodigality exist, and the careful observer will

admit that these evils are not confined to any single so-

cial class. Yet it is very difficult to frame any general

definition of luxury, or to establish any general prin-

ciples by which what is commonly termed luxurious

expenditure may be judged. We must admit that men

of great genius or ability have much greater needs than

other men, and that they may wisely incur expenditures

which others might not be justified in making. More-

over, the luxuries of one time may become decencies or

necessaries of the succeeding age. As Laveleye says,

" A shirt for the body and a chimney in the house were

great luxuries in the Middle Ages ; to-day they are neces-

sities even for the poorest." Furthermore, it seems

probable that some expenditures that might be called

luxurious tend to develop finer tastes and the finer arts,

and may iq this way produce beneficial effects. A cer-

tain amount of rational luxury is not to be indiscrimi-

nately condemned.

The question of luxury appears, therefore, to be a

complicated one ; nevertheless, it is possible to lay down

certain general principles. First, it is cer- Test for

tain that there exists in the world a large luxury,

number of unsatisfied wants for the comforts, and even

for the necessities, of life ; in other words, multitudes

of human beings are destitute of the means for satisfy-

ing most pressing wants. Every luxurious expenditure

causes a sacrifice of the means, or the productive power,

available for the satisfaction of other wants. The money

that pays for the millionaire's palace might have built
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ail orphan asylum, or endowed a college. Since this is

the case, we have the feeling that, in any instance of

luxurious expenditure, the benefits derived from the

outlay should be in some way commensurate with the

sacrifice involved. If millions of dollars are lavished in

ostentatious display during a hard winter, when multi-

tudes of people are on the verge of starvation, we feel

that there is an immense disproportion between the

pleasure actually derived from such expenditure and

the possible good that might have been accomplished

with the resources thus squandei'ed. Wliile the law

gives to every one the undoubted light to expend his

property in whatever manner he may desire, yet there

exists a grownng feeling that the possession of wealth

imposes upon a person the moral obligation of admin-

istering that wealth as a social trust. Tiiis obligation,

moreover, is as binding upon the possessors of small

incomes as upon those who enjoy great riches. This

feeling was expressed by Ex-mayor Hewitt, of New
York, in his speech at the recent dedication of the new

buildings of Columbia University. Speaking of the

university, Mr. Hewitt said :
" Tt will not lack the

means of usefulness, nor the opportunity of expanding

its influence, when the rich men of our city realize the

opportunity which it affords for making the millions

which they control fulfill the duty imposed by the pos-

session of wealth, and by which alone its possession can

be justified." On these principles, luxurious expendi-

ture can be justified only when its results are propor-

tionate to the sacrifice involved. Excessive luxury is
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a violation of the moral obligation incumbent upon the

possessor of wealth to administer his property as a trust

for the welfare of societ3^

§ 67. We have next to consider the question of econ-

omy in the use of goods devoted to the satisfaction of

reasonable and desirable wants. Probably
Economy In

more loss is produced by wastefulness in tueappucation

this department than is caused by unde- " "=''»'^'='=-

sirable consumption. Economy in productive consump-

tion will be treated of in the chapter devoted to pro-

duction. At this point we shall be concerned mainly

with economy in consumption.

The statistics of family consumption previously pre-

sented show that families whose incomes range from

1200 to 11200 per year, spend from 60 to
Economic im-

90 per cent of their incomes for the ordi- portanceof

nary household expenses of rent, food, fuel,
"^^ ^^^ ^'

light, and clothing. These expenses fall, as a rule, to

the direction of the wife and mother. Economy in the

expenditure of from 60 to 90 per cent of the income

of the ordinary family depends, therefore, mainly upon

the slsill and intelligence of the women who administer

the affairs of the household. Here " a penny saved is

a penny earned," and the practice df household economy

has been hitherto the chief economic function of women.

It has been demonsti-ated that there is
Waste in con-

a great deal of waste in family consump- sumption of

tion, the real extent of which is not at all

appreciated. The chief item of loss is in connection

with the expenditures for food. If we place the avor-
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age income of an American family at f500,— and it

will not greatly exceed that figure,— then nearly f250

of this amount is expended each year for food. Waste

occurs in any or all of the following ways : (1) Need-

lessly expensive foods containing little real nutriment

are used
; (2) there is a failure to select the foods best

suited to the needs of the family
; (3) a great deal is

thrown away which ought to be utilized
; (4) bad prepa-

ration of the food causes it to lose much of the nu-

triment which it does contain
; (5) badly constructed

ovens diffuse heat, instead of confining it, and cause

enormous loss of fuel. We shall state less than the

truth if we estimate that fully one fifth of the money

expended for food is absolutely wasted, while the excess-

ive expenditure often fails to provide adequate nutri-

tion. In this manner, ten per cent of the income of the

average family is uselessly squandered. This means a

waste of $50 out of each family income amounting to

Destruction by fire forms another enormous item of

economic waste. Most buildings are examples of what

Mr. Atkinson ^ calls " combustible architec-

ture," and progress in slow-burning or fire-

proof construction has been very slow. The methods

of insurance companies have frequently put a premium
upon incendiarism, while ignorant or willful carelessness

1 See Atkinson, The Science of Nutrition ; Atwatek, Food Waste -

in American Households.
'^ See Atkinson, Slow-Burning Construction, Our Enormous Loss by

Fire ; also, Thomson, Waste by Fire.
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often enough completes the work of destruction. In

1886 the property destroyed by fire in the United States

was vahied at 1100,000,000. Eight years later, Mr. At-

kinson found that " the masters of combustible architec-

ture " had improved upon their own work, and that the

" last year's ash heap of the United States " represented

property worth $150,000,000. Further illustrations are

not needed to show the possibility of vastly increasing

the satisfactions enjoyed by our people without increas-

ing tlie production of wealth in any degree.

§ 68. Having treated of spending, the first use which

can be made of acquired wealth, we now come to a con-

sideration of saving, the second use to wliich

wealth may be put. Saving involves much

more than the mere act of spending less than one re-

ceives, and its ultimate consequences require considera-

ble explanation.

Saving may take the form of merely setting aside or

storing up either money or useful commodities in such

a way that they remain idle. This is called xwo forms

hoarding, and may or may not be a useful "f saving,

and necessary way of providing for the future. In early

times, or in periods when property has been insecure,

this has been the principal way in which saving has

been effected. Hoarding may be carried to such an

extent as to lead to scarcity of the goods offered in the

market. But in modern times, most saving takes a

second and very different form. Nowadays people save

wealth mainly by investing it in some productive enter-

prise. With security of property assured, men prefer to
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invest their savings in productive industry rather than

to hoard surplus wealth. The reason is tliat a perma-

nent income may be secured in this way. The invest-

ment may be made directly by the person, or indirectly

through a bank, to which the work of investing savings

may be intrusted. Investment, evidently, is the very

opposite of hoarding. It does not withdraw goods from

use, but invests them where they may aid to increase

future production. While to some extent hoarding still

takes place, for the most part saving means useful in-

vestment, and not withdrawal of wealth from use.

Let us compare the results of saving and spend-

ing. The French economist Leroj^-Beaulieu has con-

savtagand trasted the two as follows: "The man
spending. -nrho saves, in case he invests his savings

directly or indirectly, spends as much and makes as

much work as the prodigal, or the man who spends

his entire income. But the object and the result of the

spending and the work are different." Saving, " in

place of making work for upholsterers, liair dresseis,

lace makers, meat cooks or pastry cooks, makers of fine

carriages, etc., makes work for masons, ballasters, vine-

dressers, machine builders, and other workers of the

same sort." Saving, then, usually means spending ; but

it means spending for the future, not for the present.

Saving means, therefore, not a decrease in the demand

for coinmodities ; but usually a demand for future goods

instead of present goods, for the tools and materials

necessary to future production rather than for the prod-

ucts of present or past industry.
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Our analysis of the results of saving enables us to see

at once the absurdity of the idea tliat reckless and

wasteful expenditure can be approved be- "Spending

cause it makes trade good. Savins; makes ™°?^''*°^
o o make trade

trade good and causes a demand for prod- good."

ucts just as truly as does spending. But spending

inconsiderately leads to the destruction of utilities

;

saving, to the ultimate inci'ease of production. Yet

many intelligent people and many important news-

papers often excuse extravagance and profusion on the

ground that they make trade good, and give employment

to labor.

Two reasons make saving a desirable habit in any

people. First, it cannot be repeated too often that the

first economic duty of every man is to make Desirability

himself a self-supporting, independent mem- of saving,

ber of society. In order to do this it is necessary to

save the means for supporting one's self in times of sick-

ness or lack of employment, and also to make provision

for old age. Saving may also be necessary in order to

maintain the unity of the family upon the death of the

father. But a second powerful reason makes saving

a desirable thing. Modern economic life depends upon

the extensive use of capital in production. Through the

means of capital, man is gradually subjugating nature

and substituting natural forces for human labor. Eco-

nomic progress demands the constant creation of new

capital, and capital-formation involves a willingness to

prefer future goods to those which contribute alone to

present enjoyment.
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VI. Demand.

§ 69. We have seen that human wants are the cause

of man's economic activities. Human Ivants create a

demand for certain commodities and services
Demajid.

which can be secured only through labor or

sacrifice of some sort. In order to meet such a demand

for commodities and services, all economic activities are

directed. It will be well to close this chapter by a

general statement of the law of demand.

Since human wants are satiable, a single unit of any

commodity will possess for any person or group of per-

sons a decree of utility that constantly de-
Demand and a J J

satiable creases as the supply of the commodity is

^"^ '

increased. At any moment, moreover, the

importance which men will attach to any single unit of

the supply will depend upon the utility of the last or

marginal unit. Men will demand first those commodi-

ties whose marginal utility most exceeds the cost or

sacrifice necessary to obtain them. They will cease to

demand any commodity as soon as its marginal utility

ceases to exceed its cost.

In obtaining desired commodities we are commonly

called upon to sacrifice money, and we need to base our

statement of the law of demand upon this
Sacrifices

measured fact. Money confers upon its possessor a
by money.

i i
•

i . rgeneral purchasing power, and a unit of

money has to each individual a certain importance based

upon its ability to procure satisfactions of all sorts. A
man with an annual income of $500 knows that one
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dollar represents one five-hundredth part of his total

power each year to purchase commodities. The signifi-

cance of a dollar to a rich man is generally much less

than its importance to a poor man. As a person's

supply of money increases, the marginal utility, or want-

satisfying power of the marginal unit, of money con-

stantly tends to become smaller. Nevertheless, every

one has a certain general idea of the importance to

himself of the general purchasing power represented by

a dollar ; and every one is constantly called upon to

estimate the sacrifice whicii the expenditure of a dollar

may involve. We may say, therefore, that demand is

determined by a comparison of the marginal utility of

commodities with the marginal utility of money. Men
purchase those commodities whose marginal utility

most greatly exceeds the marginal utility of the money

required to purchase them.

§ 70. We call the demand for a commodity large or

small as the number of units of that commodity

demanded by the public is larger or smaller.J t & The general

Now the extent of demand will vary accord- law of de-

iug to changes, (1) in the marginal utility

of the commodity, (2) the money cost, and (3) in the

means or wealth of the purchasers or consumers. This

may be illustrated by the three following cases :
—

1. If the price of sugar remains unchanged, say ten

cents per pound, then the number of pounds that will

be demanded will depend solely upon the utility of

sugar. At one time it may be that consumers will use

10,000 pounds of sugar before the marginal utility of a
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single pound falls so low that no one would care to

sacrifice ten cents in order to purchase an additional

pound. Now if tastes change, it may happen that con-

sumers will buy 15,000 pounds before the marginal

utility of a single pound falls below ten cents.

2. On the other hand, let us suppose that the utility

of sugar remains unchanged. At a price of ten cents

a pound, we have seen that 10,000 pounds will be

demanded by the consumers. Now if the price be

reduced to five cents a pound, the number of pounds

demanded may increase to 15,000. The reason for this

increased demand is that the reduction in the marginal

utility of a pound of sugar, caused by the increase of the

supply to 15,000 pounds, is offset by the reduction in

cost or sacrifice. The reduced cost leaves a surplus of

utility over sacrifice, although the marginal utility has

decreased.

3. Suppose, finally, that both the marginal utility of

sugar and the price remain the same, but that the wealth

of the consumers is increased. Then the marginal

utility of the five cents required to purchase a pound of

sugar will decrease for the majority of the consumers.

Under such circumstances more than 15,000 pounds

may be purchased before the marginal utility of a pound

of sugar falls below the marginal utility of five cents.

Thus the increase in the wealth of the consumers may
serve to increase the demand for sugar to 20,000 pounds

at the price of five cents a pound. It would have exactly

the same effect as a decrease in the price.

§ 71. The law of demand may be summed up. First,
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the demand for any commodity will vary directly as its

marginal utility, the cost being assumed to

remain the same. Second, assuming the

utility to remain the same, demand will vary according

to the' price. Third, changes in the wealth of the con-

sumers act exactly like changes in price. An increase

of wealth lowers the marginal utility of money and

increases demand, while a decrease of wealth has

precisely the contrary effect.
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CHAPTER V.

THE PRODUCTION OP WEALTH.

I. Production in General.

§ 72. The production of wealth does not mean the

creation of material things which did not previously

exist. Human powers are unable to create
jjeflniUon

matter, and the utmost that man can do production,

is to produce utilities. Production, therefore, means

changing the form or the relations of matter so that it

becomes better able to satisfy human wants. Wood or

iron may be changed into the form of houses or ma-

chines ; seeds may be placed in the ground where natural

forces act upon them and result in the growth of plant

life ; Dakota wheat may be transported to Liverpool,

gaining increased utility by the change of place ; but

in all such cases material objects and natural forces are

merely so adjusted that they acquire a new power to

satisfy wants. Production may be defined, therefore,

as " the creation of utilities by the application of man's

mental and physical powers to the physical universe,

which furnishes materials and forces." ^

Every increase of utilities, however, is not the result

of human activities directed expressly for that purpose.

1 See Ely, Outlines of Economics, 90.
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We have seen that changes in human wants and tastes

may increase the want-satisfying power of goods, or

may destroy it. The utility of a piece of
Wealth crea- J J j r

tion which Is land may be increased by the natural growth
not production. . ,, -^ i i i • j. j

of the community, when no labor is exerted

directly to increase the usefulness of the particular tract

of ground. Various accidents which in no way result

from human effort may suddenly increase the utility

of many kinds of wealth. All such ways of creating

utilities are not to be considered economic production.

It has sometimes been thought that some forms of

industry are more productive than others. But our

analysis of the nature of production has
Productivlly

of various shown US that the farmer, the manufacturer,
in us es.

^j^^ railroad employee, and the merchant

are all alike engaged in rearranging or adjusting mate-

rials in such a way that an increase of utility results

from their labors. The manufacturer and the railroad

engineer are assisted by natural forces to the same

extent as the farmer. Moreover, such workers as

teachers, doctors, lawyers, judges, policemen, soldiers,

domestic servants, and the like, directly contribute to

the increase of utilities, and should be considered pro-

ductive laborers. All useful labor is productive of

increased enjoyment, that is, of increased utilities. Only

misdirected or inefficient labor is unproductive.

§ 73. The labor of production involves a certain

Production
amount of toil which may be more or less

and sacrifice, disagreeable, or even painful, according to

circumstances. Some kinds of labor, as the labor of the
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scholar or of the artist, ina}' appear to be pleasurable in

themselves. But in most such cases it will be found

that the pleasure comes from the results of the labor,

rather than from the bodily and mental exertion. For

the majority of producers, labor involves bodily fatigue

or even pain, and also the sacrifice of desired leisure

and enjoyments. So true is this that it is claimed with

reason that, if the fear of starvation and want should

be removed, most men would not feel any incentive

sufficient to induce them to carry on the labor of pro-

duction. It should be emphasized that a certain amount

of well-directed labor is a necessary discipline for man-

kind, and that " an idle brain is the devil's workshop."

When all is said, however, the fact remains that pro-

duction necessitates sacrifice. On account of this, men

are constantly seeking to produce wealth with less laboi*.

Tliis effort to economize labor is one of the principal

forces that lead to economic progress.

Practically all production requires a certain amount

of time. Many weeks have to elapse between seed-

time and harvest, several months may be
production

required to convert trees into a liouse, while requires time,

many years may pass before the construction of a rail-

road or a canal can be completed.

§ 74. A treatment of economic production should

include a discussion of the production of each of the

two kinds of economic goods, namelv, mate-" ' - ' Theproduc-

rial goods and personal services. Yet a few uonofper-
-, , 1 1 •

-I
• 1 sonal services.

words only need be said concerning personal

services. The first wants which any society must sat-
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isfy are the wants foi' subsistence and shelter. At an

early period certain personal services will be desired

;

and soldiers, lawgivers, priests, and domestic servants

may appear in any society. The demand for personal

services will be likely to increase as fast as the industry

of any people becomes more productive, so that a smaller

proportion of the total population has to be employed

in the production of material goods. The general ten-

dency of economic progress is to enable a smaller

number of workers to produce the material wealth

necessary for civilized life, and to set free a larger

number of people to render personal services of all

sorts.

II. The Factors of Production.

§ 75. Economists have recognized three factors of

The three
production,— nature, man or labor, and

factors. capital. Man and nature are original or

primary factors, while capital is a secondary or derived

factor.

§ 76. In a general way nature may be said to assist in

production by furnishing man with standing-room, with

materials, and with chemical and physical
nature as a

factor of forces. The motor forces of nature have been
production,

utilized by man principally in the forms of

the muscular strength of animals, the motive force of

winds and streams, the expansive force of steam, and the

motive force of electricity.

A detailed classification of nature's contributions to

production may next be presented. First, all productive
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industry may be influenced by atmospheric or climatic

conditions. These affect not only the animal and vege-

table productions of a country, but also „, ,^ ^
_

•" Classification

the vigor and character of the inhabitants, of nature's

Second, rivers, lakes, and seas should be

mentioned. These may facilitate the transportation of

persons and products ; and may furnish man with fish,

corals, sponges, etc. Rivers may also supply the water

power that turns the wheels of many productive indus-

tries. Third, we must notice the contributions of the

land surface of the earth. The land contributes to

production standing-room, plants and animals, mineral

treasures hidden for the most part below the surface,

and the mineral and vegetable elements that form fer-

tile soils. Mere situation is often of the greatest im-

portance, as is seen in the case of a city or country

located at an important point along the routes which

the commerce of the world is obliged to follow.

Of the contributions of nature to production some are

appropriable, while others practically cannot be reduced

to ownership by individuals or by societies, some of na-

Land is appropriable, as well as the products J^o^"^^'
secured from the land. Air. and sunlight are appropriable,

for all practical purposes not appropriable, except in so

far as the enjoyment of them may depend upon access to

certain pieces of land. The waters of the earth's surface

cannot be appropriated, except in cases where access to

them depends upon the control of land. Inland waters

and the borders of the ocean to the extent of three miles

seaward are appropriated by the nations that control
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adjacent territory. The appropriable contributions of

nature are actually reduced to private ownership as

soon as they become scarce relatively to human wants.

When population is scanty, and men lead a nomadic life,

land is not held as private property. But as numbers

increase, and unoccupied land becomes scarce, the'soil is

brought under private ownership.

Some writers have attempted to explain the whole of

man's social as well as his economic life by reference to

innuenceof the influence of the natural surroundings of

nature upon
^^^^^ community. In this wav it is said that

man's eco- •' -

nomicUfe. the inland plains give rise to a pastoral form

of economic life, that the seashore causes people to live

as fishermen, and that forests produce the tribes of

hunters. From the natural affiliation or combination of

these three forms of simple economic societies, all com-

plex or civilized societies are derived. But such a view

exaggerates, as it is very easy to do, the extent to which

natural surroundings determine the life of a people ; and

it neglects the fact that man in a thousand ways may

modify his environment. Man can reclaim land from

the sea, can irrigate arid lands, can tunnel the Alps, and

can construct a railroad through the Rocky Mountains

or across the Andes. The economic development of our

own country has been very greatly influenced by natural

conditions. The infertility of the soil of New England

compelled that section to utilize its forests for ship build-

ing, and its rapid streams for power for manufacturing.

The fertile soil of the South marked that section out as

an agricultural region. The rivers of the Mississippi
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Valley helped to extend settlements, and to facilitate the

rapid growth of the interior of our continent. In general,

it may be said that the tendency of economic progress is

to free man more and more from the influence of nature.

It took nearly two hundred years for English colonists

to advance their settlements from the Atlantic coast to

the valley of the Mississippi. But the steamboat and the

railroad enabled tlie people of the United States to spread

over the territory between the Alleghanies and the Pacific

in three quarters of a century.

§ 77. Labor is human exertion or effoi't directed toward

the creation of economic goods. It is possible to distin-

guish between physical and mental labor. Labor a factor

In so doing one should remember tliat even »* production,

the riudest manual labor requires a certain amount of men-

tal effort, however slight ; while mental labor may require

the use of tlie eye, the ear, the tongue, and always of the

brain. Between the work of the ditch digger and that

of the philosopher there may be endless varieties and

degrees of activity ; but all kinds of labor involve both

physical and mental exertion, and differ from each other

only in the degree in which the mental or the physical

elements predominate.

It will be found useful to classify the different forms

of labor, as follows :
—

1. Discovery and invention.

2. Occupation, or the procuring of the gifts classification

of nature ; e. g., gathering wild plants, hunting
^n^oriabor.

wild animals, extracting minerals from the earth.

3. Production of materials by utilizing natural forces
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so as to produce changes of form; e.g., agriculture, stock

breeding.

4. Manufacture, or transforming raw materials into useful

products.

5. Transportation of commodities and persons. Place

utilities are produced in this way.

6. Exchanging products and services. All kinds of com-

mercial enterprises are included here.

7. Organizing and superintending productive industries.

An efficient organizer and superintendent is the most useful,

hence most productive, man in a factory.

8. Prevention of loss; e. g., firemen, lighthouse keep-

ers, etc.

9. Rendering personal services of an economic character.

This includes domestic servants at one extreme and members

of the learned professions at the other. Those persons who
make, interpret, and enforce laws are also included. Such

services are productive directly of utilities which have an

economic significance. Indirectly they may lead to a great

increase of material wealth ; e. g., the services of the scientist

or educator.

The last two censuses of the United States showed

that the workers of this country were distributed among

the various occupations as follows :
—

Occupations.
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The labor of production involves sacrifice, and even

pain. Yet labor is a necessity, for without it " mankind

would necessarily perish off the face of the
Economic

globe even if all soils were fertile and all importance

climates temperate." Labor is not, how-

ever, an end in itself, but merely a means to the end of

satisfying human wants. Many persons often act on the

principle that whatever makes work for men to do is a

blessing, and whatever lessens labor is an injury. Prom

the point of view of the workman directly affected by it,

a labor-saving machine is often regarded as an enemy

;

but from the point of view of the general public, cheaper

methods of production are a very desirable thing.

The efficiency of a laborer depends, _^rs^, upon his indi-

vidual characteristics, and, second, upon the wisdom with

which his labor is employed and directed,—
jj,^ efficiency

that is, upon industrial organization. Post- «' labor,

poning for a time the second factor, we will now consider

individual endowments and abilities as causes affecting

the efficiency of labor. In this particular the most

marked differences exist between various groups of

laborers. The inherited strength or vigor of the work-

man is one important cause of his efficiency or ineffi-

ciency. Men of one race may exceed by one hundred

per cent men of another race in mere muscular strength

or in capacity to endure toil. Acquired knowledge, skill,

and dexterity are second causes of efficiency. Many

workers show an utter inability to learn to do any-

thing in a really thorough manner. Good food and com-

fortable shelter are third requisites of effective labor.
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Underfed laborers lack vigor and energy, while un-

healthy lodgings enfeeble the workman and cause

disease. The mental and moral qualifications of the

laborer form fourth factors of efficiency. Intelligent

and conscientious workmen require less superintend-

ence, can be intrusted with work for which any others

are unsuited, and prove most effective and least waste-

ful. Finally, the social esteem in which labor is held

and the social position accorded to the laborer are fac-

tors of the utmost importance. Where labor is con-

sidered honorable service, and where all opportunities,

political, economic, and social, are open to the man who

renders most effective service, laborers will display en-

ergy and ambition which will vastly increase the value

of their work. The contrast between the United States

and many other countries is most marked in this

particular.

§ 78. The number of laborers in any country will de-

pend upon the growth of population, and the question of

The supply of population deserves attention at this point.

lator. fpj-jg
natural- growth of population depends

upon the proportion which births bear to deaths. In a

community of 10,000 persons, 300 births or deaths per

year will give a birth or death rate of 30 per thousand.

If both the birth rate and death rate are 30, then popu-

lation will remain stationary. If the birth rate should

increase to 35 and the death rate fall to 25, the annual

increase of population would be 10 per thousand, or one

per cent. In 1892 the birth rates of different European

countries varied from 40.3 in the case of Hungary, to
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22.1 in the case of Prance ; while death rates varied

from 35 in tiie case of Hungary, to 17.8 in the case of

Norway. Thus Hungary's large birth rate was offset by

her large death rate, so that the net increase of popula-

tion was only 5.3 persons for each thousand inhabitants.

On the other hand, Scotland, Norway, and Germany, the

countries showing the largest net increase of population

in that year, had smaller birth rates but much smaller

death rates, as follows :
—

Couutry.
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to support largely increased populations in far greater

comfort than smaller numbers formerly enjoyed. Wealth

lias increased much faster than population. On the

other hand, it may be said that the present rate of

increase of numbers cannot be maintained forever. If

the population of the world should continue to double

every one hundred years, as that of Europe has actually

done during the past century, there would be ultimately

more people in the world than could find mere standing-

room, to say nothing of subsistence. Population does

not, however, increase indefinitely in any such geo-

metrical ratio. In uncivilized countries famine and pes-

tilence, if no other cause, keep down numbers to the

limits imposed by the available supply of food. The

majority of civilized men prudently restrict the growth

of population ; so that it may happen, as has been the

case during the last hundred years, that wealth of all

kinds increases faster than numbers.

A word should be said concerning the influences which

cause the population of civilized countries to adjust itself

The standard to ^^ ability of the people to increase the

ofUving. production of wealth. Each class of people

in any society is accustomed to enjoy a greater or less

amount of the comforts or luxuries of life. The amount

of comforts or luxuries customarily enjoyed by any class

of men forms the " standard of living " of that class.

Prudent people will not marry and assume the bur-

den of the support of a family until they possess in-

comes that will enable them to maintain themselves in

the same degree of comfort that they have been accus-
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tomed to enjoy. In proportion as people are prudent

enough to insist on maintaining their customary stand-

ard of living, or even to desire to raise their standai'd,

the number of marriages, and hence the numbers of

the population, will be adjusted to the limits imposed by

the amount of wealth possessed by such persons.

The standard of living is not fixed, but may be either

raised or lowered. Educational influences which arouse

new and liigher wants tend to lead people The standard

to demand an increased share of comforts or JgrsSed^^
luxuries, and tend to deter men from assum- lowered,

ing the burdens of a family until assured of the means

of maintaining the higher standard of living. On the

other hand, there are considerable numbers of people in

any community who raise families which they have no

prospect of being able to support in a manner which

will be considered comfortable or decent, even by mem-

bers of the social class to which they belong. Such

people constitute a large part of our pauper classes, and

have no one but themselves to blame for the suffering

caused by their own reckless conduct. In other cases,

through misfortune or a commercial crisis a family

which was once accustomed to a high standard of living

may be unable to maintain such a standard, and may

suffer want through no fault of its own. When this

happens, the great danger is that the family may become

accustomed to the lower plane of living, may lose ambi-

tion to improve its position, and may remain perma-

nently on a lower level of economic life.^

1 See Walkeb, The Wages Question, 81-88.
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Many interesting faets illustrate the manner in which

the growth of population is adjusted to the ease with

which the available wealth of the community
niustrations. .,, -, f •,

, , , i n i

Will permit a tamily to be supported. Jiarly

in this century wages in England were low, and the

laboring classes generally expended more than one half

of their incomes for bread. Under such circumstances

statistics showed that the number of marriages increased

when wheat was cheaper, and decreased when it became

deai'er. Later on, wages increased very greatly, so that

the laborers spent a smaller proportion of their incomes

for bread, and more for other things. Then it was

noticed that the marriage rate no longer fluctuated as

the price of broad changed, but that it varied according

to the general commercial prosperity of the country.

Another illustration may be taken from English experi-

ence. Early in the present century, the Poor Laws of

England were so unwisely administered as to make it

far too easy for families to secure poor-relief. This

made it unnecessary for laborers to exercise even the

former degree of prudence in contracting marriages,

and the result was a very rapid growth of numbers.

Moreover, as the laziest and least enterprising people

took most advantage of the poor-relief, this increase of

numbers occurred in the least desirable elements of the

English population. A great deal of other experience

confirms the conclusion that it is always dangerous to

relieve poverty in any manner which destroys each man's

responsibility for the support of his family. Unwisely

managed charity merely allows the families of the shift-
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less and worthless to increase ; and this, too, at the

expense of the industrious and enterprising people who

are taxed for the support of charitable institutions.

Those who have had most experience in managing

benevolent cntei prises are the most strenuous in de-

nouncing unwise and indiscriminate poor-relief as a

crime against society.

Economic progress is generally marked by an increase

of wealth. Whenever such an increase occurs, a question

of the utmost economic importance arises : Economic

What will be done with the increased T^"''/"*tjie stanaard

wealth ? It ma;y be used to support a "* uving.

larger population at the same standard of comfort

which previously e.-cisted ; it may be used to support the

same population in greater comfort ; or, finally, it may

be used partly to increase the standard of living and

partly to increase numbers. In the present century the

growth of wealth has served to double the population of

civilized countries, and to more than double, perhaps,

the comfort in which people live. If all increase of

wealth is used for supporting a largely increased popu-

lation, little or nothing is g'ained so far as the general

welfare of each individual is concerned. Whenever

wealth increases, and incomes increase, it is of the

utmost importance that a wise use should be made of

the new wealth. If it is used to raise the standard of

comfort, there will be a permanent gain in economic

prosperity. If, on the other hand, it serves merely to

increase numbers, society will remain at the same ecQ-

nomic level which it formerly occupied,

9
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In the United States, highly unusual circumstances

have tended to obscure the fact that population has to

Circumstances
^^ adjusted to the incomes of any people,

of the United and that there are ultimate limits beyond

highly ex- which at auy given time an increase of popu-
ceptionai.

lation is undesirable. Our numbers have

been confined to the limits set by income, but the ease

of earning a large income has been so great that popu-

lation has seemed capable of increasing without limit.

We have had a smaller population than was absolutely

needed in order to subdue our vast unoccupied terri-

tory, and to develop our natural resources to the best

advantage. Although the most desirable portions of

our arable lands are now occupied, we yet have

room for mainy millions of additional inhabitants. So

long as every newcomer could be given a farm, each

increase of numbers might mean simply one more

laborer engaged in agriculture ; and. no increase of

population could result in a lower standard of living.

But such a condition of things cannot last forever, and

population cannot continue to increase as rapidly as it

has in the past. In fact, the rate of increase has per-

ceptibly declined in recent years. From 1^70 to 1880

the- percentage of increase was 30.08, a smaller percent-

age than was ever before known except during the

decade which included the Civil War. But from 1880

to 1890 the percentage of increase fell still further to

24.86 per cent. In the older sections of the United

States, where population is more dense, there has been a

marked decrease in the birth rate. As fast as the other
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portions of the country become more thickly settled, the

same thing will be noticed there. Our population will

continue to grow for a long time to come, and our stand-

ard of living may continue to rise. But the rate of

increase will grow smaller, because the elevation of the

standard of living will require prudence in adjusting the

number and size of families to available income.

§ 79. Man and nature are the original factors of pro-

duction. But in all labor except the most primitive

forms, a third factor, capital, is needed. The
.

'
Capital as a

hands of man unaided would hardly be able to factor of

do more than to gather wild fruits and nuts,

and to secure a few of the gifts which nature yields to

tlie labor of mere appropriation. Most economic goods

cannot be secured by the direct application of man's

efforts to his physical surroundings. It is necessary

for man to apply his labor in an indirect manner. If

he will first fashion for himself fish nets and hunting

weapons, he may then secure fish and game that he

otherwise would be unable to procure. If he will first

devote some labor to the manufacture of shovels and

plows, he may place seeds in the ground in such a

manner that natural forces will cause them to yield an

abundant harvest. If he will first construct a water

wheel or invent a steam engine, he may harness the

motive forces of water and steam, and may apply them

to the production of results which no amount of unaided

human effort could possibly achieve. It is evident that

in all such cases men adopt an indirect method of

satisfying their wants. They first produce tools and
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machinery, and then utilize these instruments in their

efforts to secure desired want-satisfiers. In this way

men first labor to secure various instruments of produc-

tion, and then by means of such appliances, are enabled

to satisfy their wants more fully than would otherwise

be possible.

Indirect methods of production are far more efficient

than direct methods, because indirect production may

Indirect or enable man to utilize all the available ma-

mettods'o?
tcrials and forces of nature. Such materials

production, gs the useful metals could never be brought

into a form adapted to any human use without the aid

of instruments and appliances of indirect production.

Even such a material as wood could never be reduced

to a condition of greatest usefulness without indirect

methods. Many of the forces of nature cannot aid very

greatly the processes of direct production. Heat and

moisture cannot act most efficiently upon the seeds un-

less the soil has been properly prepared by the use of

suitable instruments. Air, water, steam, and electricity

are powerless to assist in the labor of production unless

men construct suitable appliances to bring these forces

into operation in the right maimer. By an indirect proc-

ess, therefore, man can secure the fullest cooperation

of nature, and can vastly increase the production of

wealth.

Capital, then, consists of all the intermediate products

Definition of which man creates for the purpose of using
capital. them in the production of finished consump-

tion-goods. It is produced for the reason that its use
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serves to economize human labor, and to utilize fully

natural materials and forces. The wealth which men
produce may, therefore, be divided into consumers' goods,

ready for final consumption, and 'producers' goods, or

intermediate products designed to be used in tlie produc-

tion of future wealth. In this chapter we have to con-

sider capital as a factor of production merely. Our

definition, therefore, must be a definition of productive

or social capital, and must explain the part which capi-

tal plays in the process of indirect production.

§ 80. The concrete forms which productive capital

may assume are as follows :
—

1. Productive Improvements upon land, such as fences,

drains, fertilizers, etc. The land in itself is a gift of nature,

not a product of human industry. It is not „ .

created by man to serve as an aid to indirect productive

production. Productive improvements may be capital-

counted as capital so long as they can be distinguished from

the land itself. Fertilizers or drains become, in a shorter

or longer time, indistinguishably merged with the land.

2. Buildings, such as factories or workshops, devoted to

the purpose of aiding in the process of indirect production.

3. Means of transportation, such as roads, canals, and

railways.

4. Raw materials, such as iron, wood, cotton, silk, and

wool, which are consumed in the act of production, but

re-appear in the product.

5. Auxiliary materials, such as coal, lubricating oils,

and bleaching materials, which aid the productive process,

but do not re-appear in the product.

6. Tools and machines. Within the last century these

have become the most 'important form of capital, in many

respects.
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7. Domesticated animals used in production. Breeds of

domestic animals have been so improved by scientific breed-

ing that they are distinctly a product of human industry.

8. Money, weights and measures, and scales and balances.

We shall soon see that these objects are a most important

means of carrying on capitalistic or roundabout production.

9. Commercial stocks of finished products or consumers'

goods. Tliese do not include consumers' goods in the hands

of the final consumers. Strictly speaking, finished products

should not be called consumers' goods until they reach the

final consumers. Ca]iitalistlc production would be impos-

sible if capitalist-producers did not produce goods for dis-

tant markets and for a future season's consumption.

Wiieat must be produced in one season, and a suflScient

stock must be carried over to last until the next harvest.

Spring dress goods must be produced several months in

advance of the season when they are demanded. Agricul-

tural implements, made in America and exported to Australia,

may be several months in reaching the final consumer.

Merchants perform the important social function of can-y-

ing all such commercial stocks of goods as require weeks

or months to pass from producer to consumer. Com-
mercial or mercantile stocks of finished products are an

indispensable aid to the process of capitalistic production,

and fall under our definition of capital. They are really

producers' and not consumers' goods. They are materials

to which time and place utilities ai-e being added by the

merchants who forward them to consumers.

10. Capital used by persons who render personal services.

The instruments of the surgeon, and the books and scientific

apparatus of the student are examples. A fuller classifica-

tion would include at least the following objects under this

form of capital : (a) all scientific and professional instru-

ments and apparatus
; (&) churches, theaters, public halls,

and all buildings necessary for rendering personal services

;
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(c) court houses, jails, forts, warships, government build-

ings, and all the appliances necessary for public functions.

AH these are means of producing indirectly services which

could not be rendered directly without such appliances.

§ 81. Something more should be said concerning two

things which liave been excluded from the above list

of the concrete forms of capital. Land was .,„ ^ ,' Land and ac-

excluded because it is primarily a gift of anired facni-

nature, and not a product of human Indus- productive

try devoted to the purpose of capitalistic
'*p'**^-

production. Yet it should not be forgotten that inde-

pendent productive improvements are capital. More-

over, such improvements are so common that land often

ceases to be a mere gift of nature. Much land owes

part of its usefulness to labor expended upon it. Never-

theless, certain properties of land are always exclusive

gifts of nature, and not the result of human labor ex-

pended directly in their production. Some soils are

naturally more fertile or more lasting than others. A
north slope is less fertile than a south slope. The loca-

tion of a farm with respect to the market, or of a city

lot with respect to the center of business activity, is

wholly independent of labor devoted directly to that pur-

pose. Some economists have included knowledge and

acquired faculties among the forms of capital. But

this is unnecessary, since all such things are included

in the efficiency of labor, another factor of production.

More than this, such faculties are a part of man him-

self, not a part of his possessions. He may sell the

use of his faculties, but cannot part with them. For
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these reasons knowledge and acquired faculties are not

to be considered capital.

§ 82. Many writers have held that food and clothing,

the subsistence of laborers, are to be considered capital.

Capital and since they enable the workers to produce
subsistence, more wealth. But we have already seen

that food and clothing in the hands of the laborers are

consumption-goods, and that when a consumption-good

reaches tlie consumer it is finally destroyed. Further

than this the analysis of the economist need not go.

Food and clothing that are in the hands of manufactur-

ers and merchants, however, form part of the mercan-

tile stock of the community, and are to be regarded

as capital. Such commodities, although they may be

finished products, are more properly to be considered

producers' goods, to which time and place utilities are

being added by the process of forwarding the goods to

consumers.

We have already seen that production requires time.

In the simplest forms of production, when man merely

Mercantue appropriates a natural product, such as

Mptt^uc
^"'''^^^ fruits, fish, or game, only a very short

production, interval may elapse between the exertion

of human labor and the attainment of the desired ob-

ject. On the other hand, the production of an agricul-

tural product may require several weeks, while the

construction of a canal may require many years. In

all cases where indirect production is carried on, a cer-

tain time must elapse before the formation of capital

will be rewarded by the increased product of consumers'
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goods. During the process of production the laborers

must have food, shelter, and clothing. They are pro-

vided with these things out of the stocks of products

which merchants are constantly' forwarding from pro-

ducers to consumers. Laborers themselves seldom keep

on hand any large amount of subsistence-goods. They

expect to receive, from time to time, wages which may
be expended in purchasing food and clothing out of the

mercantile stocks of completed products which exist in

all civilized communities. In modern society middle-

men, or merchants, perform the important functions of

accumulating subsistence-goods and all other com-

modities at the seasons when they are produced, and

then of distributing them to consumers as fast as

demanded.

§ 83. We may distinguish between fixed and circu-

lating capital. Fixed capital consists of objects which

serve to assist several acts of production.

Circulating capital is consumed in a single cauonsofthe

act of production. All raw materials are a^yfj'X
circulating capital ; tools, machinery, and **'•

buildings are fixed capital. Since the wonderful inven-

tions which caused the Industrial Revolution, the use of

machinery in all branches of production has increased

at a constantly accelerating speed. This has caused tlie

proportion of fixed capital used in modern production

to increase at a rapid pace. Another important dis-

tinction is between free and specialized capital. Free

capital exists in such a form that it may be applied to

any one of many industries ; specialized capital is in-
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vested in such a way that it assumes a fixed form, and

cannot be withdrawn for investment elsewhere. Coal,

lumber, iron, and steel ai'e relatively free to be invested

in one or many different kinds of industry. Railroads,

canals, blast furnaces, and carpet looms are examples

of specialized capital which is nearly worthless for any

purpose except one single form of production.

§ 84. Many reasons make it desirable for us to have

a clear conception of what is required for formation of

productive capital. The first thing that is

of capital- necessary is that men should perceive that
formation.

the indirect or capitalistic method of produc-

tion will enable them either to produce more goods than

would be possible by direct production, or to produce

goods which direct methods would never enable them to

secure. Obviously, the second step is for men to under-

take the labor of collecting the materials and fashioning

the tools necessary for the process of indirect production.

The production of the various forms of capital is, there-

fore, the second step in capital-formation. But this

step will not be taken unless meu are willing to work

for future products, available only after capital has been

created and has been used to produce consumers' goods.

In other words, it is necessary to labor for future enjoy-

ments instead of present, to prefer a greater quantity or

variety of future goods to a smaller number of pres-

ent satisfactions. Capital-formation requires, therefore,

abstinence from present satisfactions and the willingness

to labor for products that will be available only in the

future. Economists have expressed this idea by saying
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that capital is the result of abstinence, as well as of

production.

All capital is the result of production, but the work
of capital production is actually performed under two

different sets of circumstances. First, a
' Methods of

farmer or a mechanic may produce capital capitai-

for use in his business by building fences,
°™* ""'

digging drains, and improving fields, or by constructing

a worksliop and making tools. Second, capital may be

produced by laborers who are hired to make it for other

people. This takes place when a person saves a portion

of his income, and invests the savings in a productive

enterprise. Such a person may hire laborers to make
tools and machines, or to build and equip a factory.

He may buy shares of a business corporation, and thus

turn his savings over to be invested by its managers.

Again, he may place his savings in a bank, and allow

tliem to be invested by the officials of that institution.

In all these cases, what the person really does is to use

his savings for the purpose of hiring laboi'ers to produce

various forms of productive capital. Savings bariks have

a peculiar importance, since they accumulate very small

deposits from many depositors and secure large capi-

tals for investment purposes. In the year 1894-95

the savings banks of the United States held deposits

amounting to $1,810,597,023. Tiiis sum belonged to

4,875,519 persons, and represented an average deposit

of 1371.36 for each depositor.

We have seen that the production of capital will not

take place unless a man prefers to labor for future goods
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rather than for present. Working for future pleasures

requires abstinence from present enjoyments. This is

Atetinence true whether a person produces capital liim-

and tue jr
. gj^ygg q^^; ^f jjig income a surplus

Inducement '

\

to saving. with which he purchases productive capital.

A controversy has arisen concerning the amount of

abstinence that is involved in saving. It is very evident

that a person with an annual income of $500 will have

to sacrifice the enjoyment of many present pleasures in

order to save $100 each year. On the other hand, it has

been denied, sometimes with great ridicule, that the

savings of the rich man require any real abstinence to

be incurred by him. Thus Ferdinand Lassalle, the

socialist, wrote :
" The ascetic millionaires of Europe

!

Lilce Indian penitents or pillar saints they stand on

one leg, each on his column, with straining arms and

pendulous body and pallid looks, holding a plate toward

the people to collect the wages of their Abstinence. In

tlieir midst, towering up above all his fellows, as head

penitent and ascetic, the Baron Rothschild !
" But, as

we have used the word, abstinence means desisting from

some present pleasure in order to procure some future

result. It, does not imply that a rich man has to live

abstemiously in order to save even large amounts of

money. It means simply that when a millionaire builds

a cotton factory instead of a palace or a yacht, he

sacrifices present to futui-e enjoyments. He may save

1100,000 more easily than a poor man saves $100, but

abstinence from present goods is necessary in the one

case as in the other. Since saving does, therefore,
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require abstinence or the sacrifice of present pleasures,

it follows that the amount of saving which people will

practice will vary according to the difficulties of, and the

inducements to, saving. Security of invested property is

the first and most important inducement. Whenever

such security is destroyed, little saving is carried on.

A fair rate of interest on invested capital is another

inducement. Yet it cannot be shown that there is any

minimum rate of interest that will absolutely stop all

saving. On the other liand, high rates of interest are

sure to lead to an increase of the supply of productive

capital. A tliird inducement to saving is the desire to

provide for the comfort and integrity of one's family.

A very low rate of interest will not deter a father from

providing for the future support of his family in case of

his death. We conclude that saving capital does involve

a certain degree of abstinence, and that the amount of

saving will vary directly as the inducements offered.

Social, or productive, capital can be maintained only

by constant investments of new capital. Raw matei'ials

are continually being used up ; tools and ma-
•

.
*=

^
.

Capital Is

chines wear out in the course of time ; fac- maintained

tories, railroads, and canals require constant ^"jj^^n!

repairs. Each year a portion of the savings ^*™* invest-

of any people must be devoted to replacing

capital destroyed during the last productive period.

Thus existing capital would rapidly diminish if saving

should cease to be practiced. Stocks of productive capital

can be increased only by making good tlie annual loss, and

then investing additional capital in new enterprises,
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CHAPTER VI.

THE PRODUCTION OP WEALTH.

( Continued.)

I. Organization of the Factors of Production.

§ 85. A Robiuson Crusoe may apply labor and capital

to land, and may carry on a purely isolated process of

production. But in economic society the
productton a

production of wealth is a social pi'ocess ; and social process,

we have next to consider the social organization of the

three productive factors, land, labor, and capital. We
shall find that production requires the cooperation of the

individuals that compose any economic society; and that

it is a cooperative, therefore a social, process.

§ 86. Tiie simplest form of cooperative or associated

production is seen in the association of a number of per-

sons to produce a result which the efforts of
gimpie asso-

a single individual could accomplish less ciated effort,

easily, or perhaps could not accomplish at all. When
all the men in a community join in raising the frame of

a house, or in harvesting a field of corn, we have an in-

stance of simple associated production.

§ 87. The division of occupations is a second form of

cooperative production. This occurs with- Division of

in a family when the men attend to outdoor •^"J^*^''"*-

work, and the women to indoor work. Or it takes place
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witliin a community when certain men devote themselves

mainly or exclusively to the trade of the smith, the car-

penter, or the shoemaker, and perform all such work

for the otlier members of the society.

§ 88. A third and more complicated form of associa-

tion is seen in what is teclinically called the division of

Division
labor. By this is meant the division of the

of labor. process of producing a commodity into a

number of small parts. Each laborer is intrusted with

the performance of some one or two parts of the process.

In this way the manufagture of a pair of shoes, a sewing

machine, a watch, or a needle, may be divided into fifty

or one hundred separate processes. The division of

labor has been carried so far in the modern factory

that any reader is able to find for himself many illus-

trations of this minute subdivision of the work of

production.

The introduction of the division of labor has had many

beneficial effects, which have been discussed by all econ-

omists since the time of Adam Smith. It
Advantages

ofthedivi- assigns to each laborer a single process

which he is called upon to repeat day after

day until he acquires great skill and dexterity in his

work. It saves time which would be lost if the work-

man should be compelled constantly to change from one

process to another. It enables almost every one to find

some work which he is able to do, although he may suffer

from some physical disability. Finally, it reduces pro-

duction to a series of comparatively simple processes,

which can be easily studied and often improved. In this
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way invention has been greatly stimulated, most inven-

tions'taking the form of greater or smaller improvements

upon details of the productive process.

Yet certain disadvantages are sometimes found to

grow out of the division of labor. The workman who is

confined to a single process often finds his
Disadvantages

work exceedingly monotonous. Unless he of the division

cultivates other interests, his faculties are ° ^'

likely to become narrowed, and he is likely to be less

intelligent. Again, the division of labor confines work-

men to a few routine operations. Then, if thrown out

of the accustomed branch of employment, they often find

difficulty in learning another trade. Finally, the employ-

ment of women and cliildren in many lines of industry

has been made possible by the division of labor. Women
and children are able to operate many kinds of machin-

ery, and have often displaced men. In factory towns it

has happened that fathers have been thrown out of work,

while wives and children have taken tlieir places at the

mills. The division of labor has been found an indis-

pensable condition for the progress of modern industry.

A wise policy will seek to diminish all the disadvantages

which may arise from it, while retaining its great bene-

fits. Opportunities for education and recreation will

counteract whatever monotony of occupation the division

of labor produces. The labor of women and children

may be abolished in certain cases where it is especially

detrimental to the health of the workers or to the welfare

of the family, while in other cases it may be permitted

under adequate restrictions.

10
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§ 89. The exchange of products underlies the last two

forms of associated production. The division of occupa-

Exchangeof tions cannot take place unless the smith, the

products. farmer, the carpenter, and the shoemaker

devise some method of exchanging the products of their

respective labors. The division of labor cannot be carried

very far until there is an organized system of markets.

In these markets merchants bring together the products

of all branches of industry in such a way as to enable

the men who produce large quantities of various small

commodities to find a market for their wares. Modern

industry, therefore, is based upon the fact that each man
produces large quantities of salable commodities which

he himself could never consume, and then depends upon

other producers to furnish him with supplies of consum-

ers' goods suited to his wants. This interdependence of

all producers upon the markets where they sell their prod-

ucts or purchase their supplies has been carried farthest

in those industries which have become localized in a few

regions. The people of England draw food and raw

materials from almost all quarters of the earth, and

depend upon distant markets for the sale of their manu-

factured products. In the United States the manufacture

of textiles is concentrated in New England, New York,

New Jersey, and Pennsylvania ; while these states de-

pend upon the South or the West for their raw materials

and breadstuffs. Thus one community is dependent

upon the products' of others, and a territorial division

of labor is carried out. Such a localizing of industries

enables each region to devote its labor to those branches
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of production for which it has the greatest advantages.

The total production of the world is enormously

increased by such a localization of production. The

exchange of products is a part of the process of pro-

duction, but it requires detailed treatment in a subsequent

chapter.

§ 90. A fifth form of associated production is seen in

the cooperation of the factors of production. The per-

sons who control the supplies of land, of „ ..^^ Cooperation of

labor, and of capital must cooperate in the the productive

establishment of business undertakings or

enterprises. Sometimes it happens that one man may

own both land and capital, and may perform all the

necessary labor of production. This is the simplest way

to secure the cooperation of the three factors of produc-

tion, and is very common in the United States, where so

many farmers cultivate their own land with their own

capital and labor. On the plantations of the South

another form of organization formerly existed. The

planters owned their land and capital, and also owned

the laborers. In both of these cases the cooperation of

the productive factors is secured by simple methods, but

the organization of business enterprises is often much

more complex.

Such a complex form of business organization is re-

quired whenever separate classes of persons control the

supplies of labor, of land, and of capital re-
^ j^^.

quired for the establishment of an industrial organization.

, , , , , The employer.

enterprise. At the present day we have a

large class of persons who supply labor but nothing else.
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Another class supplies capital, while land may be sup-

plied by still a third class, the landlords. The work of

securing the cooperation of laborers, capitalists, and land-

lords has fallen to a class of employers or undertakers

of business enterprises.^ The employer, or undertaker,

has become a person of the greatest economic impor-

tance. He is constantly seeking for favorable oppoi'tu-

nities to establish business enterprises, he assumes the

responsibility of investing capital and hiring land, while

he employs and superintends the work of a number of

laboi'ers. On his good judgment and business ability the

efficiency of the productive process mainly depends. His

function is altogether distinct from that of the capitalist,

the landlord, or the laborer. They may cooperate in

establishing the enterprise, but upon the employer the

responsibility of undertaking and conducting the busi-

ness primarily depends. The entrepreneur may own the

land upon which the enterprise is established, he may

contribute a part or all of the capital used in production,

he may even labor with his own hands ; but his function

as entrepreneur is wholly distinct from his functions as

landlord, capitalist, or laboi'cr. We shall next study the

vai'ious forms of business undertakings, or the various

metliods in which entrepreneurs exercise their functions

in establishing and managing productive enterprises.

§ 91. Entrepreneurs may secure the cooperation of

land, labor, and capital, by the following methods :
—

1 The word " undertaker " originally meant a man who organized and

managed a business ou his own respon.sibility. In place of " undertaker
"

the French word entrepreneur has been commonly used.
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1. The single f7itrepreneur sj'stcm. In this a single

employer, contributina; all of the capital or^ '

,

° ' The forms of

borrowing a part, owning or hiring the land business un-

used, and employing a sufficient number of ^ °^°'

laborers, establishes and conducts a business on his

individual responsibility.

2. Next comes the common business partnership.

Two or more men divide tlie work of business man-

agement, and jointly assume the risks incident thereto.

This form of undertaking is advantageous when the

business requires more capital than any partner alone

could have contributed, or when the cares of manage-

ment need to be divided. The partners agree to divide

profits or losses in certain proportions, and are jointly

and. severally liable for all the debts of the firm to the

extent of their entire fortunes.

3. A third form of undertaking is the modern busi-

ness corporation. The older corporations were formed

generally by a number of persons who were empowered

by law to act as an individual for certain purposes, and

to maintain a continued existence, beyond tlie life of

the actual associates, by providing for a succession of

members. A church, a university, or a charitable insti-

tution can best be organized in this way. Such a corpo-

ration is in the eyes of the law an artificial person.

Its charter of incorporation confers upon it certain spe-

cific powers, and within these limitations the members

of the corporation act as one person. Thus they may

acquire or sell property, may sue and be sued. Beyond

the specific powers conferred by its charter, however, no
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corporation has a I'ight to go. Such an action would be

declai'ed by tlie courts to be ultra vires, that is, beyond

the powers conferred upon the corporation. Moreover,

the charter might be declared to be forfeited on account

of such a violation. The modern business corporation is

regularly a joint-stock company. Its capital is divided

into shares, often of |100 each, which are transferable

at the option of each shareholder. Only the owners

of the shares of the capital stock are members of the

corporation. Such a joint-stock company is a convenient

form of business undertaking when a large capital is

required. Many men may be willing to invest small

amounts of money in an enterprise in which no one of

them would wish to risk his entire fortune. Many of

the earliest joint-stock companies were not incorporated,

and were merely a form of partnership. Such com-

panies have now become the most important kind of

corporations. They may be formed by a special act of

legislation, or by complying with a general law author-

izing groups of persons to form themselves into cor-

porations, organized for certain purposes, under certain

conditions. Their charters are either perpetual or lim-

ited to a term of years. Where corporations are given

valuable privileges, it is very impoi'tant that the charters

should end after terms of thirty or forty years. The

modern joint-stock company, therefore, is regularly a

corporation, and has become the most common kind of

corporate organization. One important feature of such

business associations distinguishes them in a marked

manner from other forms of business undertaking. The
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members of joint-stock companies were originally liable

for the debts of the companies to the full extent of their

fortunes. In modern times their liability has often been

limited to the amount of money that they invest in the

stock of the company. Under this system of limited

liability, if a thousand persons contribute $100 each to

form a capital stock for a business corporation, each one

is liable only to have the flOO contributed by him seized

for the debts of the business. The stockholders lose, if

the business is unsuccessful, all the money invested;

but they do not risk their entire fortunes by entering

into such an enterprise. Sometimes the stockholders

are liable for double the amount of their investment.

Thus, the stockholders of one of our national banks are

liable, in case of the failure of the bank, to be assessed

for a sum equal to the par value of the shares which

they hold. Joint-stock companies with limited liability

are well adapted to undertake large enterprises, espe-

cially when there is considerable chance of failure. In-

dividual employers or partners would seldom take the

risks which their unlimited liability would compel them

to assume if they invested their capital in many business

enterprises. Moreover, as the capital of a joint-stock

company becomes larger and the number of stockhold-

ers increases, any single stockholder has little influence

in the management of the enterprise, and has less

knowledge of the affairs of the company. It is, there-

fore, unfair to hold him liable for the debts of the cor-

poration to the full- extent of his fortune. Furthermore,

the capital needed for many large enterprises cannot be
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obtained unless the liability of the investors is limited

to the amount of their investments. During the last

fifty years the growth of business corporations has been

marvelous. Enterprises that require large investments

of capital almost invariably assume coi'porate form.

Many simple business partnerships have been converted

into corporations, partly in order that the partners may

cease to be liable for firm debts to the full extent of

their fortunes. Great abuses have undoubtedly attended

the growth of corporations, but they have been on the

whole a useful and necessary form of economic organi-

zation. The great need of the times has been for the

large capitals required to build railroads, to construct

huge steamships, and to equip giant factories. This

need the joint-stock companies have supplied. More-

over, they have possessed the further merit of making it

possible to invest small sums in one or more shares of

corporation stock, so that small savings have been accu-

mulated in a manner which has made them available

for the largest enterprises. One more point should be

noted. Adam Smith, writing in 1776, argued that cor-

porations could never be managed as efficiently as busi-

ness partnerships, since the hired managers of corporate

enterpi-ises controlled, not their own money, but the cap-

ital of other people. For this reason he argued that

they would generally be wasteful and negligent. In this

criticism Smith undoubtedly put his finger upon a real

difficulty, but a difficult}"-, nevertheless, which has been

in large part overcome. Corporations have learned to

select managers from tried and faithful servants, who
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have often acquired a professional pride in tlie success

of the business. They offer large salaries as rewards

for efficiency ; while the managers may own stock of

tlie company, and thus have a direct interest in the

business. Yet many corporations incur heavy losses

tlirough wasteful management, and no remedies have

been found for many of these cases.

4. A fourth form of undertaliing is seen in what is

technically called cooperative production. Cooperation,

in this limited, technical sense, is an effort to dispense

with the employer, and to leave the management of a

business to the worlcmen. Laborers have sometimes

combined to supply their own capital, and to establish

business enterprises on their own responsibility. Work-

men acquire in tliis way the same interest in the success

of the undertaking which partners have in the success

of their business. This often leads them to do more

and better work, and thus increases the efficiency of the

organization. On the other hand, the success or failure

of a modern business depends as much upon able man-

agement as upon faithful workmanship. Cooperative

enterprises are usually managed by the workmen them-

selves, or by committees chosen from their number.

Such a divided direction has so far proved less effi-

cient than the business partnership or the corporation,

in which the management can more easily be concen-

trated in the hands of one man oi- a small number

of men.

5. A final form of undertaking is the management of

business by the State. The United States Government
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manages the postal business, many of our towns own

their systems of water works, while a few own and man-

age gas and electric-lighting works. Government en-

terprise will require discussion in a subsequent chapter.

§ 92. A sixth form of associated activity underlies all

the forms of productive enterprise which have been pre-

viously desci'ibed, and marks the process of
Participatioii

' ' ^

of the state in production as a distinctly social process.
pro uc on. rpj^^

importance of the part which the State

takes in the production of wealth can, be most clearly

shown by an enumeration of some of the cases in which

governmental activity is exercised.

1. The State endeavors to protect its citizens against

external violence. Unless security from external attack

is assured, life and property are not safe, and the pro-

ductive resources of a nation cannot be developed.

England's immunity from invading armies during the

great Napoleonic wars enabled her to outstrip by fifty

years' development all her European rivals.

2. The State aims to maintain order, and to protect

persons and property from domestic violence. Between

the thirteenth and eighteenth centuries, the King's peace

was maintained in England firmly enough to enable her

wool-raising industry to become the greatest in the

world. In the other countries of Europe lawlessness was

so common as to make it almost impossible for such an

industry to be carried on.

3. The State makes possible and regulates the hold-

ing, exchange, inheritance, and bequest of property.

The right of property is the right of exclusive disposal
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over a thing, within certain limits fixed by the laws of

the State. Many people are inclined to regard it as a

" natural right," that is, an absolute, inalienable right,

not to be questioned for any reason whatsoever. As a

"matter of fact, the right of property can be shown to be

an historical product, gradually developed and constantly

modified as men have emerged from barbarism to a con-

dition of civilized life. There was a time in the history

of all European peoples when practically all possessions

belonged to the clan or tribe, not to the individual.

Private property was developed first in the case of per-

sonal belongings and the products of man's labor.

Gradually, and within times of which we have historic

record, the right of private ownership was extended to

land. The exchange of property between individuals,

and the rights of inheritance and bequest, have been

narrowly limited by law, and have varied widely among

different peoples. In all places property rights have

been defined, limited, and finally protected by law in

such a manner as has seemed most expedient. Private

property has been so long established among us that it

is easy to commit the error of mistaking it for something

that has always and necessarily existed, and in its pres-

ent form. While it has proved, on the whole, a highly

desirable and useful institution, we must not shut our

eyes to the facts that it has always been limited by con-

siderations of social expediency, and that it has often

been modified. A few instances will show to what ex-

tent a man's right of disposal over his property is limited

by law. First, all property is held subject to the right
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of the State to take a part of it in the form of taxes.

Second, property is limited by the State's right of emi-

nent domain, under which the State may take property

for public purposes, compensating the owner for its loss,

however. Third, the owner of property may not use it

in such a manner that it becomes a public nuisance, or

for a purpose opposed to public policy. Finally, prop-

erty may be forfeited to the State, or a portion of it

taken in the form of fines. In many ways the rights of

transfer, of bequest, and of inheritance of property are

clearly defined and Jimited by law. We are now ready

to consider the economic importance of private property

for the production of wealth. It has been found that

men will not engage in production in any efficient man-

ner unless they are secure in the enjoyment of the prod-

ucts of their labor. Through the establishment and

protection of property rights, the Slate furnishes men

with the greatest incentive to diligent effort. Only

through cooperation of various sorts can production be

made at all large and copious. The division of labor,

the exchange of products, and the voluntary cooperation

of landowners, capitalists, and laborers in forming a

business undertaking, all presuppose the recognition

and protection of the property rights of individuals. In

defining and safe-guarding property rights, the State

creates the indispensable conditions of all effective

production.

4. The State determines the conditions and the man-

ner of making contracts, and 'then enforces the faithful

performance of such agreements. The exchange of prod-
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ucts and the organization of business enterprises by

landlords, capitalists, employers, and laborers could

hardly be carried on, and could never haAe reached

their present state of development without a strict en-

forcement of contract agreements between buyers and

sellers, or between employers, on the one hand, and

laborers, capitalists, and landowners, on the other.

5. The State performs many services indispensable

for the production of wealth, whicli private individuals

never would perform in a satisfactory manner. The

coinage of money, the regulation of weights and meas-

ures, and the construction of roads, lighthouses, har-

bor improvements, and ocean and river dikes are a few

examples of such services.

II. Stages in the Development of Production.

§ 93. We can distinguish five stages in the develop-

ment of the process of wealth-production.

1. Tiie hunting and fishing stage. In the lowest

grade of economic development, wealth is produced

mainly by hunting or fishing, by labor of
The five eco-

mere occupation. Little capital is used, "»™i<= stages,

and it consists of a few simple tools and weapons.

Famine is of frequent occurrence wJieiiever supplies

of fish and game become scarce. Population is sparse,

since much land is required to furnish fish and game

sufiicient to support a single person. Slavery seldom

or never exists, since slaves could be made useful only

by putting weapons in their hands, a process dangerous

to the masters. Fishing tribes, when situated on the
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shores of navigable waters, may develop into com-

mercial peoples. The American Indians were mostly

hunters and fishermen at the time of European colo-

nization. In pioneering the way for the advance of

civilization, the European settler often had to adopt the

same method of securing a living.

2. The pastoral stage. The second period of eco-

nomic development is marked by the fact that men learn

to rear and domesticate herds of animals, and to depend

chiefly upon their herds for food and clothing. The

production of economic goods increases ; and some per-

sons acquire considerable wealth, which consists mostly

of sheep and cattle. Slavery appears, and captured ene-

mies are often employed in the peaceful labor of pas-

toral industry. Pastoral peoples are usually nomadic,

wandering around in search of the best pastures. In

the United States cattle raising has long been a typical

frontier industry, which gradually makes way for agri-

culture and manufactures.

3. The agricultural stage. The next advance is

made when men learn to raise plants as well as animals.

More capital is used in production, and the cooperation

of nature is secured to a much greater extent. When
the cultivation and improvement of the soil begins,

people settle down on definite tracts of land, and cease

to live a wandering life. Private property in land then

originates. The production of wealtli increases, so that

a given area of land can support a largely increased

population. Slavery often assumes large proportions,

since men prefer to impose upon slaves the hard labors
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of agriculture. Subordinate to agriculture and cattle

raising, hunting and fishing may be pursued. In agri-

cultural communities some division of occupatious may

be found, particularly in the case of wood and metal

workers.

4. The manufacturing and commercial stage. At

this point greater attention is given to manufacturing

into highly finished products the raw materials secured

by the hunting, fishing, pastoral, agricultural, and min-

ing industries. This work requires a much larger

amount of capital, and leads to a separation of trades.

The division of labor may also be introduced ; but

manufactures are carried on mainly by hand, aided

only by the motive power of animals, wind, and water.

Commerce now becomes an industry of prime impor-

tance. When men live by agriculture each community

is self-sustaining, and requires few commodities pro-

duced in other places. With the growth of hand trades,

communities begin to show different capabilities for

producing various kinds of goods ; certain industries

become localized in regions that have the greatest ad-

vantages for producing them ; and an exchange of prod-

ducts begins on a wider scale. The growth of commerce

leads to the extended use of money to facilitate ex-

changes, which had previously been carried on by barter.

At the same time the rise of manufactures and com-

merce stimulates the growth of cities, which now become

manufacturing and commercial centers. In antiquity

the most flourishing states of Greece and Italy reached

the manufacturing and commercial stage. In 1750 the
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leading countries of Europe were in this period of de-

velopment, as were also the largest and most populous

of the English colonies in America.

5. The industrial stage. This stage was reached in

the time of the Industrial Revolution. England led the

way, followed by the United States and various Euro-

pean countries. It is characterized by the vast increase

of power manufacture ; first steam, then electricity being

utilized. Transportation facilities are revolutionized by

the use of steam, and international commerce rapidly

inci'eases. Exchanges are effected as much through

the means of credit as of money. The employment of

power in manufactures vastly increases the use of capi-

tal, while business is conducted on a mucli larger scale.

Household manufacturing industries are replaced by fac-

tories ; small factories tend constantly to be replaced

by gigantic enterprises ; and the business corporation

becomes the common form of industrial organization.

As we are now living in the industrial stage, the remain-

der of this booli will be devoted mainly to an explana-

tion of its characteristics and tendencies.

III. Freedom in the Establishmeut of Productive

Uudertakings.

§ 94. In modern economic society, employers, capi-

talists, landlords, and laborers are, to a large extent.

Freedom of fi'ee to cooperate in establishing productive

l^teMr"* undertakings. In the absence of legal re-

capitai. straints, labor and capital are freely invested

in those lines of business which promise the largest
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returns. If any profession or trade is not adequately

supplied, remuneration will be so high as to induce a

sufficient number of new enterprises to be established to

meet the demand. On the other hand, when any line of

business becomes over-supplied, capital and labor will

sooner or later seek investment elsewhere. In this

manner the productive forces of society are distributed

among different branches of production in proportions

roughly corresponding to the needs of the public. In

European countries such freedom of investment did not

exist at the close of the last century. In France, up to

the Revolution of 1789, governmental restrictions and

oppressive regulations made by exclusive corporations

rendered it almost impossible for any save a privileged

few to carry on manufactures or commerce. In Eng-

land, until the Industrial Revolution, the investment of

labor and capital was restricted by guild regulations

and by laws that hindered the movement of laborers

from one parish to another. In general, it can be said

that individual enterprises or business partnerships were

freed from restrictions earlier than corporate under-

takings. Until the last forty or fifty years, both in

England and the United States, corporations were char-

tered only by special acts of legislation. The bestowal

of charters became an act of legislative favor or of

political privilege. Members of one political party often

found it impossible to secure a corporation charter when

the other party was in power. A great advance was

made when general laws were passed making it possi-

ble for any persons, upon complying witli necessary

11
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requirements, to associate themselves in a corporation.

At the present time some of our states allow charters to

be granted only under general laws, and the tendency is

everywhere to restrict the granting of special charters.

In a few instances the establishment of productive enter-

prises is still limited by law. The United States pre-

vents private parties from engaging in the postal

business. In towns and cities such enterprises as gas,

electric lights, and water works are carried on either by

the cities or by private corporations which have received

exclusive franchises and privileges from the municipal

governments.

IV. Cost of Production.

§ 95. It will be useful for us to make a careful analy-

sis of the different elements that may enter into the

cost of production of a commodity. Since

cost oi pro- we are now considering production as a

social process, we must analyze the cost to

society of producing various kinds of wealth. This can

be done by asking. What does society sacrifice in order

that the productive process may be carried on? The

different elements of sacrifice that may enter into the

social cost of production are :
—

1. The destruction of natural agents. Many kinds

of production may be carried on without appreciably

lessening the number or usefulness of the natural

agents that assist the process. A windmill or a water

wheel may be used in such a manner. But in many

cases some gifts of nature are consumed during the pro-
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ductive process, and in such a way that the number or

usefulness of the available natural agents is lessened.

This occurs, for instance, whenever coal is consumed in

generating steam or electricity. The industries of Eng-

land each year consume a very appreciable portion of

the coal supply of the country. In agricultural indus-

try the principal natural agent, land, may be improved

by careful cultivation ; but in some cases the fertility of

tlie soil is decreased. In the United States our great

staple crops of tobacco, cotton, corn, and wheat have

taken from the soil a far larger amount of the vegetable

and chemical elements necessary for the growth of plant

life than has been restored to the land in the form of

fertilizers. In general we can say that mining indus-

tries gradually lessen man's available supply of natural

agents. Agriculture, fisheries, and forestry may be

rationally conducted in such a manner that our supply

of natural agents will not be lessened, and may even be

increased.^

2. The destruction of capital. Practically all pro-

duction necessitates the destruction of a certain amount

of capital, both fixed and circulating. The cost to

society of the capital consumed in production is made

up of two elements, labor and abstinence. When capi-

tal is consumed, society loses first of all the labor

expended in producing the materials or tools thus

destroyed. Second, it should be noticed that absti-

1 Bead Marsh, " The Earth as Modified by Human Action," for a noble

plea for economy in the use of all natural agents. See also Jbvons, " The

Coai Question."
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iience, or waiting, was necessary for the formation of

the original capital, and will be necessary for its

replacement.

3. Labor. Not only is labor required to produce

capital, but also it must be exerted in using capital

for the purpose of further production. The social cost

of labor will depend upon two elements : (a) the charac-

ter and intensity of the labor, whether intellectual or

physical, skilled or unskilled
;

{h) the length of time

during which labor is exerted.

V. The Investment of Labor and Capital upon Land.

§ 96. In productive industry it is necessary to invest

labor and capital upon land. Now it is a common fact

of experience that in certain industries,
The law of

^ '

diminishing agriculture, for instance, much less labor

and capital can be invested upon each acre

of land than in other industries, such as manufactures

and commerce. We have next to investigate this ques-

tion of the extent to which it is possible to invest labor

and capital upon a definite tract of land.

§ 97. First we will consider agricultural industry. At

any given time every farmer knows that there is a point

The law of beyond which it will not pay him to invest
diminishing labor and capital upon each acre of land.
returns in r r

agriculture. An investment of five dollars per acre may

yield a return of twelve bushels of wheat. Possibly an

investment of ten dollars might have resulted in a prod-

uct of twenty-four bushels. But the crop secured from

a single acre of land cannot, at any given time, be made
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to double indefinitely by doubling the investment of labor

and capital. To continue our illustration, suppose that

fifteen dollars had been invested upon the given acre of

land instead of ten dollars. Then it is probable th^it

the crop would have been increased, but it is not likely

that it would have amounted to thirty-six bushels. Sup-

pose the investment of fifteen dollars to yield a crop of

thirty bushels. Then the results of investing the three

different amounts, of capital upon the given acre of land

would have been as follows :
—

iDTeatment.
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were not true, we should continue to raise all our agri-

cultural produce from a few acres of land, and would

never have taken the trouble to reduce other fields to a

condition suitable for cultivation.

It will be noticed tliat care was taken to say that the

law of diminishing returns is true at any given time. In

any season, when labor and capital are in-
The effect of

. . .

improvements vested in the Cultivation of land, agricul-

'tural methods and skill have reached a

certain stage of advancement, and will not be materi-

ally changed during that season. They are, therefore,

relatively fixed ; so that the economist can say that, at

any given time, investments of labor and capital can be

carried only to a certain point before they will begin to

yield a diminishing return. On the other hand, if we

compare one season with another, or compare one period

of years with another, no law of diminishing returns

may be found to hold true. Scientific ' agriculture is

each year making it possible to invest more capital upon

land witliout encountering a point of diminishing re-

turns. Continuing our illustration,- we may suppose

that improved methods of cultivation are originated,

and that these impi-ovements make it possible to invest

fifteen dollars upon each acre of land, and to secure an

average yield of thirty-six bushels per acre. The law

of diminishing returns, therefore, is true only at a given

time. At one season it is possible to invest only ten or

fifteen dollars in cultivating each acre of wheat before

arriving at a point of diminishing returns. Improved

methods of farming may, however, after a period of
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years make it possible to invest fifteen or twenty dollars

on each acre, and to secure a proportionately increased

return. Bearing these considerations in mind, we can

state the law of diminishing returns as Professor Mar-

shall has formulated it :
" An increase in the capital and

labor applied in the cultivation of land causes in general

a less than proportionate increase in the amount of prod-

uce raised, unless it happens to coincide with an im-

provement in the arts of agriculture."

We have seen elsewhere that the population of civi-

lized countries is increasing, and is likely to increase for

a considerable time to come. This fact will , ,. ..
ImpUcanons

make it necessary to raise more agricultural of the law of

diminishingf

products as fast as numbers increase. The returns in ag-

law of diminishing returns has sometimes
^'^'''*^*-

been considered to imply that, when all lands now

vacant shall have become occupied, men will secure

increased supplies of agricultural products only by ap-

plying more and more capital and labor to land that

will yield a constantly diminishing return. Such a con-

clusion is wholly unwarranted. Prom year to year the

progress of agriculture is making it easier than ever

before to secure the products of the soil. There is

reason for thinking that scientific agriculture is only in

its infancy, and that in the future its progress will be

much more rapid than in the past.

§ 98. It is often overlooked that manufactures are

subject to a law of diminishing returns. If capital is

constantly invested on a single acre of land, a point is

finally reached where it will be more profitable to in-
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vest further capital elsewhere. Suppose a factory to

cover an acre of ground. On each story of the build-

ing only a certain number of laborers and

diminSiing machines can be employed. If the invest-

returnsin ment of capital is increased, additional
manufactnres.

stories will have to be added to the building.

Now there are definite limits to the number of stories

that can be used economically in a factory building.

The older factories are four or five stories high, but

modern factory construction favors one or two story

buildings. In such a low building it is found that the

largest return can usually be secured from each dollar

of invested capital. The expenses for elevators, heavier

walls, and greater fire risks, combined with the reason

that the factory can be less conveniently arranged and

managed, make liigh buildings less desirable for manu-

facturing purposes. The law of diminishing returns,

therefore, applies to manufactures. When a certain

amount of labor and capital has been invested on a

single acre of land, a larger return can be secured for

future investments by placing them on a new piece of

ground. Manufacturing industries, liowever, permit a

much larger investment to be made on each acre of

land than can be made in agriculture. It is easy to

invest several hundred thousand dollars upon an acre

of land devoted to manufacturing industry before the

point of diminishing returns is reached. In most kinds

of agricultural industry only a fraction of one per cent of

this amount can be invested.

§ 99. In other industries the greatest differences exist
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in respect to the amounts of labor and capital that can

be invested before the point of diminishing
Theiawof

returns is reached. Mining is most decid- diminishing

• 1 p T • • I T
returns in

edly an industry of dmiinislnng returns.^ other

As surface deposits are exhausted, shafts

must be driven further into the earth, at greater expense

and with a rapidly diminishing return. In commercial

industries very large investments can be made upon

each acre of laud. In cities, buildings that cost several

million dollars are built upon land that costs hundreds of

thousands, or even more than a million, dollars per acre.

Such investments frequently amount to 12,000,000

per acre. Yet, even here, the point of diminishing

returns is ultimately reached. The tallest office build-

ings cannot be raised above a certain height except at a

rapidly increasing expense. When such buildings are

placed close together, very large areas have to be left

vacant in order to secure the necessary amount of air and

light. At the present time our tall buildings are usu-

ally isolated, and secure sufficient air and light because

they tower above neighboring structures. If all the

office buildings of the business portion of a city should

be constructed on this plan, large areas would neces-

sarily be left vacant to serve as air spaces. As the

height of the buildings increased, the open area would

have to be larger, and would finally more than counter-

1 Ultimately, of course, a point of exhaustion is reached. In agricul-

ture no such condition need he reached, but land may improve after hun-

dreds of years of careful cultivation. The law of diminishing returns has

nothing to do with the exhaustion of the soil.
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balance any gain of space secured by constructing addi-

tional stories. The necessity of providing prompt

elevator service is another force that tends to the same

result. The number of elevators must be largely in-

creased as the height of the building increases. The

increased room devoted to elevators tends finally to

counterbalance the gain of space secured by construct-

ing higher buildings.

It appears that a point of diminishing returns is

reached ultimately in all productive industries located

upon a given area of ground. Sooner or

later there comes a time when a larger re-

tarn can be secured by investing labor and capital upon

other tracts. In agriculture the point of diminishing

returns is reached with much smaller investments than

in manufactures or commerce, but all these industries

differ merely in the degree to which they admit of an

intensive investment of labor and capital. Again, the

law of diminishing returns is true only at a given period

of time ; and, from year to year, inventions and dis-

coveries increase the amount of labor and capital that

can be invested on each acre of land without causing a

decrease in the return to each unit of investment.

VI. Large-Scale Production.

§ 100. During the present century there has been

a remarkable concentration of productive industry.

Concentration Formerly the amount of capital and labor

in production, combined in the average business enter-

prise was far smaller than it is to-day, while the concen-
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tration of production in large establishments is more

marked at the present moment than ever before. A
few statistics will show how greatly the size of the

average business establishment has increased. First

may be presented the census statistics of all manufac-

tures of the United States from 1850 to 1890.
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§ 101. Modern production tends to become concen-

trated in large establishments for the reason that it

can be carried on most economically in
Reasons for '

thegrowtiiof that manner. Large-scale production may
production ii x- n •

on a large secure tlie lollowmg economies :
—

^*^*'
1. Economy in fixed capital. Modern

machinery is expensive, and requires expensive factory

buildings. Machine production, therefore, necessitates

a very large outlay for fixed capital ; and this element

of investment tends to increase each year. The statis-

tics just presented show that, in the United States, the

average amount of capital invested in a manufacturing

establishment was about four and a half times as great

in 1890 as it was in 1850, while at the same time the

average number of laborers employed is less than twice

as large. In the textile industries they show that, while

the amount of capital invested in the average establish-

ment has increased to five times the figures for 1850,

the average number of laborers employed has increased

less than three times. In the iron and steel industries

it appears that the average investment of capital is

nearly four times as large as it was thirty years ago,

while the average number of employees is only two and

one half times as large. It is evident, therefore, that

the cost of fixed capital is an increasing element in the

cost of production. Now the cost of the fixed capital

often does not increase proportionately as the product of

the factory increases. For this reason such costs are

termed the " fixed charges " of a business, since within

certain limits they do not vary much, as the amount of
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business is larger or smaller. One large building may
cost less than two small ones, while it may furnish room

for the same amount of machinery. Generally a smaller

expenditure for engines and other machinery will enable

one large factory to turn out as large a product as two

small ones. This is because no machine is needlessly

duplicated in the large factory, while in the two smaller

factories some of the machinery may be only half util-

ized for a considerable portion of. the time. This often

happens when costly machinery is required to perform

some short operation, and would remain idle much of

each day in a small factory where the product is not

large enough to keep the machine constantly employed.

Steam railroads, gas and electric-light works, a-nd street

railways are the most common illustrations of businesses

that require very large outlays of fixed capital. In

these industries one company can, manifestly, supply

the same territory with very much less unnecessary

reduplication of tracks, gas pipes, electric wires, etc.,

than two companies would require. But the same thing

is true, although sometimes to a less extent, of giant

factories in which hundreds of thousands or even several

millions of dollars are invested in land, buildings, and

expensive machinery. In general, it may be said, that

the larger the outlay of fixed capital, the greater are

the economies that result from the concentration of

production in a small number of large establishments.

If the annual expenses for intei-est and replacement of

fixed capital are $300,000 in any business, and the

product is $1,000,000, then the costs of the fixed capital
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will be thirty cents for each dollar of product. Now if

the output of the business be increased to $1,500,000 by

merely utilizing the machinery to the greatest degree

possible, then the costs of the fixed capital will be only

twenty cents.

2. Economy may also be effected in the circulating

capital. Less coal or lubricating oil may be required in

one large factory than in two small ones. A large store

need not have on hand at all times twice the stock of

finished products that two small stores may require in

order to enable them to meet any probable demand of

their customers.

3. In experimenting with new methods and invent-

ing new machinery, a large concern has a great advan-

tage over a small one. Invention and experiment are

often expensive processes which only a business pos-

sessed of large capital can afford. Some large concerns

keep scientists and inventors at work endeavoring to

improve the processes by which production is carried on.

4. Large-scale production often results in an econ-

omy of skill. Labor can be much more efficiently sub-

divided in a large business undertaking. Out of a great

number of employees men of exceptional talents can be

selected for the particular lines of work for which tliey

are best fitted. A high specialization of work and a

gi-eater efficiency in the application of labor can be

secured in this way. Sometimes an absolute saving

may be effected in the amount of labor required to do

the same work. It is said that a steamer of two hun-

dred or three hundred tons' burden needs one sailor for
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every 19.8 tons of cargo carried, while a steamer of eight

hundred to one thousand tons requires only one sailor

for each 41.5 tons. In many departments of production

only a portion of the raw materials can be used for the

purpose of producing the main products of each business.

A considerable part of the raw material becomes waste

unless some means can be found to utilize it. In a large

business the amount of waste material is very great, and

the incentive for saving it is correspondingly increased.

In refining petroleum, material which was formerly

wasted is now utilized for the production of lubricating

oil, naphtha, and paraflBne. So in the business of beef

and pork packing, a more complete utilization of every

part of the animal is effected in large establishments

than could be secured in any other way. Hides, hoofs,

horns, bones, blood, bristles, hair, are utilized in the

production of leather, glue, fertilizers, etc.

5. Large business establishments can effect savings

by carrying on for themselves allied or subsidiary proc-

esses. Large oil refiners make their own barrels, tin

cans, tanks, pumps, sulphuric acid, etc. Large sugar

refiners import their own raw sugar, own their own

wharves and warehouses, and make their own barrels

and boxes.

§ 102. But we should not ovei-look certain very im-

portant facts which have a tendency to diminish the ad-

vantages of large over small-scale production, counteract-

1. In not a few industries a factory of i°e forces,

moderate size will secure the maximum efiiciency of both

buildings and machinery, so that little or no saving of
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fixed capital is effected by increasing a business beyond

this point. Professor Marshall mentions cotton spin-

ning and calico weaving as examples of this sort of

industries.

2. Power is sometimes distributed from factory to

factory from a central engine and boiler house. Tiiis is

often done in the case of steam power, and will be done

to a still greater extent when electricity comes into more

general use. Such a device places the small producer

nearly on a plane of equality with the large so far as the

cost of power is concerned.

3. New processes and improved machinery are often

given publicity at the present day. Trade papers make

a business of disseminating such information. The most

improved machinery often can be bought by the small

as well as by the large producer.

4. Small establishments of the same sort may often

be located in the same vicinity. When this happens,

smaller producers may cooperate to secure many of the

advantages which large-scale production gives. They

may and do combine to own pipe lines, by which crude

petroleum is carried from the oil fields to distant refin-

eries ; they may cooperate in collecting and utilizing

waste products, as the independent oil refiners often do.

5. Finally, it must be admitted that large business

establishments often cannot be as carefully superin-

tended in all their branches as a small business which

is under the eye of the individual proprietor. There is

a great deal of truth in Adam Smith's remark that the

hired superintendent who manages other people's capital
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is generally less watchful and alert than business part-

ners who manage their own property.

6. In conclusion, it must not be forgotten that large-

scale production does not necessarily mean monopoly,

—

that is, the concentration of the production of the entire

supply of a commodity in the hands of one group of pro-

ducers. This has often been the I'esult in the case of

steam and street railways, or of gas and electric-light

companies ; but in other cases the result has been to

replace a multitude of small undertakings by a few large

enterprises. It is sometimes claimed that the economies

secured by large-scale production are so great that the

final result will be the concentration of all production in

the hands of giant monopolies. This is a question which

will be discussed elsewhere.

§ 103. The combination of small enterprises into

large was first noticed in the case of those industries

which furnish commodities or services that Large prodnc-

can be consumed only in immediate con- ^"t'^;^^^'

nection with the business plants. Gas, elec- "* industry,

tricity, water, and transportation facilities are examples

of such goods. Men were not long in finding out that

one gas company can furnish gas more cheaply than two

companies can afford to do, and that between two cities

one railroad can give cheaper and better service than

two roads. A tendency to large-scale production was

next noticed in manufactures, wherever large plants or

large investments of land, buildings, and machinery

were required. It is possible to concentrate economi-

cally a great deal of capital upon each acre of land

12
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devoted to manufacture. In agriculture, large-scale

production has been much less successful. It is

claimed, with apparent reason, that the largest crop can

be secured from each piece of land only by studying

carefully the peculiarities of every acre of soil. Bach

five-acre tract may be best suited for raising a different

crop. Only on a small farm can a proprietor study with

sufficient care the varying capability of the soil, and so

secure the greatest possible product from each acre. In

the United States the tendency in recent years has been

to cut large farms up into small ones. Yet there have

been, and ar^ still, some instances of large-scale farm-

ing carried on successfully with heavy investments of

capital.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE THEORY OF EXCHANGE.

I. Exchange in General.

§ 104. The process of exchanging products has not

always been as important and as widely extended as it is

Development i^^ t^^^ life of the most advanced modern
of exchange, nations. Among uncivilized or semi-civil-

ized peoples, who live in the hunting, tiie pastoral, or the

agricultural stages, each family produces all or nearly all

the goods which it consumes. Commerce is confined to

the exchange of easily transportable articles, which have

large value in small bulk, such as precious stones and

metals, ivory, spices, fine fabrics, etc. Prior to the

present century, when Europe was in the trades and

commerce stage, most of the products of industry were

consumed in the places where they were produced ; and

bulky or perishable commodities had not become objects

of exchange between distant places. Then began the

era of canals, steamships, and steam railroads. This

made possible wide-spread exchanges of all products,

even the most bulky and perishable. Before the con-

struction of railways in the United States, most commu-

nities that were not situated along navigable water

courses were self-sustaining economic units ; and were
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bound to neighboring communities by few ties of com-

mercial intercourse.

§ 105. The idea was once common that an exchange

of products could profit only one of the two parties

effecting it, and that what one gained the Advantages

other must necessarily lose. The falsity of "* exchange,

this view will be made clear by considering the reasons

why men desire to exchange the products of their labor.

1. Individuals, communities, and even nations differ

most widely in tastes and customs. One man or one

community may prize most highly a commodity which

will possess little value for another person or another

community. Under such circumstances, an exchange

will place each commodity where it will have the great-

est utility. Such an exchange results in an increase of

utility.

2. Both individuals and communities have different

aptitudes for the various kinds of productive labor.

These differences may be either original or acquired,

but at any given time they are very marked. Now the

exchange of products makes it possible for each person

to devote himself to that line of production for which

his natural ability or his ti'aining best fit him. By doing

this, both individuals and communities can increase the

productivity of their labor.

3. Again, it happens that persons and communities

have different natural environments. Arable lands, pas-

ture lands, forests, mineral wealth, sea fisheries, water

powers, or navigable waters are either not available for

all communities, or not available in equal degree. By
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exchanging cotton cloth for wheat, Massachusetts has

been enriched by the fertile prairies of the West ; while

Kansas and Iowa have had the benefit of the water

powers of the New England rivers. To quote from

Professor de Laveleye, " The poorest workman con-

sumes the products of two hemispheres. The wool

for his clothes comes from Australia ; the rice for his

pudding from the Indies ; the wheat for his bread from

Illinois ; the petroleum for his lamp from Pennsylvania

;

his coffee from Java ; the cotton for his wife's dress

from Egypt or from Alabama ; his knife from Sheffield

;

the silk of his necktie from Prance."

4. In all these cases it is apparent that both parties

to an exchange may and do profit thereby. It is possi-

ble, of course, that in many exchanges one person may be

cheated ; but such is not the case in the majority of the

exchanges which are effected each day in the world of

commerce. As a matter of fact, we have seen that the

exchange of products is a necessary and indispensable

part of the modern process of wealth production.

§ 106. An elaborate mechanism has gradually been

developed for the purpose of facilitating the

ism of ex- exchange of products.
^*'

1. There has grown up a separate class

of middlemen, who devote their entire time to the work

of exchange.

2. Means of transporting persons and products have

been developed largely for the purpose of aiding the

process of exchange. Prom the caravan to the steam

railroad, systems of transportation have in view chiefly
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the needs of commerce. Even the post office, the tele-

graph, and the telephone are used chiefly for this pur-

pose ; and they have facilitated in a wonderful manner

the commerce of the world,

3. Systems of weights and measures were instituted

by private individuals, but their importance in the ex-

change of products is so great that governments have

assumed the work of regulating them in such a manner

as to secure greater certainty and uniformity. In time

a single system of weights and measures is likely to

prevail in all civilized countries.

4. Money and credit are institutions called into

being by the needs of trade. They are so important as

to require consideration in a separate chapter.

5. Finally, modern commerce requires a great deal

of legislation and commercial administration by all the

governments of the world. Laws relating to debts, to

bankruptcy, to the regulation of railroads, and to the

inspection of certain products are instances of this sort.

Governments maintain consular services in foreign coun-

tries largely for the purpose of promoting commercial

interests, while they collect and publish information

concerning the commerce of the world.

rr. Value.

§ 107. In the course of trade, commodities exchange

for each other in certain definite proportions. A bushel

of wheat may be exchanged for two bushels ygj^g ,^^

of oats, or two tons of pig iron may be p^««-

required to purchase one ton of steel rails. When
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this occurs, wheat is said to be twice as valuable as oats,

and the value of steel rails is said to be twice as great as

thfe value of pig iron. It appears, therefore, that the

word " value" refers to the proportions in which commodi-

ties exchange for one another. For this reason it has •

often been called " exchange value," and we may define

it as the power of a commodity to command other com-

modities in exchange. The value of all kinds of mer-

chandise is commonly expressed in terms of money.

We say that wheat is valued £it seventy cents a bushel

and oats are valued at thirty-five. Values thus ex-

pressed in money are termed prices. Money offers us

in this way a very convenient method for comparing

the values of all commodities. Suppose that wheat ex-

changes for seventy cents in money, oats for thirty-five

cents, and corn for fifty cents. Then, without making

comparisons of wheat and oats, or of oats and corn, we

can determine the relative values of those commodities

by merely observing what their prices are ; that is, by

observing in what proportions they exchange for money.

§ 108. Whenever we say that the price of pig iron is,

for instance, thirteen dollars a ton, we refer to its price

Definition of i° ^ Certain market, and at a certain time.

a market. Between two different markets there may be

differences in the prices at which pig iron sells, while

from one time to another prices may vary widely. But

it is necessary to have clear ideas of just what consti-

tutes a market. A market exists when purcliasers and

sellers of a single commodity come together in such

freedom of intercourse that they establish a single price
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at which the commodity exchanges. It is evident, there-

fore, that each commodity has a separate market ; and

that we may speak of the iron market, the wheat mar-

ket, etc., since the dealers in iron and wheat do not

compete with each other in the establishment of a single

price for both commodities. In the second place, it will

be evident that some markets will be far more extended

than others. Wholesale dealers generally take pains to

secure knowledge concerning prices not only in one city,

but in a large extent of territory ; while they are ready

to place their goods in distant markets whenever a differ-

ence in prices makes it possible to do so. The result is

that wholesale markets are often as wide as an entire

country, and sometimes even iijternational. Europe and

the United States form almost a single market for such

a commodity as wheat, since, for instance, the wholesale

markets of the United States respond quite quickly to

changes of prices in the English market. Retail dealers,

on the contrary, seldom compete for custom in distant

markets, and know far less about the movement of

prices outside of their immediate neighborhood. The

result is that retail markets are limited to a single lo-

cality, sometimes to a portion of a single town or city

;

while retail prices may vary from one town to another,

and even from one store to another.

§ 109. The existence of a market in which the same

products exchange at a single price generally presup-

poses the existence of competition. In its
, , - - Competition.

widest sense, competition denotes a struggle

of conflicting interests, in which each person endeavors
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to accomplish his own ends, or to secure some advan-

tage to himself, in the face of similar efforts on the

part of his rivals. In a market, competition may mean

two thiiigs. It may mean the endeavors of rival sellers

to exchange their goods or services for the money of

the buyers ; and, on the other hand, the efforts of rival

buyers to purchase goods or services at the lowest pos-

sible figure. In the second place, it may mean the proc-

ess of bargaining between buyers and sellers, in which

the first set of persons attempts to buy as cheaply as

possible, while the second endeavors to secure the high-

est prices that can be obtained. When there are many

competing sellers and many competing buyers, there is

little occasion for any bargaining between buyers and

sellers. In a market, therefore, the first form of compe-

tition is generally sufficient to establish a single price

at which commodities sell. Opposed to competition and

competitive prices are custom and customary prices.

The force of custom may often prevent a seller from

charging tlie full competitive price, or may lead a buyer

to pay more than a competitive price. Competition may
also be liindered by combinations of either sellers or

buyers. When sellers combine and cease to act in

rivalry, they may charge more than would be possible

if they should compete. On the other hand, combina-

tions of buyers may depress prices.

III. Market Value.

§ 110. We must consider next the causes that deter-

mine the value of commodities. In this question econ-
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omists are not yet agreed concerning certain points.

First, it is necessary to distinguisli between
•' ° Market value

market value and normal value. During ana normal

1895 the price of a bushel of wheat in New ^'^^'

York varied from fifty-six to eighty-three cents, and

was seldom exactly the same on any two successive

days. These changes of price form the market fluctua-

tions, and the actual value in the market each day is

called the market value. Now the average price of

wheat during the year was about sixty-seven cents a

bushel, and sixty-seven cents may be called the normal

value of wheat for the year. Sometimes a longer period

than a year is considered in reckoning normal values.

§ 111. The next step toward understanding the

problem of value is for us to consider the manner in

which market values are determined. These
Determination

will be found to depend upon demand and of market
. value,

supply.

§ 112. By demand is meant the amount, or the num-

ber of units, of any commodity that consumers are ready

to purchase at a given price. In the chapter
Demand,

devoted to the consumption of wealth, it was

shown that the amount of any commodity demanded by

purchasers in any market will vary according to, (1) the

marginal utility of the commodity, (2) the price re-

quired in order to purchase it, (3) the wealth of the

purchasers. Persons who enter any market as buyers

commonly sacrifice money in order to secure commodi-

ties. Knowing the extent of their annual incomes, such

persons can and do estimate roughly the marginal utility
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which a unit of money, a dollar, has for them. When
they learn that the price of a commodity is a dollar,

they can and do compare the marginal utility of the

commodity with the marginal utility of a dollar. They

will select, or demand, those goods whose iTiarginal util-

ity most greatly exceeds the marginal utility of the

money required to purchase tiiem. When the utility

of any good offered in the market increases, the sur-

plus of utility over costs is greater, and the demand for

that good will tend to increase ; and conversely. When
the price of the commodity rises, the surplus of utility

over costs is smaller, and the demand decreases ; and

conversely. Finally, when the wealth of the purchaser

increases, the marginal utility of money to him will fall,

the surplus of utility over costs will rise, and demand

will increase ; and conversely.

§ 113. The supply of commodities offered in the

modern market is controlled by producers, or middle-

men, who desire to dispose of their entire

stocks of goods at the highest prices which

it may be possible to secure. We must distinguish care-

fully between the terms supply and stock. The stock

of goods is the absolute amount or number of commodi-

ties at the disposition of the sellers. The supply is the

amount or number of commodities which the sellers will

offer for sale at a definite price. The supply will gen-

erally be larger when prices are high, and will usually

become smaller as prices fall. The stocks of goods

controlled by merchants have been produced almost

solely for the purpose of exchanging them for money,
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and the merchants have no possible use for any con-

siderable part of such goods as articles of personal

consumption.

§ 114. Within any market at any given time prices

will be fixed at a point where demand and supply will

be equalized. Let us suppose that the sell- ^^
ers in a wheat market control a stock of of demand

1,000,000 bushels of wheat. At a price

of eighty cents per bushel, all of this stock might be

thrown upon the market, and the supply would be

1,000,000 bushels. At a price of seventy cents, only

800,000 bushels might be offered, since some sellers

might prefer to hold their stocks, amounting to 200,000

bushels, for sale at a future time when they believe that

better prices could be secured. Again, a price of sixty

cents might bring into the market a supply of only

600,000 bushels, since a larger number of sellers might

think it worth while to hold their stocks for sale at a

future date. On the other hand, let us suppose that

the buyers will demand 1,000,000 bushels of wheat at a

price of sixty cents, 800,000 bushels at a price of seventy

cents, and only 600,000 bushels at a price of eighty

cents. Then seventy cents is the price that will make

demand and supply equal, and the market price will be

fixed at seventy cents for the time. The competition of

buyers and sellers will make no other result possible.

If the bidding siiould raise the price to seventy-one

cents, the demand would straightway fall off, say to

780,000 bushels. Then some of the sellers who would

be willing to sell at seventy cents would find that they
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liad lost a chance to sell 20,000 bushels. At the same

time, the higher price might tempt into the compe-

tition some of the sellers who had refused to sell for

seventy cents. This would raise the supply of wheat

offered for sale, say to 820,000 bushels. It is evident,

therefore, that a price of seventy-one cents would de-

crease the demand and increase the supply. The result

would be to stimulate competition among the sellers,

none of whom would want to lose their chances of

effecting sales, and to cause some of the sellers to lower

their prices to seventy cents. For similar reasons, the

bidding could not lower the price to sixty-nine cents.

At that price the demand would increase to 820,000

bushels, while the supply would fall to 780,000 bushels,

Competition among the buyers would at once raise the

price to seventy cents.

§ 115. This process of the equalization, through com-

petition, of supply and demand is illustrated perfectly

T,, ,^ ,^ 4: by the actual transactions of the Berlin
mustratloii of '

this principle Stock Exchange. In this exchange the
in tbe Berlin

t n , i -i

Stock Ex- persons who buy and sell stocks do not
change. make their bargains directly with each other.

Each day they submit to a committee their bids for the

purchase of stocks or their offers of stocks for sale, in

all cases specifying the prices and the amounts of the

bids or the offerings. The committee examines all the

bids, or demands, for securities, and all the offerings, or

supplies, of securities. Then it establishes a settling

price which will allow the largest number of exchanges

to be effected.
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In such an exchange let us suppose that the bids and

offerings of a certain stock are represented by the fol-

lowing table :
—

, Demand.
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such as cotton and wheat, supply the more necessary

bodily wants. People buy just about so much of these

goods each season without stopping to inquire whether

prices are a little higher or a little lower. If the

prices fall somewhat, consumption cannot be greatly

increased ; while if prices rise slightly, people will still

purchase these necessities, and spend less for other

things. The demand for wheat will not decrease very

rapidly until " famine prices " are reached, while the

consumption of wheat will not increase very much until

a very low price is offered. The result is that, when the

supply of these commodities varies, tlie change of price

required to produce a corresponding variation of demand

is very great. Therefore sharp fluctuations often take

place in the prices of necessaries before the demand can

be made equal to the changed supply. On the other

hand, luxuries and articles of relatively voluntary con-

sumption do not show such great changes in price when-

ever the supply changes. If the supply of silk increases,

a slightly lowered price will stimulate consumption, and

lead to an increased demand. Similarly, if the supply

decreases, consumption is quickly checked ; and the

demand decreases before prices rise very high.

§ 117. Illustrating the equalization of demand and

supply, we assumed that the sellers were able to hold

back a portion of their stocks of wheat, if

they considered that at a future date they

would be able to secure a higher price. They were able,

therefore, to make the supply of wheat as small or as

large as they might find it for their interest to do.
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Whenever merchants are selling grain, or lumber, or

iron, they can usually hold back a certain portion or all

of their stocks ; and on any market day can make the

supply offered at any given price larger or smaller. If,

for instance, there comes a report of a shortage in the

wheat crop, dealers will probably conclude that tlie

visible stocks of wheat are likely to decrease, and that

the supply offered in the market in the near future will

probably be smaller than it is at the present time. The

result will be a prospect of higher prices, and this pros-

pect will induce dealers to reserve at least a portion of

their stocks for future sales. When this happens, the

present supply of wheat will diminish and prices will

begin to rise. In many cases, however, merchants are

unable to hold back any considerable portion of their

stocks. This is most clearly seen in the case of perish-

able fruits and vegetables. On a Saturday night a

merchant may have to dispose of his entire stock at

whatever price it will bring, or he will have it spoil on

his hands. Under such conditions he is obliged to make

a forced sale at any price that will be low enough to

induce consumers to take the goods off the market.^

And this may occur in the case of other than perishable

goods. It often happens that the supply of a commodity

is increased so greatly that it cannot be disposed of at

the former paying prices within a reasonable length of

time. At other times a business crisis will throw men

out of employment, and make it impossible for them to

' Commodities which are likely to become worthless by reason of

changes in style or fashion are similar to perishable goods in this respect.

13
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buy the former quantity of goods at the old prices.

Here again the supply of some goods becomes excessive

relatively to the demand. In all sucli cases the excess-

ive stock has to be disposed of finally at any price

which will induce consumers to take it out of the

market. ,

IV. Normal Value.

§ 118. We ai-e now ready to consider the manner in

which the normal value of a commodity is determined.

Goods are produced by men who desire to sell
Forces gov-

.

eniingnor- them at pnces that will leave a lair profit

™ ''^ "*
after paying the expenses of production.

Such producers will endeavor to turn out no larger sup-

ply of goods than can be sold at a fair profit in the

markets which they may reasonably hope to command.

Similarly the merchants who receive the goods from the

producers and pass them along to the consumers, will

purchase and keep on hand no larger stocks of com-

modities than they expect to sell at a profit. Both

merchants and original producers will normally restrict

the supply of commodities whenever prices begin to fall

so far that profits begin to be diminished. If prices fall

so low that they are no longer sufficient to cover the

cost of producing and handling the goods, then produc-

tion stops. Producers and merchants will not long

continue to supply commodities at an actual loss. It

appears, therefore, that the cost of producing commodi-

ties is a force which, in the long run, tends to limit

supply and to affect prices.
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§ 119. We must now define with exactness the

phi-ase " cost of production." In a previous cliapter

vve have seen that the costs of production
^jiaiysisof

to society are, (1) the cost, or sacrifice, of costofpro-

duction.

labor, (2) the sacrifice of capital, (3) the

possible sacrifice of natural agents in the process of

production. We must now distinguish carefully be-

tween this social cost of the productive process and

the cost to the individual employer. The private em-

ployer expends a certain amount of money in purchas-

ing capital and in hiring labor for the work of production.

To him the cost of production means simply the amount

of money which he has to spend in order to place his

product on the market. The social cost and the em-

ployer's cost, or money cost, are two very different things.

For instance, five hundred years ago the money cost of

nearly everything was very much less to the English

employer than it is to-day. A laborer could be hired for

a few pence a day, beef was only a cent a pound, and

most other things were correspondingly cheap. Then

it may have cost less money to place some commodity

upon the mai'ket than it does to-day. But during the

interval of five centuries the process of production

has been immensely improved and cheapened ; so that

far less effort is required to produce most commodities.

Here is a case, then, where the employer's cost, or the

money cost, has risen, while the social cost has greatly

decreased.

We need to analyze the money cost of production

into its most important elements. These are the ex-
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penses which the employer incurs for the following

purposes :

—

1. Interest on capital invested.
Elements of

^

employer's 2. Repairs and replacement of capital

consumed in production, including replace-

ment of fuel, materials, etc., and the repair of buildings,

machinery, etc.

3. Insurance of capital invested.

4. Wages and salaries of employees, and remunera-

tion for the employer's own exertions.

5. Cost of transportation of materials and product,

e. g., freight and express charges.

6. Sometimes the cost of advertising and of effect-

ing sales through traveling salesmen.

7. Taxes paid on the business.

Ill a more
.
general way, all these various items can

be classified by the employer as expenses for capital in-

vested and expenses for labor hired.

§ 120. Let us now consider the manner in which

prices are gradually .adjusted so that they equal the

Adjustment expenses of production, or the employer's

expenses of
^°®*- Whenever goods are offered in a

production, market, a market price is at once estab-

lished. If the price is much more than sufficient to

cover the expenses of bringing any product to the

market, profits are very large in that line of business.

These large profits will soon bring about one or both

of two results. First, it may stimulate all employers

engaged in that line of production to increase their

product. Second, it may induce capitalists to invest
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new capital in that particular business. In a progress-

ive country there is each year a mass of accumulated

profits which are continually seeking favorable oppor-

tunities for investment. Sometimes, also, old capital is

withdrawn from one line of production, and invested

in another that promises greater profits. In these ways

the supply of any commodity will generally increase

whenever unusual profits are to be secured from pro-

ducing it. On the other hand, suppose that the market

price of a commodity leaves no profit to the producer, or

does not even cover the expenses of bringing it to the

market. Then producers will soon begin to run their

factories at half time, or will close down altogether.

Some of them may fail and go out of business. Others

may find it possible to devote their capital to some more

profitable line of production. We must remember that

the expenses of producing a commodity may not be

the same in any two factories. A slight fall of prices

would merely force out of business those employers who

are producing at the greatest expense. A greater fall

would affect other employers. In all of these ways the

supply will be decreased whenever prices fall so low as

to make business unprofitable. Evidently, rising prices

call out a larger supply of all commodities that are

freely produced, while falling prices ultimately cause a

decrease in the supply. The result is that production

is constantly regulated according to market prices.

The price of every freely produced commodity will tend

to be neither more nor less than the expenses of pro-

duction. The price at which any commodity will just
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cover expenses of production is the normal price of that

commodity. So long as the investment of labor and

capital remains free and unhampered, prices of all

commodities will constantly tend to be proportionate to

the expenses of producing them. Market prices often

go ^bove this normal level, and frequently fall below it.

But, in the long run, producers will not continue to sup-

ply a commodity for less than its normal price. At the

same time, competition among producers will not allow

them permanently to secure higher than normal prices.

§ 121. Tlie problem of normal value is complicated

by the fact that the expenses of production are seldom

Different costs
^^^^^ly the Same in any two business estab-

of production, lighments devoted to the production of the

same commodity. The result is that no two portions of

the supply of any commodity may have been produced

at exactly the same expense. Now, does normal price

correspond to the highest, lowest, or average expense ?

We will first state the answer, and then explain it.

Normal prices vary with the expense of producing the

most expensive portions of the necessary or customary

supply of a commodity. If in any market the consum-

ers have been accustomed to purchase about 1,000,000

bushels of wheat, and if they demand that quantity at

any reasonable price, then they will have to pay enough

to make it profitable for producers to raise wheat on

the poorest land that has to be cultivated, in order to

raise 1,000,000 bushels. If prices should fall below this

point, the poorest lands could no longer be cultivated,

and the supply of wheat would become less than
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1,000,000 bushels. Competition between tlie buyers,

who need 1,000,000 bushels, would straightway raise

the price sufficiently to make it profitable to cultivate

these poorest lands. If more fertile lands should be

discovered and taken into cultivation, or if improved

methods of farming should be adopted, the supply of

wheat would at once increase to more than 1,000,000

bushels. When this happened, prices would fall; and

wheat would cease to be produced on the poorest of

the lands formerly cultivated. In this way, improved

methods of production are constantly throwing less fer-

tile lands out of cultivation, or are forcing the least

efficient and least productive factories to close up and

go out of business. But at any moment the normal

price must be such as to cover the cost of producing

that portion of the necessary or customary supply which

is produced at the greatest expense. This portion may

be called the marginal unit of the supply, and we may

speak of marginal producers.

The difference between the lowest and highest cost

of production will be greater in some industries than in

others. In agriculture, or in mining, the Extent of pos-

amount of produce secured from any tract
ences'rf^cMt

of land cannot, at any one time, be in- oi production,

creased very much before the point of diminishing re-

turns is reached. When this point is met, it is more

profitable to invest additional capital upon other land.

The result is that, if the need for agricultural produce

or for minerals is so great that the best lands or the

richest mines cannot supply all that the consumers
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requii'e, then poorer lands and poorer mines must be

resorted to. If the needs of the consumers increase

very greatly, it is possible for a great many different

grades of lands, or of mines, to be used in production

;

and there may be very great differences between the

expenses of production upon the poorest and upon the

best land. On the other hand, in manufacturing indus-

tries, lai'ger amounts of capital can be invested upon

each tract of land before the point of diminishing re-

turns is reached. The result is, that the stock of goods

produced upon a single piece of land can be largely in-

creased if the market prices are such as to make it

profitable to increase the supply. For this reason the

most efficient manufacturing establishments, which pro-

duce at the least expense, are constantly increasing their

output ; and these continually drive the less efficient

factories out of business. Thei'e is, therefore, less room

for a great difference between the expenses of produc-

tion in the best establishments and in the poorest. If

the poorer factory produces at a very much greater ex-

pense, its owners will probably find that better equipped

and better operated factories will supply the needs of

the entire market at prices that make it impossible for

inferior establislunents to continue in business.

Competition § ^^2. The expenses of production have
tends to equal- ijegn seen to be the expenses for invested
ize the prices of '

goods that rep- labor and capital. The force that regulates

expenses of ^^^ Supply of a commodity that will be
production. produced permanently at any given price is

the desire of producers to secure upon each unit of their
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investment the same return that the producers of other

commodities receive for theirs. Equivalent expendi-

tures of labor and capital will tend constantly to receive

equivalent returns, whenever producers are free to com-

pete in the production of goods. It is advantageous

to society to have the prices of goods proportionate to

the outlays of labor and capital necessary to produce

them. If two goods represent the same expenses of

production while one of them has a smaller value in the

market, it follows that society is securing a product of

smaller marginal utility from the labor and capital in-

vested in producing the commodity whose market price

is lower. Under such circumstances a product of

greater marginal utility to society could be secured by

withdrawing from that industry part of the labor and

capital, invested, and devoting it to some other line of

production.

§ 123. Now, the relative amounts of labor and capital

that must be expended in the production of different

goods depend upon the difficulties that nature
.

Expenses of

opposes to production. Man is constantly production de-

discovering improved methods which over- ^"Jur^^e*

come one difficulty after another, and lessen ciities of pro-
•'

, _
duction.

the expenditure of labor and capital required

for the production of each unit of a commodity. In

producing a ton of pig iron, greater marginal obstacles

are encountered than in the production of a bushel

of wheat. More labor and capital, therefore, must be

expended in placing a ton of pig iron in the market than

are required for producing a bushel of wheat. Conse-
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quently the producers of pig iron will not continue to

supply any consumer with a ton of that commodity

unless they receive a higher
.
price than is paid for a

bushel of wheat. We conclude, then, that producers

have it in their power to decide how much of any com-

modity they will put upon the market at any given

price. This decision will depend upon the following

considerations :
—

1. The price that can be secured for the supply that

it is contemplated to produce. This price represents

the marginal utility to consumers ; hence, the demand.

2. The amount of labor and capital required to pro-

duce the marginal or most expensive portions of that

supply.

§ 124. Market prices at any time depend primarily

upon the marginal utility that the given supplies of

products have for consumers, that is, upon

depends upon a demand. But, in the long run, the cost of

iaianceoftwo pi-oduction affects the supplies of commodi-
opposms; forces. '^'^

ties ; and so affects their marginal utility to

consumers. Normal prices depend upon a balancing

of marginal utility, the force that governs demand,

against the cost of production, the force that governs

supply. Two sets of forces, those that govern demand
and those that govern supply, continually operate to

determine normal value. Value, says Mr. Marshall,

" rests, like the keystone of an arch, balanced in equilib-

rium between the contending pressures of its two oppos-

ing sides. The forces of demand press on the one side,

those of supply on the other."
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y. Causes Which Obscure the Theory of Normal

Value.

§ 125. There are a great many cases in which the

value of commodities does not correspond to the marginal

cost of producing them. These remain to custom and

be considered. Custom tends to deter pro- p'^'^'s-

ducers or consumers from insisting upon full competitive

prices. In retail trade the force of custom is very

strong. Personal relations often exist between buyers

and sellers. These may prevent competition from fixing

prices at the normal point.

§ 126. Producers are obliged under modern business

conditions to produce commodities for sale, at a distant

season, to customers of whom they know Mistakes in

very little. It is very easy for such pro- production,

ducers to make mistakes, and to supply the market with

the wrong kind or the wrong amount of goods. Further-

more, even if each business man had an exact knowl-

edge of the probable future demands of his customers, it

would be impossible for him to know just what supplies

of goods competing merchants would be likely to bring to

market. In this respect, producers are said to work " at

cross purposes," and production is said to be "planless."

Whenever mistakes are made by those who supply com-

modities to distant markets, there is a disturbance of

the normal relations of demand and supply ; and the

supply of commodities may be either excessive or defi-

cient. In such cases prices will fluctuate temporarily,-

and will not correspond to the money cost of production.
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§ 127. The investment of vast amounts of fixed

capital in modern industrial enterprises has introduced

^^ „ ^ , into business a new cause of disturbance of
The effect of

large fixed prices. A large fixed capital usually is a

specialized capital ; and is an investment

that cannot, without great or even total loss, be with-

drawn from the particular line of business to which it

is expressly adapted. Consequently, whenever prices

fall below a figure which will pay all the expenses of

production and leave a fair profit, the managers of such

large specialized capitals find themselves in a peculiar

position. They find it impossible to go out of the

business withoiit incurring enormous loss. At the same

time it is difficult to curtail production without incur-

ring an almost equal loss, a fact which requires further

explanation. Specialized capital in the form of buildings

and costly machinery requires constant attention and

renewal. Oftentimes machinery depreciates very rapidly

when it is allowed to remain idle. The expenses for

interest and replacement of fixed capital continue about

the same whether an establishment does a large business

or remains idle. Moreover, insurance expenses and

taxes remain about the same through dull times as

through good. Finally, the salaries of the most valu-

able, and therefore the most highly paid, employees may

also be nearly the same, since trained superintendents

and highly skilled mechanics are not always discharged

even if business is temporarily suspended. The princi-

pal " variable expenses," which will depend upon the

amount of the product turned out, are the expenses for
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the less valuable kinds of labor and the expenses for

materials. The result is that when prices fall below a

point at which they yield a fair profit to the producer,

the managers of very large establishments will not

promptly reduce the product which they turn out. They

know that the fixed expenses of their establishments

will not be greatly decreased by running for shorter

hours or by temporarily suspending production. Bach

manager will be likely to calculate that if he can sell

his product for anything more than enough to cover

the cost of materials and of common labor, he will

have just so much toward paying the fixed charges. If,

on the other hand, he refuses to produce at the lower

prices, he will not be earning any part of the fixed

expenses. Now, if such producers form a combination,

it is easier for them to agree to stop producing any

further stock of goods until prices rise. But, without

such an agreement, each producer will assume that the

others are going to continue production, and that he

cannot appreciably diminish the future supply of the

commodity by decreasing his own output. The result

is that, wherever large plants exist, a fall of prices will

not promptly check the output of commodities. Each

producer may endeavor to secure something towards

paying his fixed expenses, even if he is obliged to sell

at a price which little more than covers the expenses for

materials and common labor. Prices may remain below

the full cost of production for a long time whenever such

a condition of affairs exists. Professor Hadley^ has

1 See " Bailioad Transportation," 72,
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called attention to a striking' illustration of this fact.

Between 1870 and 1873 an exceptionally high price for

pig iron attracted a great deal of capital into that

industi'y, and served to increase the annual product

from 1,900,000 tons to 2,868,000 tons. Then followed

a rapid fall in the price of pig iron from fifty-three

dollars to twenty-four dollars, and finally to seventeen

dollars. But the immense amount of new capital that

had been specialized in the form of iron furnaces could

not be as quickly withdrawn. Production remained

about as large as before, and for several years manufac-

turers were glad to produce millions of tons of iron for

anything more than, enough to pay for materials and

common wages. Only after the weaker establishments

had been bankrupted and forced out of business, did

production become adjusted to the normal demands of

the market. It will be noticed that in this instance the

influence of the cost of production finally operated to

restrict the supply, but that several years were required

to pi'oduce this result. Prices were restored to a profit-

able level by a decrease in supply caused by the final

bankruptcy of the weaker producers. It is possible that

the policy pursued by managers in such a case as this

is really a short-sighted one. Longer experience may
make it evident that, in the end, it will be more profit-

able for all concerned to restrict production when prices

fall below a normal point, and to incur the expenses

entailed by an idle plant. Such a policy would make it

possible for prices to recover sooner, and this fact might

pompensate for any losses incurred in the item of fixed
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expenses. Professor Marshall thinks that trade moral-

ity is inclined to condemn a man who " spoils a market

"

by continuing to produce for any price that will barely

cover the expenses for materials and common labor.

§ 128. We must consider another case in which it is

difficult to trace the relation between value and costs.

This occurs in its simplest form when an products and

industry has one chief product upon which i>y-products.

efforts are mainly concentrated, but also turns out a by-

product. Thus cattle may be raised for the purpose of

securing beef ; but hides, horns, hoofs, and bones may be

secured as by-products. Similarly, wheat is a main prod-

uct, and straw a by-product; or illuminating gas is a

principal product, and coke a by-product. Under such

circumstances how will the values of the main products

and of the by-products be adjusted ? The general prin-

ciple is that the combined value of the main product and

the by-products will approximate the total costs of carry-

ing on the business. Now, producers will endeavor to

regulate the production of joint products in such a way

that the largest total return can be secured from the sale

of all the products. Usually this can be done by pro-

ducing all the principal product that can be sold at good

prices, and tlien selling the by-products at any pi'ices that

will induce consumers to take them out of the market.

If the price of the principal product rises, production will

be increased, larger stocks of by-products will be secured,

and their price will usually have to be lowered in order

to dispose of them. It sometimes happens that changed

market conditions raise the price of a former by-product
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SO as to make it worth while to regulate production ac-

cording to the price of that product. In all cases, how-

ever, the total prices of all products will conform to the

total costs of the business ; while the relative prices of

the different products will be determined by the relative

demand of the market for each commodity, in the quan-

tities furnished by the business.

§ 129. In a large business which has many different

branches it is often difficult to determine exactly what

are the expenses of each branch. It is
Difficulty of ^

determiniDg especially difficult to determine the exact

proportion of the fixed expenses chargeable

to each branch, and to each different product. Some-

times this is done in quite an arbitrary manner. Occa-

sionally some one commodity is used as a means of

advertising others. It may be sold for less than its

entire cost, in the hope that new customers may be

attracted, and the sale of other goods may be increased.

It is understood that grocers in the United States have

often used sugar in this manner.

§ 130. Whenever the supply of a commodity comes

under the control of a single person or group of persons,

Monopoly competition among the sellers is no longer

value. active in determining prices. Such a power

to control supply is called a monopoly, and we shall find

in a subsequent chapter that monopoly values and prices

differ in important respects from competitive values and

prices.
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CHAPTER VIII.

MONEY.

I. Development of Metallic Money.

§ 131. The earliest exchanges were effected by barter.

Bach man exchanged goods which had little utility to

him for other goods which had more. In

this direct exchange of one commodity for

another there are serious disadvantages. A horse can-

not be bartered for a cow unless each party to the ex-

change desires- to obtain exactly the commodity offered

by the other. Very often such a coincidence of desires

does not exist. In the second place, many commodities

are not divisible into fractional parts. Three hats may

be exchanged for a coat, but it is impossible to secure

one hat by bartering a third of a coat for it. Again, if

one hundred different commodities are continually bar-

tered for each other, they may exchange in any one of

4,950 combinations. Traders must know all of these

4,950 market values if they would avoid being cheated.

§ 132. Gradually men devised a method of avoiding

these difficulties. They saw that, while some commodities

The origin were demanded only upon certain occasions

of money. qj. under certain conditions, other goods were

almost invariably in demand, and were acceptable to

nearly all persons. Among hunting tribes skins of ani-
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mals were always in demand, since they were the princi-

pal product of labor, were durable, and useful for many
purposes. Among pastoral peoples cattle and sheep

possessed this quality, since they were useful in very

many ways, and any person could without trouble add

them to his herds. So, among the American Indians,

strings of wampum were objects of general desirability,

since they seiwed to gratify a universal desire for orna-

ment. When it was found that furs, or cattle, or wam-
pum, or any other commodity was always in demand, a

way was opened by which the difficulties of barter could

be avoided. If a man possessed corn and desired to ex-

change it for clothing, he need no longer find another

person who desired to exchange precisely the right kind

of clothing for the exact amount of corn offered. He
would find it advantageous to accept furs, or cattle, or

any universally desirable commodity in payment for his

corn ; and then he could easily find many persons who

would be willing to exchange clothing for the furs or

cattle. As soon as all persons recognize that certain

commodities are usually in demand and usually ex-

changeable, then those commodities become a general

medium of exchange. The exchange of product A for

product B becomes brolcen up into two processes : first,

the sale of A for some universally acceptable medium

of exchange ; and second, the purchase of B with tliis

medium. In tliis way the universally acceptable com-

modity acquires a new and distinct use. Hitherto it was

valued simply as an object of personal consumption ; now

it is demanded also as a means of facilitating exchanges.
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Formerly it was a common commodity : now it is a pecul-

iar commodity possessing a special function,— namely,

the function of serving as a general medium of exchange.

Whenever a commodity acquires this function, it becomes

money. Historically, money originated in this way.

Among any people some commodities possess greater ex-

changeability than others, and the most convenient of

these finally serve as money. A list of the commodities

that have in various times and places served as money

can be indefinitely extended. Besides cattle and furs,

may be mentioned rice, tea, salt, tobacco, dates, cocoa-

nuts, grains, cowry shells, and many different metals.

Traces of such usage still remain in our language. The

Latin vrord pecunia, money, is irompecug, a herd of cattle

or sheep ; and from it we have derived our word pecun-

iary. So, too, the English word/ee has a probable etymo-

logical connection with the German word Vieh, cattle.

§ 13-3. Copper, iron, and zinc, as well as gold and

silver, have served as money ; but gradually the precious

metals have displaced the baser. Gold and
The precious

metals as silver have become distinctively the money

metals, while copper has retained a place as

small change. This predominance of gold and silver has

come about for the following reasons :
—

1. Their beauty has made them universally desired

for purposes of ornamentation. Probably this is the pri-

mary reason why they attained such universal currency

as commodities. At the present, the amount of gold

used annually in manufactures and the arts is valued at

not less than fifty or sixty millions of dollars.
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2. They are durable, and can be easily distinguished

from baser metals.

3. They are difficult to procure, and therefore have

a high value. Small amounts of them can be exchanged

for large amounts of most other goods. Hence they are

portable, and since early times have been able to seek

distant marltets. The cost of producing iron, copper, or

zinc has so cheapened, on the other hand, that the sup-

ply has become very large. Hence they have decreased

in value, so that they are too bulky to serve conveniently

as money.

4. They are highly divisible. Both gold and siher

are divided without loss into small units. With them

it is easy to make the right payment for any commodity,

whether of greater or of less value.

5. They can be converted easily into coins of uniform

quality and weight.

6. They have been extremely uniform in value. The

world's stock of gold money and bars is valued at about

14,000,000,000. Tins is made up of the accumulations of

centuries, and the annual product averages only from two

to five per cent of this amount. Consequently the annual

product has little influence upon the marginal utility of

gold. In the case of most other commodities the annual

product furnishes the greater part of the available stock,

and the marginal utility will regularly vary with every

change in the yearly output. People have always been

able to receive the precious metals in payment for com-

modities or services, with confidence that the medium of

payment would remain relatively stable in value for years.
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Furthermore, the demand for both metals is extremely

expansive, so that it increases rapidly as their value falls.

This is truer of gold than of silver.

7. They are uniform in value the world over.

Possessing high specific value in small bulk, they are

transported cheaply to any portion of the globe if a

temporary difference of value makes it profitable to

do so.

§ 134. The precious metals circulated at first in the

form of gold and silver bai's, gold dust, and nuggets.

Coins and They passed by weight, and those who re-

cornage. ccived them had to provide means for weigh-

ing them, and sometimes even for testing their genuine-

ness or purity. So far the development of money was the

result exclusively of the acts of private individuals seeking

to facilitate the work of exchange. The disadvantages of

weighing and testing the money metals were next reme-

died by coinage. The first step was to stamp a bar,

or ring, or wire of gold or silver, in order to certify its

weight and fineness. This has been done commonly by

governments, but sometimes goldsmiths of recognized

standing have stamped pieces of gold and silver, which

have been received without question. Such a certifica-

tion of the weight and fineness of metal saved exchangers

from an immense amount of trouble. Improvements in

the art of coining have led coiners to stamp both sides

of the coin, and to mill the edges. This prevents clipping

the coin or otherwise tampering with it, since such

attempts deface the coin and can be easily detected.

Moreover, the designs impressed upon coins are made
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delicate and intricate in order to make counterfeiting

difficult. A well-developed coinage makes it possible for

money to pass by tale, that is, by count ; and exchangers

no longer need to resort to weighing in order to avoid

being cheated. Professor Jevons has defined coins as

" ingots of which the weight and fineness are certified by

the integrity of designs impressed upon the surface of

the metal."

Free coinage of any metal exists whenever any owner

of bullion has the right to take it to the mints and have

it coined into money. The United States at Free coinage,

the present time allows free coinage of ^^^g""*

gold, but the coinage of silver has been re- iirassage.

stricted. Gratuitous coinage is a different thing. The

work of converting bullion into coins requires a consider-

able outlay for labor, machinery, etc. In the case of

larger coins the expense may be less than one third of

one per cent, while in the case of small coins it may
amount to three or four per cent. If the government

makes no charge for coining money, and bears this ex-

pense itself, coinage is gratuitous. England, since 1666,

has made no charge for coining money. The United

States also, except for the period 1853 to 1875, has made

no charge for converting standard bullion into money.

When coinage is gratuitous, the amount of bullion coined

into an eagle or a sovereign will equal exactly an eagle

or a sovereign. If, however, a mint charge is made,

bullion will be worth just so much less than coins con-

taining the same weight of pure metal. Most governments

oblige persons who bring bullion to the mints to bear
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the expense of coining it into money. Such a charge,

if it is merely sufScieut to cover the expenses of coinage,

is called brassage.

Oftentimes governments retain more metal than is

required to cover the costs of coinage. Such a charge is

called seigniorage. Until recent times many
Seigniorage.

sovereigns repeatedly debased the money of

their countries by abstracting a seigniorage of ten, twenty,

and sometimes eighty or ninety per cent. When this was

done, the weight of the coins was kept up by increasing

the amount of alloy. Modern civilized countries usually

debase the small coins used for fractional currency, and

deduct seigniorage in this way. For instance, since 1853

the fractional silver coins of the United States have been

debased. They have been coined exclusively from silver

bought by the government, and have contained less than

50, 25, 10, and 5 cents worth of silver, although the gov-

ernment has paid them out at those values. It is impor-

tant that the larger coins should not be debased, but such

a policy is wise in the case of fractional currency. It pre-

vents people from uselessly melting up these coins, which

are worth less as bullion than as money.

Many facts in the history of coinage systems give

evidence concerning the histoiy of money. Both in

Origin of coin-.-^thens and in Rome the earliest coins

age systems, geem to have been stamped with the figures

of oxen, a fact which probably points to the earlier use

of cattle as money. In the date countiy of Persia,

where dates once served as a medium of exchange, the

smallest silver coins had the form of a date. The names
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of many coins can be traced back to the time when the

precious metals circulated by weight. The Hebrew

shekel was a weight. The Roman as was originally an

ingot of copper supposed to weigh an as, or pound. The

French livre, the Spanish peso and peseta, the English

pound, the German mark, were all originally names of

weights which were used to denote coins. Constant

debasement by European kings finally reduced these

coins far below the original weight. These facts make
it clear that money was a commodity which circulated

by weight precisely like other commodities.

§ 135; The notion is still common that money origi-

nated in some act of gOA'crnment, and is therefore a

creation of law. Historically there can be Governments

no doubt that money originated solely by and money,

acts of individuals, and that governments for a long

time had nothing to do with the establishment or regu-

lation of a medium of exchange. At a later date, how-

ever, the action of governments began to affect the

institution of money. On the one hand, they instituted

systems of coinage. On the other, they imposed fines

payable in money, and received money in payments to

the public treasury. They selected the commodity

which had long passed as money between individuals,

and made it the means of payment in the case of fines

and public dues. This extended the usefulness of

money, but did not originate it. The work of coinage

was left in the hands of private individuals until com-

paratively recent times. Gradually the need of uni-

formity and absolute security forced governments to
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make coinage an exclusively public function, and to pro-

hibit by severe penalties coinage by private individuals.

After establishing public systems of coinage, govern-

ments have taken a further step in developing the insti-

tution of money. They have declared that
l£e$l tender.

their coins shall be received in payment of

private debts. In this way, coins are made a legal ten-

der which must be received in discharge of debts, except

when persons are allowed in special contracts to agree

upon some other commodity as a means of payment.

Thus, in the United States, gold coins, the silver dollar,

greenbacks (or United States notes), and treasury notes

are legal tender ; but courts will enforce contracts which

call for the payment of gold.

§ 136. Money was originally a mere commodity which,

on account of its superior desirability and convenience,

obtained general currency as a medium of
Summaiy. ._

exchange. Hereby it acquired a new use

distinct from its other uses as a consumption-good.

Men began to demand gold and silver, not merely for

use in manufactures and the arts, but also for a medium

of exchange. We may therefore speak of a demand

for the precious metals for employment as money, and

a demand for them for employment in the arts. Upon

this combined demand their utility depends. Gold and

silver were useful and valuable commodities before they

were ever used as money ; and they would remain valu-

able commodities even if people should no longer employ

them as a medium of exchange. Yet their value is

increased by the money demand for them, and it would
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fall if they should cease to be demanded as money. At

a late period in the history of money, the influence

of governments was felt. Pines and public dues were

made payable in the commodity which served as money,

and legal-tender laws enabled it to perform more per-

fectly its work as a medium of exchange.

II. The Value of Metallic Money.

§ 137. Gold and silver as commodities have a certain

marginal utility which depends upon their usefulness as

consumption-goods. When they are used^ °
_ . .

•'
_

The marginal

as money, their marginal utility for this use uuuty of

is simply the utility of the quantity of goods
^°^^^'

which they will buy. When prices are high, a great

deal of money is required to purchase commodities ; and

when prices are low, a large quantity of goods can be

bought with a little money. The marginal utility of

money will be high, therefore, when general prices are

low ; and will be low when general prices are high.

We must now consider the causes which determine

whether the purchasing power of money (that is, its

marginal utility) shall be high or low.

§ 138. Prices are the values of commodities expressed

in terms of money. Jt is possible for commodities as a

whole to exchange at one time for very dif-

ferent amounts of money from what they com- ^he general

mand at another. Between 1850 and 1873 ieye^»«

prices.

prices rose gradually all over the world,

while since 1873 they have gradually fallen. It is not

easy to determine whether the general level of prices is
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rising or falling, because the prices of all commodities

and services do not move in the same direction ut any

one time. The simplest method of determining varia-

tions in general prices is the sj'stem of index numbers.

The prices of a large number of commodities are deter-

mined in some year, and these prices are then called 100

as a basis of comparison. If one hundred commodities

should be taken, the index number for the first year

would be 10,000, that is, the sum of the prices of all the

commodities. Suppose that at the end of the next year

it is found that ten commodities have risen, on the

average, 10 per cent ; that forty commodities have fallen,

on the average, 10 per cent ; and that fifty commodities

remain unchanged in price. Then, by adding the prices

of all the commodities reduced to this scale of 100, we

should get 9,700 as the index number for the second

year. A comparison of the index numbers for the two

years shows an average fall in prices amounting to three

per cent. In order for this method of index numbers to

be satisfactorily used, a large number of commodities

must be examined ; and the price of each one should

be given importance in the final result in proportion to

the quantity I'egularly marketed and consumed. Thus

wheat, corn, and pig iron should ,be given more weight

than drugs, spices, and platinum. During the last

twenty years all methods of computation show a gradual

decline in prices.

§ 139. We may explain variations in general prices

in the following manner. We may regard the amount

of money in a community as an important factor in
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determining the prices that people will be able to pay

for commodities. In the words of Mr. Mill, " Money-

acts upon prices in no other way than by
, . , , T . , J. T,. Explanation
being tendered in exchange tor commodities, of changes

The demand which influences the prices of ^ eenerai
'

prices.

commodities consists of the money offered for

them." As the amount of money in the hands of con-

sumers increases, the marginal utility of each piece of

money will decrease ; the surplus of the marginal utility

of commodities over the marginal utility of their money

cost will increase ; and the same number of commodities

will be in demand at higher prices, or a larger number

of commodities will be demanded at the same prices.

On the other hand, we may regard the commodities pro-

duced for sale in any community as a stock of goods

which producers desire to exchange for money. These

commodities, as a rule, have no utility for the producers

except as they can be sold. Then we can say that the

demand for money will depend upon the amount of

goods offered by sellers. Now the ratio at which com-

modities will exchange for money (that is, the general

level of prices) will depend upon the conditions of the

demand for money and the supply of money. This can

be shown by assuming the following cases:—
1. Assume that the number of commodities offered

for sale remains unchanged, but that the amount of

money in the community is increased, as it was in this

country after the discovery of the Californian gold

mines. Then the increased stock of money will tend to

stimulate the dema,nd for commodities ; and producers
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will, as a rule, be enabled to sell their stocks of goods

for higher prices. Conversely, if the mines become

exhausted, as occurred during the later years of the

Roman Empire, and the stock of money decreases by

gradual waste, then the demand for commodities will

gradually decline, and a lower level of general prices

will be the result. It is apparent, therefore, that, when

the stock of money increases, the purchasing power of

each piece of money will tend to be less than it formerly

was. On the other hand, a decrease in the stock of

money tends to increase the purchasing power of each

piece. Prices will tend to rise, therefore, when the

stock of money increases ; and they will tend to fall as

it decreases.

2. Next we must study the effect of changes in the

amount of commodities produced for sale. We will

suppose that the stock of money remains unchanged.

Now, in a progressive country improvements in produc-

tion continually increase the number of commodities

that can be turned out with a given expenditure of labor

and capital. Furthermore, every increase of population

may have a tendency to increase the productive forces

of a country, and so to increase the production of

commodities. If the number of commodities produced

for sale increases, while the amount of money remains

the same, producers will have to dispose of a larger

stock of goods in markets where the general demand for

commodities remains unchanged. Competition between

producers will tend to become sharper under such cir-

cumstances, and commodities will exchange for less
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money than they formerly commanded. This means

that general prices will be lower. Conversely, if the

production of commodities is decreased so that fewer

goods are brought to market, prices will tend to rise.

3. We conclude, therefore, that prices tend to vary

directly as the amount of money which consumers take

to market to exchange for commodities, and that they

will- tend to vary inversely as the number of commod-
ities which producers bring to market to exchange for

money. But it is important to notice that both the

supply of money and the supply of commodities may
vary at the same time. Thus an increased supply

of money may coincide with an increased production

of commodities, or a decreased supply of money may
coincide with a decreased supply of commodities. In

such cases one change tends to offset the other. On
the other hand, a larger supply of money coinciding

with a smaller supply of commodities, or a smaller

supply of money coinciding with a larger production of

commodities, would produce greatly intensified effects.

§ 140. Of the world's stock of gold and silver, only

a part is in the form of money. A considerable portion

exists as bullion or as manufactured com- buIUoh and

modities. But gold and silver in the form """"^y-

of bullion or of manufactured goods can be melted up

readily and converted into money, if free coinage is

allowed, while gold and silver coin with equal ease can

be melted into bullion. It follows that the marginal

utility of the precious metals as money can never be

very different from their marginal utility as bullion. If
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a change of fashion or of taste increases the marginal

utility of bullion, gold or silver coins will be melted up.

This will continue until the increase in the supply of

bullion will lead to such a decrease in its marginal

utility that people no longer care to convert money

into bullion. On the other hand, if money commands

more commodities than formerly, bullion will be con-

verted into coin, and the supply of money will be

increased. Finally, the existence of a large demand

for gold and silver in the arts tends to make their value

stable. If the value of money increases (that is, if

prices fall), the supply of money will tend to increase

through the melting up of bullion. Conversely, a fall

in the value of money (that is, a rise of prices) will

tend to be checked by a greater use of the precious

metals in the arts.

§ 141. General prices depend upon the demand for

The supply of money and the supply of money. But it is

"""ffj?*., necessary to consider all the elements that

for money, determine demand and supply.

1. The number of commodities which producers bring

to market is not the only element that influences the de-

mand for money. A commodity may be produced by a

farmer or a manufacturer, then sold to a wholesale dealer,

then sold by the wholesaler to a retail merchant, then sold

by the retailer to the person who is to consume it. The

greater part of the goods produced for sale changes

hands at least three times in passing from the original

producers to the consumers. If one thousand commod-

ities are produced for sale in any community, we may
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assume that at least three thousand exchanges will have

to be effected before these thousand articles reach the

final consumers. Evidently the demand for money will

be thi-ee times as great as it would be if the goods passed

directly fi'om the farmer or manufacturer to the con-

sumer. It appears, then, that the demand for money

depends upon two factors, {a) the number of commodi-

ties produced for sale, and (6) the average number of

times each commodity changes hands on its way from

producer to consume!'.

2. The supply of money does not depend solely upon

the number of pieces available for the purchase of com-

modities. Suppose that one thousand commodities are

exchanged three times each, so that three thousand

exchanges are effected. Now one thousand pieces of

money may suffice to effect all these exchanges, if each

piece passes from one person to another three times

during the time that the thousand commodities are

being exchanged. As a matter of fact, the amount of

money in any country falls far short of the volume of

business to be transacted in any season or year. On

July 1, 1895, the amount of money in circulation among

the people of the United- States was about 11,602,000,000,

an average amount of $22.93 for each person in the

country. In the course of the year 1895 each piece

of money served to effect a considerable number of

exchanges, so that the total amount of commodities

exchanged for money vastly exceeded the amount of

money in the country. Manifestly. $1,600,000,000 cir-

culating from one person to another on the average one

15
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hundred times in the course of a year, will do as much

money work as fl6,000,000,000 each piece of which

clianges hands only ten times during the same period.

Evidently the supply of money depends upon the two fac-

tors, (a) the number of pieces of money, {b) the average

rapidity with which they circulate. It will be well to

explain clearly what is implied by the phrase " rapidity

of circulation " when applied to money. If the mem-

bers of a community are prosperous, they will be able to

purchase commodities freely. The demand for both con-

sumers' and producers' goods will be active. Whatever

incomes consumers receive will be quickly expended for

consumers' goods ; or will be invested, and so will be

exchanged for producers' goods. Merchants will find

their stocks of goods in active demand, and commod-

ities will pass quickly from producer to consumer.

Under such circumstances, a given stock of money

will circulate much more rapidly than when trade is

dull and people are less prosperous. There are, of

course, limits beyond which the rapidity with which

money circulates cannot be increased ; and, further-

more, it will be greater in some communities than in

others. The rapidity of circulation will regularly be

great in proportion to the activity, enterprise, and pros-

perity of each community.

3. While this statement of the various elements that

determine the demand for money and the supply of

money complicates the theory of general prices, the dif-

ficulty is not so great as it might seem. In the United

States at any given time, the rapidity with which money
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circulates is fixed within quite nari'ow limits, and it can-

not change to any great extent. So, also, the average

number of times that commodities pass from one person

to another before they reach the final consumer is some-

thing that is fixed quite definitely at any given time by

the habits and customs of our people. If tlie number of

pieces of money in the United States increases, it is safe

to assume that rapidity of circulation will not vary

greatly, and that the supply of money will be increased.

Similarly, if the production of commodities increases, it

is safe to assume that there will be no considerable

change in the average number of times that each com-

modity changes hands ; so that an inci'ease of commodi-

ties will be practically equivalent to an increase of the

demand for money.

§ 142. If we assume the world's stock of the pre-

cious metals to be fixed, then their values will depend

simply upon the supplies of gold and silver The cost of

• 1 1 1 p -3 £ • ii i. production of
available tor money and for use in the arts,

the precious

and the demand for both metals. The prob- metais finally
^ influences

lem becomes, under such circumstances, their value.

exactly similar to the problem of market prices. But,

as a matter of fact, gold and silver are produced, like

any other commodities, by men who desire to make a

profit out of the operation of their mines. If tlie value

of money is high, the profits of mining gold and silver

will be large, and the output will begin to increase.

Conversely, a low value of money will decrease profits

and reduce the production of the precious metals.

Gradually the supply of money will be increased or de-
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creased as the output from the mines slowly changes.

Several years may be required before a change in the

world's output of gold or silver will appreciably affect

the value of the enormous stock of the precious metals.

But, in the long run, changes in the production of gold

and silver will make their value approximate the mar-

ginal expenses of producing them.

Let us consider in greater detail the manner in which

the cost of producing the money metals affects their

Detailed ex- value. Suppose that prices are low. Then
pianations.

^j-^g money cost of doing all business will

tend to decrease, and the expenses of mining gold and

silver will become smaller. At the same time, the low

level of general prices means that the purchasing power

of the money metals is increased. The lower cost of

production will make mining very profitable, and will

increase the annual output. Thus a fall of prices tends

to cause an increase of the supply of the money metals.

Ultimately the increased supply will lower the value of

money, and so restore a higher level of prices. Again,

suppose that an increasing supply of gold or silver, or

any other cause, produces a decline in the value of

money and a rise of prices. Then the higher. level of

prices will increase the expense of doing business, and

will therefore increase the money cost of mining. The

lower value of money will gradually cause a decrease in

the production of gold and silver. This takes place in

the following way. Some mines are much richer than

others, and from them gold can be produced at a

smaller expense. When prices rise and the expenses of
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mining increase, tlie poorer mines can no longer be

operated at a profit and will cease to be worked. The
general level of prices, therefore, will help to determine

what mines can be operated profitably, and what mines

cannot be worked. Rising prices will gradually shut off

the supplies of metals secured from the poorer mines.

The adjustment of the money metals to the expenses

of producing them is effected slowly by a
J 1 • , ,. , The value of

gradual increase or decrease of the supply, money is ad-

For long periods of years there may be no SStoSe"
correspondence. But, in the lone; run, the costofpro-

^
& 5

ductlon.

cost of producing gold and silver from the

mines that form the sources of supply will exert an

influence upon their value.

§ 143. In applying this theory it should not be for-

gotten that hitherto the production of the precious

metals has been conducted in a haphazard . ^ ,^ Actual condi-

manner. By mere accident rich mines tionsofthe

liave been discovered in South America, of gold and

California, Australia, and South Africa;
^^^'•

and the world's stock of gold and silver has been in-

creased suddenly without any special reference to the

existing level of general prices. Yet, even in these

cases, two things have ever been true : First, the

search for the precious metals is always most active

when their purchasing power is high. Second, when-

ever sudden discoveries of the money metals have in-

creased the stock of money and raised prices, the poorer

mines have had to be abandoned ; and in this manner

production has been checked. At the present time gold
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and silver are mined in a far more systematic manner

than ever before, and the principles laid down will oper-

ate more promptly. The rise in the purchasing power

of gold during the last twenty years has stimulated gold

mining in a wonderful manner. Formerly gold was

produced by crude methods, mainly from rich placer

deposits or from very rich ores. The placer deposits

are limited, and have been discovered and worked in a

very haphazard manner. But within recent years the

methods of mining gold-bearing ores have been vastly

improved. Ores which formerly could not be worked at

a profit are now handled by new methods in such a way

as to yield very large returns. In the future the busi-

ness of gold mining will be conducted in anything but a

haphazard manner. Silver has always been produced

by a more systematic process of separating it from the

ores in which it usually occurs. Its production has not

depended upon the chance discovery of rich surface

deposits, for it seldom occurs in its native state. In

recent times the production of gold and silver has been

quite regular from year to year, increasing or decreasing

in a gradual manner. For the futui-e, we have a right

to anticipate a systematic production of both metals in

such quantities as shall be commercially profitable.

§ 144. At the opening of tlie Christian Era, large

amounts of gold and silver, accumulated by
Histot7oftlie

.

production the conquered nations of the lands adjoin-

sUver. i°g the Mediterranean Sea, had been seized

by the Romans and thrown into circulation

throughout their empire. A rise of prices hindered
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further mining of the precious metals, while wasteful

methods of operation caused a rapid exhaustion of the

richest mines. Gradually the production of the precious

metals ceased, the existing stocks were dissipated, and a

fall of prices set in throughout the Roman world. From

the fourth century to the sixteenth there was a positive

money famine. For several centuries practically no ad-

ditions were made to the world's stock of gold and silver,

and the art of mining seemed to be lost. Toward the

close of the Middle Ages, mining was commenced in

Austria, Hungary, and Germany ; but prices continued

at a very low level until some years after the discovery

of America. After 1545 the Peruvian mines poured a

flood of silver into Europe, and finally prices began to

rise at a rapid rate. After 1700 the Brazilian gold mines

turned out large quantities of gold, while later in the

same century the Mexican mines began to yield large

amounts of silver. The combined effects of these dis-

coveries of gold and silver were to cause a rise of prices

of three or four hundred per cent between the years 1600

and 1800. In 1848 came the discovery of gold in Cali-

fornia, and three years later the Australian production

became very large. About 1800 the average annual pro-

duction of gold was 571,000 ounces. In 1850 it suddenly

increased to four times that amount. By 1860 it had in-

creased to nearly 6,500,000 ounces, and prices had begun

to rise again all over the world. After 1860 the gold

production gradually declined, but it is probable that

prices rose at least twenty per cent between 1850 and

1870. During the decade, 1860 to 1870, the production
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of silver began to increase, particularly in the United

States, where the mines of Nevada were being opened.

Prior to 1860 the world's annual production had never

equaled 30,000,000 ounces, but between 1871 and 1875

it averaged 63,000,000 ounces. Since 1875 the silver out-

put has constantly increased, amounting to 169,000,000

ounces in 1895. This is more than five times the

average annual production at any period previous to

1860. During the last five years the world's product of

gold has largely increased. In 1890 about 5,749,000

ounces were produced. For the year 1895 the production

was about 9,688,000 ounces.

§ 145. It will help us to avoid misunderstanding if we

note that this explanation of the relation of money to

prices concerns general prices, and explains

^rpric^or only the well -linown fact that money will

Individual jj^y more commodities at some times than at
commodities.

others. Independently of changes in general

prices, the prices of wheat, or corn, or iron may rise and

fall according to the particular conditions of the demand

for such commodities and the supply of them. When

general prices are rising, it is possible for the prices of a

minority of goods to fall, on account of special causes

affecting their supply and demand ; while, in a period of

falling prices, some few commodities may remain station-

ary in price, or may even rise.

§ 146. Historically the earliest function of money was

The functions
*° serve as a medium of exchange. For this

of money. purpose it originated. But money has come

to perform other functions. It serves, in the second
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place, as a value denominator, a common denominator in

which the exchange values of other commodities are ex-

pressed. Not only commodities, but also wages, salaries,

rents, and all kinds of public and private payments are

expressed in terms of money. This function is distin-

guishable from the first function of money. It has hap-

pened that one kind of money has served as a medium

of exchange, while another has served as a value denom-

inator. In the Arnerican colonies the values of all com-

modities and services were expressed in terms of English

money (that is, in pounds, shillings, and pence), while the

actual circulating medium was composed almost entirely

of Spanish, Portuguese, or Dutch coins. Money which

serves as a value denominator, but not as a medium of

exchange, is called money of account. Closely connected

with this second function of money is a third, the func-

tion of serving as a standard for deferred payments. In

renting lands, or in agreeing to pay interest and princi-

pal of mortgages or bonds for a long period of time, per-

sons are constantly entering into contracts to pay debts

at future dates. These long-term contracts may-extend

over a period of five, twenty, or even one hundred years.

In such cases money usually serves as a standard for

deferred payments. But other commodities have been

used. Colleges of the English universities, Oxford and

Cambridge, have for centuries leased their lands for

corn rents. These corn rents have varied far less than

money rents would liave varied during the centuries that

they have been in force. Revolutionary changes in the

value of money make it an imperfect standard for long-
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deferred payments. Finally, money performs a fourth

function, that of serving as a legal tender for all debts.

Historically, this has been a function which governments

have conferred upon money at a late stage in its develop-

ment. The precious metals served as a medium of ex-

change for centuries before legal-tender laws were even

thought of, while gold would serve as money at the

present day even if all legal-tender laws should be re-

pealed. Silver also would circulate readily in some

countries without being made a legal tender, but in

Europe and tlie United States its use would be consider-

ably restricted. The wholesale trade of civilized coun-

tries requires the use of gold. The superior convenience

of gold for large payments has caused the commercial

world to show a marked preference for that metal.

Until 1861 many foreign gold and silver coins, even when

our government refused to make them legal tender, cir-

culated in the United States. Certain well known coins,

such as the English sovereign, have obtained currency

in many parts of the world where they have not been a

legal tender.

III. Debased Money. Gresham's Law.

§ 147. Governments have often declared various gold

and silver coins to be full legal tender in payment of

Debased debts: When this has been done, it has
money. frequently happened that the legal-tender

power of two different coins has been made the same,

while one coin has contained metal of considerably
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greater value in the bullion market than the other has

possessed.- For instance, in 1896 the average marlcet

value of the fine silver in one of our silver dollars was

about one twentieth of the market value of the gold

bullion contained in a ten-dollar gold-piece, or eagle.

In other words, ten silver dollars were given by law the

same power as the eagle possessed in the matter of pay-

ing debts ; while the silver bullion contained in them

had about one half the market value of the gold bullion

contained in the eagle. Whenever a coin is given a legal-

tender power greater than the market value of the gold

or silver bullion which it contains, it becomes a debased

coin. We liave now to consider the results of giving

equal legal-tender power to coins that have different

bullion values.

§ 148. At any given time a community or a nation

will need a certain number of pieces of money in order

to carry on its exchanges at the existing The quantity

level of prices. Suppose that commodities °^^^^^

to the value of 11,000,000 are produced nation needs,

annually, and that they change hands three times in

passing from the producers to the consumers. Then

f3,000,000 of exchanges will need to be effected each

year. Suppose that the community possesses a stock of

money amounting to §60,000, and that each dollar cir-

culates with a rapidity sufficient to cause it to pass from

one person to another fifty times during each year. Tjien

the stock of money will be just sufficient, during the

course of the year, to effect all the $3,000,000 of ex-

changes ; and the general level of prices for the year
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will be one dollar. Now, if the production of com-

modities remains unchanged, the community will need

$60,000' of money to effect its exchanges at the existing

level of prices. If the production of commodities de-

creases, less money will be needed to maintain the

existing level of prices ; while, if production increases,

more money will be needed, assuming in both cases that

all the conditions of exchange remain the same.

§ 149. Now suppose that the nation's stock of money

has consisted hitherto of gold dollars, each of which has

^ . ^. contained 23.22 grains of fine gold.^ Sup-
Circulation ° or
of debased pose that the government decides to allow

any person to bring 371.25 grains of fine

silver ^ to the mints, and to have this quantity of silver

converted into a coin which is called a dollar. Suppose

that this silver dollar is allowed by law to have the same

power to pay debts which the gold dollar possesses,

while the market value of the bullion contained in each

silver coin is only one half as great as the value of the

bullion contained in each gold coin.^ We should then

have an example of the influence of bad or debased

money in driving out good money. With other things

1 This is the weight of the pure contents of the gold dollar, which was

coined in the United States from 1849 to 1890. It is one tenth of the

weight of the present eagle.

2 This is the weight of the pnre contents of our silver dollar.

^ This corresponds closely to the average price of silver bullion for

1895. The readers will remember that, at any moment, the market value

of gold or silver bullion will depend upon the supply of either metal and

the demand for each for money and for use in the arts. In the long run,

however, the market value of gold and silver bullion will depend upon the

marginal expenses of production.
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it often happens that superior commodities drive in-

ferior out of the market, but with legal-tender money

the case is different. If the law allows the debtor to

pay a debt of ten dollars with ten silver dollars whose

bullion value is only one half the bullion value of a

ten-dollar gold-piece, many debtors will make payment

with the cheaper money. As a rule, the dearer money

will go out of circulation as fast as xheaper money is

allowed to take its place. Even when coins are not

actually declared legal tender, the force of custom, or

the ignorance of many persons concerning the actual

bullion value of the coins, may serve to give currency

to the inferior money. It will then tend to displace

better money precisely as if it had been legal tender.

Economists call this principle " Gresham's Law," after

Sir Thomas Gresham, who long ago formulated the

statement that bad money tends to drive out good, but

good money cannot drive out bad.

The operation of Gresham's law does not depend

necessarily upon the action of the mass of the people

in picking over various coins in order to se- Manner in

lect the cheapest for the purpose of paying ^esLm's

their debts. This is done by money dealers. ^^ operates.

Goldsmiths select the heaviest and most valuable

coins for the purpose of melting them up into bullion.

Bankers and gold brokers constantly pick over gold

money to secure the heaviest coins for shipments to

foreign countries. When American gold coins are sent

to England, they pass as so much gold bullion. Bankers

who ship bullion naturally select the heaviest coins, for
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paying foreign debts, and turn back into circulation

those that have been worn lighter bj longer use. So

with the silver dollars in the case which we have

assumed. They will be used for paying domestic debts,

while the gold coins, on account of their superior bullion

value, will be used in paying foreign debts.

§ 150. But there are limits to the power of inferior

money to drive out superior. If there is a large amount

limitations
^^ silver bullion available for coinage pur-

tothe poses, and the law allows any amount to be

Gresham's brought to the mints, a large number of

^^'
silver dollars will be placed in circulation.

In the bullion market 371.25 grains of silver are worth

only one half of 23.22 grains of gold ; but the law gives

to the 371.25-grain silver dollar the same power in

paying debts that the 23.22-grain gold dollar possesses.

Under such circumstances the gold dollars will be

melted up for use in the arts, or will be shipped to

foreign countries to pay foreign debts. If the silver

money comes into circulation gradually, the disappear-

ance of gold will be gradual. But if every one knows

that an unlimited amount of silver is sure to be put into

circulation in the near future, a general scramble for

gold may ensue. Many people will hasten to get as

many gold dollars as possible while the supply of gold

in circulation holds out, and the disappearance of gold

will be rapid. The power of the inferior money to dis-

place the superior will be limited by the fact that the

country needs $60,000 of money to effect its exchanges

^t the existing level of prices. If gold dollars disappear
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faster than silver dollars can be coined and placed in

circulation, then the stock of money will become inade-

quate and the value of money will rise. This rise in

the purchasing power of money will attract some gold

dollars back into circulation, and they will remain in

use until new silver dollars are ready to take their

places. Assuming that the nation's demand for money

remains unchanged, and that the rapidity with which

each dollar circulates is unaltered, then the gold coins

could not all disappear until $60,000 of silver coins

should be placed in circulation. If the government

should limit the coinage of silver to $30,000, then

$30,000 of gold would disappear from circulation, and

the nation's stock of money would consist of equal

amounts of gold and silver. On the other hand, if the

nation is prosperous and progressive, its demand for

money will increase from year to year as its volume of

business increases. Suppose it to need each year an

increase of $2,000 in its money supply in order to trans-

act its increased business at its old level of prices.

Then two thousand silver dollars could be placed in cir-

culation annually without displacing any gold money.

Filially, if any cause should decrease the amount of

business transacted in any year, and should decrease the

nation's demand for money, a certain amount of gold

would disappear from circulation.

It. is important not to overlook one possible result of

placing debased money in circulation. The Less demand

mere threat of a debasement of the cur- *<>' money,

rency may check business activity and diminish the
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amount of business transacted. Men will not make

contracts for the future, and will not be inclined to

invest capital freely, when they consider it probable

that money will be debased. When debasement actu-

ally occurs, a business panic is likely to ensue. This

greatly contracts the volume of business transacted, and

diminishes the demand for money. Such a lessening of

the demand for a medium of exchange will enable the

cheap dollars to supply the entire demand for money

more quickly than would be possible otherwise.

§ 151. We must consider now the result of placing

the inferior silver coins in circulation side by side with

Effects of t^^ superior gold coins. If the nation's

debasement, demand for money remains unchanged at

160,000, the result of placing 60,000 of the silver dollars

in circulation will be merely to drive the 60,000 gold

dollars out of circulation. If the coinage of silver dol-

lars should be stopped at that point, so that the supply

of money would remain at $60,000, there would be no

change in the general level of prices. The nation's

stock of money and its demand for money would both

be unchanged, and general prices could not be altered.

If, therefore, the supply of the cheaper silver dollars

should be absolutely limited to $60,000, the silver

money would perform all the business of the nation as

well as the gold ; and the purchasing power of 371.25

grains of fine silver in a dollar would be twice as great

as the purchasing power of 371.25 grains of silver in

the form of bullion. But this would hold true, be it

remembered, solely upon the condition that the coinage
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of silver dollars sliould be absolutely limited to 160,000.

As a matter of fact, there is very little likelihood that

the nation could limit its coinage in this manner. Tiireo

causes would in all probability lead to an increase of

the silver coinage :
—

(a) The government could make a large profit by

buying silver bullion, converting it into silver dollars,

and using these dollars to pay debts. Whenever the

sovereigns of Europe debased their coinages, this mo-

tive almost always led them to continue to put debased

money into circulation long after the demand had been

satisfied.

(5) Owners of silver mines might continually urge

the government to open its mints to the free coinage of

silver dollars, since these mine-owners could, at the

start, carry 371.25 grains of silver bullion to the mints,

and have it coined into dollars which would exchange

for as many commodities as 742.50 grains of silver

bullion would command in the market. In the United

States the owners of silver mines have incessantly urged

Congress to allow free coinage of the 371.25-grain silver

dollar, and have expended large sums of money in fur-

thering political agitation for the free coinage of silver.

(c) In all countries there are many debtors who

would welcome the opportunity to pay off their debts

in money which is worth less than that in which the

debts were contracted. If the amount of money in the

country should be increased much beyond $60,000, then

its purchasing power would surely begin to decline.

A.S money becomes less and less valuable as compared

16
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with commodities, the burden of all debts is lessened.

It is for the apparent interest of debtors, therefore, to

have the amount of money as large as possible. When-

ever coins are given a legal-tender power greater than

their bullion value, then it Is easy to increase or inflate

the currency with cheap money. Human nature is

likely to succumb to such a temptation as cheap money

holds out to debtors. In the United States we have

been cursed by an agitation in favor of cheap money for

the last two centuries. Any one of these three forces,

still more two of them combined, would in many cases

be sufficient to cause the passage of laws opening mints

to the free coinage of tlie cheaper money.

Let us now trace the eifect of increasing the coinage

of silver dollars beyond 60,000, the limit set by the real

„^ , demands of trade at the old level of prices.
Ultimate '

results of It is clear that, if the number of silver dol-

lars should increase to 70,000 within the

space of a year, the purchasing power of each coin

would tend to decline ; since it is not likely that the

demand of any country for money could increase cor-

respondingly within a period of twelve months. If the

number of dollars should increase to 80,000, the fall in

the value of money would be more rapid, and the rise

of prices would be very marked. Now what limit, if

any, will there be to the increase of such a silver coin-

age ? Manifestly there will be an inducement for per-

sons to carry silver to the mints to be coined just as

long as the money value (that is, the purchasing power)

of the silver dollar remains greater than the purchasing
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power of 371.25 grains of pure silver. When prices

rise so that 371.25 grains of fine silver will purchase no

more commodities when coined into a dollar than it will

purchase wheii in the form of silver bullion, the coinage

of silver will cease. In other words, when the purchas-

ing power of a silver dollar falls to the level of the pur-

chasing power of 371.25 grains of fine silver bullion,

then there will be no inducement for any one to bring

any more silver to the mints. This amounts merely to

saying that the money value and the bullion value of

silver will always tend to be the same, when people are

left free to convert bullion into coin and coin into

bullion.

A final point now demands attention. Is it not possi-

ble that the increased demand for silver as money, since

it leads to the conversion of bullion into
x^e value of

coin, may diminish the supply of silver suverbuuion.

bullion and raise its marginal utility ? Manifestly such

a thing is conceivable. If the silver mines should be-

come exhausted, or the production of silver should be

stopped, tlien the conversion of bullion into coin would

very rapidly raise the marginal utility of silver bullion.

If the marginal utility of the limited stock of bullion

should increase rapidly, then the fall in the purchasing

power of the silver dollar could not be so great. The

fall in the purchasing power of the dollar would be met

sooner or later by the rise in the value of the silver

bullion. Whenever this should happen, equality would

be restored between the money value and the bullion

value of silver. The coinage of silver would then cease,
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and prices would rise no longer. But, on the other

hand, suppose that the production of silver cannot be

limited. Then the supply of silver bullion will contin-

ually increase. If production remain large, the mar-

ginal utility of silver bullion would not be increased by

reason of the demand for silver as money. All would

depend upon whether the new demand for silver as

money should prove to be greater or less than the ad-

ditional supply of silver which could be put out of the

mines. This additional supply would probably be pro-

duced at a greater marginal expense from ores which

could not be worked profitably when the value of 371.25

grains of bullion was only fifty cents. If the supply

could be increased very largely with only a slight in-

crease of the marginal expense, then the coinage of sil-

ver would rapidly become excessive, and the purchasing

power of each coin would fall greatly. If the marginal

expense of producing the larger supply increased very

rapidly, the supply of silver dollars, hence the deprecia-

tion of each coin, could not be so great. In any case,

the supply of silver dollars would increase until the

decline in the purchasing power of each coin should

make the value of a dollar equal the marginal expenses

of production.

rv. Inflation and Contraction.

§ 152. The use of debased coin opens the door for a

sudden increase, or inflation, of the supply
Inflation.

of money. When the weight or fineness

of existing coins is arbitrarily reduced, it is easy to
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increase their number. When the money consists of

gold alone, it is easy to inflate a currency by giving

legal-tender power to silver coins that have a smaller

bullion value than the gold coins. Similarly, if silver is

the standard money, inflation may be produced by cir-

culating legal-tender gold coins which have a smaller

bullion value than the silver coins. This was attempted

in the colony of Massachusetts in the last century. But

if, on the other hand, only coins of an equal bullion

value are allowed to serve as legal tender, inflation can-

not take place unless sudden discoveries of gold and

silver, or improvements in the art of mining, increase-

the supply of money faster than the needs of trade.

Even when this happens, a rise of prices will increase

the expenses of mining the precious metals, and will

have a tendency ultimately to check their production.

Evidently the difficulty or the cost of producing the

precious metals generally proves a bar to an increase of

gold or silver money beyond the needs of trade. It is

clear that any sudden rise of prices caused by such a

rapid inflation will work injustice in the case of all long-

term contracts. If prices suddenly rise, debtors are

enabled to pay old debts in money which will command

fewer commodities than that in which the debts were

contracted. Such a change in the purchasing ppwer of

money is unjust to the creditors.

§ 153. On the other hand, it is possible for the

world's stock of metallic money gradually
. Contraction,

to decrease. Each year a certam amount

of coin and bullion is lost by accident or by abrasion
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while in use. Now, if the gold and silver mines do not

furnish enough to make good this loss, the supply of

bullion and of money, will gradually decrease. Besides

this, it is possible that the total amount of money needed

by the civilized world increases in prosperous years.

Now, if the mines do not yield enough gold and silver to

provide for this increased demand for money, as well as

to make good the yearly loss of the precious metals,

then the supply of money will undergo a relative de-

crease. Contraction of the money supply may, there-

fore, take place either by an absolute decrease of the

.stocks of gold and silver, or by a failure of the stocks to

increase as fast as the demand for money and bullion

increases. Now, a contraction of the money supply

tends to lower all prices, and to oblige debtoi'S to pay

long-standing debts in money which purchases more com-

modities than were commanded by the money in which the

debts were originally contracted. This is exactly as un-

just as it is to cheapen money, and to enable debtoi's to

pay debts with money of inferior purchasing power.

§ 154. We must conclude, therefore, that a sudden

increase of prices is unjust to creditors, while a sudden

EvUsof fall of prices is unjust to the debtors. If

vSie'o^*''^
changes take place slowly, less harm is

currency. done ; but it is hard to see how one party or

the other can fail to suffer. Recognizing this fact, some

persons have proposed to maintain without change a

fixed level of prices. They have desired to accomplish

this by having governments take steps to increase or

decrease the amount of money in circulation whenever
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general prices begin to fall or to rise. Another plan is

to allow contracts for future payments to be made in

units of a tabular standard of value. This tabular

standard would be formed by adding together the prices

of definite units of as many articles of common con-

sumption as can be secured for the purpose. Whenever

the total prices of these commodities should rise, the

money value of long-term contracts would be increased

accordingly ; and when the tabular unit should fall, less

money would be required to discharge such contracts-

Both of these plans present a number of practical diffi-

culties which make them impossible of adoption in the

near future. There is at present no practicable method

of avoiding the evil effects of inflation or contraction.

It is possible, however, to insist that the supply of money

shall not be increased or decreased in an arbitrary or

artificial manner.

Certain forces tend to diminish the injustice done to

creditors or to debtors by changes in the value of money.

It has been shown that an appreciation of changes in

money is partially offset by a decline in the "t^^^^'n
rate of interest in those cases where the snch injustice,

appreciation is gradual and regular enough to be fore-

seen. On the other hand, depreciation of money leads

to higher rates of interest in cases where it can be fore-

seen. Yet, when all allowance is made for the influence

of these changes in the rate of interest, there remains

" a net loss alternating between debtors and creditors,"

according to changes in general prices.^

1 See Fisher, Appreciation and Interest, 80.
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It is sometimes said that it makes no difference

whether the amount of money in a country is large or

otiiercon-
Small. If the Supply is large, prices are high,

siderations. and it takes more money to exchange the

same commodities ; while if the supply is small, prices

are low, and the same commodities are transferred by

means of a smaller amount of money. Tliere is some

truth in this claim, provided that it is remembered that

changes in the amount of money are harmful. Also, the

statement should be qualified by noticing that a country

may have so little money that people may be driven to

barter, and industries may be greatly injured. In con-

cluding this subject, it will be well to consider certain

otlier effects of contraction and expansion.

1. Contraction tends to depress productive industry.

Most debts are owed for capital borrowed for use in pro-

ductive enterprises. The managers of business under-

takings form a most important part of the debtor classes.

Now, suppose that a producer borrows $10,000 in order to

help build a factory or to buy a farm, and suppose next

that the value of money begins to increase on account of

a contraction of the supply. Then prices will fall as fast

as the value of money rises, and the borrower will have

to produce a much larger amount of cloth or farm prod-

uce than would be necessary otherwise in order to pay

the debt of 110,000. Under such circumstances, which

are as a matter of fact very common, falling prices caused

by currency contraction have been well called a millstone

around the neck of productive industry.

2. On the other hand, it lias been thought that a
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gradual rise of prices tends not only to lighten the burden

of debts owed by producers, but also to encourage all

productive industry. Higher prices mean more pros-

perous times for all producers. In this claim one fact

is overlooked. Rising prices are sure to stimulate spec-

ulation. If the rise is long continued, multitudes of new

enterprises will be established. Some of these may be

wisely planned and managed, otliers are sure to be estab-

lished unwisely. Many of them will be founded by means

of borrovred capital, which is easier to secure in times of

prosperity. These causes lead to the establishment of

too many enterprises in some lines of business. Over-

production of such commodities will ensue, and the prices

of these particular commodities will fall below a paying

point. Then comes failure and widespread business

disaster, which may not be confined to the particular

industries where over-production occurred. Such results

are likely to come about even when prices are not raised

by means of an expanding currency. Inflation simply

intensifies forces which are only too likely to come into

operation without such a stimulus.

V. Government Paper Money.

§ 155. Government paper money consists usually of

pieces of paper upon which a government prints its

promises to pay. Usually no time of payment

is specified, and the payment or ultimate government

redemption of such notes depends solely upon

the desire and ability of the government to keep its

promises. In a few cases such paper has been redeemed
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at its face value ; but much oftener it has been repudiated,

or has been redeemed only in part. In some cases gov-

ernment paper has not borne upon its face the promise

of the government to pay, and has consisted simply of

pieces of paper that the government has declared to be

legal tender in the payment of all debts.

§ 156. Manifestly it is very easy for a government to

pay a debt by issuing paper promises to pay, and such a

History of course has often been resorted to. In the
pveniment United States the colony of Massachusetts
issuesm tlie '

United States, made an issue of "bills of credit," in the

year 1690, for the purpose of paying the expenses of a

disastrous military expedition. Some years later other

colonies followed her lead, and during the eighteenth

century issues of bills of credit were often resorted to by

most of the colonies. In the Revolutionary War, and

again in the Civil War, similar issues were made by the

United States. It is evident that the people of this

country have had sufficient experience with such currency

to enable them to learn from their own history how gov-

ernment paper actually works.

§ 157. The advocates of government paper money

have advanced the following claims in its favor:—
The arguments 1. Government paper is cheaper than

Sver^ent S'^^^ ^'' silver. By its use a nation saves the

paper money, expense of procuring and maintaining a

stock of the precious metals. This is certainly true so

far as it goes. Yet in foreign trade the precious metals

would have to be used, as one nation does not. accept the

legal-tender paper issued by another.
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2. It is said that government paper may be used as

a medium of exchange with perfect safety and conven-

ience, so long as means are taken to prevent it from

being issued in excess of the demands of trade. One

scheme to secure such a limitation is to give the holders

of such notes the right to convert them into government

bonds that bear interest. It is said that so long as the

notes are needed in business they will remain in circula-

tion, while so soon as the amount of government paper

becomes too great and prices begin to rise, the note-

holders will begin to find it advantageous to exchange

the notes for government bonds. In this way the issue

of paper could never be excessive. In answer to this

claim we must admit that such paper money could keep

its value and need not depreciate if the bars to its over-

issue could be maintained. But this is precisely the

trouble. Various causes, which will be explained later,

make it difficult, if not impossible, to enforce any limita-

tion upon the issues. It is possible to say that, if a

nation needs 160,000 of money to effect its exchanges,

then 60,000 paper dollars may be used, and the general

level of prices will remain at its former figure. But if

it is practically impossible to limit the paper to 60,000

dollars, then it is idle to speculate about what might be

if things were only different from what they are.

3. The least intelligent advocates of government

paper say that any kind of money depends for its ex-

istence solely upon the action of a government in declar-

ing it to be legal tender. Therefore, if a government

makes paper a legal tender, and obliges creditors to re-
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ceive it in payment of debts, the paper will be just as

good money as gold and silver. All money exists by

reason of the" fiat" of the government ; hence, anything

that the law declares to be money is just as good as

any other kind of money. Since we have explained the

origin of money, it is not necessary to do more than

remind the reader that this claim of the " fiat money "

advocates is false in every way. Gold and silver were

used as money long before legal-tender laws were ever

thought of, and before governments even thought of

coining money.

§ 158. It is necessary to admit that paper money

might be used for domestic exchanges if only its quan-

tity could be limited. But the chances
objections to

government always are that such limitations will not

be observed. The same influences that lead

to an excessive coinage of cheap metallic money almost

inevitably lead to an excessive issue of paper. First,

the needs of the government are likely to increase, and

to lead to increased issues of paper in order to pay

public expenses. In almost every case in our history

when governments have issued paper in order to pay

extraordinary expenses, they have issued ultimately

mucli more than they originally intended. Thus the

Continental Congress began by issuing $3,000,000 of

paper in the summer of 1775, but issued $241,000,000

before it ceased to depend upon such means. Second,

the debtor classes are likely to favor a large issue of

paper currency, and to resort to political agitation in

order to secure it. This is because excessive issues
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raise prices and depreciate the money. Depreciated

money can then be used to pay old debts, and the

burden of all debts can be lightened. In the United

States we have had repeated instances of such agitation.

From 1710 to 17.89 the political history of most of the

colonies was blackened by the most bitter contests of

dishonest debtors to secure an abundance of cheap

money. Elections often turned wholly upon this issue,

and the lower houses of the colonial legislatures were

often controlled by a body of insolvent debtors. Since

the Civil War we have had another movement in favor

of government issues of paper, and we are still in the

midst of an agitation in favor of cheap money. In the

United States, as has been shown by two hundred years

of experience, the danger of an over-issue of government

paper would be very great. Wise men will not refuse

to learn by experience.

Government paper money may be viewed as a medium

of exchange whose bullion or commodity value is noth-

ing but the insignificant value of a piece of
i-„rther

paper, but which is given by act of govern- objections,

ment a considerable legal-tender power. It will pre-

serve its value as a medium of exchange only so long as

its supply is limited according to the demands of trade.

It has happened that legal-tender paper, when first put

into circulation, has caused no appreciable rise of prices,

and has circulated at a parity with gold and silver. Of

course such paper drives an equal amount of gold or

silver out of circulation, but specie may not entirely

disappear until there is a sufficient quantity of paper to
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take its place. It may happen, however, that the pros-

pect of unlimited issues of paper may cause a scramble

for specie, and may cause specie to disappear more

quickly. So soon as gold and silver go out of circula-

tion, the value of government paper will depend solely

upon the amount of it which the government decides to

issue. As fast as the paper increases beyond the needs

of business, prices begin to rise and the paper depre-

ciates. Now there is no limit to the extent to which the

depreciation may go. Government paper has no appre-

ciable cost of production. The " bullion " or commodity

value is practically nothing, and the paper money may

be issued until it becomes absolutely worthless. When
the Continental Congress ceased issuing bills of credit,

the notes were worth less than three cents on the dollar.

It is important to note, also, that this depreciation is in-

dependent of any desire or ability of the government to

redeem the paper ultimately in gold or silver. Even if

redemption at a future date were absolutely certain, the

paper would depreciate as soon as it should be issued

in excess of the demands of trade. There is, therefore,

no limit to the extent to which a paper currency may

be inflated.

§ 159. Asa general thing, government paper money

is not immediately convertible into coin. The govern-

rtibi
'^^nt m^-y promise to pay gold or silver in

government redemption of the notes, but the fulfillment

of this promise is almost always postponed

for a considerable time. Thus the United States issued

legal-tender notes in 1862, and did not begin to redeem
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them until 1879. The notes were inconvertible for all

this period. Since 1879 the United States has main-

tained in the Treasury a stoclc, or reserve, of gold, with

which it has been ready to redeem the United States

notes, or " greenbacks," whenever they have been pre-

sented. The present " greenbacks " are immediately

convertible into coin upon demand of the holder, and

so differ very materially frond government paper money

of the usual type.
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CHAPTER IX.

MONEY AND CREDIT.

I. Credit and Instruments of Credit.

§ 160. Hitherto it has been assumed that money is

actually used in eilecting every exchange, and that no

Defijiition
Other method exists by which commodities

of credit. qj. gervices are transferred. But the com-

mercial world uses credit as an instrument for carrying

on a large part of its exchanges. Credit may be de-

fined as the power to secure commodities or services at

the pi'esent time in return for some equivalent promised

at a future time. Any credit transaction involves, of

course, a certain amount of confidence in the ability of

the debtor to make the future payment. Wlienever a

person can convince others that he is able to make such

future payments, he' is said to have credit.

§ 161. In most credit transactions, the creditor is

careful to secure some' written instrument which will

Instruments Serve as evidence or proof of the obligation

m'^^k °^ ^^^ debtor to make future payment. A
credits. very common credit transaction is seen in

the case of book credits. Commodities or services are

sold, and the amounts due are charged to the buyers in
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the account books of the sellers. A may buy supplies

to the amount of f200 from B, and B may buy farm

produce to the amount of $150 from A. Then at the

end of the season A can simply pay B f50, and ex-

changes to the amount of |350 will be settled by the

payment of f50 in actual money.

§ 162. A promissory note is a written promise to pay

upon demand, or at some specified time. Such a note

may serve as a means of payment in several
(j) promis-

transactions. The payee, or holder of the sory notes,

note, may, by writing an order on the back and signing

his name, make the note payable to a third person. By
indorsing the note in this manner, any holder may use

it as a means of paying his debts. When the final

holder presents it for payment, it may have effected a

number of exchanges.

§ 163. " A check is an order drawn by an individual

or company upon a bank ordering the payment of a cer-

tain sum of money to the order of a person
(3) Cliccks

named, or to the bearer of the check." A
check can be drawn only against a deposit of money in

the bank, or against a credit previously agreed to by the

banker. Now let us assume that A owes B fifty dollars,

that B owes C fifty dollars, and that C owes D fifty dol-

lars. Assume also that the four men have deposits at

the same bank. Then A, B, and C may draw checks for

fifty dollars payable to B, C, and D, respectively. In

due time B, C, and D will deposit at the bank the checks

received from A, B, and C, respectively. Then the

banker will deduct from the deposits of A, B, and C the

17
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amounts of the checks drawn by them, while he will

credit B, 0, and D with the amounts of the checks which

they present. The net result will be that the deposit of

A will be decreased by fifty dollars, the deposits of B

and C will remain the same, while the deposit of D will

be increased by fifty dollars. In this way the three

debts may be paid without the actual use of any money.

Now, if the four men have accounts with different banks

in the same city, the banks will settle their accounts

with each other through a clearing house. The cus-

tomers of each bank deposit with it all checks received

by them, and they are credited with the amounts of

money represented by such checks. Then each bank

takes to the clearing house all of these checks which

are drawn upon other banks. At the clearing house it

will find that other banks have received checks drawn

upon itself. If a bank sends to the clearing house checks

to the amount of 110,000, while it finds there checks

drawn against itself to the amount of f12,000, the bank

will be indebted to the clearing house for $2,000, which

balance it will have to pay in money. On the other

hand, if the checks drawn upon this bank had amounted

to 18,000, the bank would have received the balance

of $2,000 from the clearing house. In this manner

different banks very conveniently settle all their mutual

obligations by merely paying the balances against them,

or receiving balances due them, at the clearing house.

Banks located in different places settle their accounts

with almost equal ease. Banks in country districts have

agents, or corresponding banks, in the nearest clearing
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house city, so that every clearing house performs this

-work of settling accounts for the banks of the adjacent

territory. Then the New York clearing house acts as a

central clearing house for the banks of the entire coun-

try, since every important city bank corresponds with

some New York bank that is a member of the clearing

house. In 1895 tlie total transactions of the clearing

houses of the country amounted to $51,111,591,928.

The New York clearing house effected 128,264,379,126

of these transactions. The following diagram, taken

from President Andrews' " Institutes of Economics,"

page l52, illustrates the operations of a national clear-

ing system :
—

ProTidence New Orleans Chicago San FranciscoABCDBPGHIJKL MNO PQR STUVWX

1st Nat'l 2d Nat'l 3d Nat'l 4tll Nat'l 5th Nat'l 6th Nat'l 7th Nat'I 8th Nat'l

Banlc Bank Bank Banlc BaolL Bank Bank Bank

New York Clearing House Banks

Metropolitan Chemical Stuyvesant Manufacturers

New York
Clearing House

§ 164. A bill of exchange, or draft, is a written order

by which the person who draws the bill orders a second

person, the drawee, to pay a specified sum of money
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to a third person. Such bills may be payable at sight

or after a specified time. They are made payable to

a specified person, but by indorsement may
exchange and be transferred to other persons. When this

is done, a single bill may serve to pay sev-

eral debts before the drawee is called upon to make

final payment. Bankers are willing to buy bills of ex-

change drawn by responsible persons upon their debtors.

Also, they are willing to sell drafts to persons who wish

to make payments in distant places. These drafts the

bankers draw upon the banks with wliich they corre-

spond in distant cities. Then the bills of exchange and

the drafts bought and sold in one city may be set off

against bills and drafts bought and sold by correspond-

ing banks in other cities. Money need be sent from one

city to the other only when the obligations incurred by

one bank exceed the obligations incurred by its corre-

sponding banks. Even then only the balances need be

paid by forwarding money.

Foreign bills of exchange require special explanation.

Private banking-houses having branches in several coun-

Foreign bills
t^"'^''' make a business of dealing in foreign

of exchange, exchange. Such bankers are sometimes

called exchange brokers. A person who wishes to make

any payment in a foreign country can procure from an

exchange broker a draft on that country. Men who

wish to invest capital in a foreign country, to pay for

goods bought from foreign merchants, or to travel

abroad, can purchase such drafts with which to make

the necessary payments. Again, any merchant who
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sells goods to a foreign customer can draw a bill of

exchange upon that customer, and sell it to an ex-

change broker. Thus it happens that brokers find a

constant demand for drafts upon other countries, and

a constant supply of bills of exchange offered for sale.

Now, suppose that the New York branch of a firm of

exchange brokers sells drafts on London to the amount

of 1100,000 during a week, while it buys
setuementof

bills of exchange drawn on London to the foreign ex-

changes with-
amount of |200,000, Then it will .owe the out the use

London branch of the firm 1100,000 for
"'""""^y-

the drafts, and will have $200,000 owed to it by the

London branch after the bills of exchange have been

presented to the English merchants for payment. One

of these accounts can be used to offset the other, and the

accounts of the two branches with each other can be

settled if the London branch merely sends 1100,000 in

money to New York. But probably this will not be

necessary. During the same week the London branch

of the firm may sell drafts and buy bills on New York

in such an amount that a balance of 1100,000 will be

owed by the New York branch. One of these balances

will offset the other, so that all the transactions may be

settled without the actual payment of any money.

But now suppose that the course of business is such

that many Americans are called upon to make large

payments to English creditors, while few „
_ ^ .

Money may be

Englishmen are owing money in America, needed to set-

Then it will happen that the New York

branch will be constantly selling drafts on London,
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while few bills of exchange on Loudon are offered to it.

Also the London branch will be selling few drafts on

New York, but will be buying many bills of exchange

drawn by English merchants on American customers.

The result of such a condition of business will be that

the American branch will owe each week a considerable

balance to the London branch. The managers of the

two branches may believe that in two or three months

the course of business may turn the other way, so that

they will let the accounts run until a turn in the ex-

changes causes them to balance again. In this manner

the expense of shipping money will be avoided. But

during the time that the balances are running against

the New York branch, the price of drafts on London

will be raised, while bills of exchange drawn on London

will command a premium. This is because the many

drafts on London sold by the New York branch cause

an excessive drain on the ready money of the London

branch, while the few bills of exchange drawn in New
York upon London debtors are insufficient to replenish

this money supply. The increased charge for drafts in

New York tends to decrease the demand, while it com-

pensates for the additional trouble to which the firm is

put to make payments in London. On the other hand,

the premium paid for bills drawn on London tends to

increase the supply offered, and to furnish the money

that is needed in London.

The rate of
Now, there are limits to the extent to which

exchange. y^g price for drafts can be raised, and also

limits to the amount of the premium which the brokers
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can afford to pay for bills of exchange. The English

pound sterling is equal to $4,866 of our money, and the

expense of paying freight and insurance on a corre-

sponding shipment of gold across the Atlantic, amounts

to about two and one half cents. Now, exchange brokers

could not charge much more than 14.866 -|- 1.025 for

drafts of a pound sterling on London ; otherwise the

people who desire to make payments there would find it

cheaper to send gold than to buy "exchange," that is, to

buy drafts. Similarly the brokers would not pay much

more than 14.89 for each bill of exchange on London for

the sum of a pound sterling, because it would be cheaper

to ship gold from New York to the London branch.

Conversely, let us suppose that business conditions

are such as to make the demand in England for ex-

change on New York much greater than the

demand in New York for exchange on Lon-

don. Then the New York branch would find that the

London branch was selling many drafts which were

being presented- in New York for payment, while few

bills of exchange were being drawn by Lojidon mer-

chants and sent to New York for collection. Also there

would be little demand in New York for drafts on

London, but many bills of exchange on London would

be- offered for sale. Then the managers of the New
York branch would sell drafts on London for two or

three cents less than f4.866 for each pound sterling,

since this would be a cheaper method of replenishing

the money of that branch than the actual shipment of

gold from London to New York. Furthermore, the
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price at wliich the New York branch would buy bills of

exchange on London would be less than 14.866. The

excessive supply of such bills offered for sale by Ameri-

can creditors would depress their market value. The

price could not fall more than three cents below 14.866,

since it would then be cheaper for American creditors

to instruct their English debtors to make their payments

by sending gold. In these ways the prices at which bills

of exchange sell in New York, and the prices at which

drafts on London can be bought will depend upon the

state of the exchanges between the two points. The

cost of shipping gold will always determine the extreme

limits within wliich exchange will fluctuate. But by

means of drafts and bills of exchange, actual shipments

of gold will be avoided in most cases ; so that the great

mass of foreign transactions will be settled without the

use of money. It will be well to add here that the same

principles which apply to foreign exchanges apply to

domestic exchanges.

§ 165. Bank notes are another form of instruments

of credit, and sei"ve to lessen the amount of metallic

(S) Bank money used in effecting exchanges. A bank
notes. jjQ^g jg gji^piy a, promissory note issued by

a bank, and is supposed to be payable at the demand of

any holder. When banks redeem such notes promptly,

bank notes circulate readily from one person to another

in payment of debts. Then they lessen the demand for

metallic money. But we shall have to notice that a

bank cannot issue such notes safely without maintaining

a certain " reserve " of specie.
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II. Banks as Institutions of Credit.

§ 166. A bank has been defined tersely as " a manu-

factory of credit and a machine of exchange." It is

important to have some knowledge of the The bank,

manner in which a bank carries out its functions as an

institution of credit.

§ 167. Historically the earliest function exercised by

banking institutions was that of receiving for safe keep-

ing deposits of money and bullion. In almost The deposit

all times such institutions have existed. *""<:tion.

Modern banking did not originate distinctly in the estab-

lishment of banks of deposit, but all modern banks

exercise the deposit function. Bankers receive deposits,

and hold them subject to the demands of the depositors.

Originally they were paid for keeping such money in a

place of security ; now they make a profit by investing

the money, in some cases even paying interest to deposi-

tors. This change has taken place on account of the

exercise by banks of the function of discount.

§ 168. The principal form in which banks lend money

at the present day is the form of discount. In bank

discount the bank deducts interest on its xhe discount

loans at the time the money is borrowed. fiu«^on.

Money lenders have, of course, existed in all times and

places ; but banking institutions, because they com-

bine the functions of deposit and discount, became the

principal money lenders of the modern world. They

received surplus money for safe keeping ; and so easily

utilized the idle moneys of a community by loaning them
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to persons who desired to borrow. Depositors could not

object to having a banker lend part of their deposits to

responsible persons, so long as he managed the transac-

tion in such a way as to be able to meet all their demands.

By utilizing deposits in this manner, bankers could

afford to receive deposits without charge for keeping

them in safety, and in some cases could offer interest

as an inducement for people to deposit money, which

could be loaned at a higher rate of interest.

§ 169. In combining the functions of deposit and dis-

count the bank becomes distinctively a " manufactory of

credit." Suppose a banker to start in busi-
Dlustratlon

ofbaniing ness with a capital of 150,000, and suppose
™^

that he receives deposits from two hundred

customers. His capital serves as a guarantee for the

safety of these deposits. Now, some of the depositors

will continually draw out a portion of their deposits,

while others will increase theirs. As a result, the banker

finds that he has usually about $100,000 left in his

keeping. He concludes that his customers have about

that amount of idle capital which they will prefer to

leave on deposit as long as they have confidence in his

honesty and business ability. He concludes that, since

he always has on his hands about $100,000 of deposits,

and $50,000 of his own capital, he can safely lend the

larger part of these sums to reliable persons who can

furnish adequate security. Now, the persons who bor-

row money may prefer to leave the money borrowed on

deposit with the banker, subject to their drafts by check.

If this occurs, a bank creates a deposit when it makes a
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loan. The deposits in banks regularly increase when

their loans and discounts are increased, and convei'sely.

After receiving 1100,000 of deposits, the DetaUed

accounts of the banker would be as follows :
operations.

Liabilities.

Capital .

Deposits

$50,000

100,000

$150,000

Resources.

Cash . . . $150,000

$150,000

Now suppose that the banker lends to fifty customers

1100,000 for ninety days at six per cent interest. Then

he will deduct 11,500 for interest, and credit the bor-

rowers with deposits to the amount of 198,500. His

account will now stand as follows :
—

Liabilities.

Capital .

Deposits

Profits .

$50,000

198,500

1,500

$250,000

Besources.

Cash $150,000

Loans and discounts . 100,000

$250,000

Suppose next that various depositors draw out

$50,000. Then the accounts of the bank will stand as

follows :
—
Liabilities.

Capital .

Deposits

Profits .

$50,000

148,500

1,500

$200,000

Resources.

Cash $100,000

Loans and discounts . 100,000

$200,000

Now the banker may conclude that he can safely

increase his discounts by 180,000. If he lends 180,000
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for ninety days at six per cent interest, and the bor-

rowers draw out only half of the $78,800 with which

they are credited after |1,200 has been deducted for

interest, the accounts of the bank will stand as follows :

Liabilities. RESonRCES.

Capital . . . §50,900 Cash $60,600

Deposits . . . 187,900 Loans and discounts . 180,000

Profits .... 2,700

$240,600 1240,600

We may summarize these transactions in a few words.

The banker used the $100,000 originally left on deposit

with him, and the $50,000 which he had for his original

capital, as a reserve on the basis of which he incurred

liabilities for $177,300 advanced to borrowers in the

form of loans and discounts. He now owes deposi-

tors $187,900, and has a cash reserve of only $60,600.

Manifestly, if all of his depositors should demand pay-

ment at once, he would have to fail. On the other hand,

at the end of ninety days he will receive $180,000 in

payment of the notes that he has discounted. He will

then be able to pay his depositors in full, besides having

back his capital of $50,000 and profits of $2,700 from

his business. How is he able to keep his depositors from

demanding all their deposits at one time ? Simply by

using his credit carefully. He is careful to ascertain

just how much money his customers prefer to leave con-

tinually on deposit with him, he confines his loans and

discounts within the limits set by the probable demands

of his depositors, and he lends money only to responsible
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persons who can furnish adequate security. Long expe-

rience has shown that a reserve of from fifteen to twenty-

five per cent of the deposits is sufficient to meet all

demands which depositors are likely to make at one

time.

§ 170. Deposit and discount are the general and

necessary functions which an institution must exercise

in order to he a bank. But banking institu-° OUier func-

tions perform a number of other functions tions. Hote-

of which we shall discuss one only. In some

countries banks have had the privilege of issuing hank

notes. We have seen that these are simply the banks'

promises to pay money on the demand of the holders.

It remains to show that they are exactly similar to bank

deposits so far as they affect the financial condition of

the bank. If, in the case we have supposed, the banker

had paid out $20,000 of his notes to his depositors when

they demanded money, he would have avoided paying

out $20,000 of cash ; and would have incurred liabilities

of 120,000 for the notes outstanding. Then his accounts

would have stood as follows :
—

Liabilities. Resources.

Capital .... 150,000 Cash $80,600

Deposits . . 187,900 Loans and discounts . 180,000

Notes outstanding 20,000

Profits .... 2,700

$260,600 $260,600

If bank notes are to be kept strictly convertible into

coin at the demand of the holder, it is necessary at the

very least that banks should keep on hand a reserve of
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money adequate to redeem all notes presented for re-

demption. In this country much stricter measures have

been taken.

III. Advantages and Disadvantages of Credit.

§ 171. Credit has many advantages, of which the

Advantages of following are the most important :

—
credit.

j_ jj; economizes the supply of gold and

silver. Probably one half of the exchanges of modern

civilized nations is carried on through the means of

instruments of credit. Moreover, payments of large

sums of money and payments between distant places

could not be made conveniently in any other way.

2. Credit enables small sums of money to be accu-

mulated by banks, and the large capitals thus gathered

to be used in productive industry.

3. Credit tends to place the capital of a community

at the disposal of men who are able to employ it most

productively. Under normal conditions the man who can

employ capital most efficiently is the man who can afford

to pay the highest rates of interest,— the man, therefore,

who will probably be best able to secure loans.

§ 172. On the other hand, credit has certain disad-

vantages.

1. It leads to indebtedness on the part of the poor

for the necessities of life, and often encourages extrava-

Disadvantages gance in consumption. When money is bor-

of credit. rowed for purposes of personal consumption,

and not for productive enterprises, credit may be an

evil.
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2. It enables doubtful enterprises to be established

with borrowed money. This has been particularly true

in the case of railroads. Rascally or incompetent man-

agers of such enterprises borrow money with too much

ease from people who know very little about their

investments.

3. Credit promotes speculation, and sometimes leads

to a too rapid growth of certain lines of industry. When
this happens, a business panic may be caused through the

failure of such speculative enterprises.

IV. Territorial Distribution of the Precious Metals.

§ 173. We have seen that gold and silver, the money

metals, are in general demand the world over. Gold and

silver bullion may be sold in all countries as General

useful commodities'; while either gold coins ^^^^
or silver coins, and sometimes both, can be metais.

used in paying for purchased commodities. As a medium

for the payment of debts, gold has been given decided

preference by the commercial world within recent years ;

but silver is still in general demand as a useful

commodity.

§ 174. Whenever, for any reason, the supply of the

money metals increases in any region, the coinage of

money will increase and the money supply gowandsuver

will become larger. This must happen be- distributed

, ,
through

cause, otherwise, the increasing supply of changes in

bullion would lower the value of each unit
^'^'

below the value of coins containing the same amount of
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gold and silver, something which cannot take place so

long as people are allowed to take bullion to the mints

for coinage. Now, as tiie increased supplies of gold and

silver get into circulation as money, prices will tend to

rise. When such a rise takes place, more commodities

will be impoi'ted from other countries for sale at the

higher level of prices. On the other hand exports will

begin to decrease, because rising prices will increase the

money cost of production and will prevent some ex-

porters from competing in foreign markets. Hence the

rise of prices will increase imports and decrease exports,

until finally imports exceed exports very greatly. Then

the large excess of imports cannot be paid for by bills of

exchange drawn against sales of exports ; but payment

must be made by exporting gold or silver, as the case

may be. This exportation of gold or silver cannot con-

tinue indefinitely. As the supply of precious metals

begins to decrease on account of continued exportation,

prices will begin to fall. Such a fall in prices will cut

off imports and increase exports, until the former no

longer exceed the latter. Then the drain of gold and

silver will cease automatically. It is clear, then, that

high prices tend to lead to exportation of gold and sil-

ver, while low prices tend to check such exportation of

the precious metals. If prices fall far enough, exports

will be greatly increased, imports will be greatly de-

creased, and gold and silver will flow into the country

to pay for the excess of exports sold to foreigners. It

appears, therefore, that money tends automatically to

move away from any region where it becomes cheap on
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account of high prices, and to move toward regions

where it is dearer on account of lower prices.

§ 175. Since the precious metals tend to flow away

from countries where prices are high, and toward coun-

tries where they are low, it follows that Relative dis-

, T .
i. J. J. J J. 1 tribution of

there is a constant tendency toward an gold and su-

equalization of general levels of prices in v^tetween

all countries. . The purchasing power of countries,

money cannot remain permanently very much higher

in one country than it is in others. Each country will

need a certain amount of money in order to effect its

exchanges at the same level of general prices that pre-

vails in other countries. If any country has less than

the amount needed for that purpose, prices will fall in

that country, and gold or silver will begin to move

thither. Conversely, if any nation has more than this

amount, prices will rise, and the money metals will

flow elsewhere. It follows, therefore, that the world's

stock of the precious metals will constantly tend to be

distributed among different countries in proportion to

their relative demands for the money needed in order to

maintain the same general level of prices.

§ 176. Most of the great nations of the world do not

produce large quantities of gold and silver. In the few

. countries where large amounts of the money situation of

, , J 1 ii •
1 , J

countries that
metals are produced, there is a constant ten- produce the

dency for the value of gold and silver to fall, """^y ™*^^-

Tliis means, of course, a somewhat higher level of prices,

an excess of imports over exports, and a constant expor-

tation of the precious metals. The result is that gold

18
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and silver tend to move away from the countries where

they are produced, and toward countries where their

value is not continually lessened through a large pro-

duction. Of the 12,000,000,000 of gold mined in the

United States since 1848 less than one third or one

fourth remains in circulation in the country at the

present day. The same is true of all the other gold or

silver producing countries.

V. Summary of the Theory of Money.

§ 177. We have seen that, originally, money was any

commodity which acquired such universal exchange-

wiat is
ability as to fit it to serve as a medium of

money 7 exchange ; and that gold and silver gradu-

ally displaced all other commodities in this function.

In course of time, bills of exchange, checks, bank notes,

and government paper money were used as means of

paying debts. We saw that bills of exchange and

checks can be safely utilized in payment for commodi-

ties and services. Bank notes are merely promises to

pay money, and are safe only so long as bankers are

obliged to keep them strictly convertible into money.

Government paper is generally a dangerous medium of

exchange, and can be used safely only under the strict-

est provisions for keeping the notes at a parity with

gold or silver. It appears, then, that all these forms

of so called " credit money " are based upon promises

or obligations to pay gold and silver ; and that they

become exceedingly harmful as soon as they cease to

be immediately convertible into standard gold or silver
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money. Standard coins of gold or silver cannot be

artificially and arbitrarily increased or decreased, and

they are accepted as final payment for debts. They

are, therefore, the only perfect form of money. All

other instruments of exchange are more or less imper-

fect, and maintain their credit and acceptability only as

they are finally convertible into perfect money. We
may call all such media of exchange " representative

money," while reserving to gold and silver alone the

name of money proper. In common usage all media

of exchange are spoken of as money, and there is no

harm in this so long as one takes care to distinguish

money proper from representative money.

§ 178. In discussing the value of metallic money, we

assumed that all exchanges are effected solely by means

of money. But we have now seen that ^
jj^ „ g .

very large part of the business of the world credit upon

prices,

(perhaps even more than sixty per cent)

is carried on without the actual use of anything but

instruments of credit. How does this fact affect our

conclusion that the value of metallic money is deter-

mined primarily by the demand for such money and

the supply, while the cost of production exercises an

ultimate influence ? It merely obliges us to take account

of the influence of instruments of credit in determining

the demand for gold and silver and the effective supply

of such money.

§ 179. In the words of Mr. Mill, credit " is purchas-

ing power ; and a person who, having credit, avails

liiinself of it in the purchase of goods, creates just as
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much demand for the goods, and tends quite as much
to raise their price, as if he made an equal amount of

purchases with ready money." A bill of

effects of exchange or check or bank note or book

credit is an instrumentality by means ofwhich

there is carried on a credit transaction that increases

the demand for commodities. Therefore the total de-

mand of a community for commodities depends upon,

first, the volume of money, second, the number of credit

transactions, or the volume of credit. Any cause that

contracts or expands the volume of credit will surely

tend to lower or to raise prices of commodities.

The limit to which credit may be extended depends

largely upon the confidence of investors and possible

creditors that business prosperity will enable debtors to

make repayment, and upon confidence that public and

private honesty will enforce the fulfillment of lawful

obligations. It is trutlifully said, therefore, that the

basis of modern business is confidence. Without the

confidence upon which credit is built up, probably sixty

per cent of the transactions of the modern business world

would be impossible. In times of commercial crises,

the visible cause of disaster is a violent contraction of

credit which greatly lessens the demand for commodi-

ties, and leads to a sharp fall of prices.

§ 180. Credit transactions are all alike in that they

Detailed ex- furnish means of payment to purchasers who

tiriSiuMce ^'®^P *^ increase the demand for commodi-

of credit. ties. But they differ in the exact manner

in which they accomplish this result.
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1. Book credits, bills of exchange, and promissory

notes merely serve to effect a large number of ex-

changes without the use of money. They diminish

the amount of metallic money needed to effect the ex-

changes of a community or a nation. They may be con-

sidered eitlier to increase the amount of the medium used

for exchange, or to decrease the demand for metallic

money.

2. Checks can be used only by persons who have

claims on bankers for certain sums of money. In order

to meet such claims of depositors, bankers have to keep

a certain reserve of actual money. So also with bank

notes. They must be issued against a reserve sufficient

to insure their convertibility into coin. Bank reserves

are used as the basis for the issue of a much larger

amount of representative money in the form of checks

and bank notes. Each coin of the reserve enables many

more exchanges to be carried on than could be effected

if the coin were itself in circulation. Checks and bank

notes, therefore, merely increase the efficiency of a

given number of coins, and virtually increase the supply

of metallic money to that extent.

3. The late President Walker summed the matter

up as follows :
" While thus, through the operation of

the Credit System, the occasion for the use of money

is largely reduced in modern industrial society, and thus

the demand for money is diminished, the efficiency of a

given body of money is contiimally being heightened by

improvements in the art of banking, and thus the supply

of money is practically increased."
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§ 181. Under modern conditions, metallic money

serves, (1) as a medium of exchange in those trans-

credit limited actions where credit instruments cannot be
by volume used, or are not used ; (2) as a reserve for
of metallic ' ' \ ^

money. the circulation of representative or credit

money. But the amount of representative money that

can be issued against a definite reserve is quite strictly

limited, and cannot be increased safely beyond a certain

point. Hence it can be stated that, as the volume of

metallic money increases, there may be a considerable

increase in the volume of representative money ; and

conversely. In the case of book credits and bills of

exchange used to pay debts, there may be no such nar-

row limits to the increase of credit instruments. Yet

the habits and business customs of a people set final

bounds to the increase of such credit transactions. We
conclude, therefore, that modern business needs a large

amount of metallic money for a medium of exchange

;

and that the volume of credit is, at any time, limited by

the volume of metallic money available for use as a

reserve.

§ 182. The general level of prices depends, therefore,

upon the value of metallic money. The value of metallic

money depends primarily upon the demand,
Summary.

as decreased by the use of credit substitutes,^

and upon the supply, as increased by the heightened

efficiency of money when it is used as a reserve for the

circulation of checks and bank notes. The money value

1 It may be well to point out that barter has the same effect as credit

in diminishiug the demand for money.
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and the bullion value of gold and silver will alwaj's be

the same when free coinage is allowed. Ultimately, the

cost of production must exercise an influence upon the

supply of the precious metals ; and will, in the long run,

tend to make their value approximate the cost of produc-

ing the marginal portion of the supply.

LITERATURE ON CHAPTER IX.

General references as in the last chapter.

For Detailed Treatment of the Credit System, including

Banking: Bagehot, Lombard Street; Bolles, Practical Bank-

ing ; Carroll, Principles and Practice of Finance ; Dictionary of

Political Economy, " Banks " ; Dunbar, Theory and History of

Banking; Goschen, Foreign Exchanges; Macleod, Elements

of Banking.
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CHAPTER X.

MONETARY HISTORY OP THE UNITED STATES.

BIMETALLISM.

I. Monetary History of the United States.

§ 183. In 1792 Congress established a national coin-

age. Silver and gold coins were made legal tender at a

Coin currency ratio of fifteen grains of silver for one grain

I792-I862.
q£ gold. Soon afterward silver cheapened

so that 15.61 grains were required in the bullion market

to purchase one grain of gold. As a result, gold went

out of circulation ; and the country was thrown upon

a silver basis. In 1834 and 1837 Congress changed the

legal ratio of the two metals by reducing the fine con-

tents of the gold coins. The silver dollar was given a

gross weight of 412.5 grains, and pure contents of 371.25

grains. The gold eagle was reduced to pure contents of

232.2 grains, and to a gross weight of 258 grains. This

gave a legal ratio of 371.25 grains of silver for 23.22

grains of gold, or 15.988 to 1. The weights of the coins,

hence the legal ratio, have remained unchanged since

1837. This new ratio of nearly 16 to 1 overvalued gold

so decidedly that silver coins began to disappear from cir-

culation. In 1850 the silver dollar was worth fl.02 in

gold, and had entirely disappeared from use. Three
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years later the discovery of gold in California cheapened

gold still more, so that Congress had to debase the frac-

tional silver coins in order to prevent them from being

melted up and sold for bullion. Our small silver coins

have been debased ever since. The legislation of 1834

and 1837 tlirevr the United States upon a gold basis.

The gold dollar was the sole standard of value in prac-

tical use after 1834.

§ 184. In 1862 Congress issued legal-tender paper

money, after unwise action by the Treasury Department

had forced the banks of the country to sus- xte green-

pend specie payments, that is, to refuse to "acksofis'^.

meet their obligations in coin. These United States

notes, or " greenbacks," immediately depreciated. Gold

went out of circulation, and could be secured only by

paying a premium. Paper money or currency prices

rose as fast as the greenbacks depreciated. In 1864

each note was worth only 49 per cent of its face value.

The United States had the privilege of paying higher

prices for everything that it bought, so that the cost of

the Civil War was fully one billion dollars more tlian it

would have been otherwise. In 1875 Congress author-

ized the Secretary of the Treasury to sell bonds in order

to procure enough gold to enable him to begin to redeem

the greenbacks in coin after January 1, 1879. In 1878

Congress decided to leave 1846,000,000 of greenbacks in

circulation, and directed that the notes should be reissued

from the Treasury whenever they should be redeemed or

paid in for taxes. The greenbacks, therefore, still cir-

culate, and the government endeavors to maintain a
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reserve of $100,000,000 in order to redeem them when-

ever desired.

§ 185. Between 1789 and 1860 many banks were estab-

lished in the various states. At first they were con-

ducted recklessly and dishonestly. Large

bankiiig quantities of notes were issued by banks

^ *™'
that had no intention of redeeming them.

In 1814, 1837, and 1857 there were general bank sus-

pensions throughout the country. The first and second

Banks of the United States issued notes which were kept

convertible into coin. Gradually, in the older and more

conservative states, restrictions were placed on the issue

of bank notes ; and the banking business began to be

honestly conducted. In 1860 it had been placed on a

sound and honest basis in the northern and eastern

states. In 1863 and 1864 Congress established the

national banking system, and allowed national banks to

issue notes upon the following conditions :
—

1. A Comptroller of the Currency was placed in

charge of the administration of the banking laws.

Each bank was required to report its condition to him

five times annually, while examiners were appointed to

examine the a£faii's of each institution.

2. Each national bank must have a capital of not less

than $50,000, and stockholders are liable for the debts

of the bank to double the par value of their stock.

3. A certain proportion of the capital of each bank

must be invested in registered interest-bearing bonds of

the United States, deposited in the national Treasury.

4. On the security of these bonds a bank may issue
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notes not exceeding ninety per cent of the market value

of the bonds ; but the notes can never exceed ninety

per cent of the par value of the bonds.

5. These notes are not legal tender ; but are receiv-

able for taxes, except for duties on imports, and are

receivable for payments to any national bank. Each

bank must redeem its notes on demand in legal-tender

money.

6. Banks must deposit in the Treasury a fund equal

to five per cent of their outstanding circulation. Thus

the United States undertakes to redeem notes presented

at the Treasury ; and would do so even if the fund

proved insufficient, having adequate security in the

bonds and in a first lien upon the assets of a bank.

Consequently the notes are practically guaranteed by

the government.

7. Each bank must keep a reserve of lawful money.

In smaller cities a reserve of fifteen per cent of the

deposits is required. In the " reserve cities " a reserve

of twenty-five per cent is necessary. Banks in smaller

cities may deposit sixty per cent of their reserves with

banks in reserve cities. Banks of reserve cities may

deposit fifty per cent of their reserves with banks in

" central reserve cities," that is, in New York, Chicago,

and St. Louis.

8. Banks are taxed one per cent on their average cir-

culation each year. The notes formerly issued by state

banks have been taxed out of existence by a tax of ten

per cent, which made such issues unprofitable.

National bank notes have possessed the virtue of
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being thoroughly uniform throughout the country and

absolutely safe. Moreover, a strict enforce-

the national ment of the law has secured an honest

''^^''^s manaaement of the national banks, as a
system.

rule. State and private banks have had to

make their methods equally safe, under penalty of losing

business. Undoubtedly the banking business in the

United States has been greatly elevated as a result of

the national banking laws.

§ 186. In 1870, with a view to the future resumption

of specie payments, Congress began to consider the

The "Act question of revising the coinage laws. The
of 1873." silver dollar had then been out of circulation

for more than a generation, and was worth $1,027 in gold.

A committee of experts submitted the draft of a bill

recommending that the coinage of the obsolete silver

dollar should be stopped. After considering the subject

during five successive sessions, in the course of which

the bill was printed thirteen times, Congress passed an

act which dropped the silver dollar from the list of

authorized coins. This provision of the measure aroused

no opposition, and members of Congress repeatedly

stated that the intention was to establisli legally the

single gold standard. Yet it has been wrongly charged

that this measure passed Congress, " secretly," or " in-

advertently," or even with absolute fraud.

§ 187. After 1873 silver began to fall in value

The "Bland-
rapidly. In 1876 the gold value of 371.25

Allison Act." grains of fine silver was only eighty-nine

cents. At the same time preparations were being made
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for redeeming the greenbacks in gold, and bringing the

country back to a gold basis in 1879. Then people saw

that, if the coinage of the silver dollar had not been

stopped by the law passed in 1873, the cheapened dollar

might have come back into circulation and driven out

gold. Thus arose a demand for the free and unlimited

coinage of the silver dollar, and the cry was started that

silver had been "demonetized" fraudulently in 1873.

Yielding to this agitation, Congress in 1878 passed the

" Bland-Allison Act." Tiiis provided that the United

States should purchase monthly not more than $4,000,000

worth of silver bullion and not less than $2,000,000

worth. The bullion was to be coined into the old 371.25-

grain silver dollars, and such dollars were made full

legal tender. Under this act the Treasury always pur-

chased the minimum amount, and placed -1378,166,793

in circulation between 1878 and 1890. Contrary to the

expectation of many people, this amount of silver proved

to be no more than the business of the country could use

without driving gold out of circulation, especially since

the volume of bank notes decreased about $170,000,000

between 1882 and 1890. On the other hand, the law

failed to raise the value of silver, contrary to the claim

which had been made for it. In 1889 the value of the

bullion in the silver dollar was only seventy-two cents.

§ 188. The United States issues gold and silver cer-

tificates upon deposits of gold and silver
^^^^^^^

coins. The gold certificates are of large sUvercertifi-

denominations, the silver are of denom-

inations as small as one dollar. These certificates are
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not legal tender, but are receivable for taxes, and may

be held by national banks as part of their reserves.

§ 189. In 1890 the friends of silver pushed the

" Sherman Act " through Congress, and repealed the

" Bland-Allison Act." The new law re-
The " Sher-

man Act" quired the Secretary of the Treasury to

purchase monthly 4,500,000 ounces of fine

silver bullion at the market price, which was not to

exceed |1 for 371.25 grains of fine bullion. The pur-

chases were paid for by issuiug Treasury notes, which

were redeemable in coin at the Treasury, and could be

reissued. These notes were also made legal tender.

Even these increased purchases of silver failed to raise

its price, which, after a brief rise, fell to sixty cents for

371.25 grains of bullion in 1893, The effects of the

" Sherman Act " were wholly disastrous. Between 1890

and 1893, Treasury notes to the amount of 1155,931,000

were placed in circulation. During the same period the

net exports of gold exceeded $150,000,000, in spite of

the fact that our exports of merchandise exceeded im-

ports very greatly. Apparently the country, by 1890,

had absorbed about all the silver it could use, so that

the Treasury notes merely drove an equivalent amount

of gold out of the United States. In any event, the act

caused considerable fear that the United States would

be driven onto a silver basis. Immediately after its

passage, the banks began to hoard gold, and to pay their

obligations in paper or in silver. The government's

revenues were paid almost entirely in paper or in silver

money, instead of being paid largely in gold as was the
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case prior to 1890. Moreover, the holders of green-

backs and Treasury notes began to present them at the

Treasury, and ask for payment in gold. When this was

done, the government feared to refuse gold and to at-

tempt to redeem the notes in silver, since such a course

would have discredited both its silver and its paper

money. Thus it was compelled to pay out large quan-

tities of gold, while its revenues were composed chiefly

of paper and silver. In 1893 such an acute stage of

panic was reached that the " Sherman Act " was finally

repealed.

§ 190. The United States now has the most hetero-

geneous currency to be found in any civilized country.

On August 1, 1896, the gold in the country „ ^° ' ' ° •' Heterogeneons

was estimated at 1564,000,000,— a figure character oi

which is undoubtedly too large. Of this
"""'""*"'^y-

sum, 1119,371,284 were in the Treasury. At the same

date the Treasury was endeavoring to keep in circula-

tion at a parity with gold the following amounts of

debased money :
—

United States notes, or greenbacks $346,681,016

Standard silver dollars or certificates represent-

ing dollars 43r,852,041

Treasury notes of 1890 ....;.... 128,343,280

Subsidiary silver coins 75,667,706

Total «982,544,043

In addition to this, national bank notes were outstand-

ing to the amount of $226,030,042.

In order to keep this mass of debased money from

depreciating and driving gold to a premium, two things
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are necessary : first, the volume of debased money

must not exceed the demands of trade; second, the

Precautions Treasury must be in a position to redeem
necessary to promptly in ffold the 1475,000,000 of green-
malntalnour t i^^ •' » ' '

»

sUverand backs and Treasury notes that I'epresent its

parity witii demand liabilities. Since 1890 there has

°°^*' been some danger of our present debased

money proving excessive, while the agitation for the "free

and unlimited coinage " of silver has constantly threat-

ened an excessive inflation of cheap money. This fact

has led to a tendency to discriminate against our silver

and paper money. This discrimination has obliged the

Treasury to redeem 1478,000,000 of greenbacks and

Treasury notes in gold, between July 1, 1890, and July 1,

1896. On the other hand, it has largely cut off the gold

revenues of the government. In order to maintain the

gold reserve, the government has had to issue bonds as

the only means of securing gold. The present situation,

therefore, is a difficult one. It cannot improve until tlie

threat of an inflation of cheap money is ended, and the

people cease to discriminate against our silver and paper

currency. If confidence on this point can be restored,

it is possible that a revival of business will increase the

demand for money, and will enable the country to use

all of its present stock of debased currency. The posi-

tion of the United States Treasury could be made safer

by retiring the greenbacks, and providing for an increased

bank-note circulation in their place, but it is hardly

probable that this will be done in any near future,

although many able financiers are in favor of it.
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II. Bimetallism.

§ 191. Prior to the present century most civilized

countries made gold and silver legal tender in pay-

ment of debts. Each nation, by independent Kauonai

action and often with an independent legal wmrtaiiism.

ratio, sought to keep both metals in circulation, and to

give to debtors the option of paying debts with either

gold or silver coins. The usual result of such attempts

was that one metal or the other went out of circulation

as often as a change in the market ratio of silver and

gold bullion cheapened one kind of coin or the other.

The experience of the United States after 1792 or 1834

illustrates the usual results of " national bimetallism,"

the term applied to such attempts of individual nations

to make both gold and silver circulate at a fixed ratio.

§ 192. In 1816 England debased lier silver coins,

made them legal tender only for small payments, and

made gold the sole legal-tender money. In GoUmono-

1871 and 1873 Germany established a na- metaiiism.

tional gold coinage, and withdrew most of the old silver

coins that had formerly circulated in the various Ger-

man states. In 1873 the United States relegated silver

to a position as subsidiary currency. Meanwliile the

world's annual production of silver was increasing from

about 30,000,000 ounces in 1860 to 78,775,602 ounces

on an average for the period 1876-1880. At this time

France and a few other countries, which formed the Latin

Monetary Union, still held their mints open to the

19
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free coinage of silver at the ratio of 15.5 to 1. Silver

cheapened so greatly that it began to flow in lai-ge

quantities to the French mints, and France became

afraid that all her gold would be soon replaced by the

cheaper silver coins. In 1876, when the market ratio

of silver to gold had fallen to 17.88 to 1, the French

mints were closed to silver ; and the coinage of the

white metal ceased. Since then, Austria has passed

from a depreciated paper currency to a gold basis, and

other countries have shown a desire to adopt gold

monometallism. The present century, tlierefore, has

seen a decided drift toward the adoption of a single

gold standard by civilized countries.

§ 193. Most of the countries of Asia and of South

America have the single silver standard. Since 1893,

however, the mints of India have been closed
Silver '

monometai- to the further coinage of silver. At the

present writing news comes of the practical

acceptance of the gold standard by Japan, through the

adoption of a legal ratio of 83.33 to 1.

§ 194. Within the last thirty years the scheme of

international bimetallism has often been proposed. Its

International advocates have usually admitted that na-

bimetaiiism. tional bimetallism is impossible, and results

in the exclusive use of the cheaper metal. But they

claim that, if the principal nations of the civilized world

should agree to make both metals legal tender at a fixed

ratio, and should allow free coinage of both under such

conditions, it would be possible to keep both metals in

concurrent circulation. On this proposition scientific
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authorities are divided at the present time. It will be

necessary to review the arguments advanced for and

against international bimetallism.

§ 195. It is claimed that bimetallism is desirable

because it would give a more stable unit of money than

either gold or silver monometallism could
The desira-

secure. The world's stock of both of the bmtyof

precious metals is so large that a change in
'"™^**^^'»-

the production of one would not greatly affect the value

of the whole mass. Under monometallfsm, a cliange in

the production of the money metal more quickly affects

the value of that metal. Moreover, with bimetallism,

an increase in the production of one metal might be

offset by a decrease in the production of the other.

This claim is correct, provided that it can be proven

that it is possible to hold the two metals together at a

legal ratio.

Bimetallists call attention to the fact that there

has been a general fall of prices in all gold standard

countries since 1873. This was once denied, Bimetauist

but is now admitted by all.i This fall, Z^T\

»

•' ' from the fall

bimetallists say, has injured debtors by of prices.

increasing the burden of debts ; moreover, it has de-

pressed industrial enterprises, and will do so as long as

it continues. The bimetallist attributes this fall of

prices to the fact that since 1873 silver has been

1 For the index numbers from which the fall of prices is ascertained,

see Fisher, Appreciation and Interest, 98-1 00 ; Taussig, Silver Situation,

91-92; Atkimson, Bimetallism in Europe, 602, 633. Also a Bulletin on

"Movement of Prices, 1840-1894," published by the Bureau of Statistics,

Treasury Department, Washington, 1895.
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"demonetized" in many countries. The principal com-

mercial nations now have the single gold standard.

Gold monometallism has increased the demand for gold,

and has raised its value.

Gold monometallists attribute the fall of prices to

improvements in production that have decreased the

cost of producing commodities. But this

gold mono- does uot change the fact that the ratio in

metauists.
^hjch gold exchanges for commodities has

altered, and that the purchasing power of gold has

risen. It does, however, make it probable that falling

prices have been due to an increasing supply of commod-

ities more than to an absolute decrease in the supply

of gold money. Gold has become more scarce, not

absolutely, but relatively to the larger production of

commodities. This diminishes the injury that can be

done to 'debtors. Prices may have fallen, but new

methods and appliances turn out a larger product; so

that about the same money return can be secured from

a business enterprise. This consideration has force

when applied to industries where new methods have

been introduced, but does not lessen the burden laid

upon a debtor whose business has not been affected by

improvements. Finally, monometallists say that debts

are contracted in money, not in commodities nor in

general purchasing power. Prom 1850 to 1873 prices

rose ; since 1873 they have fallen ; in a few years they

may rise again. Such changes are a part of the risk

incurred by persons who enter into long-time contracts.

They might occur under bimetallism. In any case, we
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ought not to interfere with past contracts. We may
admit this, and yet may insist that it is advisable to

lessen the risks of changes in prices that may affect

future contracts.

Bimetallists urge that the world's stock of gold is not

sufficient for the money demand of the world, and that

gold monometallism must lead to a eon-
Arg:ument9

tinned fall of prices. Geological conditions from the

are such that " we must expect in the future ins^iciency

a scarcity of gold and an abundance of of the world's
' °

stock of gold.

silver, and that the extension of the gold

standard to all civilized states is impossible." Between

1870 and 1890 the annual production of gold averaged

hardly more than 5,200,000 ounces, with a value of

about $108,000,000. The annual consumption of gold

in the arts in civilized countries has never been estimated

at less than $60,000,000. Besides this, a large quantity,

estimated by the highest authority as not less than

$20,000,000, is exported annually to the semi-civilized

countries of Asia and Africa, where it is hoarded or

used for ornaments. This leaves only about $25,000,000

of gold for making good the loss of existing coins

by abrasion, and for supplying the needs of increased

trade.

^

The force of this argument of insufficiency in supply

is weakened by the phenomenal increase of
jg^g^^ j^

the gold output since 1890, as shown by the production,

following table, on page 294 :
—

' For statistics on these points, see Soetbeek's tables, iu Atkinson,

Bimetallism in Europe, 504-528.
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Tear.
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years. In the remote future it may decrease again ; but,

for the present, arguments drawn from the scarcity of

gold have very much less force than they possessed

before 1890. The question may arise, Why does not the

increased production of gold lead to a rise in prices ?

The explanation probably is that several years are

required for a change in the aimual output to affect the

value of the world's large stock of gold.

Bimetallism is declared to be desirable because it

would establish a fixed par-of-exchange between all

countries. An English merchant trading Arguments

with a silver standard counti-y has to sell
*"''**^**

•J par-oi-

at silver prices. He receives payment in exchange,

bills drawn in terms of silver, and the gold value of

these silver bills may vary between the time that goods

are sold and the time that they are paid for. Such

fluctuations introduce an element of uncertainty and

speculation into legitimate trade between gold and silver

standard countries. If gold and silver were held

together at a fixed ratio by international bimetallism,

then this element would be eliminated from the trade

with silver-using nations. This may be admitted to be

desirable.

§ 196. The crucial consideration concerning bimetal-

lism is the question of its practicability. Bimetallists

urge the following arguments :
—

1. If the principal nations of the commercial world

should agree to allow free coinage of gold and silver at a

fixed ratio, say 16 to 1, both metals could be kept in

concurrent circulation. If either should cheapen, there
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would be a general tendency for debts to be paid in

that metal. The demand for the cheaper metal for coin-

age purposes would be as large as the entire

tionai bimetal- demand of tiie commercial nations for

usmpracti- money. This demand would raise the value
caDle on •^

economic of the cheapened metal. On the other
grounds ?

hand, the demand for the dearer metal

would fall in proportion as the demand for the cheaper

increased. World-wide changes in demand would, there-

fore, restore the parity of the two metals at the legal

ratio.

2.' This plan differs from national bimetallism since,

under the latter policy, the dearer metal could be

exported to either gold or silver standard countries

where it would be in demand ; while the cheaper metal

would gradually flow from the countries that produced

it to the mints of the nation that overvalued it. With

international bimetallism, if gold should become dearer

than silver at the legal ratio, it could not be exported to

any countries where the demand for it would maintain

its higher value. This is because all the principal com-

mercial nations, now on the gold standard, are supposed

to be in the bimetallic league. If one or two should

refuse to enter, they would have to maintain the value

of gold by their individual demands.

3. Bimetallists assert that the experience of France

from 1803 to 1874 illustrates the practicability of their

policy. During that period France admitted both gold

and silver to free coinage at the ratio of 15.5 to 1.

From 1803 to 1850 silver was usually slightly cheaper
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than gold at that ratio, while from 1850 to 1873 the

case was reversed. In every year but one, both metals

were offered at the French mints for coinage ; although

the silver coinage exceeded gold from 1806 to 1850, and

gold exceeded silver from 1850 to 1873. Conditions at

the present day would not be so favorable for another

experiment with national bimetallism. Prior to 1873

some countries of Europe used silver and others gold,

so that the strain on the French system was lessened.

§ 197. Gold monometallists have often showed that

national bimetallism has regularly proved a failure,

—

even France feeling obliged to change her The position

policy in 1876 on penalty of losing her gold. ^o^^J'ti

But such arguments fail to touch interna- "^•

tional bimetallism. More pertinently, monometallists

argue that international bimetallism means, at the

present day, the attempt to make gold and silver legal

tender at some such ratio as 15.5 to 1, 16 to 1, or 20 to

1. These ratios all overvalue silver, for the actual

market ratio is now 31 to 1 or 82 to 1. Monometallists

say, therefore, that the results of ijiternational bimetal-

lism can be determined by asking, What would happen

if the governments of leading nations should attempt to

make gold and silver legal tender at a ratio that over-

valued silver ? Their answer is that gold, the dearer

metal, would quickly cease to be used as legal-tender

money ; and silver would become the sole legal-tender

money in circulation. They deny that gold would fall

in value the moment it ceased to be demanded as legal

tender. It would be used first as a commodity, in
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which use its utility would be unaltered. Second, it

would circulate in payment of debts at a premium over

the legal value placed upon it at the mints. Mono-

metallists recognize that governments can compel cred-

itors to receive cheap silver money for past debts, but

deny that the commercial world can be forced by law to

use it in future payments. Gold has gradually dis-

placed silver as the medium for the largest commercial

transactions because of its superior convenience. At

the present time the commercial world dislikes and dis-

trusts silver, and would refuse to make future contracts

in that money. Consequently gold would be demanded

for future payments, and future contracts would be

made in terms of ounces or grains of gold. In other

words, monometallists insist that the commercial world

would choose its own money in future payments, with-

out regard to legal-tender laws. They assert that the

laws making gold legal tender have little power to affect

its value, since it would be used as money by the com-

mercial world without such legislation. The law should

recognize this fact. In any case legal-tender laws

would, in the end, prove powerless to overcome this

preference. Thus international bimetallism would fail

at the outset.

§ 198. The practicability of bimetallism turns finally

on this last point I'aised by the gold monometallists. If

Concluding ^" international agreement should induce
considerations.

{;j-,g business world to make future contracts

in either gold or silver at a fixed legal ratio, then it is

probable that the changes in the demand for the two
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metals would maintain them at a parity for a long time,

at least. But, if the commercial world should refuse to

make future contracts in the bimetallic standard, the

outcome would depend upon whether this demand of

business circles should prove sufficient to maintain gold

at a ratio higher than that fixed by law. It seems im-

pi'obable, however, that there should be sufficient dis-

crimination against silver to produce such a result.

International bimetallism could hardly be adopted un-

less the commercial interests of leading countries should

favor it. In the nature of the case, therefore, there

would hardly be sufficient discrimination against silver

to maintain the value of gold above the legal ratio.

§ 199. It is necessary to add that the political diffi-

culties in the way of an international bimetallic agree-

ment are considerable. It is doubtful whether „ ,.^ ,
Political

such an agreement could be secured in any otstaciesto

near future. More than this, the outbreak

of war between two of the states of a bimetallic league

might lead each of the contending nations to make a

sudden attempt to secure gold, the metal in which most

reliance could be placed. As a matter of fact, political

considerations, especially those of a military nature,

have been pai-tly responsible for the movement of Euro-

pean countries toward the single gold standard.
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CHAPTER XI.

MONOPOLIES.

I. The Nature of Monopolies. Monopoly Value.

§ 200. A monopoly exists whenever one person or a

combination of persons acquires control of the supply of

a commodity. This control may be secured
Definition of

temporarily by buying up the available sup- monopoly,

ply, or more permanently by gaining the exclusive or

nearly exclusive power to produce. A monopoly of the

first kind will be a temporary affair, because producers

will increase their outputs in order to profit by the

higher prices usually fixed by monopolists. With the

second class of monopolies permanent success is more

probable.^

§ 201. When a single person or combination of per-

sons controls the supply of any commodity, it is possi-

ble to control the price. This can be done Monopoly

by increasing or decreasing the supply so ^*^"**

as to induce the public to buy at prices that shall make
the business as profitable as possible. With freely

1 Some monopolies have been the sole purchasers of the raw materials

used by them. Their influence, therefore, has extended to a control of

the prices at which the producers of the raw materials must dispose of

their products. Such monopolies have a substantial control of the ^imand

for the raw materials.
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produced commodities no person is able to control the

supply, hence the price, in this manner. If 4ie reduces

his output, other producers will extend their sales at

his expense. He must sell as many goods as can be

disposed of at prices that leave a profit after paying

expenses. Thus in competitive industries producers

will make the largest profits by extending production

until prices approximate the marginal expenses of pro-

duction. Now the monopolist acquires the power to

control the supply. Monopoly prices, therefore, will

not be governed by the forces that control prices of

freely produced commodities.

A person may acquire power to fix the price of a

commodity without controlling all the supply. Re-

MonopoUsts peated instances have shown that control of

troitteefftoe °^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ Supply may enable a monopo-
suppiy. list to dictate prices. As Mr. Sidgwick

says, " a partial control may render possible and prof-

itable an artificial rise in the price of the commodity,

even though the remainder is supplied by several sell-

ers freely competing; if only the proportion controlled

is so large that its withdrawal would cause a serious

scarcity, and thus considerably raise the competitively

determined value of the uncontrolled remainder."

Monopoly prices tend to be adjusted so as to yield

the monopolist the largest net income. In determining
Monopoly what iirice will yield the highest net retui-n,
prices are i ./ o

fixed at the the following principles may be recognized :

estnetretnm. 1- As tlie monopolist decreases the sup-

ply, he tends to increase the marginal utility of his
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product ; and vice versa. The rapidity with which mar-

ginal utility varies with changes in supply depends upon

the character of the demand. The demand for luxuries

is far more elastic than the demand for necessaries ; so

that changes in supply 'affect the marginal utility of

necessaries more rapidly than they affect the utility of

luxuries (§ 116).

2. Certain expenses of production will increase or

decrease nearly proportionately with each increase or

decrease of the product.^ Expenses for raw materials

and common wages are of this character.

3. Other expenses remain nearly the same whether

the product is larger or smaller, within certain limits.

These are fixed expenses (§ 127).

4. The intelligent monopolist, desiring to secure

the maximum net revenue, will disregard any expenses

that are fixed ; and will consider, first, the quantity of

his product demanded at various prices, and second, the

variable expenses for each unit of supply. Suppose

that the fixed annual expenses of a street railway com-

pany for interest on borrowed capital, for salaries of

principal officials, and for other outlays that do not

vary with the amount of business transacted, are

$40,000. Suppose that the variable expenses amount

to two cents for each passenger carried. Then suppose

1 In some cases these expenses will increase more than proportion-

ately when the supply is increased beyond a certain point. This is true

of industries in wliich the point of diminishing returns is quickly reached,

so that the increased supply of raw materials has to be produced on new

lands that offer poorer advantages. Sometimes » supply can be some-

what increased without increasing the variable expenses proportionately.
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that, at a fare of ten cents, 600,000 passengers will be

carried in the course of a year ; and that each reduc-

tion of fares brings a larger traffic, as represented in the

table given below. The effect of each change of fare upon

the net revenue of the company will be as follows :
—
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II. Classes of Monopolies.

§ 202. A monopoly may originate in tlio possession

of rare personal faculties .and acquirements. Every

free person has exclusive disposal of his
i. personal

natural or acquired powers ; but if many ^"iJiti^s.

other people possess the same faculties in an equal de-

gree, no one can have a monopoly, that is, a control of

the supply of the services that his personal abilities

enable him to render. On the other hand, exceptional

ability that very few other people possess confers upon a

person a substantial monopoly in the field in which his

talents lie. A famous singer, an exceptional physician,

an author of peculiar talent, or a business manager of

unusual ability may enjoy a partial or nearly complete

monopoly of the supply of valuable services.

§ 203. Other private monopolies are created by law.

Formerly kings granted to private individuals monopo-

lies of many trades and manufactures in 2. Legal

return for payments to royal treasuries. At ""prfyate

the present day patents and copyrights are monopoues.

forms of legal, monopolies. These are intended to pro-

mote invention and the arts by securing to inventors

and authors exclusive rights to their products for a

limited period of time. Giant monopolies have been

created behind patent rights, as the telephone monopoly

in the United States.

Governments may create public monopolies of certain

industries for the purpose of deriving revenue from such

sources. Fiscal monopolies of this character still exist

20
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in Europe, where the manufactures of tobacco, salt,

Legal and matches are carried on exclusively for

T^nt *li^ P^'ofit of various governments. The
monopoues. United States has a monopoly of the postal

business,— a monopoly, hovrever, which is not made a

source of revenue.

§ 204. The use of land, of mines, or of water privi-

leges, is necessary to production. Some of these nat-

ural agents are narrowly limited in sup-
3. natural i i -i • i i_

monopoUes. V^J I
hencc it IS easy, so long as private

u. Monopolies ownership is allowed, to monopolize them,
of location.

Practically all of the anthracite coal of the

Uuited States is found in a small area in Pennsylvania,

and it has been possible for the ownership of these coal

fields to pass into the hands of a monopoly. Similarly,

the petroleum fields are in process of monopolization.

Water powers, facilities for irrigation, and docks giv-

ing access to navigable waters are often monopolized.

Steam railroads sometimes possess terminal facilities in

large cities that cannot be duplicated, and therefore tend

to create monopolies. In some instances street railroads

have been granted locations in peculiarly desirable streets,

so that they monopolize the larger part of the business of

their cities. Steam railroads, when granted rights of

way through mountain passes or narrow river valleys,

possess practically exclusive channels of communication

between different sections of a country. In these cases,

monopolies control the supply of commodities or services

on account of exclusive advantages of location.

A second group of natural monopolies originates in
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the necessity of consuming products or services in con-

nection with the plants from which they are Natural

supplied. Gas, water, and electric light can ^°2™ues
be supplied to consumers only by extending duetocon-

siunption of

pipes and wires to places where the com- products in

modities are used. Such things can be se- ^^*^e°
cured only from companies owning plants plants,

in the immediate locality where consumers live. The

same is true of steam and street railroad facilities.

Such services cannot be supplied by all producers, and

cannot be imported from another city except by exten-

sion of the plants. It follows that, if two gas or electric-

light or water companies attempt to compete for the

trade of a particular locality, a large part of the capital

fixed in the rival plants will be needlessly duplicated.

One company can supply the entire demand of a city far

more cheaply than two can do. The same is true when

parallel lines of railroad compete for the traffic between

two cities. Between such points one company can give

better and cheaper service than two. Whenever compe-

tition is tried in these businesses, the rival companies

combine sooner or later to form a monopoly. It will be

difficult for readers to find cases where effective compe-

tition has been maintained permanently in the water, or

gas, or electric-lighting business. The same is true of

the telegraph or telephone business, while parallel rail-

roads have usually been combined. In these natural

monopolies, it has generally proved that competition re-

sults in economic waste through needless duplication of

plants ; that competing companies cannot give as cheap
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and satisfactory service as a single company ; and that

the usual outcome is the formation of a monopoly.

§ 205. During the last twenty years the business

world has been startled by the growth of giant monopo-

4. Capitalistic ^'^s in many industi'ies that do not ap-

monopoues. parently fall under any of the classes of

undertakings previously described. There is hardly, an

important industry in which attempts have not been

made to establish combinations.^

The simplest attempts to form monopolies consist of

agreements between a number of producers to limit the

product, to maintain fixed prices, or to ap-

organization. point Common selling-agents. These agree-

poois.and
' ments are seldom lived up to, and mutual

trusts. suspicion among the members generally

breaks them up. Yet a " friendly agreement " between

four large beef packers in Chicago has sufficed to build

up a practical monopoly of the cattle and meat business

of the United States. In other cases, where the number

of parties to the agreement has been small, this form of

combination has created virtual monopolies. A second

and more formal organization is the " pool." This is

established by a formal agreement to maintain prices, in

which the parties agree to divide the territory, to divide

the business, or to divide the earnings. Pools have been

common in the railroad business, but have existed else-

where, as in cases where nominally competing gas com-

1 See Vox Halle, "Tru.sts," 328-337 ; Llotd, " Wealth against Com-

monwealth," Appendix, — for partial lists giving about four hundred at-

tempts to form monopolies.
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panics agree to serve separate districts in a city, and not

to encroach upon each other's territory. Pools have

often enough been broken up by tlie mutual distrust of

the members ; for, if one party to the pooling agreement

break it while the others keep their promises, he may
make large profits. This difficulty is intensified in this

country because tiie courts have refused to enforce pool-

ing contracts, regarding them as in restraint of trade

and opposed to public policy. In a third form of com-

bination, the trust, monopolists finally secured perma-

nent understanding and union of interests among all

members. Trusts were formed by liaving competing

corporations place a majority of all their stock in the

hands of a board of trustees. These trustees managed

the business of the several corporations, and secured

harmony of action. The original stockholders received

trust certificates in exchange for their stock, and re-

ceived dividends proportionate to the certificates. The

Standard Oil Trust, formed in 1882, was the earliest and

most successful trust. Courts finally decided that cor-

porations had no riglit to surrender their stock to trus-

tees, such action being ultra vires. Between 1888 and

1892 many states passed " anti-trust laws," and Congress

placed such an act upon the statutes of the United States.

This hostility of the courts and of public opinion led to a

formal dissolution of trusts. But dissolution meant

simply a change of form. In some cases, one large cor-

poration bought out the smaller corporations composing

the trust. In others, a few large corporations were

formed, in each of which the original monopolists owned
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a majority of the stock. The Standard Oil Combination

now operates in this form.

The formation of monopolies in nearly all industries

has been attributed to the influence of modern capital-

istic production ; hence the name capitalistic
Katnre of

^ ^

capitaustic monopolies. The striking facts of modern
monopo es.

jjyginggg are the growth of large capitals and

the concentration of production (§ 100 to § 103). It is

alleged that the formation of monopolies in industries

where large fixed capitals are required is the natural re-

sult of the forces that have led to the replacement of

small establishments by large enterprises.

III. General Considerations Concerning Modern Monopolies.

§ 206. Combinations of various soi'ts, enjoying partial

or nearly complete monopolies, are attempting to control

^ . .. . the national markets for sugar, matches,
Extent of ° '

'

monopoly starch, beef, flour, alcohol, tobacco, crackers,

coal, petroleum, cotton-seed oil, linseed oil,

glass, paper, rubber, leather, steel rails, wire nails, tacks,

shovels, chains, anthracite coal, and other products

;

while local monopolies exist in many other industries.

In the field of the natural monopolies there are tele-

graph, telephone, and express monopolies, organized on

a national scale ; while the gas, street railway, water

supply, and electric-lighting industries are given up to

local monopolies or operated as municipal enterprises.

The consolidation of railways is rapidly throwing the

control of the national highways into the hands of a few
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great railroad systems. We must realize, therefore, that

monopoly is one of the common facts of modern busi-

ness, and that its influence for good or for bad reaches

into nearly all branches of economic activity.

§ 207. Most of these combinations possess several of

the elements that produce monopolies. The Standard

Oil Combination claims to have Vcaluable
Complexity

patents that have cheapened and improved of these

its products, and possesses elements that
™""'"" ^''

make it a legal monopoly. Also it claims to have real-

ized all the economies that come from production on a

large scale, and so would be considered a capitalistic

monopoly. Again, it has been greatly aided by its ex-

clusive control of the pipe lines that conduct oil from the

oil fields. Since the oil fields are limited natural agents,

the possession of the pipe lines introduces elements of

natural monopoly. These features are common to most

monopolies.

§ 208. Many natural monopolies have been given ex-

clusive franchises that make them legal monopolies as

well as natural. It has been denied that the „ ,, ,^^
Denials of the

other combinations are monopolies, since existence of

they do not possess any legal grants of ex-

clusive privileges. But such a denial rests upon a nar-

row definition that confines monopoly to the meaning of

a legal monopoly. Even then, a patent right would be

admitted to be a monopoly privilege ; and most combina-

tions are intrenched behind patents. But the real test

of a monopoly is the power to control the supply, and this

originates in other causes besides exclusive legal grants.
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§ 209. An absolute monopoly, or absolute control of

supply and prices, seldom or never exists. The power

Absolute mo- of the monopolist is limited, first, by the fact

siwe'tamost"
*^^* ^* ^^ of^n possible for consumers to find

cases. substitutes for the monopolized commodity.

Tlie possibility of using oil limits the power of the gas

monopoly, and the alternative of using other foods would

limit the power of a flour monopoly. If the article

monopolized is not a necessary, people might cease to

use it at all, and thus an increased price might be un-

profitable.' Finally, every monopoly is threatened con-

stantly by investments of new capital in the business

which it controls. As prices are raised, inducements

for outsiders to invest capital are increased. It often

pays better to keep prices from becoming so high as to

tempt outside capitalists.

IV. The Problem of Natural Monopolies.

§ 210. Disinterested writers practically agree that

permanent competition is impossible in industries that

impossibuity ^re natural monopolies. The reasons have
of competition j^gg^ made clear, and it remains to refer
in natural

monopolies, to the public policy that should be pursued

in respect to these undertakings.

§ 211. Persons interested in water, gas, street railway,

electric lighting, and railroad companies sometimes urge

Private own-
*^^* private ownership generally works well,

ersMpand and is the best policy for the future; that
public control.

the law should leave private companies alone,

since it is for the interest of the owners of such property
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to give the best service at reasonable prices. But tlie

public has found that these industries usually become

monopolies, and that there have been many abuses in

their management. Such enterprises prove very profit-

able in the long run, and become more valuable with

every increase of population and public wealth. Expe-

rience shows that private companies usually keep rates

at the point that yields the highest net returns, and

conceal the large profits by means of stock watering.

Now, such monopolies depend upon franchises secured

from the public, and people are inclined to hold that

companies receiving valuable privileges should not exact

monopoly prices and realize enormous profits at the

expense of the public that confers the right'to use streets,

to lay pipes, etc. Municipalities have begun to regulate

natural monopolies. The present tendency is to require

reasonable prices and good service, to prevent stock

watering and the concealment of profits, and to oblige

private corporations to pay for valuable franchises. This

tendency is of recent development, and too often valuable

franchises have been given away to private companies

that have oppressed the public.

§ 212. Many authorities favor public ownership of

natural monopolies. Such writers call attention to the

notorious corruption of city and state officials ^^ •' The policy

by private corporations desiring to secure ofpubuc

franchises. They demonstrate that enor-

mous wastes have occurred through allowing rival

companies to duplicate business plants, and that usually

the competing companies have consolidated and formed
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monopolies. They show that the monopoly prices charged

by private companies are often excessive, and form a

public burden. Therefore, they hold that sound policy

requires that we should recognize competition to be

impossible in these industries ; that municipalities should

assume ownership of these enterprises as fast as possi-

ble ; and that such a policy would diminish the political

corruption that threatens the governments of all the

municipalities of the country.

To this the advocates of private ownership object that

public ownership is socialistic ; that city governments

Arguments cannot manage business enterprises success-

private"
fully; and that poor and expensive service

ownersMp. would result. The charge that municipal

ownership is socialistic is as true ' as the charge that

municipal ownership of streets, parks, and sewers is

socialistic. The public cares nothing about the name

used to characterize municipal ownership, but will con-

sider the results. Many cities own water works, parks,

public libraries, and many other institutions that are

socialistic ; and find such a policy beneficial. The second

charge is important. Under inefficient methods that

often prevail in our city, state, and national govern-

ments, public ownership would prove less efficient

than private ownership at its best. Yet there is no

need of municipal management proving inefficient if

people seriously desire to secure efficient municipal

governments.

Many European cities manage successfully local mo-

nopolies. In this country hundreds of municipalities own
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their water works, and manifest a desire to extend public

ownership. Gas works are owned by a few Experiments

cities, while municipal ownership of electric- ^^^jpai

lighting plants is more common. The results ownersUp.

of public ownership of gas and electric-lighting plants have

been that some undertakings have been very successful,

others have proved fairly satisfactory, as much so as

average private ownership, while some have been poorly

conducted. Success or failure has usually depended upon

local conditions, generally upon the possibility of securing

honest local government. In cities where municipal offi-

cials are allowed to plunder the public, it is probable tbat

municipal ownership would prove less successful. It has

been demonstrated that natural monopolies are usually

enormously profitable when private companies are allowed

to fix rates, while municipal ownership furnishes lighting

facilities at lower prices than private companies usually

charge. Little has been done in the direction of public

operation of street railways in this country. Advocates

of public ownership hold that at present it may be

advisable for municipalities merely to limit franchises for

street railroads to periods of twenty or thirty years, and to

make private companies pay a fair return for the privi-

leges granted them, or reduce fares to about a three-cent

basis. Large cities could undoubtedly pay a large part of

their expenses out of the receipts from public fi-anchises,

or could insist upon material reductions in the prices

charged by natural monopolies.^

1 For the experience of municipalities with the ownership of such

monopolies, see : Shaw, Municipal Government in Great Britain, Muni-
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Steam railroads are natural monopolies, since they

enjoy monopolies of location, and since their services

must be used in connection with their plants.
The case of

steam Competition is possible only at competing

points reached by more than one line of

road. But railroads possess also the characteristics of

capitalistic monopolies since they require heavy invest-

ments of fixed capital, and therefore make it possible to

effect savings by combining small roads. Public owner-

ship of railroads presents many more difficulties than

municipal ownership of local monopolies. But experi-

ence shows that private ownership results in serious

evils. The chief of these have been, dishonest manage-

ment by a ring of speculators, stock watering and over-

capitalization so great as to make it impossible for many

roads ever to pay interest and dividends on their excess-

ive capitalization, and discriminations in rates that have

ruined individuals and localities in the interest of

favored shippers or localities. Realizing these evils,

the public has insisted that the states and the national

government shall exercise control over the transpor-

tation business. This control has constantly increased,

and is certain to be enlarged in the future. Apparently,

the people of the United States intend to try all other

methods of public control of the national highways be-

fore attempting national ownership.

cipal Government in Continental Europe ; Eosewatek, Cost Statistics of

Public Electric Lighting ; Bemis, Municipal Ownership of Gas in the

United States; jA>rES, Relation of the Modern Municipality to the Gas

Supply; Review of Reviews, vii. 61-70.
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y. Capitalistic Monopolies.

§ 213. Capitalistic monopolies are so numerous and

powerful that they must be considered a Reasons for

common feature of the economic life of to-
ti'e growth of

capitalistic

day. Different reasons have been assigned monopoues.

for their growth, and we must consider the explana-

tions advanced.

§ 214. It is said that modern competition has become

fiercer than ever before. The growth of large capitals

narrows the competing parties down to a me wastes

few large competitors. Enormous sums are '^f
injurious

cIIcCXS 01

spent in advertising and selling goods, so competition,

that competition produces great wastes in effecting sales.

A union of competing firms saves these expenses, and

enables goods to be sold at lower prices. Competition

does not mean lower prices, for the wastes incurred

under it oblige prices to be kept at a higher level.

Furthermore, competition between large enterprises

often becomes commercial warfare. Competing firms

sell goods for less than cost in order to crush out com-

petition and to extend their markets. This cut-throat

competition sometimes lasts for mouths or even years.

In the end smaller concerns are forced to the wall, and

the large companies remaining combine their forces in

order to prevent ruinous competition in the future.

Undoubtedly tlie desire to stop these enormous losses

has led to the formation of many combinations. Finally,

whenever large fixed capitals are invested in a business,

it is difficult for independent establishments to reduce
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their outputs whenever the supply becomes so great as to

lower prices below the point wliere they cover expenses

of production (§ 127). Such conditions favor the forma-

tion of combinations, which can reduce the output of

each establisliment, and restore paying prices.

§ 215. A second explanation of monopolies is that a

combination can secure all the economies that come

Economies in from production on a large scale. Some of

production,
^jjg greatest monopolies claim that they have

cheapened the cost of producing commodities. This

subject has been discussed elsewhere (§ 100 -§ 103).

Experience proves that large-scale production does lead

to more economical production ; but it has not yet proved

that a complete monopoly can secure many material

advantages in production over independent enterprises

large enough to secure full efficiency of plant. Some of

the great combinations have effected economies in pro-

duction. ^ Yet, independent establishments compote

with the largest monopolies so effectively that they are

crushed only by foul means. We have not enough data

at present to enable a final decision to be formed on this

question. Whenever the great combinations shall be

able to make a profit from selling at prices so low as to

make it impossible for independent producers to compete

on equal terms, then all will have to admit that monopo-

1 Monopolies may combine their patents, so that every process is per-

formed with the most approved appliances. Yet large independent enter-

prises may at any moment secure new inventions. Monopolies may buy

their raw materials somewhat cheaper, since they can order very large

quantities at a time. Tlie student will find these questions discussed in

the works referred to at the end of the chapter.
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lies possess greater advantages in the mere work of

production. Manifestly, however, the possession of supe-

rior facilities cannot be proven by the fact that monopo-

lies crush independent producers by selling at a loss until

the smaller competitors are ruined. It must be admitted

that the day of production on a small scale is past. But

the question is concerning the greater economy of mo-

nopolies over independent large-scale production.

§ 216. The growth of the greatest capitalistic mo-

nopolies has been aided by alliances with natural

monopolies, especially with railroads. The AUiancesof

Standard Oil Combination has always had <=«?"«"«««
,•' with natural

the aid of railroads in crushing competitors. monopoUes.

Independent refiners were charged higher freight rates

at first, and the excess over the normal rates was paid

to the Standard Oil Combination. This was exposed,

and the contracts with the railroads were ostensibly can-

celed. But a continuous line of evidence, extending to

the very month in which this is written, shows that the

oil monopoly has always received assistance from the

railroads. So with the dressed-meat combination. A
Congressional investigation showed, in 1888, that freight

rates west of Chicago encouraged shipments of cattle to

that city. After reaching Chicago, the trunk-line asso-

ciation refused to haul cars of private shippers to New

York, so that the cattle had to be unloaded at the

stock yards controlled by the four great packing houses.

Then the meat combination received a mileage allow-

ance of nearly $200 per annum on each car used in

shipping their products to the East. Finally, some of
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the railroads refused to carry cattle for local butchers

who would not sell the dressed beef of the great com-

bination. These are by no means exceptional instances,

and they show how alliances with natural monopolies

have served to build up combinations.

§ 217. The opponents of a protective tariff have

declai-ed that trusts in the United States have been

Relation of due to the exclusion of foreign competition

Sr^tertive ^y ^^^' ^^'^'ff- ^^^^ formation of a monopoly

tariff. is easier when the possibility of foreign com-

petition is excluded ; and it is possible to show that

some combinations have profited in this way. But the

underlying causes of monopolies reach deeper than the

tariff, which has been merely one circumstance that may

have favored their growth.

§ 218. Much of the opposition to monopolies has

been due to their unscrupulous and criminal methods

of crushing competitors, and securing privi-
Evll methods

o c > o t

of some leges from the government. Some of them
monopo es.

j^g^yg conspired with railroads to prevent

competitors from using the national highways on equal

terms. Some have hired agents to destroy the property

of their rivals. Some have corrupted city officials, state

legislatures, and courts for the purpose of accomplish-

ing their ends ; and their sinister influence has been felt

repeatedly in Congress. Furthermore, the stocks and

bonds issued by the corporations composing some mo-

nopolies have been " listed " upon the stock exchanges.

Tn many such cases, the managers of tlie combinations

have indulged in the very worst practices known to the
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exchanges, in order to make money by manipulation of

the stock market. Managers frequently have gambled

in their stocks to the extent of neglecting the real

interest of their companies, and have caused infinite

demoralization in the legitimate work of the exchanges.

Many honorable men have been connected with combina-

tions, and it must be distinctly stated that the charges

above enumerated cannot be brought against all monopo-

lists. But the evil practices ^ of many of the largest

monopolies have been so flagrant that honest men find it

difficult to form deliberate and impartial judgments con-

cerning the economic aspects of combinations. But the

student of economics tnust put aside all prejudices, how-

ever natural and justifiable ; and must consider, coolly

and impartially, the purely economic advantages or

weaknesses of monopolies.

YI. Final Considerations Concerning Monopolies.

§ 219. While it is impossible to forecast the future

with accuracy, it is possible to emphasize certain facts

concerning our experience with capitalistic
£^^3115^5

monopolies up to the present moment. It monopoues

have not
is certain that most attempts m this direc- had absolute

tion have failed. The unsuccessful monop- '^'"^^°^-

olistic enterprises have outnumbered the successful,

while the latter have constantly been confronted with

1 Readers will find in the Congressional and state investigations of

trusts, cited at the end of this chapter, an enormous amount of evidence

relating to these abuses. Every good citizen should read H. D. Lloyd,
" Wealth against Commonwealth," for an account, supported by detailed

evidence, of the criminal methods of some monopolies.

21
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new independent enterprises. Only in a minority of

instances have combinations acquired an effective con-

trol of prices, while they have never been able to drive

all independents out of business.

This has been due largely to the pressure of new

capital seeking for investment. Tliis is a mighty force

in the United States. A monopoly must not
The pressure

. .

of capital for Only control a majority of the supply at the

^* ™ time it is formed, but must deal with dozens

of future competitors. Whenever prices have been main-

tained by a combination at an unusually profitable level,

new capital has invariably flowed into that business.

Many of these new enterprises are established with the

purpose of forcing the monopoly to buy them up at good

prices. Others find it profitable to sell their products

at the high prices established by the monopoly, but are

likely to join the combination in the end. Many of the

attempted monopolies have aimed solely to limit the

supply and to raise prices. Such have fallen under

attacks from new competitors attracted by excessive

prices.

§ 220. The successful combinations have been those

that endeavor to effect savings in producing and market-

Monopoues "^S their products, and to sell at prices that

and prices, offer less inducement for attacks by outside

capital. The Standard Oil and the Sugar Refining

Combinations have reduced the prices to consumers, and

exhibit statistics to prove this. The student needs to

remember, however, that the prices of all commodities

have fallen during the last twenty years, and that the
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charges for refining oil and sugar have decreased very

slightly since -the formation of these monopolies. On
the whole, combinations have prevented their products

from falling in price as fast as the great mass of com-

modities. They sell at monopoly prices, that is,' prices

that yield the largest net returns, except when forced to

lower prices in order to meet or prevent competition.

§ 221. Some of the opponents of monopolies declare

that they limit production and raise prices varions views

through the artificial scarcity which they
"f^pi'^sttj

create. These opponents consider monopo- monopoues.

lies to be artificial obstructions to competition, which

the law should sweep away.

Other writers hold that capitalistic monopolies arise

mainly by alliances with natural monopolies. If natural

monopolies should be controlled by govern-^ ' ^
Capitalistic

ment so that the rest of the field of industry and natural

should be open to all on equal terms, these
""""*" '"•

writers believe that other monopolies could not be

maintained.

Other economists take a more favorable view. They

admit the abuses that arise from alliances of capitalistic

and natural monopolies, but hold that the Amoretavor-

explanation of the growth of combinations is "*'* ''^*^"

that they avoid the wastes of competition and secure

economies in production. These savings represent a

gain to society ; and a wise policy will preserve this

gain, while minimizing the evils of monopolies.

Finally, socialists believe that monopolies are superior

forms of organization that are destined to prevail in all
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industries. Competition is no longer possible. When

The view of all industries fall into the control of giant

sociaUsts. monopolies, the government will assume

the ownership of these combinations. This will mean

complete socialism.

These conflicting views present the most difficult prac-

tical problem that confronts economists. There can be

Difficuiiyof
"o doubt of the impossibility of competition

the problem, ju natural monopolies. Therefore, the ques-

tion of the future of capitalistic monopolies I'aises the

entire question whether competition will be possible in

any part of the business world. This problem is be-

ing pushed to the front by every new combination of

capital.

§ 222. No one denies that a monopoly places im-

mense power in the hands of the monopolist. Capital-

istic monopolies have proved objectionable

that monopoly because they lead to gross abuses, and the

power -will public has as yet no guarantee that monopo-
not he abused. ' J ^ f

lists will not abuse their power in the futui'e.

For tliis reason many people favor the immediate aboli-

tion of all such combinations by law.

Other writers hold that combinations offer the most

economical organization of production, and that it is

unwise and useless to attempt to suppress
Legal regula-

_

'

tionofmo- them. Society has, however, the right to
nopo

1
s.

i-egulate monopolies and to prevent irrespon-

sible abuses of their power. Legal regulations may

oblige all combinations to furnish a satisfactory supply

of commodities at reasonable prices.
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Again, it is argued that no combination can suppress

competition permanently, and prevent it from assuring

to society good service at fair prices. A ^
•' ° ^ The persist-

complete monopoly would not destroy the enceofcom-

potential competition of new capital at any
**

time when high prices offered a prospect of large profits.

In the pressure of capital seeking investment we have a

force that will guarantee society from abuses. This

argument gains force when one reflects that monopolists

constantly seek opportunities to invest their savings. If

we conceive of all industry as under the sway of fifty

gigantic monopolies, then the earnings of each monopoly

would menace every other with competition the moment

that prices should be raised unduly. Monopoly earnings

must be invested in some enterprise that supplies social

wants ; and the pressure of capital for investment might

prevent monopolistic abuses. At the present, monopo-

lists are entering each other's fields of industry. One

monopolist is investing in match factories, and attacking

the match monopoly. The leader of the oil combination

is entering the iron and steel industries. It is urged

that this pressure of one monopolist upon another will

surely increase from year to year.

§ 223. The following conclusions, in the judgment of

tlie author, are all that can be safely affirmed from

our present experience of capitalistic mo-
conclusions as

nopolies:— t« the growth
' and nature of

1. Capitalistic monopolies are usually capitaustic..,,-, monopolies,
complex in character and possess various

elements that produce monopoly. The Standard Oil
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Combination has certain elements of natural monopoly.

Patent rights and other elements of legal monopoly are

to be found in the majority of modern combinations.

Then, alliances with railroads and other natural monop-

olies have assisted the growth of some of the largest

and most powerful capitalistic monopolies in the United

States.

2. Looking at the wastes of modern competition, it

seems clear that combinations save many expenses,

and more easily contract production whenever prices

fall. But this does not justify the inference that capi-

talistic monopolies are inevitable. It merely warrants

the conclusion that combination offers one method of

avoiding the wastes of competition. There may be other

methods of ending these wastes. A higher standard of

commercial morality, a more moderate business policy,

and a development of trade statistics that shall make

possible an accurate forecast of the market would

change the nature of competition considerably, and

would terminate many of its worst features at the

present moment. Monopolies are undoubtedly one rem-

edy for the present wastes of competition, but it is alto-

gether premature to conclude that they are going to

prove the only remedy available in all future times.

And it is not likely that business conditions and methods

will undergo any marked change in the immediate fu-

ture. For this reason we are liable, for some time to

come, to see capitalistic combinations resorted to as a

means of avoiding the evils of disordered competition.

3. Monopolies may realize some economies in produc-
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tion, but they also entail heavy expenses for supervi-

sion of their immense interests, while they are likely to

incur the wastes to which great corporations are subject

(§ 91). The student must remember that we are com-

paring monopolies with large-scale independent enter-

prises, not with small-scale production. It is decidedly

not proven that the economies in production realized by

monopolies are so great as, of themselves, to assure to

combinations future control of all markets.
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CHAPTER XII.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE.

I. The Foreign Trade of the United States.

§ 224. Tlie foreign commerce of this country is

smaller than the domestic, although it usually receives

far greater attention. Yet our commerce magnitude of

with foreign countries is surpassed only by *s*o"»e"
o r- J ./ commerce of

the foreign trade of England, Prance, and the united

Germany. The following table shows the

exports and imports of merchandise of the United States

for fiscal years ending June 30 :
—

Tear.
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to year. The most important articles exported in 1895

were as follows :
—

Commodity.
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II. The Nature of International Commerce.

§ 227. Merchants sell commodities in foreign coun-

tries, or import goods from abroad, whenever differences

between domestic and foreign prices make international

it profitable to do so. The exporter or the fa*e seems to
' ^ be an exchange

importer sells goods for money, or buys oi commodities

foreign merchandise with money. From
this point of view, international trade consists in the

exchange of commodities for money.

§ 228. The shipment of money from one country to

another entails considerable expense, so that an elabo-

rate mechanism of credit has been developed The mechanism

to enable international trade to be carried tionai pay-

on with as little money as possible. Drafts °'^"**'

and bills of exchange serve to pay most international

debts, so that money is used merely to pay balances

(§ 164). When the exports of a country exceed the

imports, then foreign creditors cannot secure enough

bills of exchange to pay for their purchases, and money

may be sent to settle the balance of indebtedness. An
excess of exports over imports is said to ci'eate a " favor-

able balance of trade." When imports exceed exports,

money may be sent abroad to pay for the excess, and

the balance of trade is said to be " unfavorable."

The exports from a country pay for the great bulk of

the commodities imported. The statistics of Exports pay

the foreign commerce of the United States i'^^Tx^-

show how little money is used in foreign trade :
^—

1 Since 1 890, disturbances in our currency have caused exports and im-

ports of gold not strictly due to the condition of international commerce.
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Year.
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charges paid to foreign ship owners are estimated at

about 125,000,000 annually.

3. Citizens who travel in foreign countries incur in-

debtedness there. Americans spend about $47,000,000

in foreign travel each year. This figure greatly exceeds

the expenditures made by foreign travelers in this coun-

try ; so that we owe abroad many million dollars annu-

ally for the excess.

4. London serves as a world's clearing house for the

settlement of international debts. The charges made

for such services create debts owed by all nations to

London bankers.

As a result of all such international obligations, Eng-

land is the creditor of many nations each year for

freight charges earned by English ships, for
comparative

interest on several billion dollars of capital positions of

England and

invested in various countries, and for com- the united

missions, etc., of London bankers. As a
^***°*'

result, she is able to import merchandise that vastly

exceeds her exports, and does not have to pay for the

" unfavorable balance of trade " by shipping gold to

other countries. The United States, ho.wever, owes

about $150,000,000 annually to foreign creditors for the

various items enumerated. Consequently our exports

of merchandise may exceed our imports largely without

making it necessary for foreign buyers to ship gold to

this country. In prosperous years, however, it is prob-

able that foreigners constantly invest capital here ; so

that the volume of our indebtedness is decreased.

§ 230. In a majority of cases international payments
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for all forms of indebtedness are made indirectly

Indirect through London. Tea imported from China,

SteS,^ or silks imported from France, into the

dehts. United States may be paid for by bills of

exchange drawn by American creditors against exports

of wheat or cotton sold to English merchants.

§ 231. Money is shipped from one country to another

when needed to settle a balance of indebtedness for

imports of merchandise, for freight charges,
International '^

. .

movements for interest on foreign investments, for trav-
money.

gjgj.g' expenses, etc. Many errors are made

by comparing the exports and imports of money with

exports and imports of merchandise. Money is needed

merely to settle net balances of indebtedness of all sorts.

The United States has had a considerable surplus of

exports of merchandise (a " favorable balance of

trade ") every year since 1876 with only three excep-

tions. Yet our imports of gold and silver have

exceeded exports in only five years during this period.

The explanation is that our other foreign debts plus

the debt owed for imports, exceeded usually our exports

of merchandise and the other debts owed us by for-

eigners. On the other hand, Great Britain has each

year an enormous excess of imports over exports of

merchandise, but this " unfavorable balance of trade"

is not paid by exports of money. It comes as payment

for other debts owed by citizens of foreign countries.

Eliminating all disturbances originating in the money

supply, and supposing that a country has a sound cui'-

rency, then imports or exports of money will be regu-
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lated automatically. Suppose money to flow into the

United States in settlement of a net in- . . „
Automatic

debtedness of foreigners. Continued im- umitsto

ports of money will raise prices here, and imports of

tend to lower them in the countries whence """"^y*

the money comes. The rise of prices will make this a

good market to sell in and a bad market to buy in.

Thus imports will increase and exports decrease, until

our increasing imports create a debt to foreigners that

will balance the debts that caused shipments of money.

Wlien imports of merchandise increase to this extent,

the inflow of money will cease. Conversely, if money

continually leaves the country, prices tend to fall

;

exports increase and imports decrease. A growing

excess of exports of merchandise will finally turn the

balance of indebtedness the other way, and check

exports of money. A nation that produces as much

gold and silver as the United States may export some

gold and silver continually, without lowering prices

materially.

The international movements of money are affected

by the action of international banking houses. When-

ever the rate of interest on call loans or _ „
Tiie action

short-time paper is very low in London, for of tanking

instance, these banking houses are likely to

ship part of their reserve of money to New York, or

Berlin, or Paris, in order to take advantage of higher

rates of interest in those cities.

§ 232. It was thought formerly that foreign trade

was beneficial when it led to an excess of exports over
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imports, and hence to imports of the precious metals.

This idea has been abandoned by economists since it

has been seen that a continued importa-
The advantages

. .

of interna- tion of money merely tends to raise prices
tionai trade.

and to chcck itself. A country cannot sell

to other countries unless it also buys. This year it

may be possible to check imports and to stimulate

exports. But next year or the following year continued

importations of gold will raise prices, make it more

difficult to sell in foreign countries, and make it easier

for foreigners to sell commodities here. The real

advantages of foreign commerce are :
—

1. It enables a country to procure commodities that

cannot be produced at home.

2. It enables a country to produce those products for

which it has the greatest advantages, and to exchange

them for products which cannot be produced as cheaply.

III. International Values.

§ 233. International trade is profoundly influenced by

the fact that capital and labor do not move from one

country to another as readily as between
Imperfect mo-

bility of labor different localities in the same country.

Distance, language, religion, political insti-

tutions, and customs all tend to hinder international

movements of labor and capital. Undoubtedly some

of these causes impede the movement of labor and

capital within such a vast country as the United States.

In so far as this is true, trade between the Atlantic and

Pacific coasts, for instance, resembles international trade
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in this pai'ticular. Modern conditions favor the move-

ment of labor and capital between different countries,

yet this immobility still exists.

Within any area where labor and capital are practi-

cally free to move where they desire, all commodities

will he produced in those places where the Result of this

absolute advantaaies for producing them are
"°™<''''i';ty <•*

a r a labor and

greatest. The localities that offer the great- capital,

est advantages will become the exclusive seats of pro-

duction of each commodity. These advantages include

all elements that tend to make the social cost of pro-

duction low, and include the important element of

accessibility to the market. The products of such an

area will tend to have a value proportioned to the mar-

ginal expense of producing them. On the other hand,

between two countries, all labor and capital will not flow

to the places in eitlier country where the absolute advan-

tages for production are greatest. Each country will

invest its labor and capital so as to make the best of the

advantages which it has. Only the surplus labor and

capital of older nations seek investment in other coun-

tries where the natural opportunities for investment are

not so fully utilized and developed. It follows that a

bushel of wheat may be produced in one country with

twice the expenditure of labor and capital required to

produce a yard of cotton cloth ; while, in a second coun-

try, the two commodities may be produced at exactly

the same social cost. This would be impossible if

labor and capital moved freely from one country to

another.

22
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§ 234. Money tends to move to countries where its

general purchasing power is greatest, and so to reduce

International
*'^® general purchasing power of an ounce

movements of of gold to the same level in all places
money tend

toeanaiize (§§173-176). But tliis does not mean that

general prices,
^j^^ power of money to buy wheat or cloth

or steel is the same in all countries. Within each coun-

try the prices of individual commodities will be propor-

tional to the marginal CxXpense of producing them. This

may give different relative prices for individual com-

modities in every country.

§ 235. The manner in which relative prices vary in

Differences of different Countries may be illustrated by the

relative prices, following table of assumed prices for various

commodities in two countries, say England and the

United States :
—

Commodities.
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in both countries. Finally, this- table of prices would

tell us nothing concerning the absolute social costs of

producing any one of these commodities in the two

countries. Less units of labor and capital might be

required to produce a ton of steel rails in the United

States than in England. But if the money cost of

labor and capital is much less in England, the money

price of steel rails might be less in that country. Labor

and capital do not flow from one to the other freely

enough to insure to each unit of the two factors of pro-

duction the same money returns in both countries.

§ 236. Now, an American exporter of wheat will send

wheat to England whenever the difference in the prices

of wheat is sufficient to pay the cost of
jntgrnattonai

transportation and leave a profit on the trade iased

. o. -1 1 . • uponditfer-
transaction. Similarly, American importers encesinreia-

will examine the English prices of steel
"'^e prices,

rails, carpets, and cotton cloth ; and will import them

if they can pay transportation charges and yet make a

profit by selling at American prices. Now, it might

seem that, under the circumstances assumed, England

would supply the United States with all the rails, wool,

carpets, and cotton cloth consumed here ; and that the

United States would furnish England with all her supply

of wheat, corn, leather, and pork. But this would not

be the case.

Suppose England to begin to export to the United

States the four commodities of which the English prices

are lower, and the United States to export to England

the four commodities of which the American prices
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are lower. Sucli a trade could continue until one

country had an excess of exports and the other had

Actual course an cxcess of imports. Exports and imports

of trade te- ^rould not balance each other permanently,
tween the

two countries. Supposc the United States sends to England

money to pay for an excess of imports. As this expor-

tation of money continues, prices begin to rise in Eng-

land and to fall in the United States. Suppose the

change of prices to be twenty per cent. Then we should

have an altered scale of prices as follows :

—

Commodities.
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Prom this illustration we draw the following conclu-

sions, which are valid explanations of the characteristics

of international trade :
—

1. Shipments of money in payment of balances of

indebtedness constantly cause changes in

T , 1 i • ii 1 Conclusions,
prices, and check exports in the country

receiving the money, while increasing exports in the

country that makes the shipments.

2. Changes in prices caused in this manner cut off

the exports of those commodities in which there is the

smallest difference between domestic and foreign prices.

3. Those commodities in which there is the greatest

difference between domestic and foreign prices will be

continuously exported in spite of changes in prices.

4. The normal result will be, in the long run, that

each country exports mainly those commodities that

show the greatest difference between domestic and

foreign prices. Exports of other goods can be merely

intermittent. Now, those commodities that can be pro-

duced at the greatest advantage in price over foreign

producers are the ones for the production of which the

country offers the best advantages at the time being.

Other commodities are produced at a less advantage as

compared with foreign producers, precisely because

labor and capital are less efficient in producing them.

To apply this principle practically, we may say that the

wheat, cotton, meats, oils, iron and steel, cattle, wood,

tobacco, leather, copper, and manufactured cottons that

form the principal exports from the United States at the

present time are the commodities which our merchants
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can sell in the markets of the world at the greatest

advantage over foreign producers. The coffee, sugar,

wool, hardware, cotton and woolen manufactures, and

the silk that we import are goods for whose production

our advantages are not so great. We miglit produce all

our woolen and cotton goods in this country, instead of

importing a part of them as at present. But our capital

and labor can do other things more advantageously, and

so flow naturally into the production of those commodi-

ties for which we have unparalleled advantages.

§ 237. Movements of money from one country to

another tend to make exports and imports of commodi-

Thedetermi-
*^^® equal in the long run. When other

nation of international obligations make a country a
values in in-

ternational debtor to foreign nations, exports may ex-
exchange, pgg^ imports by the amount of this debt.

Conversely, when a country has foreign debtors, imports

may exceed exports proportionately.

A country's exports represent the demand of other

countries for her products, while the imports represent

„ „ . her demand for the products of foreign
Equalization

_

^ "

of internation- countries. The coursc . of business tends

constantly to equalize a country's demand

for foreign products and the foreign demand for her

own products, through changes in prices caused by

shipments of money. An increased demand for foreign

products, causing an excess of imports, will start ship-

ments of money to foreign countries, and lower domestic

prices. Exports will increase on this lower level of

prices until they equal imports again. An increased
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demand for foreign products tends to lower the prices

of exports ; that is, it tends to render less favorable

the terms on which foreign products are paid for.

Conversely, an increased foreign demand for a nation's

products tends to produce an excess of exports, and

shipments of gold from foreign countries. This lowers

prices in foreign countries so that they can pay for the

larger quantity of goods demanded by exporting more

goods on the lower level of prices. Foreign trade is

more or less profitable to a nation in proportion as its

demand for foreign products is less strong than the

foreign demand for its products.

A country that exports principally raw materials will

have to incur heavier expenses for freightage than a

country whose exports consist mainly of
•> ^ > The burden

manufactured goods. These heavier freight of freight

charges for raw materials raise the prices '
'^^^'

that must be asked in foreign countries ; hence, tend to

decrease the demand for the products of the country that

exports raw materials. Freight charges on manufactured

goods affect prices less, and tend less to decrease the

foreign demand.

rV. Restriction of Intei:national Trade.

§ 238. International trade is restricted to a greater

or less degree by imposing customs duties upon goods

that cross the borders of any country, customs taxes

Duties imposed upon goods leaving a couu- ""inties-

try are called export duties, and are not very common

at the present doy. But goods brought into a country
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are often taxed by import duties. Import taxes are

specific or ad valorem according as they are assessed

proportionately to the bulk of the commodities or to the

value.

§ 239. Sometimes import duties or tariffs are imposed

solely to secure revenue for the government. When

A revenue ^^^^ ^°^' *^® ^^^^ purpose of revenue, the

tariff. duties are made high enough to secure the

maximum revenue, but not so high as to discourage im-

portation more than is inevitable. The English revenue

tariff aims, as far as possible, to tax only commodities

that do not come into competition with products of home

industries. This is done with a view to interfering as

little as possible with business conditions. Such a

revenue tariff will normally raise the price of the arti-

cles taxed by about the amount of the duties. Importers

who bring tea into England pay the government about

117,000,000 annually in customs duties, and then in-

crease proportionally the prices charged for the goods.

Indeed, the increase will usually be rather more than

this, since, in order to pay duties, importers must have

larger capitals invested in the business ; and the inter-

est on these increased capitals must also be paid by

consumers.

When duties, laid for the main purpose of raising

revenue, are imposed upon imported commodities that

. .^do compete with products of domestic in-
Revenue tariff ' ^

with inciden- dustry, a customs tariff gives "incidental

protection" to domestic producers. Mer-

chants cannot import competing foreign products with-
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out having to pay the customs tax besides the price paid

the foreign producer. Thus imported articles can be

sold only at higher prices than formerly, and domestic

producers may profit by increased prices of competing

foreign products. The earliest tariffs imposed in the

United States were revenue tariffs that purposely gave

to domestic producers " incidental protection."

§ 240. The restriction of foreign commerce that fol-

lowed the embargo in 1807, and then the War of 1812,

cut off most imports until the year 1815. protective

This removal of foreign competition led to ^^^i^-

a rapid growth of textile manufactures. Many of these

textile establishments were poorly conducted, and when

foreign competition began again in 1815, there arose a

demand for more highly protective duties. In 1816

customs duties were raised, particularly upon cottons

and woolens ; and the tariff became a distinctly protect-

ive tariff. From that time to the present the tariff

laws of the United States have maintained a strong pro-

tective character, although from 1846 to 1861 duties

were reduced toward a revenue basis. In 1861 the

Morrill Tariff Act restored duties to about the level of

1845, but increased the duties on iron and wool. Then

ensued the Civil War, in which the United States was

obliged to lay its hands upon every source of revenue.

In 1862 and 1864 " war tariff's " were passed imposing

duties upon every possible import, and raising the rates.

Moreover, very heavy internal taxes had been placed

upon most important domestic manufactures ; and for

this reason " compensatory " increases of duties were
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placed upon imports.^ After the Civil War the ex-

penses of the government decreased, and a reduction

of taxes began. Most of the internal taxes were re-

pealed, but the war tariff was not lowered. Even the

heavy " compensatory " duties on imports were retained

after the repeal of the internal taxes that had caused

them to be imposed. In 1867 a moderate reduction of

duties was voted by the Senate, and received a majority

vote in the House, but failed to pass the latter body

because a two thirds vote necessary to suspend the rules

could not be secured. For nearly twenty years the war

tariff of 1864 remained unchanged in important particu-

lars. In 1883 some duties were lowered, but others

were raised, and the general character of the tariff re-

mained the same. In 1890 the McKinley tariff removed

revenue duties on raw sugar and some other articles, but

increased, on the whole, the protective duties on articles

that competed with domestic products. Finally, in 1894

the Wilson tariff placed wool, copper, and lumber upon

the free list ; re-imposed a revenue duty upon raw sugar

;

and reduced irregularly the duties upon protected com-

modities. The present law, however, is distinctly a pro-

tective measure, and imposes upon most competing

foreign products protective duties which averaged nearly

1 The internal taxes raised the prices of nearly all domestic products.

This increased the expenses of the protected manufacturers for nearly

everything that entered into their products, and placed them at just so

much of a disadvantage in competition with foreign producers. The
" compensatory " duties levied on foreign products were intended to handi-

cap the foreign producer as greatly as the internal taxes hindered the

domestic manufacturer.
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forty-two pei- cent in 1895, and more than forty per cent

in 1896.

§ 241. The general effect of a protective duty has been

stated by a leading protectionist journal in such a clear

manner as to command the entire assent me general

of one of the leading free-traders of the ^^ective

United States :
" A protective duty . . . has *"ty-

for its object to effect the diversion of a part of the capi-

tal and labor of the people out of the channels in which

it would run otherwise into channels created or favored

by law." 1 Before considering what is involved in thus

diverting capital from one industry to another, the stu-

dent must be reminded that there is often a difference

between the immediate and the permanent results of

economic causes. Both need to be considered, but it is

easy to lose sight of the things that hold true in the

long run.

§ 242. The immediate effect of levying a protective

duty (say of fifty per cent) upon a foreign product is

to increase by that amount the expense of
detailed

importing; the commodity. This normally effects of a
^ ^ •' ' protective

increases the price at which the foreign prod- duty.

net must be sold. If the foreign product estabushment

formerly sold at one dollar, the protective pfa particular
*' '^ industty.

duty will regularly raise its price to about

one dollar and a half. This increased price is intended

to induce domestic capital to enter this industry. Man-

ifestly if domestic producers, before the duty was imposed,

could have made a fair average profit from manufacturing

1 From Philadelphia American. See Sumnek, Protectionism, 16, 17.
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and selling the commodity at one dollar, no duty would

have been needed to insure the investment of capital in

this industry. The prospect of securing more than one

dollar for the commodity may make it profitable for

capitalists to undertake to produce it at home.

The establishment of such a " protected industry

"

adds nothing to the total amount of labor and capital

2. Does not permanently invested in the country. It

addtothe merely diverts capital and labor from old
total industry •' "^

of the country, industries or from the establishment of other

new industries that would have been profitable without

protection. A slight exception to this principle occurs

when a protective duty invites foreign capital which

would not have come to the country otherwise. But the

amount of foreign capital brought to the United States

by the tariff has never been more than a very small

per cent of the new capital invested in industry each

year.

The immediate effect of establishing, by a protective

duty, an industry that would not have been profitable

otherwise, is to attract into a less produc-

immediateiy tive industry capital that would have been
less productive

iQ^^ggted in more productive channels. What
industriesm ^

place of more jg it that makes it possible for some Ameri-

can producers of wheat, corn, cattle, iron and

steel products, cotton and cotton goods, leather, boots

and shoes, tobacco, and oils to sell their products in

foreign countries at prices that enable them to compete

with any producers in the world, while other American

producers cannot do so ? Simply the fact that the first
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class of producers enjoys exceptional facilities. A pro-

tective duty upon articles that we cannot as yet produce

as cheaply as certain foreign producers, simply invites

capital away from industries where we have unparalleled

advantages into industries where our facilities are not

so good. Its immediate effect, therefore, must be to

decrease the productivity of the capital invested in tlie

protected industry, and to cause economic loss.

But it may happen that the industry established by the

protective duty will prove to be one for which our pro-

ducers have first-rate facilities. Inexperience 4. Mayexer-

or other initial difficulties may have been 5*^^^^"'"°'

the only causes that prevented capitalists effect,

from making a profit by producing the product at the

price of one dollar. It may happen that, in a few years,

the domestic producers can overcome these difficulties,

and make a profit by selling the commodity at as low

a price as the foreign producers. When this occurred,

the industry would prove self-sustaining if the duty

were removed ; and it would become a more profitable

instead of a less profitable industry. Then the eco-

nomic loss would cease, and the ultimate result of the

protective duty would have been to hasten the establish-

ment of the industry. The word hasten is italicized

because such an industry would be one for which the

country had good advantages,— one which would have

been quite sure to be established without protection,

as the labor and capital force of the country increased.

Protective duties may hasten the growth of such enter-

prises ; but the economist must insist that they cause
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a less productive use of capital, hence an economic waste,

until the industry becomes self-supporting. Then tlie duty

should be removed, and the economic waste would cease.

It is possible that experience under a protective duty

may show that the protected industry does not enjoy

5. Mayfau such great advantages that producers can

!^u!!?s« affoi'<i to sell at the prices charged by for-

indiistries. eigners (in this assumed case, one dollar).

This is merely a demonstration that the industry does

not enjoy such superiority over foreign producers as

other industries of the country possess. A protected

industry that does not become self-supporting causes a

permanent economic waste. The labor and capital in-

vested in it could have been employed more profitably in

Some other industry. The disadvantage of the domestic

producer over the foreigner may not be as great as the

duty of fifty per cent imposed upon the foreign product.

Domestic producers may be able to produce the protected

commodity at a price of 11.25. If there is effective

competition among producers, the price will be fixed at

that figure. Then the protective duty of fifty per cent

will have the ultimate effect of raising the price of the

commodity only twenty-five per cent. In all cases, pro-

tective duties raise the price of the commodity by the

increased money expense at which domestic producers

turn out the article. If domestic producers could afford

to sell the protected commodity as cheaply as the foreign

producers, no protective duty would be needed to estab-

lish or to maintain the industry. But it has happened

that domestic producers in the United States have com-
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bined to raise prices behind the barriers of the protective

duty. Thus, in the case assumed here, the domestic

producers might be able to sell the commodity profitably

at a price of $1.25. If they form a combination, they

can maintain the price at $1.45 or $1.49, because the

duty excludes foreign competition at any price under

$1.50. As a matter of fact, a number of important pro-

ducts are regularly sold to foreign customers at prices

lower than those charged to American consumers.

All agree that when a revenue duty is imposed upon

a foreign product that is not produced by any domestic

industry, importers add practically the whole

duty to the price charged domestic consum- the foreign

ers. The exceptions to this principle are
''

not important enough to require mention here. But

there is a dispute as to whether the foreign producer or

domestic consumer bears the burden of a protective duty

laid on competing foreign products. The principles laid

down in the preceding paragraphs enable the question to

be answered briefly. A protective duty can be deemed

necessary to maintain an industry only so long as

domestic producers are unable to produce the com-

modity as cheaply as foreigners. If foreigners can sell

the protected article for one dollar, and domestic pro-

ducers cannot afford to sell it for less than $1.25, then

the price will be $1.25 if the domestic producers are

able to supply practically all the domestic demand, and

if they do not combine to raise prices to fl.49, the limit

set by the fiifty-per-cent duty on the foreign product. In

such a case domestic consumers bear a burden of twenty-
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five cents on each commodity bought. Foreign producers,

moreover, will be unable to sell thair goods in the domes-

tic market unless they reduce the cost of production or

adulterate their products, so that they can sell at $1.25

after paying the duty. If they have other markets,

they will cease to sell their products in the country that

lays the duty. If they cannot find other markets for

all their goods, they will try to cheapen their products

in some way or other, or may temporarily sell at a lower

margin of profits. It may happen that a part of the

burden of a protective tax can be thrown temporarily

upon the foreign producers in this manner, but domestic

consumers are sure to bear a burden proportioned to the

greater money expense at which the domestic product is

produced. This burden on consumers ceases only when

the domestic money cost of production becomes as low

as the foreign cost. But then the protective duty is no

longer necessary to maintain the industry. Finally, if

the protective duties laid in America may throw part of

their burden upon the foreign producers, it is also true

that protective duties imposed by France, Germany, and

other foreign countries may throw part of their burden

upon the American exporter.

If one or two industries only are given protection,

T. One protect- tl^^y will profit by the increased prices that
ive duty may ^.^^ ^g secured for their products. But if
neutralize the

_

f^

advantages protective duties are extended to many in-

producers gain dustries, SO that the prices of many commod-
from others, jtigg ^re increased, then the duties conflict

with each other. One industry may be given protec-
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tion. Tlien other protective duties are pretty certain to

increase the prices of the materials or products necessary

to build and equip the plants uoed in the first industry.

Most American producers pay more for some of the

materials and products used in equipping and running

their industries than would be necessary without the

protective duties. They are placed at just so much of

a disadvantage as compared with Euglish producers,

who are able to buy all necessary materials in the

cheapest markets. This increased expense of establish-

ing and running a business has prevented many Ameri-

can industries from becoming able to compete success-

fully with foreign producers.

§ 248. The cost of producing a commodity is seldom

exactly the same in any two establishments. Within

any industry there may be ten or fifty differ- Different costs

ent costs of production. Some establish- "f pi-<«i"ction.

ments barely manage to pay expenses, while others make

large profits from selling at the same prices that the

first establishments receive. In protected industries

some establishments may be self-supporting aTid able to

sell at as low prices as foreign producers can offer, while

others would be crushed by foreign competition if the

protective duty should be removed. This is true of

most of the protected industries at this moment.

§ 244. Protective duties can divert capital and labor

fr-om one industry to another, but they can-
.^^^^ protect-

not do many things that they are believed to ive duties

cannot do.

accomplish.

Protective duties do not increase the wealth of the

23
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country, as long as they are needed to maintain pro-

^ , , tected industries in existence. Until the
They do not

increase protected industry becomes able to produce

at as low money cost as foreign indus-

tries, there is a constant loss. It may happen that a

protective duty may hasten the establishment of an

industiy which becomes self-supporting and exceedingly

profitable. In such a case the protective duties cause

an initial loss that may be counterbalanced by the ulti-

mate gain of creating a very productive, self-sustaining

industry earlier than it would have been established

otherwise. In other cases, protective duties divert

capital from more productive to less productive channels

of investment, and cause a distinct loss.

Protective duties cannot increase permanently the

total industry of a country, as we have seen (§ 242).

Theydonot It is Sometimes said, for instance, that if we

toSitaL^ had not imported 131,206,000 of silk goods

of a country, in 1895, we should have given just so much

more employment to domestic labor and capital. But

the labor and capital needed to produce tliose silk im-

ports would merely have been diverted from some other

industry in which they would have found investment

sooner or later. In such a year as 1895, when uncer-

tainty as to the future of our currency was paralyzing

all business, it is probable that we had considerable un-

employed labor and capital, some of which might have

found investment in the silk industry. But, even in

this case, increased protective duties would merely have

caused this amount of labor and capital to be invested
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earlier than otherwise. It would have caused no perma-

nent increase of business. Moreover, these 131,206,000

of silk imports were paid for by an approximately equiv-

alent amount of exports. If a protective tariff cuts off

suddenly 131,206,000 of imports, it will not instantly

decrease exports ; for foreigners will buy and Americans

will sell as long as prices make it profitable. But in the

long run a decrease of 131,206,000 in imports will cause

exports to exceed imports by just that amount from

year to year. Foreigners will be unable to pay for this

excess of exports by bills of exchange drawn against

silk goods sold to Americans, as they used to do. Sooner

or later they must pay for the excess in money. The

inflow of money will ultimately tend to raise prices and

so to cut off the export of goods that are now being ex-

ported on a narrow margin of profit. A country cannot

export unless it will also import. A reduction of imports

by protective duties will ultimately lead to a decrease of

exports. Finally, protective duties may lead to retalia-

tory legislation by other countries, as the tariff of 1890

probably did. If foreign countries increase the duties

charged on the articles that we sell them, or impose

other restrictions, then the decrease in our exports may

happen immediately, instead of coming more slowly

through changes in prices.

It is said sometimes that we may keep our money at

home by discouraging imports of foreign products. It

is possible of course to diminish imports by protective

duties ; and sometimes such action may cause exports

to exceed imports, and lead to a net importation of gold.
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But such a condition can be merely temporary. The

movement of money from country to country is auto-

matic, depending upon comparative prices.
They do not

Increase per- If we Continually import gold, we tend to

net"^ouitof raise prices. Higher prices diminish ex-

moneyre- ports. If the first decrease of exports does
ceived from ^

foreign not stop the excess of exports over imports,

then prices will continue to rise until ex-

ports fall to the level of our diminished imports. A
country will secure from the world's stock of money

enough currency to enable its business to be done

at the general level of prices that prevails in other

countries. Nor can it permanently retain more than

this amount.

Wages in the United States are somewhat higher

than in England. The American wage earner not only

They cannot
receives more money than the English

increase flie worker, but also he secures with his money
general rate

of wages in a greater amount of commodities. The im-
a country.

portaut thing is that the American worker

receives more food, clothes, shelter, books, etc., than the

English laborer, on the whole. Now, it is self-evident

that American wages, expressed in terms of commodi-

ties, cannot exceed English wages unless there are more

commodities produced for the laborer to receive. Real

wages, we repeat, cannot be greater in this country,

unless our industry, as a whole, is productive of more

commodities, of more consumable wealth. Now, a pro-

tected industry, until it becomes self-supporting and

no longer needs protection, is not as productive as the
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unprotected industries which always have been self-

sustaining. Consequently, a protective duty lessens

production, and decreases by just so much the commodi-
ties available for the support of laborer and capitalist

alike.^

§ 245. In this country certain industries have always

been phenomenally productive, that is, they have yielded

an unusually large product for each unit of Relation of the

invested labor and capital. Money wages ^^nnitT*
in these industries, particularly in agricul- states,

ture, have always been higher than in Europe.^ Em-
ployers could afford to pay higher wages because the

labor was so productive that the money cost of produc-

ing each unit of product was small. Now, other em-

ployers could not induce laborers to work for them

unless their industries were productive enough to en-

able them to pay wages sufficient to induce men to

keep out of agriculture and other self-sustaining indus-

tries. The wonderful natural resources of our country,

which are unsurpassed ; the energy, intelligence, in-

genuity, and excellent industrial character of our labor

1 Of course this presupposes that the share or proportion of the total

product that goes to the laborers is not affected permanently by the pro-

tective duty. It would hardly be claimed seriously that such is not the

case, and that the tariff permanenili) enlarges the share of the laborers in

the total product. Least of all could this be true of the United States,

where interest and profits are generally higher than in most European

countries. Neither would any one claim that manufacturers who favor

protection do so because protective duties increase the proportion of the

product paid to laborers, and decrease the proportion received by the

employers.

2 Evidence on this point runs back to the year 1645. See § 16 and

§33.
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force, — these are the causes that have made the prod-

uct of our total industry large, and have raised the

amount of comitiodities received by our laborers above

the level of wages secured in foreign countries. There

is no possible way by which the industrial population of

one country can secure more commodities than foreign

peoples except by producing more. Prior to 1879 wages

were high without protective duties ; since that date they

have remained higher than foreign wages, in spite of

the fact that protective duties have diverted some capi-

tal from more productive to less productive investments.

The fundamental fact for the student to consider is

that employers in unprotected industries have always

paid higher money wages than foreign em-

nnprotected ployers, but have enjoyed such advantages

in natural resources and efficient labor that

they could afford to pay more money wages, and yet

sell their products as cheaply as the foreign producer.

In the protected industries our natural advantages and

the efficiency of our labor have not given employers so

great advantages over foreign producers as our unpro-

tected industries have enjoyed. Therefore they have

been unable to establish business enterprises and to pay

laborers as high money wages as unprotected employ-

ers could offer, without having the price of their prod-

uct increased by a tariff duty. This increase of price

merely enabled them to pay the high rate of money

wages that had always prevailed in the unprotected

industries. The removal of all protective duties would

not affect permanently the general rate of wages. It
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would close up some of the protected establishments,

and the laborers employed there would be thrown out

of employment. These unemployed laborers would tem-

porarily cause an over-supply of labor, and their com-

petition might reduce money wages in some other

industries. But sooner or later these displaced labor-

ers would find employment in new self-sustaining in-

dustries, and money wages would rise again. The

result would be like the invention of a labor-saving

machine that throws thousands of laborers out of em-

ployment. Temporarily these unemployed laborers tend

to depress wages in other industries. Ultimately they

find employment in new industries made possible by

the invention of the machine ; and wages do not per-

manently remain depressed.

In this country the relative number of laborers whose

employment in protected industries depends directly

upon the protective tariff is usually exag- The munber oi

gerated. In 1880, it appeared that there iai»rersaf-
° ' ^^ fected by pro-

were 7,299,000 farmers who were not af- tecUvednues

fected directly by the tariff.' Further, aveiyintiie

5,884,000 producers, engaged in trade or
^^^ited states,

transportation, or in professional and personal services,

were not affected directly by the tariff, since their

work has to be done in this country and cannot be

done abroad. Finally, 3,837,000 producers were em-

ployed in manufactures, mining, and mechanical pur-

1 This figaie excludes one half the agricultural population of Maine,

New Hampshire, Vermont, and New York as possibly affected by Cana-

dian competition. See Laughlin, in Shaw, National Revenues, 181-184.
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suits. But of tliese, 2,216,848 were employecl as bakers,

blacksmiths, carpenters, masons, etc., •—
• wliose work must

be done in tiiis country and cannot be done elsewhere,

—

or were employed producing goods that were exported

to foreign markets and sold at prices as low as any in

the world. This made about 15,400,0.00 workers who

were not directly dependent upon the tariff for their

employment, and only 1,990,000 laborers whose posi-

tions could be directly affected by protective duties.'

Even of these 1,990,000 laborers in the so-called pro-

tected industries it is probable that many were em-

ployed in establishments of superior efficiency which

would not be obliged to close by a withdrawal of pro-

tective duties. These figures show the absurdity of

supposing that the wages of less than 1,990,000 pro-

tected laborers were able permanently to keep the

wages of 15,400,000 unprotected laborers fifty per cent

above the wages paid in foreign countries.

§ 246. While protective duties do not add perma-

nently to the invested capital or the total industry of

The advisasu- a Country, and while they do cause an

ingprotective economic loss as long as the protected in-

duties. dustries are not self-supporting, it is some-

times possible to favor them on other grounds. The

economic waste of sustaining by protection an industry

' The Census of 1890 shows the following results : agriculture, 8,466,251

persons
;
professional and personal services, 5,304,829 persons ; trade and

transportation, 3,325,962 persons ; manufactures, mechanics, and mining,

5,638,619 persons. By consulting Extra Census Bulletin, No. 99, May 18,

1895, the student can make the necessary deductions from Class i. and

Class ir.
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that is not self-supporting should be frankly admitted,

but it may be fairly argued that sometimes this economic

loss is counterhalanced by a greater gain.

Political reasons make it yery advisable that a nation

should be able to produce its own military armaments

and materiel of war. Also, it may be polit- Protective

duties may
ically advisable for a nation to produce its be justified

principal necessities of life, in order to be founds.'

independent of other nations in case of war. Military

and political considerations often must outweigh con-

siderations of a purely economic character.

In a new country, such as the United States a cen-

tury ago, capital is often scarce, as compared with the

demand for it; the labor force is insuffi- Protection

to Infant

cient and high-priced ; and the money ex- industries,

penses for capital and labor are high. These greater

expenses retard the development of industries where

unusual natural resources cannot be utilized immedi-

ately, where the greater efficiency of labor and capital

does not compensate immediately for their greater cost.

In the infancy of a country's industrial development it

may be wise to aid a few industries by protective duties.

These duties raise the prices more or less, 'but they

enable the employer to overcome the initial disadvan-

tages that confront him. Such protection should be

extended for a reasonable time only, until the infant

industry can get upon its feet and support itself.

But each case in which protection is demanded should

be considei-ed \:ery carefully upon its own merits.

Moreover, such protection can be extended only to
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a few industries. If protective duties are levied on

all possible competing products, one tends to neutral-

ize the advantage conferred by another. Protective

duties must, so long as they are needed to support an

industry, give that industry encouragement at the ex-

pense of all who pay the higher prices. If the protected

industry soon becomes self-supporting, then the duty

may be abolished, and the industry may be thenceforth

advantageous to all interests. The danger with protect-

ive duties designed to foster infant industries is that the

infants are seldom willing to give up the protection once

accorded to them. In this country, after eighty years of

protection, our " infant industries " oppose the removal

of the protective duties. At the present time the infant-

industry argument has little force when applied to the

conditions existing in the United States, for this coun-

try is no longer in its industrial infancy.

It is impossible to discuss in this chapter all of the

arguments advanced in favor of protective duties, but

other argu- the student should examine them in the

™otecti"e
light of the principles explained in the pre-

duties. ceding paragraphs.^ One of these is con-

nected with the infant-industries argument. It is

claimed that a young or an undeveloped country needs

protection in order to diversify its industry. Without

protective duties, the young country will devote all its

energy to the production of a few raw materials for

which it has great advantages ; it will not utilize its

1 See Smith, Wealth of Nations, Bk. iv. Chap. 2, for a few other cases

where protective duties may be justified.
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other natural resources ; and will give no opportunity

for the development of the skill that its population

may possess for manufacturing pursuits. In a country

possessed of few natural advantages, whose inhabi-

tants have little energy, self-reliance, or progressiveness,

it migiit be advantageous to resort to a few protective

duties in order to give labor and capital the initial im-

pulse toward a diversification of industries. This policy

would cause loss, and would be expensive ; but it might

have certain advantages in the long run. In the United

States such considerations have very little force. Our

natural resources are too numerous and varied to make

it possible for us to be shut up to the production of raw

materials. In the eighteenth century, in spite of English

competition and in the face of Parliament's prohibitory

legislation, we established several lines of manufactures.

After 1789 our capital and labor wei'e invested in foreign

commerce, until we did a large part of the carrying

trade of the world. This was accomplished, not " by

protection and bounties, but by unwearied exertion, by

extreme economy, by unshaken perseverance, by that

manly and resolute spirit which relies on itself to pro-

tect itself." ^ Since 1816, there have been periods when

protective duties may reasonably be claimed to have

hastened the growth of manufactures, but it cannot be

shown that manufacturing industries would not have

continued to develop, even without temporary protection.

It can be seen that differentiation of industry would

1 See Webstek's speech of 1824, State Papers and Speeches on the

Tariff, 330.
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have taken place without protection, if we merely look

at what has happened in the internal trade of the coun-

try. The Constitution assured us freedom of trade

throughout the length and breadth of our land. Now,

have the newer sections been unable to diversify their

industries in the face of the competition of the further-

developed industries of the Northeast ? From the very

start hand-trades and mechanical pursuits, that must be

carried on in the locality where needed, gi'ew up beside

agriculture. Then began the manufacture of coarse

products, such as coarse cotton goods in the South, and

coarser leather, iron, and woolen goods in the West.

Gradually the manufacture of coarser products has

moved from the East to the West and South, while the

older states have had to devote themselves to the pro-

duction of finer goods of all sorts. No one doubts that

the West and South will gradually develop these finer

grades of manufacture, as their population and capital

increase ; but meanwhile they have very wisely devoted

much energy to agriculture and other pursuits in which

they have unparalleled advantages. With its energetic

and intelligent labor force, with various and unrivaled

natural advantages^ diversity of occupations in the

United States was as sure to occur as the subjugation of

our territory to the uses of civilization. In the economic

development of our country the tariff has been a factor

of minor importance.

§ 247. The limits of this chapter do not permit more

than a brief treatment of the fundamental facts and

principles that underlie' the tariff question. The student
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should be reminded^ however, that our protective tariff

has existed for a long time, and has diverted a great

deal of labor and capital into investments
onr present

that would be ruined by a sudden abolition tariff is an

J. X • 1 • r-
historical

01 protective duties. At least five per cent product, and

of the labor force of the country (certainly
""ated^as

not more -than ten per cent) is now en- ^'"=''-

gaged in business enterprises which could not continue

to exist if protection should be removed entirely.

To compel this portion of our labor force, and a cor-

responding amount of capital, to find immediate in-

vestment elsewhere would cause great hardship to all

interests. In most of the so-called protected industries

many establishments, perhaps a majority in such indus-

tries as the manufactures of cotton and steel, would

prosper under free trade ; but the less efficient establish-

ments would have to be closed up. Nevertheless, it is

desirable and feasible to effect a gradual withdrawal of

labor and capital from enterprises that cannot become

self-sustaining.i

1 In the words of Adam Smith, " the equitable regard " for the inter-

est of the protected industry "requires that changes of tliis kind should

never be introduced suddenly; but slowly, gradually, and after a'very long

warning." " The legislature . . . ought, upon this very account, perhaps,

to be particularly careful neither to establish any new monopolies of this

kind, nor to extend further those which are already established. Every

such regulation introduces some degree of real disorder into the constitu-

tion of the state, which it will be difficult afterwards to cure without oc-

casioning another disorder."
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CHAPTER XIII.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF WEALTH.

I. Social Income.

§ 248. The wealth of a society at any time consists of

all its accumulated material goods, whether more or less

durable, whether capital goods or consum- „ ,

,

' r o Social wealth

able wealth, and all personal services that and social

it has at its disposal. It is impossible to

measure and compute the various personal services that

form part of the social wealth at any moment ; so that

the common conception of social wealth is limited to

the material possessions of a community.

The monthly or annual income is to be distinguished

carefully from the wealth of a society. The social income

depends chiefly upon the use that is made
Social Income,

of the social wealth. It depends upon the

degree in which the natural resources of a country and

the personal faculties of its inhabitants are utilized

for the production of material goods or personal services

;

upon the manner in which capital is employed in creating

new wealth ; and upon the extent to which durable con-

sumers' goods, the products of past industry (for example,

dwelling houses, works of art, books, etc.}, are made to

yield the satisfactions that they have the power to confer.
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In this way the social income for any month or year may

be divided into four constituent parts :
—

1. The satisfactions derived from durable consumable

goods, the product of past industry, that still remain in

the possession of the community and add to its material

enjoyments.

2. The personal services at the disposal of the society

during the period for which the income is computed.

3. The material goods of a consumable character that

are the product of the current industry for the period

considered.

4. The producers' goods, or capital, created ' by the

current industry of the period, and available for the pro-

duction of economic goods during following periods.

If we conceive of social wealth as an accumulation or

fund of economic goods, then social income should be

, conceived as a continual flow of personal
Social Income

, aflowofeco- services, consumable material wealth, and
nomic g . pj,Q^y(.gj,g' goods or Capital. National pros-

perity depends less upon tlie amount of wealth than

upon the utilization of the national possessions in deriv-

ing the annual income. In this chapter we shall study

the methods by which the social income is distributed

among the individuals, or classes of individuals, that

compose the society.

§ 249. The general causes that determine the amount

Causes that of the social income have been discussed in

^o^me *^^® chapter treating of the production of

social Income, wealth. But the following facts need to be

mentioned here :
—
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1. Of the four constituent parts of social income,

as enumerated in the preceding section, the first is quite

independent of the enterprise and the labor of society

in the period during which tlie income is estimated,

and depends upon past production. The last three

parts vai-y with the productivity of tlie labor of society

during the period under consideration, and depend upon

current production.

2. Considering now simply these last three parts of

social income, which al'e the output of current industry,

we know that they are produced by capitalistic methods

of production. This is especially true of the consumable

material goods and the capital goods that form the last

two parts of social income.

3. The use of capital in production has increased

marvelously during the last century, so that the effi-

ciency of the labor of any society depends very largely

upon the amount and kind of capital utilized in produc-

tion. An increase of the labor force or a gain in the

efficiency and energy of the present laborers would re-

sult in a considerable increase in the .productivity of the

industries of any society. But without an increase of

capital there would be strict limits to the increased pro-

ductivity caused in this way. Capital now performs

such a large share of the work of production, and is re-

sponsible for such a great proportion of the efficiency of

modern industry, that the social incooie of consumers'

goods and producers' goods cannot be increased very

greatly unless the amount of capital is first increased.

In other words, that part of the social income which is

24
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composed of the products of current industry depends at

any period very largely upon the capital used in produc-

tion. It follows, therefore, that the social income of the

people of the United States during the year 1896 de-

pended very largely upon the capital tliat had been

accumulated and applied to production prior to that year.

More labor or more efficient labor might have increased

the year's income considerably, but the product of our

industry was profoundly dependent upon capital pro-

duced by the labor of previous years.

§ 250. All private incomes, whether of capitalists,

laborers, landowners, or employers come out of the

social income of the society. The income of
Private in-

•'

comes and one class may increase at the expense of
social income. ,, i j^ -^ • '^ i c ^i

others ; but it is possible tor the incomes

of all classes to increase only when the general social

income is enlarged. In so far as the amount of the

social income is dependent upon the capital employed in

productive industry, the incomes of all classes of society

are dependent upon the capital produced by the industry

of the past.

n. Private Income.

§ 251. The income of an individual may be considered

to be a certain portion of the material goods or personal

„ , , services that make up the social income.
Real and

_

^

money In this Sense economists speak of real in-

come, as opposed to money income. The

latter consists of income expressed in terms of money.

This distinction is important. It is possible to increase
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money incomes without increasing real incomes. If the

cun'ency of the United States should be doubled in any

year, money incomes of many persons might be increased,

but the simultaneous increase of prices would wholly or

partially offset the increase of money incomes. Mani-

festly an increase in money incomes due to such a cause

as this does not aEfect the real income of the country in

any particular. So, in comparing the money incomes of

laborers in one country with those of another, it is neces-

sary to compare the relative purchasing power of money

in respect to those commodities which the laborer con-

sumes. Higher money wages may or may not indicate

higher real wages and a greater degree of prosperity of

the laboring classes.

§ 252. Private incomes are regularly expressed and

measured in terms of money. A money income may be

considered a demand upon the current prod-
Money in-

uct or past accumulations of society for any comes further

T .

.

. J.1 i J.1
• £ considered,

commodities or services that the receiver oi

the income desires to purchase. Money incomes are

regularly expended for the commodities or services that

constitute the real income of the receiver. Only in a few

cases are money incomes hoarded. When money is de-

posited in a bank, the depositor of the money really lends

to some other person the right to demand commodities in

the present, in return for the right to receive at some

future- time an equivalent income. Money incomes are

expended for the following things :
—

1. Services or consumable commodities, the product

of- current industry.
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2. Durable consumable goods, the product of past in-

dustry, as in the purchase of a house or book produced

in previous years.

3. Producers' goods or capital, the product either of

current or of past industry.

§ 253. In treating of the distribution of tlie real income

of a society among its individual members, we have to

consider primarily the causes that affect
Thedlstribu- ^ ^

.

tion of money the money incomes received by individuals.

Within any social group, the real income

of one individual will be larger or smaller than the real

incomes of other individuals roughly in proportion as his

money income is lai'ger or smaller. Between different

groups prices may be so different that this will not hold

true.

III. Primary and Secondary Distribution.

§ 254. Considering now the money incomes received

by individuals, we must notice that the first process

Primary by which private money incomes are deter-
distribution. mjued is the Sale of products and services

in the market. Material goods and services are sold for

money, then the necessary expenses of production are

paid, and a net income is secured. Tliis is the primary

fact in the distribution of money incomes among indi-

viduals, and may be called the primary process of

distribution.

Suppose a farmer to own his land, buildings, live stock,

machinery, and tools. Suppose him to perform all the

labor of carrying on the farm. Then suppose that the
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sales of the products from the farm amount to $2,500

annually, while the expenses for piucliasiug seed, re-

newing the land, repairing buildings, and primary

keeping the stock and implements in good distribution

_ Illustrated

condition, amount to #l,oOO each year, bythecase

Then the farmer will have a gross income ° ' "™*'''

of $2,500 and a net income of $1,000. For him the

distribution of wealth means simply the sale of his

products and the payment of the expenses of running

the farm.^

Assume other cases. A physician may own all the

capital used in his profession. He gets his gross in-

come by selling his services, and receives a other

net income proportioned to the excess of his illustrations,

gross income over tlie expenses of carrying on his busi-

ness. So with a shoemaker, a tailor, or a proprietor of

a small store, who may own his capital and land and do

all his own work.

§ 255. Now, if all production were carried on by men

who owned all the land and capital used in business, per-

formed all the necessary labor, and carried on Need of a

the enterprises on their own responsibility, p^oc"^
the distribution of wealth would comprise distribution,

nothing but the simple process of primary distribution.

1 Commonly a farmer gets a part of his income by consuming some of

his products on the farm. Here he receives his real income directly, with-

out receiving a money income that must be expended for the real income.

Yet, if the farmer should keep his books carefully, he ought to esti-

mate the market value of all products consumed on the farm, and add

this sum to the money income secured from the sale of products in the

market.
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But in modern business, we find two distinct classes of

income receivers :
—

1. Persons who secure a primary income from man-

aging-business on their own responsibility, and selling

products or services for more than the expenses of

producing them.

2. Persons who have business relations with the re-

ceivers of primary incomes. These persons may be

laborers who agree to work for other men who bear the

responsibility of furnishing capital and of assuming the

risks of management. Second, they may be investors

of capital who do not desire to assume the risks and

responsibility of investing in a business that they must

manage for themselves. Such capitalists often lend

their capital to active business men. Third, tliey may

be landowners who own land which they do not desire

to utilize, and prefer to rent to men who do wish to

use it. These three classes, hired laborers, lenders of

capital, and landlords, receive secondary, or derivative,

or dependent incomes from the persons who carry on

industry on their own responsibility.

§ 256. The distribution of secondary incomes depends

primarily upon the legal relations that exist between

The position of the independent employers, the responsible

in'secon^^ managers of business enterprises, on the

distriDution. one hand, and the dependent capitalists,

landlords, and laborers, on the other.

An employer, or a responsible manager of a business

enterprise, usually has some capital of his own that he

invests in the business undertaking. If he fails to
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sell his products for more than the expenses of pro-

ducing them, he must meet all expenses con- _'^
Tbe employer

tracted, even if this has to be done out of his or responsible

capital. The fate of the business depends
"'*'^*''

upon his ability ; and, if he incurs a loss, he alone is re-

sponsible. In a common partnership each member risks

all his property for the debts of the firm, while the limited

liability of the business corporation limits the risk of the

investors to the amount of the capital invested by them.

On the other hand, the employer or manager secures all

the profit when the business is successful.

Capitalists aud landowners who lend capital and land

to the active managers of business enterprises, agree to

place their capital and land at the disposal of ^' ^ The dependent
the managers for a definite period of time, capitalist

in return for interest or rent paid out of the

gross income of the business. If the manager is unable

to pay interest and rent, or to return the capital when

the time for i-epayment comes, out of the gross income

of the business, then he must draw upon his own capital

for the necessary sums. The lenders of land and capital

avoid much of the risk which the active manager as-

sumes. Tlie lenders can lose only when the business

fails so badly that the capital loaned, or interest and

rent due; cannot be recovered out of the assets of the

enterprise. The capital of the manager serves as a buffer

to protect the lenders from loss. On the other hand,

lenders of capital and land receive only fixed payments,

and have no share in any unusual profits that may come

from the business.
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The employer must also pay the hired laborers the

wages agreed upon, even if this has to be done out of

The hired ''^^ Capital. In many states the hired

laborer. laborer has a " mechanics' lien " upon the

product of the business, and is almost in the position

of a preferred creditor. At the same time he regularly

has no share in the profits that may be realized.

§ 257. There is still a third process by which private

incomes are determined. Men who own dwelling houses,

Tertiary o'^ l^^^*! ^°^ residence sites, or some other

distriDution. durable good, may derive an income from

renting them to other persons in return for stipulated

payments. Such goods are not used in what is technic-

ally called productive industry. They are durable con-

sumption-goods, for whose use other people are willing

to pay money to the owners. The persons who agree

to make such payments may be independent employers,

or dependent capitalists, landowners, and laborers. In

other words, the interest or rent paid for the use of

durable consumption-goods may come out of either pri-

mary or secondary incomes. The owners of such dura-

ble consumption-goods consider them to be a part of

their private capital, since they derive an income from

them. In everyday speech, such goods may be called

capital. But the student must notice that they are

private, acquisitive capital merely; that is, they are the

means by which private individuals secure a share of

the social income. These durable consumption-goods

are not used in what the economist defines technically

as the production of wealth.
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IV. General Classification of Private Incomes.

§ 258. From another point of view, it is possible to

classify private incomes as follows :
—

1. Incomes received by responsible man- ^ „^•' ^ Profits, wages,

agers of business enterprises. These are interest, and

commonly called profits.

2. Incomes received by laborei's for their personal ex-

ertion in producing material goods or services. These

are called wages or salaries.

3. Incomes received by owners of productive capital

loaned to managers of enterprises, or bj' owners of dura-

ble consumption-goods loaned to other persons. These

incomes are termed interest.

4. Incomes received by owners of land rented for

business enterprises, or rented for use as residence

sites, and for purposes that are not connected with the

technical process of wealth production. Such an income

is called rent.

§ 259. Suppose a manufacturer to own an acre of

land and $20,000 capital. He invests $20,000 in build-

ing and equipping a factory, of which sum
^^^t^^y,^

he borrows $1 0,000 at six per cent interest, of these forms

Tiiis will leave him $10,000 of his own cap-

ital, which he invests and re-invests in hiring laborers

and buying materials. Suppose that he rents an addi-

tional acre of land for use in the business, agreeing to

pay an annual rental of $400. Then he hires twenty

laborers at annual wages of $600 each. Each year he

is obliged to spend $2,000 for repairing his buildings
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and keeping his machinery in good condition ; while his

taxes and insurance amount to f600 annually, and mis-

cellaneous expenses to $400 more. In the course of the

year he turns out a product for which he receives a gross

return of $30,000. In so doing he spends $10,000 for raw

materials, etc., so that he has $20,000 available for meet-

ing his other expenses. These expenses are, first, $2,000

for repairs, $600 for insurance and taxes, and $400 for

miscellaneous expenses. This leaves an income of

$17,000 available for meeting his other obligations.

These are : $12,000 for wages, $600 for interest, and

$400 for rent. After paying these last expenses he has

a gross profit of $4,000 on the year's business. But it

is often customary to divide these gross profits into cer-

tain constituent parts. The manufacturer has $20,000

invested in the business, on which he could have secured

six per cent interest without incurring the risks and

trouble of establishing and running the enterprise.

Therefore he will estimate that $1,200 of these gross

profits represents interest on his invested capital. Sim-

ilarly he owns an acre of land which could have been

rented for $400. Consequently, he will estimate that

$400 of the gross profits represents merely the rent of

his land. His net profits, therefore, due to his enter-

prise in establishing the industry, will be $4,000 —
($1,200 + $400) = $2,400. We shall now proceed to

consider the causes that affect the terms upon which a

manager hires laborers, borrows capital, and rents land,

and the causes that make it possible for him to derive a

net profit from his business.
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V. Interest.

§ 260. In studying the production of wealth, we saw

that social, or productive, capital is an important factor,

and we defined capital as the produced instru-^ ^
Private or

ments of indirect production. In studying acquisitive

the distribution of wealth, we- have seen that '^^ '

men secure incomes, not only from those forms of pro-

ductive capital that are reduced to private ownership,

but also from durable consumers' goods, such as houses,

etc.i In popular speech, every possession of an individ-

ual that is a means of securing a money income is called

capital.^ Tlie economist needs, therefore, to recognize

that capital in distribution plays a different part from

what it does in production. In distribution, we consider

methods by which private individuals acquire incomes.

Capital, therefore, must be viewed as a means of private

acquisition, not as a means of producing social wealth.

We define private or acquisitive capital as any product

of human industry that serves as a source of income to

individuals. It includes :
—

1. Those forms of social or productive capital that

are subject to private ownersliip, and serve as sources of

income to individuals. Land is not included here, and

must be considered separately.

1 Carriages rented by liverymen, and books rented by a circulating

library, are other examples of consumers' goods, used as means of secur-

ing money incomes.

2 Even land is included in the popular conception of private capital.

This should not be included by the economist, however, since land is not

produced, and the income received from it difiers from the income secured

from other forms of private capital.
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2. Those durable consumers' goods that can be

" rented " to others, and serve as sources of private

income to their owners.

§ 261. Interest is paid, first of all, for the use of pro-

ductive capital. Now such capital is worthless in itself,

but is very valuable when used in the pro-
The value of

''

.

'^

productive duction of economic goods. What deter-

*^*' mines its value ? For instance, what deter-

mines the value of a machine or a factory ? The value

of capital, like that of any other product of industry, is

determined primarily by its marginal utility. In the

case of capital, the marginal utility depends upon the

utility of its marginal product. But if competition is

free, then the expenses of production will exert an in-

fluence on the supply. Ultimately the price received

for a machine, or any other form of productive capital,

will be such as equalizes the utility of the marginal prod-

uct with the marginal expenses of production. On the

other hand, when some element of monopoly, such as a

patent right, prevents competition from operating, the

price of the capital good will be fixed at the point of

highest net returns.

Interest is also paid for the use of durable con-

sumers' goods such as dwelling liouses. The question of

The value of
t^^^ value of sucli goods iiecds no further

durable goods, explanation.

§ 262. In the case of a long-time loan, such as a

mortgage loan on real estate for a term of years, or an

investment in the bonds of a corporation, interest is

paid for the use of capital. Many errors spring from a
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failure to perceive that such a long-time loan is really

a loan of productive capital in the form of^ ^
Short and

machinery and buildings, and not a loan of longtime

money. The loan may be made in money,

but the money is immediately invested by the borrower

in some form of productive capital. Money serves

merely as an instrument for effecting this loan of

capital. Such loans, and the rate of interest upon

them, are not affected by the amount of money in cir-

culation, as will be shown.

Short-time loans are somewhat different. They are

usually made by bankers, and may be either call loans,

payable on the demand of the lender, Or short-time

thirty-, sixty-, and ninety-day loans, which
'^^.^'^JZ"

bankers make by discounting commercial of money,

paper. Short-time loans are required by merchants

who have contracted debts in buying raw materials or

stocks of finished products, and must make payment for

them before the goods can be sold again. Such mer-

chants continually borrow money on call or for thirty,

sixty, or ninety days. They desire immediate means of

payment, and expect in a few weeks to return the money

borrowed when they dispose of their products. Short-

time loans constitute a demand for means of paying

debts. They are affected, therefore, by temporary

changes in the money market.

§ 263. Productive capital is valued in terms of money.

When a man borrows productive capital, the loan is

commonly expressed in terms of money, and a certain

per cent of the principal is agreed upon as the rate of
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interest. Two questions must now be examined : First,

The rate of Why is it that the pei-son who lends pro-

™ckhictive
ductive capital can secure this interest or

capital. premium for the loan ? Second, What deter-

mines the rate of interest that such a person can

secure ?

The payment of interest for a loan of capital is not

explained by simply showing that capital serves to in-

crease production, to improve the quality of
Interest arises

^ i. ./

from differ- the product, and to secure products that

the value of would be unattainable otherwise. If men
present and

-^^ould be willing, without receiving interest,
future goods.

°' ° '

to accumulate enough capital to carry on

the business of the world, then no one could secure

interest. But this is something that cannot be ex-

pected. If a person has 11,000, he can expend it for

consumers' goods that are available immediately. If

he invests it in capital, he can secure a return only after

some time has elapsed. When he invests $1,000 in

productive capital, he converts a present available in-

come into such a form that it is available only in the

future. Now, persons will not exchange a present in-

come of f1,000 for a future income of only 11,000.

This is for two principal reasons : First, the future is

always more or less uncertain, and " a bird in the hand

is worth two in the bush." Second, even when the

uncertainty and risk of the future is reduced to a mini-

mum, most persons underestimate or undervalue future

pleasures and pains. But many people are willing to

invest $1,000 of income in capital so that it will be un-*
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available for a year, in return for |1,050 at the end of

that period. The f50 premium would be interest in

this case. It would be a premium added to the princi-

pal of the loan available only at the end of the year,

in order to make it equivalent to a present income of

11,000. Interest is paid, therefore, as a premium to

equalize future goods or future income with present

goods or income, in the estimation of possible investors.

Capital formation implies a willingness to invest pres-

ent income in producers' goods that are available only

in the future. Interest is the inducement necessary to

insure the formation of enough capital to meet the needs

of business.

Capital may be furnished by three classes of persons.

First, it may come from rich persons with large incomes,

who can easily save large amounts of income
'

.
.

The supply

and invest them in capital. Second, it may of productive

be supplied by persons of moderate means
"^^'^

who wish to provide for the future, and would do so

even at very low rates of interest. Both of these

classes of investors do not require large premiums in

order to induce them to convert part of their present

incomes into capital. In the third place, we have mar-

ginal investors, who will furnish more or less capital

according to the inducements offered for its investment.

These may be wealthy persons, or may be people of

moderate means, who would save and invest a portion

of their incomes even at low rates of interest. But

they will save more, and furnish more capital, if the

premium offered for investments is high.
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The demand for productive capital comes from all

the industries that are needed to meet the wants of

the society. The demand will be large in
The demand
for productive proportion to the energy and enterprise of

'*'
the population in all branches of economic

activity. In the second place, the demand will be stim-

ulated by the natural opportunities offered for favorable

investments. Both of these causes have made tlie de-

mand for capital very active in the United States.

The rate of interest is really the rate of annual

income that will equalize future income with present

Therateof in the minds of those persons who furnish

""^T^^h""
the marginal portion of the supply of capital

capital. needed to meet the demands of the business

of a society. In other words, we have merely another

case of the equalization of the supply and the demand

through changes in price,— in this case " pi'ice" meaning

the premium offered for future goods or income. Prices

of commodities must be high enough to enable the mar-

ginal investors of capital to secure a premium, a rate of

interest, that will induce them to furnish the amount of

capital required.

The demand for capital comes from business men, the

The equaiiza- managers of industrial enterprises. They

Mddem^d "sually invest considerable capital of their

accomplished own, and desirc to invest more when the
in the loan

market. prices of their products are such as to make

it profitable to put more capital into their businesses.

Therefore they desire to secure loans from persons who

have surplus incomes to invest, but who do not desire
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to enter into active business life. In an advanced stage

of economic development, a large number of investors,

having no active part in business, and a large number

of active managers of enterprises, form the market for

loans.

1. The demand for loans varies. Business men de-

sire to borrow when they calculate that they can secure

from additional investments of capital enough to pay

the required rate of interest, and to leave some profit

besides. When business is active, and the probable

profits of business are high, more business managers

will desii'C to borrow. On the other hand, a higher rate

of interest tends to discourage borrowing.

2. The supply of loans comes partly from persons or

institutions that are unwilling to engage in active busi-

ness, or incapacitated from doing so. Retired business

men, managers of trust funds, banking houses, univer-

sities, and similar institutions belong to this class of

investors. The supply of capital furnished from such

sources does not vary quickly as the rate of interest on

loans increases or decreases. In the second place, loan-

able capital is furnished by people who might engage in

active business if the rate of interest should become so

low as to leave large profits to active managers of indus-

trial enterprises. The supply of capital secured from

such persons varies rapidly as the rate of interest

changes. The combined supplies of loanable capital

secured from these two sources show, on the whole, a

tendency to vary directly as the rate of interest secured

from loans.

25
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3. The competition of borrowers and lenders in the

loan market is the efficient force that determines the

current rate of interest. Capital owned and invested

by active business managers does not come into the loan

market, but it exercises an influence upon the competi-

tion for loans that takes place there. If managers have

a large amount of capital of their own, the demand for

loans is less ; while a smaller amount in the ownership

of managers increases their demands in the loan market.

Thus the rate of interest that equalizes future income

with present is determined primarily in the market

for loans.

When loans of productive capital become common,

and a market rate of interest is established, then all

Interest may capital invested in productive enterprises is

raauproduc-
Considered to be earning interest, whether

tive capital, such capital is owned by the manager of

the business or is borrowed from other persons. Thus

an employer who has 120,000 of his own capital invested

in his business may not estimate that he has made any

net profits until he has charged $1,200 of his income

to the account of interest on his capital at the market

rate, say six per cent.

So far, we have assumed that the risk attending the

Risk as a investment of capital is the same in all

detern^ing
cases. But this is far from true. Of course,

interest. a Certain element of risk attends nearly all

exchanges of present for future incomes. A business

manager may lose all the capital that he invests, and

majr lose that which be borrows. Again, borrowers
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may prove dishonest^ and may defraud the lenders,

sometimes in spite of legal restrictions. But these

risks are not the same in all investments, and there-

fore the rate of interest varies. Manifestly a larger

premium is necessary to equalize future income with

present when there is a risk that the promised future

income may never be secured. An unusually high rate

of interest regularly points to an unusual risk.

In progressive countries the rate of interest tends to

decline. For this the following reasons may be assigned :

In such countries an increasing number of Tendency of

people possess capital, and are unwilling or ^e"te«f

unable to engage in active business. The decline,

supply of loanable capital is greatly increased, and the

interest rate that equalizes demand and supply is low-

ered. In the second place, business becomes less specu-

lative as a country develops, and the risk attending

investments is lessened. Finally, in such countries the

laws do more to facilitate the prompt payment or collec-

tion of debts, thereby further diminishing risks and

tending to lower the rate of interest.

§ 264. The case of loans of dui-able consumers' goods

requires little special explanation. A person interest on

who invests |5,000 in a house that he rents *'"'""*
.' consumers'

to another person for a year is exchanging goods.

a present income of $5,000 for a future sum of $5,000,^

1 This assumes that allowance is made for repairs and for the depre-

ciation in the value of the house. The so-called " rent," of a dwelling

house includes repairs and depreciation, so that the owner of the prop-

erty may receive back the original value of the house with interest at the

current rate.
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plus an annual interest of |300. He exchanges $5,000

of present goods for f5,300 of goods available a 3'ear

hence. The rate of interest on such loans is deter-

mined by the laws of demand and supply.

§ 265. Short-time loans command interest for the same

reasons as loans of productive capital for a longer period.

But the rate of interest is generally higher

interest on on sliort-time loans. Tliis is because capital

short-time jgjj^ fgj. g],ort periods of one, two, or three
loans.

^
_

months must be continually re-invested, and

may lie idle for a part of the time. The rate of interest

on sliort-time loans fluctuates witli changes in the money

market. If money becomes " tight," banks find that

their reserves diminish, and they are obliged to contract

their loans and discounts. This can be done by raising

the interest on short-time loans. When the stringency

is over, the banks find that their reserves increase, and

they extend their discounts in order to utilize their

resources as far as possible. Discounts can be increased

by offering them at lower rates of interest. The margin

of fluctuation is very great in the case of these short

loans. On October 29, 1896, the rate of interest on call

loans in New York was ten per cent at the opening of

the day's business. By noon it had risen to fifty per

cent annual interest, and before night rose to eighty and

one hundred per cent. On the other hand, money on

call may occasionally be in little demand at one or two

per cent.

§ 266. For some purposes it is useful to speak of a

genei'al loan market, in which loans of productive cap-
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ital for permanent investments or for short periods of

time, and loans of durable consumers' goods ^he loan

are offered and demanded. Unquestion- market.

ably there is a connection between the three. If the

normal rate of return on one kind of loans exceeds the

return on others, the supply of capital offered for that

purpose will increase, and the rate will fall to the general

level. This may be a gradual process, however. If the

rates secured by banks on their short-time loans are

unusually high, the profits of bankers will be larger, and

more capital will flow into the banking business sooner

or later .^

§ 267. It is an old fallacy that an increase in the

supply of money lowers the interest on permanent

investments, while a decreased supply of The rate of

money raises the rate. This may be true
i^rm^ent

temporarily of short-time loans, but is false investments

. is not affected

when applied to more permanent invest- by tne supply

ments. The demand for loans means a
"^""""^y-

demand for various other forms of productive capital,

not a demand for money. So, too, the supply of loans is

a supply of loanable capital, not a supply of money. If

the amount of money is increased and prices are raised,

there will be an increase in the money value of the sup-

ply of capital goods, hut the money expression of the

1 In the general loan market two other kinds of loans might be men-

tioned. First, a few people, either from imprudence or from misfortune,

borrow funds to relieve personal necessities. But such loans are insigni-

ficant in amount when compared with the general mass of loans. Second,

governments borrow large amounts for public purposes. The demand of

a, government for loans in war times may greatly raise rates of interest.
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demand for capital will be increased also ; and the con-

ditions of demand and supply will be unaltered. If it

costs twice as much to establish productive enterprises

when the prices of products are doubled, then the money

value of the capital needed to build a factory will in-

crease, and the money demand for capital will increase

proportionately to the increased supply of money.

§ 268. From antiquity until comparatively modern

times the justice of interest-taking was attacked by phi-

losophers, statesmen, and theologians. Dur-
The jnsttHca- .

Uon of interest- ing the Middle Ages both the Roman Church

and the civil authorities of Europe prohibited

tlie practice. This opposition to interest, for the most

part, rested upon the assumptions that a loan was a loan

of money, and that money was sterile and unable to pro-

duce more money. For this reason interest-taking was

viewed as robbei'y. In modern times, however, it has

been seen that most loans are loans of productive cap-

ital, and that pi'oducers need a large supply of loanable

capital. Three centuries ago, the growing need of the

business world for capital broke down the medieval

prohibition of interest. It is the present social impor-

tance of a large supply of capital that has led modern

peoples to justify interest-taking.

At the present time usury laws are quite common.

Most of our states attempt to fix a maximum rate of

interest. Sucii laws declare the exaction of more than

a certain rate of interest to be usury ; they
USU17 laws.

, , . , ,

J ' J

make such contracts void at law ; and some-

times inflict penalties for charging usurious interest. It
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has been found that the commercial world manages to

evade these usury laws in one way or another, so that

they are practically inoperative in the general loan mar-

ket. When applied to commercial transactions these laws

are beyond question unwise. On the other hand, our usuiy

laws have helped poor people who sometimes borrow to

meet personal necessities to keep out of the hands of

money sharks, who make a practice of victimizing such

ignorant or helpless borrowers. It would be wise to

remove such restrictions from the loan market, and to

leave the rate of interest to be determined by the forces

of supply and demand in the commercial world. A high

rate of interest tends to remedy itself by attracting an

increased supply of capital. On the other hand, the

interests of the poor who may have to borrow to re-

lieve their personal necessities may be safeguarded by

leaving to the courts the work of deciding when interest

contracts are usurious, and ought not to be enforced.

VI. Rent.

§ 269. Rent, in the economic use of the word, is the

return that is secured by the owner of any natural agent.

The most common case is the rent secured The nature

from land, but the rent of water privileges, "f rent-

dock facilities, etc., is an income of the same sort.

Natural agents are reduced to private ownership when

they become scarce relatively to the demand for them.

Land became private property only when nomadic peo-

ples settled down to agricultural life, and arable land

became scarce.
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§ 270. Natural agents are used in production and

serve to satisfy human wants. Thus far they resemhlc

The ai of
^^P^tal. But they differ from capital in that

natural they are not produced, and their supply is

fixed by nature. They become economic

goods only when the demand for them increases so as

to make them scarce, instead of free goods. What
determines the value of natural agents that become rela-

tively scarce ? Manifestly their value depends upon

their scarcity, and is not affected Hy expenses of pro-

duction. The owner of a scarce natural agent, such as

a piece of land, can secure from it an annual income, or

rent, say of 1600. Tlieu, if the marlcet rate of interest

on capital happens to be six per cent, the value of the

piece of land will be such a principal sum as will yield

1600 annually with interest at the current rate. In this

case.the land would be worth flO,000. Now it is neces-

sary to explain tlie causes that determine the annual

income or rent obtainable from land.

But first it is necessary to explain that improvements

upon land or upon any natural agent are capital, and

Improvements ^^^^ ^ value proportioned to their mai-ginal

upon land or expenses of production. Land is in itself a
upon other

natural agents natural agent, but fences, ditches, dikes,
arecapi

. -vyalls, and fertilizers are capital; and are

valued according to the expenses of producing tiiem.

A water power is a natural agent, but a dam and a

canal constructed for the purpose of utilizing the power

are capital. A piece of land or a water power, upon

which no labor and capital have ever been expended,
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may be leased or sold at prices that depend solely upon

scarcity.

§ 271. The income received from natural agents may

be explained by considering its most common form, the

rent of land. Such rent arises out of dif-
Tbe income

ferences in the desirability of various tracts from natural

of land, due to differences in location or in

natural fertility. For agricultural purposes the natural

fertility of land is important. Nature does much more

to make some , lands fertile than it does for others.

Temperature and rainfall favor some lands. Some

soils are far stronger than others, and can be used

continually without deteriorating in the same degree.

A plain has certain advantages over the slopes of a

mountain, and land with a southern exposure is superior

to land that slopes to the north. When land is once

brought into cultivation, then the condition of the soil

depends also upon the methods employed to preserve its

fertility ; but natural differences still remain very im-

portant. The location of a tract of land is important

in determining its desirability for any purpose whatever.

Agricultural land must be accessible to the market, and

the rent secured from it will depend partly upon this

consideration. Land used for residence purposes will

be more or less desirable according to its accessibility,

its healthfulness, and the beauty of its surroundings.

Land used for the location of manufacturing or com-

mercial enterprises must, above all, be accessible to the

market, to means of transportation, and to the labor

supply.
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§ 272. The causes that determine rent can be illus-

trated well bj studying the rent from agricultural lands.

In new countries land is sometimes super-
The rent of

'

agricultural abundant. The settlers occupy first those

^ *
sites which offer the best immediate advan-

tages either for defense or for securing a quick return

from the soil. Produce is raised from the land with

little expenditure of capital and labor. Suppose that

the average investment on each acre of wheat land is

five dollars,! and that the average return per acre is

fifteen bushels of wheat. Now suppose that population

grows and that the demand for wheat increases so that

the price rises. How will tliis increased demand be

met ? Wheat-raisers can either invest more capital on

the land already cultivated, and secure a larger aggre-

gate but a smaller proportional return ; or they can

apply the additional labor and capital to new lands,

which may not be as fertile as the old, but may give as

large returns as could be secured by additional invest-

ments on the land formerly cultivated. Suppose that,

by investing five dollars more on the old lands, the yield

could be increased to twenty-five bushels, while the new

investments on tlie poorer lands would have yielded ten

bushels. Then producers would with equal profit invest

the additional five dollars on old land or on new but

poorer land. If, however, the additional investment

would have increased tlie yield of the old lands to

1 We will suppose that this covers not only all expenses for labor and

materials, but also the expenses for interest on capital, so that it will leave

the producer both interest on his capital and fair wages for his work.
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only twenty-four bushels, then producers would have

preferred to take the poorer lauds into cultivation.

Now, as soon as the demand for wheat had inci-eased

so that the investment of five dollars per acre on the

most available lands could not satisfy it, Diminisiiing

prices would rise. This would continue until "^th^"
pi'ices became high enough to make it prof- jnargmai

.
expenses of

itable to invest more labor and capital, say production,

five dollars more per acre, either upon tlie old lands, sub-

ject to a diminishing return, or upon new and poorer

lands. The increased supply would be produced at au

increased marginal expense, and prices must rise high

euough to cover this expense, if the demand is to be

satisfied. The former expense of raising wheat was

five dollars for fifteen bushels, or thirty-three cents per

bushel. The increased supply of ten bushels per acre

required an increased outlay of five dollars, whether

raised on old lands by more intensive cultivation or on

new lands. The marginal expense of raising wheat has

risen therefore to fifty cents per bushel, and prices must

rise to that point before the supply will be increased.

When increasing demand forces up the price of wheat

and enables an increased supply to be furnished at a

greater marginal expense, rent will appear. In the case

just assumed, the producer of wheat on the older and

better land can now invest five dollars per acre, pro-

duce fifteen bushels worth fifty cents per bushel, and

can secure a surplus of two dollars and a half. Or he

can invest ten dollars per acre, produce twenty-five

bushels worth fifty cents a bushel, and can secure a sur-
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plus of two dollars and a half. On the other hand,

before the increasing demand raised the price of wheat

Rentisasur- from thirty-three to fifty cents, such a wheat
plus secured

pj,^ggi. invested five dollars per acre, pro-
on more ^ ' ^
productive duced fifteen bushels worth only five dol-
investments

of capital lars, and secured only enough to cover his
andiahor.

expenses. But the rise in the price of wheat

may have led some producers to resort to poorer lands,

investing five dollars per acre and securing ten bushels

of wheat worth five dollars. Such producers receive no

surplus, and could pay no rent for their lands. Now,

the owners of the better lands can secure the surplus of

two dollars and a half that is received from those lands

as soon as wheat rises to fifty cents per bushel. This

surplus is economic rent.

In the case just assumed, the second investment of

five dollars per acre, either upon the old and better

Economic ^^.nd or upou the new and poorer, yielded

dffi *°*tiai
"^^ surplus of income over expense. A rent

return secured -yfag secured from the more productive

moreproduc- investments of labor and capital which

mente'upon yielded a surplus. Rents are measured

land. always in this way, and are a differential

return secured from investments that are more produc-

tive than the marginal investments that receive only

enough to just pay for making them. These marginal

investments may be made on new and poorer land, in

which case rent is measured by the superiority of the

better land over the poorer. On the other hand, the

marginal investments may be made on the older lands
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because they will secure there a larger return than

could he gained fi'om poorer lands. In the first case

economists speak of an extensive margin of cultivation,

that is, an investment on the marginal lands from which

producers secure just enough to cover their expenses.

In the second case, there is an intensive margin of cul-

tivation, that is, a more complete but more expensive

utilization of old lands, which is made possible by

increased prices.

In a new country settlers are seldom able to cultivate

the richest soils first. They select those that promise

the largest immediate return. As time xhe opening

goes on, richer soils may be utilized. The ipofnew
lands may

result is to increase the supply of produce, throw less

to lower prices, and to throw out of cultiva- ^^^
tion the poorest lands that formerly were in cultivation,

use. The demand may be satisfied, under such circum-

stances, by a less intensive investment of labor and

capital upon better soils, and by a less extensive invest-

ment upon poorer soils. Such a change in methods of

production will decrease the difference between the

marginal investments and the more productive invest-

ments of labor and capital. This will lower the surplus,

or rent, secured on the superior investments.

§ 273. Land utilized in manufacturing or commercial

enterprises is valued according to its location, both in

respect to the market and to the labor supply.^ In-

1 Of course location is an important element in determining the desira-

bility of agricultural land. Proximity to the market, or to railroa,ds and

canals, decreases the coat of placing wheat in the market.
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creasing demand for products will raise prices so that

producers will push their marginal investments on to

more distant and less desirable lands, or will
The rent of

'

landusedfor invest more intensively upon land already
other purposes. • i ;i x- ^_^ , ,

occupied. Sometimes there may be no act-

ual increase of price, but rather a failure of prices to

fall as fast as. they might otherwise. The principles

governing the rents of such lands are the same as those

that determine agricultural rents.

§ 274. Rents do not raise prices, but are caused by

high prices. The prices of freely produced commodi-

„ ,, ^ ties tend to approximate the marginal ex-
Rent Is not a

. .

cause of high penses of production. Now, in the cases

assumed, rent did not appear until increas-

ing demand had raised the price of wheat and made it

possible to invest five dollars additional, for which an

additional return of only ten bushels was secured either

upon the old lands or upon the new and poorer lands.

Therefore the rent of two dollars and a half per acre

was a surplus caused by the rise of prices, and not a

cause of high prices. If the landlord should have

charged no rent, prices would not have fallen below the

marginal expenses of producing the increased supply

;

and the profits of the farmers on the better lands would

have been increased without any possibility of a change

of prices. The enormous rents paid for land in the

business center of a large city are due to the exceptional

facilities offered by such tracts for doing a large busi-

ness, by investing large amounts of capital that secure

surplus profits before the marginal investment is made,
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say the last story of the building, at which point the

returns received only just pay for the expense of mak-

ing the outlay. Demand for products and services

forces prices up so that the supply can be increased by

more intensive investment on city lands, or more exten-

sive investment in the suburbs. Economic rent is a

result of this more intensive or more extensive invest-

ment, and not a cause of higher prices.

Of course this applies solely to economic rent, not to

the so-called rent of buildings and improvements, which

is really interest on capital. Sometimes it
' Lluutations

is said that " rent does not enter into prices." upon tus

Such a statement means merely that rent is
"^"'"' *'

not a cause of higher prices. Manifestly, part of the

price secured from more productive investments goes to

pay rents. The statement that rent is an effect, not a

cause, of high prices needs one important qualification.

Land will normally be rented for such purposes as will

enable the tenant to pay the highest rental possible. It

may happen that lands otherwise available for use in

one branch of business may yield a higher rent when

used for some other purpose. Wlien this happens, the

supply of the product of the first industry can be in-

creased only by applying capital more intensively upon

lands formerly used or by resorting to newer and poorer

lands. Under such circumstances the marginal ex-

penses of producing that product would be greater than

they would have been if it had been practicable to invest

capital upon the land that yielded a higher rent when

utilized in some other industry. Of course this means
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that prices must rise higher than would have been neces-

sary otherwise before the supply can be increased.

These higher prices will be the result of the impossi-

bility of utilizing for other purposes the land rented.

In the rents of desirable city lots this is a very impor-

tant consideration. Probably no land available for

wholesale business, for instance, would fail to bear some

rent when used for other purposes. And this necessi-

tates more intensive investment of capital upon the

land actually utilized by wholesale dealers, in order to

supply a given demand.^

§ 275. Moreover, actual rents differ sometimes from

true economic rents. This economic law of rent pre-

Actuairent
Supposes competition. Itassumes that aland-

frequentiy dif- lord will ei'ect a tenant the moment that he
fers from the

true economic finds another who can pay more rent, and

that tenants will give up their locations the

moment the rent rises above the true economic rent.

These conditions are only partially fulfilled, as compe-

tition is often imperfect. Landlords often do not exact

full competitive rents from old tenants. Farmers who

cultivate land for subsistence may be forced to pay

more than full economic rents, since they may be more

likely to accept the heavier burden than to look around,

for other land. On the other hand, competition is much

more active among business men, and tends to make

actual rentals approximate the true economic rents

throughout the commercial world.

§ 276. It has been claimed that the tendency of eco-

1 See Marshall, Principles of Economics, 478-485.
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nomic progress is to cause a decided increase in rents.

In agriculture, it is said, the law of diminishing returns

drives producers constantly to cultivate The alleged

poorer lands. This increases the differential *™t™7°*
rents secured from better lands. In the increase,

case of town lots, it is urged that every increase of

population raises rentals in a marked manner. All such

increases of rents, it is tliought, are due solely to the

growth of society, not to the activity of the particular

landowners whose rentals are raised. Hence the ex-

pression "the unearned increment" has been applied to

this growth of rent produced by social development.

Those who speak of the unearned increment com-

monly overlook the losses that many landowners suffer.

Large sums spent in developing city real Losses of land-

estate have been entirely lost, as the enter-
»w«"^^

J ' usually over-

prises have often proved failures. Changes looked.

in the location of street railways or in the movement of

fashion or business from one section to another, lower

rents in some sections of a city nearly as much as they

increase them in another. The development of facilities

for rapid transit tends to decrease the demand for city

lots for residence purposes. In the case of agricultural

lands, rents have been lowered i-epeatedly over large

sections of country. In England, agricultural rents

have been lowered greatly by the competition of cheaper

wheat, beef, and pork produced in the United States.

In the eastern portion of this country agricnltural rents

have been lowered by the opening up of the wheat lands

of the West. Many farms in New England cannot be

26
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rented for enough to pay interest on buildings and im-

provements on the land. If we set off these decreases

against the increases of rent that have been caused by

social development, the net unearned increment received

by landowners, as a class, is very much smaller than is

usually represented.

Only in the case of landowners who own particularly

desirable tracts of land can it be claimed that there is a

Yet the un-
great unearned increment. Some favored

earned incre- situations in the business centers of cities,
mentis very
large in indi- Some sites available for docks, for terminal
VI u cases,

fj^gjijj^jgg fgp railroads, etc., have become

enormously valuable, so that a lai'ge unearned increment

has been received.^

VII. Wages.

§ 277. Primarily, wages are the reward received by

hired laborers. Tlie term is extended sometimes to in-

DeHnitionof clude the independent incomes received by

wages. workers who carry on any sort of produc-

tive activity upon their own account ; but for the

present we shall investigate the laws that determine

the reward, the dependent income, secured by hired

laborers.

Nominal wages are the amounts of money received

Real and nom- ^y laborers during any specified time. Real

inai wages, wages are the " necessaries, comforts, and

luxuries" that the laborer is able to command as

1 In the case of city lots the increment of land values is partly offset

by assessments for a large part of the expense for improvements, such

as sewers, street paving, etc., that benefit the property directly.
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remuneration for his labor. If one laborer receives

higher nominal or money wages than another, but is

obliged to pay more for most of the commodities that he

is accustomed to buy, then his real wages may be no

higher. Furthermore, two laborers may receive the

same money wages, but one may receive house rent or

board free, or may be given various pi'ivileges, that enable

him to make his money go further in supplying his

wants. In such a case, the real wages of the two men
would not be the same.

§ 278. Persons who woi'k for hire sometimes receive

returns that- are called salaries, not wages. It is impor-

tant to distinguish between the two forms wages and

of income. The first difference is that a salaries,

salary continues as long as the person receiving it is in

the employ of the entrepreneur who pays it. On the

other hand, wages generally stop the moment work is

interrupted. Second, salaried employees are usually

engaged for more definite terms that sometimes are of

long duration ; while the wage earner has a less secure

tenure of his position. Third, persons who receive sal-

aries generally stand in closer personal relations with

their employers, and are more likely to occupy equal

social positions.

§ 279. Time wages are wages paid according to the

time that a laborer works. Piece wages are paid accord-

ing to the QTiantity of work that is done.°
,

Time wages

Men employed on time wages have less and piece

direct interest in making tlieir product as
"^^^^^

large as possible ; so that piece workers often do more
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work in a given length of time, and may earn more

money each day.

But it usually holds true that men producing the same

commodity receive about the same wages for each unit

of product, wliether paid by the day and

tends to be the week or by the piece. In other words, the

trthmettods
la-bor-cost of each unit of a commodity tends

ofremunera- to be nearly the same. Competition among

employers can produce no other result. An

employer who produces at a much higher rate for

the labor expended upon each unit of product, will be

likely to be driven out of business unless he possesses

some advantage that compensates for this greater labor-

cost. Finally, the student needs to be reminded that

there is no necessary connection between high rates of

daily or weekly wages and a high labor-cost for each unit

of output, or between low earnings and low labor-cost.

Efficiency of the labor as well as the daily or weekly

wages must be considered in determining whether the

labor-cost is high or low.^ In general it may be said

that laborers receiving higher time wages are more

efficient than those whose wages are low. But this

greater efficiency is not always proportioned to the dif-

ference in the rates of wages. Sometimes it has been

shown to be less, at other times more, than this difference.

§ 280. The person who does not possess the capital

necessary to enable him to undertake production on his

1 On the subject of efficiency, see § 77. See Hobson, Evolution of

Modern Capitiilism, 261-284 ; Bkasset, Work and Wages ; Walkek, The

Wages Question ; Schoenhof, The Economy of High Wages.
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own account must become a hired laborer by selling his

services to some employer. The wages contract is made

before work is undertaken, and wages must° General con-

be determined some time in advance of the siderations

sale of the product. Moreover, the em- wages of the

ployer is obliged by law to pay the stipu-
i>iJ^«d laborer,

lated wages whether the product prove salable or

unsalable. Evidently he has to estimate carefully the

probable future value of the goods produced. There-

fore wages have been called " the discounted product of

industry," and defined as " what capitalists are ready to

advance on the expectation of a future return." When-

ever the process of production is so long that weeks or

months elapse before the product is completed and

marketed, then laborers receive weekly or monthly wages

a considerable time before any money return is received

from their work. Under such circumstances, employers

cannot undertake enterprises unless they have at their

disposal sufficient funds to enable them to advance

weekly or monthly wages, during the time that must

elapse before any return is secured from the sale of the

product.

§ 281. Tlie question of wages must be studied in two

aspects : First, we must investigate the forces that

determine whether the entire laboring class General and

of a country or a section secures a larger or relative wages,

a smaller quantity of real wages, of the " necessaries,

comforts, and luxuries of life." Why is it, for instance,

that the wages received by the entire class of wage-

earners have been greater in the United States than in
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Europe ? This question is the problem of general wages.

Secondly, we may inquire into the causes that determine

the various rates of wages tliat are paid to different

individual laborers or groups of laborers within a country.

On what grounds, for instarjce, can we explain the differ-

ent wages paid to various classes of laborers within the

United States ? This is the question of relative wages.

General wages must be first considered.

§ 282. General wages, or wages considered as the

share of the social income received by the entire class of

hired laborers, are a varying share of a
General

wages, or varying product. If the productivity of the

shMrome* industry of a society is great, then the social

class of ured income will be large, and the quantity of
laiorersin ° '

i

the national Commodities or services received by laborers

may be large. In the second place, the

share or portion of the social income received by the

laboring class will be larger or smaller in proportion

to tiie advantages or disadvantages under which the

hired laborers make wage contracts with their employers.

Wages may possibly increase somewhat at the expense

of the share of the product that goes to employers, or

tliey may increase as a result of increased productiv-

ity without decreasing the shares of the employing

classes.

§ 283. General wages find an upper limit beyond

which tliey cannot absorb a larger share of the social

income. They cannot claim permanently so large a por-

tion of the product that employers will be discouraged

from undertaking or carrying on business enterprises.
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If they should ever rise so high, the number of indus-

tries would diminish, the general demand for labor

would decrease, and wages would necessarily fall sooner

or later. Neither can wages absorb per-° ^ TheUmltsto
manently so much of the product that inter- the increase

est cannot be paid to capitalists. If this
°*'^"^**-

should happen, the supply of capital would diminish and

the demand for labor would gradually fall off. Moreover,

wages cannot absorb the share of the product that goes

to landowners in the form of rent. This siiare is

received on account of differences in the advantages

offered by various tracts of land, and cannot be absorbed

by wages.

Assuming that contracts between employers and labor-

ers have determined the gross money wages

(hence the general wages) of the wage- wages limited

1 » ., i J- , . somewhat by
earning classes or the country tor a certain pastindus-

period, then we may notice a further limi- *^*

tation to general wages. Laborers may dispose of their

money wages in four ways :
—

1. In the purchase of consumable commodities that

have recently been completed. Thus from sixty to

eighty per cent of a laborer's income is expended for

food, clothes, fuel, light, and a few luxuries.

2. In the purchase or hire of consumable commodities

that may have been completed many years previous.

Thus laborers spend from twelve to fifteen per cent of

their income for house rent. Some buy the houses in

which they live.

3. In the purchase of personal services. This is a
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small item in the expenditure of the majority of hired

laborers.

4. Finally, part of the income may be saved. This

means that it is invested in capital either directly or

indirectly. In this country the deposits in the savings

banks in 1894 amounted to *1 ,81 0,000,000, the larger

part of which belonged to wage-earners.

In so far as the laborers spend their wages for consum-

able commodities, — and such expenditures form sixty

or eighty per cent of the total,— they are
TMsisbe- a

.
i- ...

cause Indus- dependent upon the supplies of consumable

tosomfS-'* goods now in the markets. But these con-

tent by sumable goods in the market are the prod-
capltal.

uct of capital and labor invested in the past,

and are only slightly increased out of the product of the

week or month for whicii the laborer is paid. There-

fore, the amount of consumable commodities that

laborers can buy with their money wages depends chiefly

upon past, not upon current industry. Modern capital-

istic production requires time, and the goods in the

market this week or this month are largely the products

of the industry of past months or even years. If

laborers expend their incomes for house rent or for

houses or for capital goods, they may draw to a very

large extent upon the products of industry for two or

three decades past. But money wages expended for

such goods as food, clothing, fuel, etc., can command

merely the products of the last few months or the last

year or so. Therefore, the quantity of such goods

secured by the entire laboring class of a country cannot
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be increased beyond the limits set by the productivity of

the industry of the immediate past. It is possible for

them to increase gradually as the productivity of a

country's industries increases.

§ 284. Economists have recognized that the laborers'

" standard of living " sets limits below Avhich general

wages cannot fall. The standard of living me limits

of the wage-earning classes is the quantity genJaTwa^es

of the necessaries, comforts, and luxuries of cannot fau.

life that laborers are accustomed to enjoy. We have

already seen that this is a force that limits the growth

of population, hence the supply of labor ( § 78). A
sudden increase of the labor supply makes the conditions

unfavorable for the hired laborers when they make their

wages contracts, while a decrease in the supply will

make the conditions more advantageous. Changes in

the supply of labor tend to adjust general wages to the

standard of living.

But the laborers' standard of living cannot influence

general wages permanently except as it affects the sup-

ply of labor. Now the supply of labor But the sup-

changes slowly, and a whole generation may '^^es'""^

be needed to effect a considerable change, siowiy.

unless emigration or immigration take place. Leaving

these last forces out of consideration for the moment, it

is apparent that if wages fall below the present standard

of living, the supply of labor will not decrease quickly.

Therefore the standard may be lowered temporarily.

When this occurs, there is danger that the rising genera-

tion of laborers may be brought up on a lower plane of
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comfort ; and, becoming accustomed to it, may not limit

their numbers. Then the standard may be lowered

permanently.

If laborers are able to migrate to other places where

wages are higher, then it is easier to maintain the

The influence standard of living. If wages fall below
of emigration

(.jjg accustomed standard, emigration will
and Inunigra-

uon. decrease the supply of labor more quickly

and will make it easier to restore wages to the former

level. On the other hand, if immigration brings into

the country a supply of laborers having a lower stand-

ard of living, then it will be harder to maintain the

existing standard. In the United States it has often

proved true that immigrants have desired to improve

their standard of living, and have not tended so much

to depress the standard of American laborers. But

of many of the immigrants that have crowded into our

large cities this has not proved true.

Whenever there is an abundance of free land, hired

laborers find it easier to inaintain a high standard of

Tiie effect of living. In this country it has been so easy
free land.

j^j, laborers to acquire fertile land and to

engage in farming on their own account, that the

supply of hired laborers has been reduced quickly and

easily whenever wages have fallen below the income

that could be secured from agriculture. In the

future, American wages will be less affected by this

influence.

Some writers, especially the socialists at the present

time, have assumed that the standard of living must
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necessarily be low ; and that wages tend normally to

fall to the very lowest point where the laborers can

possibly keep themselves alive and main- me standard of

tain the supply of labor. But this is en- ^n^i^'*
tirely false ; for the standard of living has raised,

steadily advanced during the past half-century, and

may do so in the future. Its advance depends upon

forces that are partly within the control of the la-

borer. Public education, that broadens the outlook and

the interests of the laborer, tends to make him demand

broader opportunities, and to refuse to bring into the

world children for whom he cannot provide a fair start

in life. Moral elevation, and everything that tends

to make him more of a man, elevates the standard of

his living. The same causes enable the laborers to

combine in order to secure by intelligent action all

the wages that are their just dues. These facts are ap-

preciated by the working classes as never before, and

we may expect a continued rise of the standard of liv-

ing. Finally, increased wages secured in this manner

would not be gained at the expense of other classes in

the community. Greater efficiency is a natural result

of an improved standard of living, and such an advance

in the condition of the laboring classes increases the

social income out of which the higher wages must

come.

§ 285. We must now consider why the wages re-

ceived by hired laborers diifer in various
Relative

employments. Manifestly, laborers compete wages,

with one another as far as possible for the most desir-
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able positions ; and it is necessary to explain why this

competition does not produce the same rate of wages in

all employments.

Laborers in their rivalry with each other compete for

those positions that offer the greatest net advantages.

Other things besides the nominal money in-
Competition

°
_ .

•'

among labor- come make the competition for any place
ers is directed -. . , n • j j.i • i

toward occu- more Or less mtense. Besides the nominal
pations offer- wages offered, laborers may consider the
ing highest

° ' •'

"netadvan- question of the continuity or the certainty
^*°'

of employment, preferring lower wages

with constant employment. Also they may consider

the chances for failure or success in their work. If

success is doubtful, competition will be less intense.

Furthermore, laborers may consider the agreeableness

or disagreeableness of the employment, preferring

agreeable work. Natural tastes and inclinations affect

their decisions on these points. The varying social

esteem in which different employments are held is an-

other important consideration. Finally, the intensity

and duration of the exertion, both physical and mental,

affect laborers' judgments in such matters.^ Any em-

ployment will appear more or less desirable according

to the net advantages offered after all these considera-

tions are taken into account.

§ 286. It is easy to show that all laborers are not

able to enter into competition for the same positions,

even if all should estimate the net advantages in pre-

^ Read Adam Smith's account of the causes of differences in relative

wages, " Wealth of Nations," Bk. I. Chap. 10.
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cisely the same manner. Hired employees are divided

into non-competing groups, among whicli Hon-competing

competition is very imperfect or is altogether Sborera"""^

lacking. These groups are based upon at least five sets

of causes :
—

1. Differences in intellectual ability. Some men arc

unfit for responsible positions, and unable to compete for

positions requiring any high degree of intellectual ability.

2. Differences in moral characteristics. In many
positions of responsibility the fitness of the employee

may depend largely upon his moral character.

3. Differences in training and education, both general

and special. General education may increase a man's

fitness for nfany positions, while special training of a

technical character must be possessed by all who desire

to secure employment as skilled workmen.

4. Differences in physical health, strength, and en-

durance.

5. Poverty and ignorance. These render laborers

unable to learn where better opportuuities for employ-

ment may be found, and make it difficult or impossible

for them to move to the place where more favorable

openings might be secured.

Among non-competing groups of laborers a certain

competition may exist in the long run, because it may be

possible for the children of one group to fit
'

. .
Fiirtlier

themselves for positions in others. Then, if considera-

any group enjoys special advantages, more

young persons will strive to enter that trade or pro-

fession. Public education is of great importance in
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making possible this indirect competition among dif-

ferent groups.^ Improved means of transportation and

facilities for spreading intelligence tend to increase

competition among those persons already located in

particular industries. Yet, when all these allowances

are made, there remain well-defined, non-competing

groups. The lowest groups are the largest, and include

almost all unskilled laborers, who are not protected

from the competition of their fellows by the possession

of special training or skill. Such laborers often have no

choice whatever in their work, and must accept whatever

comes to hand. Even in the most unhealthy and dis-

agreeable occupations wages are often low because the

workers have no alternative open to them. Above these,

come groups of skilled workmen separated from each

other by the difficulties of changing from one trade to

another. Then come the lower grades of persons

engaged in labor of a .more intellectual character.

Finally, there are small groups of responsible brain-

workers, possessing unusual abilities and enjoying

exceptional training.

§ 287. We are now ready to explain differences in

relative wages. The first thing to notice is that society

The causes of must pay for a given supply of any commodity

icfreiative
^'^ Services a price high enough to cover the

wages. marginal expenses of producing it. These

marginal expenses include the cost for labor, so that we

1 Trade unions sometimes try to restrict the number of apprentices that

enter particular trades. In so doing they tend to obstruct this indirect

competition among different groups.
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may say that the price of any commodity or service

must be high enough to enable employers to pay suffi-

cient wages to secure the highest-priced laborers needed

to produce the required supply. Then, leaving the

employer out of consideration, we may conclude that

the supply of any commodity or service will be so

regulated that its price, or its marginal utility to

society, will balance the expense of securing the most

expensive, or marginal, portion of the labor needed to

produce the supply. Relative wages, therefore, are de-

termined by a balancing of the forces of demand and

supply.

In the chapter on value, it has been shown that

demand depends upon the mai-ginal utility of the com-

modity or service to society. It remains to Forces that

explain briefly the operation of the forces jem^daad
that control the supply of labor available supply,

for the production of any particular commodity or

service. The supply available is determined by the

difficulty of securing men of the ability, character,

strength, and training required for the performance of

the work necessary to the production of the goods in

question. This difficulty will be greater or less according

to the following circumstances :
—

1. The responsibilities imposed upon workers, and the

intellectual and moral qualifications required.

2. The extent of the training, education, and acquired

skill that must be possessed by the worker.

3. The intensity of the exertion, whether mental or

physical.
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4. Agreeableness and healthfulness of the work ; also

the social esteem in which the laborer is held.

6. In this connection, the student must notice that the

family is often the economic unit. When the wife or

children are able to enter the trade, and thus increase

the earnings of the family above the former level, the

wages received by the father are likely to fall, because

the expense of securing his services is less than it would

be if he were obliged to support the family wholly out

of his earnings.

VIII. Profits.

§ 288. Any person who possesses capital, or can

induce other people to place capital in his control, may

The position of enter almost any line of industry as an
theentrepre- organizer and independent manager of busi-
neur or ° ' °

undertaker, ness, and an employer of labor. The em-

ployer's, or entrepreneur'' s, chances for making a profit

from his investment of capital depend upon his ability

to produce and sell products for more than he expends

in placing them in the market. The expectation of mak-

ing such a profit induces men to undertake the cares

and responsibilities of business management.

The investment of labor and capital in any line of

production is attended by more or less risk. It is

The risks of
possible that the product of the enterprise

investment, jjjay not be in Sufficient demand to make

the investment remunerative. It is possible that other

producers may be able to supply the demand more

cheaply. In case a business enterprise fails to find a
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remunerative demand for its product, or is unable to

make a profit by selling at prices as low as those offered

by competitors, then the labor and capital invested in it

have been misapplied. Every such failure causes a social

loss, and it is important to avoid unnecessaiy wastes of

this character. The law throws upon the employer, or

entrepreneur, the primary responsibility for such losses.

People are allowed to establish enterprises only upon

condition that they assume tlie risk of failure. Entre-

preneurs must satisfy all obligations that they incur

before they can secure any profits from their invest-

ments. In case of loss, the entrepreneur must meet his

obligations by drawing upon his capital. By throwing

upon employers the risks of business management, so-

ciety constantly eliminates inefficient managers and

places the control of its productive forces in the hands

of those organizers who prove themselves most efficient.

Society can afford to allow successful managers to make

large profits, if, by so doing, it is guaranteed the most

effective control and direction possible under present

conditions.

§ 289. The profits received by employers may be di-

vided into two classes, namely, necessary and differential

profits. Necessary profits are the minimum
' necessary and

returns that society must pay to all the differential

employers needed to furnish the requisite
'"

supply of any commodity. If fifty employers are en-

gaged in furnishing the needed supply at a certain

price, we know that the price will be high enough to

cover the expenses of producing the most expensive

27
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or marginal portion of the supply. Any employers who

try to enter the business, but are unable to sell at this

price, will have to fail and give up their attempts to

compete. But the marginal producers, who furnish the

most expensive portion of the supply, just manage to get

a fair return on their investments. Prices must be high

enough to allow marginal employers to secure a neces-

sary or minimum profit. Other employers who produce

goods at less than this marginal expense will secure, not

only necessary profits, but also a further differential

profit that depends upon the differences in their costs

of production.

§ 290. The necessary profits received by all em-

ployers, even the marginal ones, are composed of two

Hecessaiy elements. First, they include interest on
profits. invested capital, computed at the current

market rates. If employers could not secure interest

on their capital sufficient to cover the difference between

future and present income, investments would diminish;

and prices of commodities would rise high enough to

insure an adequate return to capital. The second ele-

ment in necessary profits is the remuneration for the

efforts and trouble that employers incur in the manage-

ment of productive enterprises. Economists call this

element " wages of superintendence," a term that empha-

sizes the resemblance of this part of necessary profits to

the wages of labor. The resemblance is marked because

both forms of income are returns for personal exertion.

Furthermore, both are governed by the same principle,

namely, that the remuneration must be sufficient to cover
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the cost of securing a sufficient supply of workers. In

computing necessary profits, finally, good years must be

averaged with bad. Some years a business may yield

no profits whatever, or may yield less than necessary

profits. In others the returns may be above the mini-

mum rate. But taking a term of years into considera-

tion, we may safely conclude that marginal employers

must secure the current rate of interest on their capital

aud a fair return for their personal exertion.

§ 291. Those employers who produce goods for less

than the marginal expense, for which the consumers

have to recompense the marginal employers, Differential

secure differential profits. These returns '"fl**-

are called " pure profits " by some economists. It is

the prospect of these extra, unusual gains that leads

men to prefer the greater risks and cares of business

management to the smaller risks and cares of lending

their capital to active managers. The amount of these

differential profits depends upon the extent of the ad-

vantage which these superior entrepreneurs have over

the marginal producers. This advantage may arise from

the following causes :
—

1. It may come from superior personal ability. The

success of a business depends upon able management

even more than upon efficient labor. Bad judgment in

the purchase of materials or in the sale of the product

may make all the difference between success and failure.

Thorough supervision and efficient organization of all

branches of the business have much to do with success

in producing at a low cost. Superior personal ability of
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the employer accounts for part of the differential profits

secured by some enterprises.

2. The possession of patents may enable an employer

to produce at less than the marginal expense, and so to

secure a differential profit. In the words of Mr. Mill,

" If the value of the product continues to be regulated

by what it costs to those who are obliged to persist in

the old process, the patentee will make an extra profit

equal to the advantage which his process possesses over

theirs."

3. Mere chance or good fortune sometimes enables

some employers to secure differential profits.

Differential profits are likely to be of a temporary

character. The personal ability of the entrepreneur may

General coo- enable the differential profit to continue

^er^a^"" during his lifetime, but at his death it is

profits. likely to cease. We have notable instances

of great organizers who have earned immense personal

profits that were not secured from the businesses after

tlie founders died. Moreover, such personal profits are

likely to disappear as soon as other producers succeed in

producing at the same cost. This is happening continu-

ally. The marginal cost of production steadily falls,

and the advantage possessed formerly by superior em-

ployers is lessened. In general it can be said that pure

profits consist " of wealth created by the powers of given

undertakers over and above what would have been pro-

duced by the same application of labor and capital under

less efficient leadership or management." They are a

surplus that does not affect prices, since they are deter-
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mined by the marginal expenses of production under

the least efficient employers that are able to keep in

business. " Anger at the great captains of industry on

account of the pure profits which they acquire is not

only groundless but insane. Rather it is the stupid and

unsuccessful undertakers who deserve blame, sinking

capital and starving laborers."

§ 292. The profits secured by managers of monopo-

listic undertakings differ from the profits gained in com-

petitive enterprises. The causes that enable Monopoly

entrepreneurs to secure the power to fix prices ^'^'^^

at the point of highest net returns have been discussed in

a previous chapter. These are rare personal abilities,

exclusive legal rights and privileges, the monopoly of

natural agents, or capitalistic organization. The amount

of the profits gained by the monopolist will depend upon

two circumstances :
—

1. It will depend upon the amount of his product that

he can sell before he reaches the point of highest net

returns, at which an increased product would lower prices

so that the net profits from his sales would be decreased

.

This can be expressed in another way. Monopoly profits

will depend upon the amount of capital that can be in-

vested in the business before the product becomes so

great as to oblige the monopolist to sell it at a lower

price than that which yields the highest net returns.

2. It will depend upon the surplus of price above cost

on each unit of supply, on the product of each unit of

invested capital.

When a monopoly arises, not from rare personal abili-
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ties, but from legal rights and franchises, from rare

natural agents, or from capitalistic organi-

profltsmay zation, the monopoly profits may be of a

permanent permanent character. It is true that new
character. inventions and new business methods may

destroy such a monopoly, yet the profits secured from

such a business are not personal, and are not due to the

skill of one man. For this reason they are sufficiently

permanent in character to make it possible to capitalize

them and transfer them to other persons. Suppose that

patents, rare natural agents, or capitalistic organization

enable an employer to realize annually a net profit that

exceeds by 130,000 the necessary profits secured by all

employers. Then these monopoly profits may be capital-

ized at the current rate of interest, say six per cent, and

the business may be sold for foOO,000 more than the

actual capital invested in it. There have been many

instances in which monopolistic undertakings have been

capitalized at from two to five times the actual investment

of capital. When the enterprise is of a quasi-public

character, such as a gas company or a railroad, monopoly

profits are often capitalized in order to conceal the ex-

cessive profits realized on the capital actually invested.

Since monopoly profits are realized by limiting the

supply so that its price can be fixed at the point of high-

Concluding est net returns, it follows that they are a
considerations i? i • i • in
on monopoly <^^"®^ <^* ^^g^ prices. All consumers pay

profits. more than if prices were fixed at the point

where they covered the marginal expenses of production,

as they are in competitive undertakings. When monopoly
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profits are capitalized and the business sold on the basis

of such capitalization, consumers will continue to pay

a monopoly price, while the managers of the enterprise

will secure only an average rate of profit on their inflated

capitalization.
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE WAGES SYSTEM.

I. General Considerations on the Labor Contract.

§ 293. The hired laborer sells his labor to an em-

ployer for a stipulated wage. The legal theory is that

The nature of labor is property, and that the laborer sells
the lahor

r r .;
7

contract. his property to an employer,— just as the

owner of any commodity may dispose of his property in

a market. In this way labor is called a commodity, and

the hired laboi'er is said to dispose of his commodity,

labor, in return for stipulated wages.

In theory, the modern labor contract is a free con-

tract, voluntarily entered into by employer and em-

Freedom of ployee. In this country the courts are
con ac

. inclined to insist that this theoretical free-

dom shall be maintained, and that the law shall not

interfere in the purchase and sale of labor more than

in dealings in other commodities. They often declare

laws unconstitutional that attempt to prevent certain

contracts from being made by employers and laborers.

Few people realize, however, that the freedom now

claimed for the labor contract has not always existed.

To consider merely the case of England, it is easy to
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show that this has been developed largely during the last

century. The Statute of Apprentices aimed to pre-

vent employers from hiring laborers who had not served

a seven-year apprenticeship and become connected with

some guild, while it prevented laborers from choosing

freely their occupations. Acts of Parliament attempted

to regulate rates of wages, intrusting the assessment of

wages to justices of the peace. These acts were uot

repealed until 1813 and 1814, although they had been

nearly obsolete for some time before. In other words,

the modern labor contract is an historical product; it

has been modified in the past as it has assumed the

present form, and it may be modified in the future.

§ 294. Labor is bought and sold in the labor market

in much the same way as any other commodity. But

it is possible to show that labor differs i-a*oi'isa

^
^

special com-

from most other commodities in important modity, with

respects, several of which are here given. ^^^ ^^_

First, it is evident that the laborer and his work are

inseparable. The seller of other commodities parts with

them when he effects his sale. " It matters The lasorer is

inseparable

nothing to the seller of bricks whether they from Ms

are to be used in building a palace or a Jg^
sewer ; but it matters a great deal to the seller of labor,

who undertakes to perform a task of given difficulty,

whether or not the place in which it is to be done is a

wholesome and a pleasant one, and whether or not his

associates Avill be such as he cares to have." Since the

worker is inseparable from his work, he is concerned in

the conditions of his employment. The person who
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buys has to exercise necessarily some control over the

person who sells labor. The buyer determines the

question of residence and the place of work, to a very

large extent. He has more or less control over the

companions and all the surroundings of the laborer dur-

ing working hours. This extends to circumstances that

affect the health of the worker, such as sanitary condi-

tions, and to those that may affect his safety, as in the

case of machinery that endangers both body and life.

Finally, the labor contract involves a large degree of

control by the employer over the length of the working

day and the time of beginning and ending work.

In the second place, labor resembles a perishable com-

modity which the seller is likely to be obliged to dispose

Lauor of in a forced sale. The hired laborer com-

perishawe monly has small reserve funds upon which
commoiuty. jjg qq^^ depend for support, and is obliged to

sell his commodity at once for whatever price may be

secured.i " The seller of any other goods, by the very

fact that he has them to sell, has some capital upon

which he can live while he is trying to make a satisfac-

tory contract." Even if the goods are perishable, the

seller has his labor to fall back upon as a means of

support, while the laborer has merely his labor between

him and starvation. Since the individual laborer is

normally in the position of a man obliged to make a

forced sale, he is at a disadvantage in making the labor

^ Moreover, the laborer who loses a single day's employment is usually

unable ever to recover that lost opportunity. This is often true of capital,

however, so that this peculiarity is not confined altogether to labor.
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contract. Furthermore, poverty, and sometimes igno-

rance, may prevent him from seeking the most favor-

able miarkets. A laborer, especially if he has a family,

finds it difficult to take his commodity, labor, to distant

markets where wages are higher.

A third peculiarity is connected with the one first

mentioned. The supply of labor changes very slowly,

and only through changes in the number of The snpjiy of

laborers. The supply of other commodities in a peculiar^

can be decreased by stopping production. ™»™er.

But it is far less easy to decrease the number of la-

borers when falling prices lead to a partial suspension

of productive industry, and throw many men out of em-

ployment. When a decreased demand for labor causes

both low wages and lack of employment, then large

numbers of unemployed laborers press into the market

and bid for work. Thus a decreased demand may bring

au increased supply of labor into the market. On the

other hand, when demand begins to increase after a

period of hard times and low wages, a " reserve army "

of certain unemployed laborers, " which the poor-houses

at the expense of the whole population had supported

... as long as dullness in the business continued,"

presses into the labor market and increases the supply.

The price of labor cannot rise greatly as demand

increases until this army of unemployed has been taken

back into the ranks of industry.

§ 295. Although in theory the labor contract is a

voluntary agreement freely entered into by employer

and laborer, the economist finds reasons for believing
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that this freedom is often more nominal than real.

He finds that the peculiarities of the commodity, labor,

are such that the individual seller is likely

real freedom *° ^^ ^* ^ disadvantage as compared with

In the lauor ^hg buyer, so that there may be no real free-
contract.

dom or equality in contracts for the sale of

labor. An extreme instance of this is found in the case

of a demand made that certain English mines should be

inspected in order to prevent the recurrence of terrible

accidents. The representative of the mine owners

asked, " Is it not at the pleasure of the miners whether

they go into the mines or not ? " " Certainly," was the

answer of the witness, " but it is not at their pleasure

not to starve if they do not go into the mines." When
laborers have to make a forced sale of their labor, their

freedom of contract is more nominal than real. When
women and children stand individually before the man-

ager of hundreds of thousands of capital, it is possible

that there may be little freedom and less equality in the

contract by which they sell their services. The public

has become dimly conscious that between two parties of

such unequal knowledge, resources, and strength as a

single laborer and the employer of a hundred workmen,

the wage contract cannot be entirely equal and free.

As a matter of fact, the character of the contract has

been appreciably altered in several directions, in order

to secure greater equality of conditions between the con-

tracting parties. In legislation and in actual practice

alike we have realized that " there is no greater in-

equality than the equal treatment of unequals."
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n. Labor Laws and The Labor Contract.

§ 296. When the Industrial Revolution necessitated

the repeal of the old regulations by which English in-

dustry had been restricted, employers and Restriction of

individual laborers were left free to settle
t^« '»*'»^ <=«»-

tract oy

their mutual relations by a labor contract legislation.

that was legally free. But such unrestricted freedom of

contract soon produced some of the most terrible effects

recorded in economic history. Women and children

were forced to work in factories and mines under condi-

tions that proved destructive of body and soul. Hours

of labor were prolonged beyond the most extreme

powers of human endurance, and no care was taken to

protect the operatives from the most dangerous acci-

dents. In 1802 Parliament passed the first of a series

of Factory Acts, which gradually restricted the freedom

of the labor contract. These laws were consolidated

and systematized in 1878, and have been extended since

that date. They have restricted the hours and condi-

tions of employment of women and children, prohibiting

the employment of children under a certain age, and

preventing both women and children from contracting

to work under improper conditions. Suitable ventila-

tion and sanitation of factories have been required, and

employees have been protected to some extent from

injury by dangerous machinery. These laws applied at

first only to women and children directly, not to adult

males. At the present day there is less interference

with labor contracts made by men. Yet acts prohibit-
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ing " truck " payments,^ regulating the payment of sea-

men's and miners' wages, and the employment of all

workers in certain dangerous trades, have seriously re-

stricted labor contracts of adult males.

In the United States there has been, on the whole,

less restriction of the labor contract. Still many states,

particularly in the Northeast, where man-
Labor legisla-

tion in the uractures are further developed, have passed
u ted states,

g^^^^ 2icts. We have laws requiring proper

sanitation, ventilation, and protection of employees from

bodily injury. " Truck " payments have often been

prohibited. The employment of children under a suit-

able age has been prevented in some cases, while the

hours of employment of women and children have been

limited to eight or ten in certain states. In this move-

ment Massachusetts has taken the lead.

§ 297. The student should be reminded, first of all,

that many of the evils at which these laws are directed

General con- existed before the present era of capitalistic

suchrm" production. The growth of the factory

ive legislation, system served partly to bring them to light,

although it certainly did a great deal to intensify some of

them. It will be seen that the fewest regulations have

been placed upon labor contracts made by adult males.

This has been because men have been considered to be

better able to make equal contracts with employers,

while women and children have been thought to need

' " Truck " payments are made iu commodities supplied usually by-

stores kept by employers. They have often been resorted to as a means

of robbing' laborers by charging exorbitant prices that virtually reduced

the real wages received.
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more protection. These restrictions have been based

upon the principle that wage-earners are not able to

contract with their employers on entirely equal terms

concerning those conditions of employment that re-

strictive laws have sought to regulate. As a matter

of fact, we must admit that the nominal freedom of

the labor contract has been decidedly abridged as a

result of this legislation.

In this country the courts have often declared these

labor laws to be unconstitutional, sometimes upon the

ground that they have infringed upon the
y^^^^

right of free contract. But there has been cisionsof

a lack of agreement in the decisions of

the courts of the various states. Some courts uphold

laws that others have declared unconstitutional, and

judges in different states have declared the same laws

unconstitutional on totally different grounds. Only a

part of these conflicting opinions can be explained by

differences in state constitutions, and the layman is

rather driven to the conclusion that these particular

questions of judicial interpretation depend largely upon

latitude and longitude. In the long run it seems proba-

ble that the courts will uphold as much of this legis-

lation restricting the labor contract as proves to be

necessary to obviate evil results that are seen to occur

from the practical inequality of the individual laborer

and employer. Here, as in other cases, the courts

will find ways by which they can uphold the consti-

tutionality of legislation that experience shows to be

necessary.
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III. Labor Organizations and the Labor Contract.

§ 298. Modern labor organizations are combinations

of hired laborers. They have developed naturally out

of the sharp separation of the laboriner and
Development ' °

ofiator employing classes caused by modern capi-

talistic production. As the distance between

the employer and tlie hired worlier widened, it was in-

evitable that laborers should realize the need of combin-

ing to protect and advance their interests as a class. In

England the growth of labor organizations was more

rapid than in this country, and the English trade unions

are much further developed than the American.

The earlier organizations, or trades unions, were com-

posed chiefly of skilled workmen, and were organized

in separate trades or crafts. They seldom
Two types

^ •'

ofiator acted together, and had little sympathy for
organizations. . -, i -n i i i iunorganized or unskilled laborers as a class

;

but sought rather to further their own immediate inter-

ests. The more recent organizations are represented in

this country chiefly by the Knights of Labor, and in Eng-

land by the " new trade unionism." They seek to unite

all hired workers, skilled or unskilled, and to improve

the condition of the entire class of wage-earners. Per-

haps they show, also, more of a disposition to institute

political movements in behalf of their class. More

recently still, in this country, the trades unions and

Knights of Labor have copied each other's policy to

some extent. The trades unions have formed central

labor unions in cities, in which unions of different crafts
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have joined in common action. Tlien tliey iiave estab-

lished the American Federation of Labor, a national

combination of trades unions. Meanwhile the Knights

of Labor have formed district assemblies composed of

laborers organized by separate crafts. The American

Federation of Labor and the Knights of Labor have not

as a rule worked in harmou}'. The number of organ-

ized laborers in the entire country is seldom estimated

at less than one million.

§ 299. The objects of labor organizations may be

classified in the followino; manner :
— «f . ,° Objects of

1. By regular assessments upon their labor organ-11-1 /• 1 Izations.

members they raise large sums for the

purposes of the associations. These funds often are

employed in insurance and benefit schemes, by which

sick, injured, or unemployed members are assisted. In

1893 it appeared that 682 English trades unions dis-

bursed $10,928,076, of which sum fully one half was

employed in this manner. The possession of this prop-

erty makes these unions more conservative and more

responsible organizations.

2. They aim to educate laborers in various ways, and

to promote culture and social intercourse among their

members. In their debates and the administration of

their affairs, members often secure valuable training.

3. They frequently encourage cooperative enterprises

among their members, and desire to promote self-

employment.

4. They sometimes enter into political movements, and

thus influence much labor legislation in their favor.

28
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5. Finally, they aim to secure practical as well as

nominal freedom and equality in the labor contract.

For this purpose they seek to control the supply of

labor in two ways : First, they assist laborers to move

to less crowded labor markets when the supply becomes

excessive. Second, they may try to control the future

supply of labor in particular crafts by restricting the

number of apprentices admitted into each trade. More

than this, they seek to secure collective bargaining

with employers. This subject requires more detailed

treatment.

§ 300. Perhaps the most important single feature of

labor organizations is their effort to substitute collective

couective bargaining between employers and associa-

targaining. tions of employees for contracts between

employers and individual laborers. They believe that

a single worker is usually at a disadvantage in making

a contract with his employer, while an organization of

laborers can drive a more equal bargain. Experience

has shown that this is so. Organized laborers can refuse

to make a contract on terms deemed unjust, because

they can fall back upon the funds of their unions in

case they lose an opportunity to work. This makes it

less necessary to sell their labor at a forced sale,. for it

enables them to hold out for better terms. Secondly,

labor organizations can prevent their own members from

taking the places of those who refuse to accept the

terms offered by employers, while often they dissuade

outside laborers from doing so. This has compelled

employers to offer better terms.
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Organized laborers can, therefore, utilize the strike as

a means of securing better terms. Manifestly, strikes

are evil in themselves, since they cause loss strikes and

both to employers and laborers ; while they ''<>y=<'tts-

arouse bitter contests of strength, and often incon-

venience the public. They may be defended only when
they are the sole alternative to yielding to unjust terms

offered by employers. Many strikes have been unwise

and unjust ; many others have been thoroughly justi-

fiable. They are most likely to succeed in prosperous

times, " upon a rising market." Sometimes, if employ-

ers have engaged to complete large amounts of work

within a certain time, the laborers may force a con-

tract in which the employers are at a positive disad-

vantage. From January 1, 1881, to June 30, 1894, it

appears that 14,390 strikes, involving 69,167 establish-

ments, occurred in the United States. In 44.49 per cent

of these establishments the strikes succeeded, in 11.25

per cent they were partially successful, while in 44.23

per cent they failed.^ Even when strikes fail, the knowl-

edge that the employees are able to strike again may

secure more favorable terms to laborers, without the

necessity for future occurrences of this sort. The boy-

cott is a second weapon. It is " an organized attempt

to coerce a person into compliance with any demand,

through a combination pledged to abstain, and pledged

further to compel others to abstain, from having social

intercourse with him or to trade with him." Boycotts

' Bulletin of Department of Labor, i. 10, 20. Washington, Nov.

1895.
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are more objectionable than strikes, because they are

more likely to cause interference with the rights of per-

sons who are not directly connected with the original

dispute. Yet if producers can be induced to place union

labels upon their goods voluntarily, there is no reason

why laborers, or any other consumers, should not pur-

chase such products by preference.

Mr. Stirason thinks that strikes, in themselves, have

never been illegal in the United States.^ Laborers

have had the right to combine to raise
The legaUty

°

of strikes and wages by lawful means. But when they
°^'^° * have combined to perform illegal acts, or

when the primary motive of their combination has been

to inflict personal injury, then they have been held

guilty of conspiracy. In the case of the boycott, the

courts have been inclined to hold that the primary pur-

pose is to interfere with the business of others rather

than to raise wages. Probably most people will agree

that " the boycott is not the remedy to adjust differences

between capital and labor," at least when enforced by

coercion. In general it can be said that the law now

leaves laborers free to combine to enforce their demands

by any methods that do not conflict with the rights of

others. Those who criticise labor organizations so

freely for their use of strikes and boycotts, commonly

overlook the fact that other classes of society use pre-

1 In England the case was different. Early in this century legislation

and the courts were opposed to the simplest combinations to raise waees.

For this ofEence pix laborers were transported into penal servitude as late

as 1834.
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cisely the same weapons. Between January 1, 1881,

and June 30, 1894, tliere were lockouts in 6,067 estab-

lishments in the United States. In these cases, em-

ployers, either individually or in combination, locked

out 366,690 employees in order to coerce them into

compliance with dictated conditions. The boycott has

long been used by many people. " The abolitionists

boycotted slave-made products ; the temperance people

have used the same method to repress the liquor nui-

sance ; the pulpit has tried hard to boycott Sunday news-

papers ; and recently there has been established in the

city of New York a society, consisting of women occu-

pying excellent social positions, pledged not to purchase

goods of houses which do not furnish proper conven-

iences for their saleswomen. Railroad companies have

boycotted their men time and time again ; working

people have boycotted railroads, dealers, and manu-

facturers ; railroads combine and boycott other rail-

roads ; and so the method has grown to be a familiar

one with all classes, and one that is used in various

ways." ^ No device of industrial warfare is more cruel

than the form of boycott known as the " blacklist."

§ 301. Manifestly, the labor contract is greatly modi-

fied whenever combinations of laborers are able to

induce or coerce employers into making Labor organi-

terms primarily with the labor unions, mo^edtte

rather than with the individual employees, laiwr contract.

This is a matter to which employei's commonly offer

serious objections. When labor organizations adopt a

i Wright, Industrial Evolution of tlie United States, 319.
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conservative policy, and choose men of ability, integrity,

and character to represent them, employers are much

more willing to treat with representatives of unions.

Many capitalists have recognized the advantage of

dealing with a responsible, conservative union, rather

than with irresponsible workingmen. In England,

where trades unions are better organized and more

wisely managed, employers show much less disinclina-

tion to deal with them. Many careful thinkers and

practical business men will assent to Mr. Stimson's

opinion that " collective bargaining between associations

legally organized and personally responsible on both

sides . . . holds the future of the peace of labor."

When American labor organizations become more will-

ing to ass.ume i-esponsibility for the acquiescence of

their members in the agreements made by the unions,^

and when they more generally place their best and

wisest men in control of their affairs, employers will

not long refuse to deal with them. Some zealous

advisers of laborers urge upon them that they lose

their personal independence by entering a union, by

whose rules they must thenceforth be bound. The

student will have no difficulty, however, in recognizing

that wisely managed labor unions can increase the

practical freedom of contract enjoyed by the employee,

even if his nominal freedom is restricted by the rules of

the association.

1 The English unions accomplish this by their better discipline and

leadership, and especially by means of their benefit funds, in which a dis-

obedient member loses his share if he leaves the association.
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§ 302. Labor organizations have often made mistakes

and pursued short-sighted policies, as willing critics are

fond of pointing out. Some of tlie criti-
Otiier aspects

cisms commonly passed upon them need to ofiauor-

be considered.
.rgaidzations.

1. They are called monopolies, and this is often true.

For unions frequently seek to limit the number of

apprentices in particular crafts, and to limit the supply

of labor. Such measures may injure laborers in other

trades by causing an oversupply there. These regula-

tions may be considered legitimate methods of industrial

warfare whenever employers seek to get all their work

done by apprentices, by discharging a workman as soon

as he completes his apprenticeship, or when they try to

keep large numbers of unemployed workmen in reserve

in order to keep wages down.

2. Labor unions sometimes limit the amount of work

that their members may perform in a day. This is done

with a view to making work for a larger number of

laborers. Such action is very short-sighted, because a

limitation of production simply deci'eases the social

income available for all persons, laborers included. It

may be compared with the action of monopolies in

decreasing production, in order to cause scarcity and

raise prices.

3. The members of labor organizations often treat

non-union men harshly and even cruelly, and interfere

with the undoubted rights of laborers who are not mem-

bers of unions. It is natural that members of unions

should feel resentment at outsiders when they play into
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the hands of employei-s, but this does not justify inter-

ference with the rights of persons that do not desire to

join labor organizations. On the other hand, employers

frequently discriminate against members of labor unions,

and have combined to boycott them on a large scale. A
favorite method of breaking down labor organizations is

to discharge the men who talce prominent parts in them.

Labor organizations act within their undoubted rights

when they resist by lawful means the replacement of

their leading members by non-union men.

4. Finally, it is said tliat labor organizations are based

upon the principle of strife and cause industrial warfare.

" In the minds of a large section of the public, labor

unions are chiefly associated with strikes. It is believed,

by many who" ought to know better that such organiza-

tions exist for the purpose of striking, and that if the

organizations were suppressed, industrial peace would be

secured." ^ The truth is that labor 'organizations exist

primarily to equalize the terms of the labor contract.

In the early history of any union the strike has been

used frequently as a means of accomplishing this end.

In the long run, however, labor organizations grow more

conservative and less disposed to strike, while their

power and influence increase so that employers are more

inclined to offer fair terms, thus making strikes unneces-

sary. So long as the labor contract depends rather upon

the relative strength of the contracting parties than

upon considerations of exact justice, there is bound to

be more or less strife between laborers and capitalists.

1 Hadley, Economics, 353.
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This is not an entirely satisfactory condition of affairs,

but only half of the responsibility for it rests upon the

laborers. In the future,- collective bargaining may re-

duce this strife to a minimum.

IV. The Unfavorable Relation of Laborers to the Prod-

uct of their Labor.

§ 303. Experience has shown that laborers receiving

time wages are likely to have little interest in turning

out a large product, except what comes ^o ^
^

.
Time wages

from the knowledge that they will lose their and piece

positions if they are too inefficient. Piece

wages may give the employee a greater incentive to dili-

gent work. But they have often been used by employers

as a means of getting employees to do more work, and

then the rate of wages per piece has been reduced ; so

that laborers have had to do more work in order to se-

cure the same wages that they formerly received under a

time wage. Such experiences have inclined workers to

look with suspicion upon the proposal to adopt piece

wages, and have led them to refrain from increasing

"their efficiency under the system. It is not too much to

say that, under the average conditions of time or piece

wages, laborers do only seventy or ninety per cent of the

work that they could reasonably do, if furnished with a

sufficient incentive.

§ 304. Some employers have realized that their labor-

ers did not work up to their highest efficiency
progresdTe

under the ordinary methods of paying wages, '^as**-

and have adopted various systems of progressive wages.
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Under these methods the employees have been guaran-

teed a minimum time wage ; and have been offered a

premium for attaining more than a certain degree of

efficiency, — that is, for exceeding a certain amount of

work each liour or day. It is impossible to present here

the details of these experiments with progressive wages

;

but, when they have been introduced in good faith by

employers, it has been found that the average product of

each worlier has increased largely, occasionally as much

as eighty or one hundred per cent.

§ 305. Progressive wages have served to increase the

laborer's efficiency, but they have not avoided entirely

Profit disputes between employers and employees.

^•^^^S' Profit sharing is a plan for giving the laborer

an inducement to work efficiently, and for securing

greater harmony of interest between employers and

workmen. Under its provisions hired laborers ai-e given

shares in the profits of the business, the share of each

workman being determined beforehand upon some equi-

table basis. The purpose of such an arrangement is to

induce laborers to increase their output, improve its

quality, and thus contribute toward the creation of extra

profits in which they may share. In some instances ex-

periments in profit sharing have had this result, and

have proved at least moderately successful. But in

many cases they have proved unsuccessful, and have

been given up. A common reason for such failure is

that there have been very small profits to divide, or even

no profits at all ; so that laborers have had little interest

in the scheme, and have not hesitated to strike if there
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was any prospect of immediate advantage resulting from

siicli a course.

Experience has shown that profit sharing does not do

away with strikes, although in some cases it has pro-

moted a better understandina; and feeling
° " Merits

between employer and employed. Concern- of profit

ing its merits as a plan for distribution, the
^"

following points may be noticed. If the share of profits

received by laborers is created by increased efficiency

and exertion on their part, then it may be as favorable

to efficient production as systems of progressive wagesj

but hardly more so. Unfortunately, however, the profits

actually realized by a business depend so much upon

good management by the employer that their amount

may not vary proportionately with the increased zeal and

efficiency of the workers. Laborers may increase their

product ten per cent, but bad business management may
result in an actual loss on the sales. In such a case

profit sharing may be unjust to the employee. On the

other hand, if the profits received by the laborers are

merely a gratuity from the employer, then the system is

unfair to him. For laborers would be made to share in

any profits earned by the business, while they would

bear no share of the losses. In conclusion it may be

said that profit sharing has accomplished less than its

more ardent supporters have expected.

§ 306. Cooperation, in the technical sense, has had

two distinct forms. First, consumers have
Cooperation,

combined to conduct the exchange of prod-

ucts, that is, wholesale and retail trade, in order to save
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the charges made by middlemen. In England many

successiul cooperative stores have been established, but

in this country they have been less numerous and impor-

tant. To this form of cooperation the name consumers'

or distributive cooperation has been given. The second

form is productive cooperation. Workmen have com-

bined to establish and conduct productive enterprises

upon their own account. They may contribute nearly

all the capital, or may borrow a part ; but they become

their own employers and form a collective undertaking.

Productive cooperation has had little success in England,

but rather more in France ; while a few such enterprises

have succeeded in the United States.

Manifestly, productive cooperation is a radical change

from the present organization and supervision of in-

dustry by individual entrepreneurs employ-

of productive ing large numbers of hired laborers. ' In
cooperation. n , ., , j j -j.

some row cases wliere it has succeeded, its

advantages have been very great. It has made impos-

sible strife between employing and laboring classes.

Self-employed workers have shown activity and zeal in

their labor that liired laborers do not exhibit. It has

encouraged frugality, since it furnishes a strong induce-

ment to saving. Finally, the responsibility and experi-

ence of proprietorship . have had an excellent moral

influence upon the cooperators.

In cooperative production the place of the entrepre-

neur is taken by a manager elected by the workmen.

Now, it is all-important for the success of the enterprise

that the manager shall have the same skill that indi-
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vidual entrepreneurs possess. If he fails to show sufficient

ability, the business will prove a failure. Cob'perators

are not inclined to pay enough to keep the Difflcniiyof

most able men in their service, so that if a jo^ena^e
successful manager is found they are likely production,

to lose him. Moreover, differences of opinion among

cooperators are likely to cause dissensions that lead to

divided counsels and inefficient management. Coopera-

tive production has succeeded best when the business

has not been of a complex character, when skillful man-

agement has counted for less, and efficient workman-

ship has availed more. Finally, laborers have seldom

had sufficient capital and credit to enable them to secure

the means of establishing large enterprises. These

difficulties have generally circumscribed narrowly the

field where cooperative production could prove a success.

The conclusion seems warranted that cooperation is an

ideal system when possible, but that the difficulties at-

tending it are so great. as to make it impossible for us

to expect very much from it in any immediate future.

The entrepreneur will continue to organize and direct

the large majority of business enterprises, for he seems

able to insure to society the most efficient direction of

its productive forces.

V. Conciliation and Arbitration.

§ 307. In contracts for the sale of ordinary commodi-

ties, disagreements between bargainers seldom lead to

conflicts between the contracting parties. But the labor

contract is peculiar in that the person of the laborer
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and his work are inseparable. Human interests are

involved in an especial degree in changes of the supply

The labor of labor, and in all the conditions of em-
contract and , , , J. J. j.1. 1 • r
industrial ployment subsequent to the conclusion or an
warfare. agreement between employers and laborers

on the matter of wages. Hence it is easy for the con-

flict of interests to become serious when differences

arise between the parties to the labor contract. La-

borers resort to strikes and boycotts ; employers adopt

the lockout and the blacklist. When such disputes oc-

cur they are settled usually by a trial of strength

between employer and employees ; and, since might,

not reason, is appealed to as the usual arbiter, conflicts

between laborers and capitalists are justly described as

" industrial warfare."

'

§ 308. Few persons are satisfied with appeals to force

as the principal method of adjusting the relations of

Industrial laborers and employers. One remedy for

conciliation, ^q present unsatisfactory relation has been

found ill boards of conciliation voluntarily established

in various trades. Employers and laborers in the same

trade have selected representatives to form a committee,

or board, before which all differences shall be brought

for calm and fair consideration before they can lead to

serious disputes. When this expedient has been fairly

tried in good faith, it has been found that nearly all

disputes can be settled by the boards to the ultimate

satisfaction of both parties. Both employers and la-

borers have taken care to avoid mistakes, and a fair

settlement, even of questions of wages, has usually been
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possible. Strikes or lockouts have often been avoided

for long periods of years. Voluntary boards of concili-

ation have demonstrated that it is not impossible to

reconcile conflicting claims of laborers and employers

on a basis of reason and justice, without appeals to

trials of strength, that is, appeals to force; they have

proven that most labor controversies are unnecessary,

arising in misunderstanding and distrust, rather than

in the desire of either party to wrong the other ; while,

finally, they have shown that mutual respect, confi-

dence, and good-will may prevail between employers

and employed, in place of the mutual distrust and even

class hatred that too often characterizes their relation

at present.

§ 309. When disagreements between employer and

employee lead to an open rupture, such as a strike or

lockout, disputes have sometimes been sub- voluntary

mitted to arbitration by unprejudiced judges. ^ ' """

Sometimes when boards of conciliation have failed to

agree on a certain subject, it has been submitted to the

decision of some umpire or arbitrator. In this country

several states have established boards of conciliation

and arbitration, which are generally authorized to in-

vestigate any dispute between laborers and employers,

and to offer their services in securing a settlement. In

Massachusetts this method has been found quite success-

ful in settling many disputes ; but the board has done its

best work in the field of conciliation, where it has secured

the settlement of many questions that might have led to

strikes and lockouts. Arbitration voluntarily accepted
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by the parties to the dispute is the wisest and most ad-

vantageous method of settling differences when a strike

or loc]<out has actually occurred. But it is altogether

desirable to prevent, by conciliation, the disturbance of

friendly relations between employers and laborers.

§ 310. It has been pi-oposed to compel by law the

adjustment of labor controversies by arbitration. Com-

Compuisory pulsorv arbitration of this character presents

arbitration, gerious difficulties. The first is that, while

it is easy to enforce the decision of the arbitrators upon

the capitalist, it is generally impossible to compel the

laborer to abide by it permanently.^ To remedy this

difficulty it has been proposed to have labor organiza-

tions incorpoi'ated, so that judgments can be enforced

against them. But this proposition is not at present

widely favored by laborers. In the second place, if

laborers could be compelled to work at wages fixed by

arbitration, it is questionable whether they would render

willing service, and whether their labor would hot prove

as inefficient as slave or prison labor. Finally, it is

claimed that capitalists would not invest their capital

under any such condition as compulsory arbitration of

labor disputes. This is a favorite answer to any pro-

posal for limiting the powers of capitalists. Capital

must be invested, and only a small portion could flow

out of the country. It is possible, however, that com-

1 It is easy to find enough property belonging to the employer to enable

the judgment of the arbitrators to be enforced upon him. With laborers

this is seldom possible, while imprisonment would probably be an impos-

sible punishment for a refusal to work under unsatisfactory conditions.
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pulsory arbitration might be enforced in an unjust man-

ner that should prove destructive to the interests of

employers. This would discourage the growth of capital

and check the development of industry. If, on the other

hand, compulsary arbitration should be fairly adminis-

tered, there is no reason to fear that the capital of

society would be impaired. Most people will agree that

compulsory arbitration would be such a serious limita-

tion upon the labor contract that it must be considered

undesirable as long as there are other possible methods.
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CHAPTER XV.

LAND NATIONALIZATION. SOCIALISM.

I. Land Natioualizatiou.

§ 311. About 1870 a movement in favor of land

nationalization started in England. The Land Tenure

TheEngUsk Reform Association advanced the proposi-

Land Tenure
jj^,^ ^^^^ ^jjg g^-g^^g should take by taxation

Reform Asso- '

ciation. all, or nearly all, of the future increase of

the rent of land. Present landowners were to have

the option of " relinquishing their property to the State,

at the market value which it might have acquired at the

time when this principle may be adopted by the Legis-

lature." The Association claimed that its proposal was

just and desirable because the growth of ground rent

(the economic rent of land in the strictest sense, apart

from improvements made upon it) is due to "the growth

of population and wealth," " without any effort or out-

lay by the proprietors."

§ 312. More recently, Mr. Henry George has started

an agitation in favor of the seizure by the State, not

merely of the future "unearned increment "

Henry George ...
and the single of land rentals, but of the entire economic
**^'

rent of land. He would accomplish this

end by imposing upon land a single tax equal to its
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annual economic rent; that is, its rental value apart

from all improvements. Moreover, he has denied the

justice or necessity of compensating landowners by

allowing them to sell to the State their lauds at the

market value. It is evident that such a plan Is equiva-

lent to national ownership, or nationalization of land.

§ 313. Mr. George is not a socialist. He believes

that men should have the right of property in all prod-

ucts of their labor. But he denies that the
The arguments

economic rent of land is the product of any advanced iy

activity of the landlord, and claims that it is '
*"^^*'

due entirely to the growth of population, which increases

the demands made upon the land, and raises rents. His

arguments depend upon this fundamental proposition,

and vre may present them in the following manner.

1. All social progress increases the demand for land.

The law of diminishing returns ^ drives investments

of labor and capital onto poorer margins, and increases

rent. Thus the tendency of progress is to give land-

lords more, leaving less for all other people. There-

fore, progress will always cause poverty as long as land

remains in the hands of private owners. Tiiere are two

fallacies in this argument. First, all social progress

does not increase the demands made upon land. The

improvements in manufactures of the last century have

^ Mr. George formally denies the law of diminishing returns (see

"Progress and Poverty," Bk. 11., Chaps. 3 and 4). But he undertakes

to demonstrate the invariable connection between progress and poverty

by means of Ricardo's law of rent, — a law based upon the assumption

of the law of diminishing returns, and meaningless upon any other

assumption.
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increased enormously the product secured from each

acre. Improvements in agriculture constantly enable

tiie supply to be produced from better grades of lands,

throw poorer grades out of use, and decrease rents.

Improved means of transportation enable the best grades

of lands in all parts of the world to be utilized, and they

have reduced rents on older lands. The progress of the

last century has notably increased rents only in the case

of land especially desirable for use in commerce and

transportation, and this mainly in lai-ge cities. The

second fallacy is that of supposing that, in any case,

the demand for land can increase indefinitely, and can

throw most of the product into the hands of land-

lords. The growth of population, which is the principal

cause of an increased demand for land, is limited by

the desire of men to maintain their standard of living,

or even to raise it. Beyond the point set by the standard

of living, population, and hence this principal demand

upon land, will not increase.^ Our first conclusion was

that progress does not necessarily increase, on the whole,

the demands made upon the land, although it may enor-

mously increase the demands made upon favored situa-

tions. Our second conclusion must be that population,

hence the principal demand upon the land, can never

1 This point is worked out more fully in Ely, " Outlines of Economics,"

175-176. Eurthermore, B(5hm-Bawerk has called attention to an equally

important fact. " Just as effectually as the claims of the worker may
and do prevent cultivation being extended to a point at which labor does

not obtain even its own costs of subsistence, may the claims of capital

prevent an excessive extension of the limits of cultivation, and actually

do prevent it." See " Capital and Interest," 93-94.
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increase beyond the point set by the claims of capital

and by the desii'e of laborers to maintain their standard

of living. Nothing could be more incorrect than the

theory that rents paid to landowners are a necessary

cause of poverty, attending all social progress.

2. Mr. George holds that a single tax, equal to the

rental value of all land, apart from improvements, would

yield more than enough to support the government, and

would make all other taxation unnecessary. His scheme

would secure for the uses of society that part of the

product of industry that landowners now acquire as a

result of social growth and development. He holds

that all other taxes discourage capital and labor, but

that the single tax on land would not discourage indus-

try. It is impossible to determine exactly how much

the single tax would yield in the United States, and

we cannot say certainly that it would yield more or

less than enough to cover the expenses of our govern-

ments, national, state, and local. But on financial

grounds, which cannot be enlarged upon here, any

single tax is liighly objectionable, and is condemned

by all authorities.^

3. Mr. George urges very strongly that it is unjust

to allow any persons to own the land, which is a free gift

of nature to all men. All people should have an equal

opportunity to use the land, and landowners infringe

upon this natural right. Since private ownership of land

1 See Bastable, " Public Finance,"312-319 ; Plehn, " PuMicKnance,"

105-110; Ely, "Taxation," 88, 89; Seligman, "Essays in Taxation,"

73-75.
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is wrong, it is not necessary to compensate present own-

ers, especially since so many existing titles to land were

based originally upon violence and robbery. Modern

writers, liowever, bave practically given up tbe attempt

to define " natural riglits." They hold that all of a

person's rights are based upon considerations of social

utility, and, therefore, consider the justice of landowner-

ship to be a question of social utility. As a matter of

fact, most of Mr. George's arguments aim to show the

injurious effects of landownership.

§ 314. In studying Mr. George's plans for land na-

tionalization, the following considerations are important:

-^^„, 1. In one sense of the word, economic
special con-

~

siderations rent mav be called an unearned income
;
yet

concerning
'

i i .

land nation- it accrues mainly to people who incur the
aizaton.

pig^g of investing in land, and cannot be

secured without the exercise of foresight. Now, Mr.

George assumes that such investors never lose, but al-

ways gain. This is far from true, as has been pointed

out (§ 276). At present, investors run tbe risk of loss

when they purchase land and improve it. This risk is

counterbalanced by the prospect of an increase in eco-

nomic rent. Mr. George would have the State appro-

priate all such increments of economic rent, while

investors would bear all the losses on improvements

that should become unprofitable on account of changes

in the direction of the growth of the community. The

late President Walker said, justly, " Heads I win, tails

you lose, is not a game at which the State can, in fair-

ness or decency, play a part." If the State takes from
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an investor all increments of rent due to social causes, it

should guarantee him from losses on capital invested in

improvements, provided that those losses result from

social causes over which he has no control.

2. As a revenue measure, the single tax would often

prove a disappointment. In England, for instance, the

rents of practically all agricultural lands have steadily

fallen for more than twenty years. If the English gov-

ernment had bought out all ownei's of agricultural lands

at the time when The Land Tenure Reform Association

proposed such a course, it would have made a decidedly

bad investment. In many states of our Union the same

thing is true of agricultural rents, while it has occurred

repeatedly in cities.

3. We must admit that a large unearned increment

of ground rents is secured by the owners of specially

favored lots. No one would question the justice of im-

posing a part of the burden of taxation upon such an

income ;
^ but we should not forget that there are other

unearned incomes besides those secured from some

pieces of land. When a monopoly of any sort develops

an unusually profitable field of investment, part of the

monopoly profits are an unearned income, and should

1 Most writers favor heavier taxation of economic rent, and lighter

taxation of improvements, particularly in cities where the two things can

be separately estimated with ease. The common practice of taxing nn-

improved land for only a very small percentage of its market value is

bad. It places a premium upon withholding land from use, and waiting

for a rise In its value. It discourages the improvement and use of such

laud, because the assessment of the land itself is raised as soon as im-

provements are made.
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be taxed also. As a simple matter of fact, all those

persons who have the good fortune to be favorably

affected by each actual turn of social development are

likely to receive unearned incomes. It is just to tax

all of these incomes whenever they can be reached with

certainty ; but to tax them all away is quite a different

matter. Finally, in the United States, there are practi-

cally no restrictions upon the purchase or sale of land.

Any unearned increment is likely to be distributed quite

widely, because landownership is widely extended.

4. Mr. George's plan of confiscating the value of land

without compensating present owners does not appeal

to the conscience of the average American as just.

Society has allowed private landownership in this coun-

try ever since English settlement. The present owners

have invested in land in good faith. If it should be

decided inexpedient to continue our present system, the

burden of the change should not be thrown upon the

single class of landowners.

II. Socialism.

§ 315. " Socialism is that contemplated system of in-

dustrial society which proposes the abolition of private

„ .. =^ . property in the great material instruments
Definition and ^ ^ - &

explanation of of production, and the substitution therefor

of collective property ; and advocates the

collective management of production, together with the

distribution of social income by society, and private prop-

erty in the larger proportion of this social income."^

1 Ely, Socialism and Social Reform, p. 19.
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Four important features common to all socialistic

schemes are contained in this definition of Prof. Ely's.^

1. Socialists desire common or social own-
Tbe four car-

ership of land and productive capital, the dinai elements

,. A. • 1 £ L c Ti- of soci&lism.
important material factors ot production.

This would require the abolition of private ownership

of these forms of property, as allowed by our present

laws. Some socialists have favored the compensation

of present owners of land and productive capital ; others

deny the justice or necessity of doing so.

2. Socialism means, in the second place, the organi-

zation and management of productive enterprises by

society. This means, of course, management by gov-

ernment, either as constituted at present or as reformed

under the socialistic regime. Mr. George, who favors

the nationalization of land, would leave the management

of industrial enterprises to private individuals. Social-

ists hold that private management of industry leads to

disastrous results. Under socialism, persons engaged

in productive industry would become practically govern-

ment employees.

3. In the third place, socialism means that the social

income shall be distributed among individuals by the

authority of the government, and according to some

plan that will secure a just distribution of wealth.

4. Finally, socialism would allow private property in

the incomes received by individuals from the govern-

ment. Part of the income of society would be reserved

''

It must be understood that this explanation aims at essential features

merely, and has special reference to the modern forms of socialism.
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by the government for public purposes, as is done at

present by our systems of public revenues. In our high-

ways, parks, libraries, and schools, individuals receive at

the present a considerable portion of their real incomes

out of a common fund.

It is possible to call any form of governmental activity

socialistic. Our post-office is a socialistic institution

in this sense of the term, and any person

of the term who prefers national to private ownership or

"s sm.'
^i^g p^g^ office is a socialist, to that extent.

Municipal ownership of water works is socialistic, and

hundreds of our towns and cities have adopted this form

of socialism. Those who are properly called socialists

differ from the rest of us, who oppose their projects, sim-

ply in the extent to which they favOr social ownership

and management of industrial enterprises. The tei'm

" socialist " is ignorantly or dishonestly applied as a term

of reproach to any one who proposes that the govern-

ment shall assume control of any new classes of enter-

prises. People have ceased to be scared by the mere

name of socialism. In the broad sense of the term, we

are all socialists. Technically, however, socialism should

mean the proposal to adopt social ownership and man-

agement of all important productive enterprises, leaving

practically nothing to private initiative. Few people in

this country favor such a policy at the present time.^

1 In order to avoid the reproach considered to accompany the word
" socialist," the name of " nationalist " has been adopted by many persons in

this country who favor socialism. In Europe the word " collectivism " is

used.
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Socialism must not be confounded with anarchism.

The anarchist believes that all control or coercion of

one individual by another is wrong ; that socialism and

government implies such control, and is anar^i^™'

necessarily a bad thing ; and that the worst traits of

human nature have been caused by the repressive in-

fluence of government. Therefore anarchists desire

to overthrow all governments. With these abolished,

anarchists profess to believe that men would voluntarily

cooperate in some manner to effect such purposes as

could not be secured by individual action. The socialist,

desiring to place the control of all industry in the hands

of the government, cannot well be an anarchist at the

same time. As a matter of fact, socialists and anarch-

ists have antagonized each other most bitterly.

§ 316. Some socialists have desired to secure their

ends by sudden revolutionary measures. Such ideas

have generally been given up, and intelligent

socialists now .look forward to a more or and evoiution-

1 11 .... f> • 1 r fl^ socialism.
less gradual socializing of the means ot pro-

duction. At the present time evolutionary socialism

takes one of two forms : First, it is looked upon

merely as a gradual extension of existing governmental

institutions. Governments already carry on many more

branches of activity than people usually realize. One

class of socialists,^ therefore, looks forward to the as-

sumption by the government of one branch of industry

after another, as fast as the public can be convinced that

1 This cla.ss is lepresented by the English socialists of the Fabiau

Society.
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such a course is desirable and necessary. The second

group is represented by the German socialists, the fol-

lowers of Karl Marx. They hold that socialism will be

the inevitable result of known forces that operate in the

economic world. These are the forces of modern capi-

talistic production. The growing importance of capital

in modern machine industry has replaced small-scale by

large-scale production. At the present moment trusts

and industrial combinations are alleged to be replacing

individualistic production on a large scale. In the future

all branches of production will be concentrated in the

hands of a few monopolies ; and then governments will

interfere to assume the ownership and direction of all

industries.

§ 317. Socialism is not new, but is a very old theory

that has reappeared constantly in one form or another,

at least since the time of Plato. It has
Socialism a

very old been advanced often when a sharp separa-

tion between the classes o£ rich and poor

has brought the problem of poverty to the front. Ideals

of political or social equality have been another cause of

socialistic theories.^ ' Plato's " Republic," with its pro-

posals for the extremest subordination of individual life

to the direction of the State, has for its background a

sharp separation of classes, and a bitter conflict between

]'ich and poor, that occurred not only in Athens but in

most of the Grecian cities. In the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, the social distress caused by widespread

1 See RoscHEK, I. 237-239, for an interesting statement of the condi-

tions favorable to'^the growth of socialism.
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economic and political changes led to such.works as Sir

Thomas More's " Utopia " and Campanella's " City of

the Sun." A'gahi, in the eighteenth century, the misery

existing in France before the Eevolution furnished a fruit-

ful field for socialistic speculations. Finally, since the

Industrial Revolution, the increased importance of capi-

tal has caused a sharper separation of capitalists and

laborers, and has furnished the ground for the growth

of modern socialism. This movement has been strength-

ened by the growth of democratic political ideals.^

§ 3] 8. Socialists criticise severely our present methods

of producing wealth, and hold that production could be

much more efficiently managed under social-

ism. They urge that competitive methods laation of sc-

are "planless." Producers now work at ^^amtotte
cross purposes ; mistakes are common ; and production

of wealth,
our industry is far less productive than it

would be if managed on the largest possible scale, in

accordance with comprehensive general plans. Sec-

ondly, our present competitive methods cause a great

deal of waste. Not only have we much unnecessary

reduplication of plants, but also needless expenses for

1 The student would find it interesting to read Plato's "Republic";

see Jowett's " Dialogues of Plato," III. There is hardly a better criti-

cism of socialism than that passed by Aristotle upon Plato's schemes ; see

Akistotle's " Politics," Bk. II., Chaps. 3 and 5. Plato's " Republic " has

been called " the fruitful parent of modern Utopias ;
" and, after studying

it, the student might read the socialistic romances contained in Moeley's
" Ideal Commonwealths," especially Moke's " Utopia " and Campanella's
" City of the Sun." Then Mr. Bellamy's " Looking Backward," the best

known of the romances representing modem socialism, might be read in

connection with these earlier writers.
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advertising, traveling salesnaen, and similar purposes.

Thirdly, producers have a strong inducement at present

to increase the value of their commodities by restricting

the output, as is done by the anthracite coal monopoly.

Society is poorer on account of the artificial scarcity

created in this way. Again, socialists show that there

is great waste in our methods of exchanging products.

Many more people are engaged in wholesale and retail

trade, especially in the latter, than are really needed.

We must admit that there is a great deal of truth in

all of these criticisms. But such an admission does not

owections to necessarily lead to the acceptance of social-

sociausmasa ji
. ^^ weakness of socialism is even

scheme for

production, greater than that of the present system.

1. First of all, will socialism lead men to exert them-

selves as actively as they do at present under the desire

for pecuniary gain ? Socialists urge that the desire for

social esteem is a powerful motive at present, and would

prove still more so under their system. But while many

people are influenced by the desire for social esteem,

others, apparently, are not deeply affected by this

motive. Moreover, social esteem of one kind or another

can be gained at present by many actions that do not

conduce to the real welfare of society ; and it is not clear

that, under socialism, public opinion would so change

that men could not gain notoriety in ways that would

be thoroughly harmful. Also socialists claim that

altruistic motives may be expected to have greater

force under a socialistic regime. But we have no expe-

rienQ^ that justifies us in assuming that the majority of
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men will, in any immediate future, exert themselves as

actively under tlie influence of such motives as they

do at present under the stimulus of self-interest. Of

course, the socialistic State might compel men to work.

But would such labor be more effective than that of

slaves or convicts ?

2. The difficulties of organizing and managing all

industries on a national scale are enormous. These

difficulties would be especially great in industries like

agriculture that do not lend themselves readily to large-

scale production. Moreover, governmental management

presents serious problems, chiefly the difficulty of secur-

ing as honest and efficient administration as can be

secured by private enterprise, at its best. Doubtless our

methods of public administration can be improved, and

would be further improved before the government

should assume the control of industry. But we have

no reason to believe that the government could avoid

errors, or that, on the whole, it could carry on manu-

factures and agriculture more successfully than they are

conducted at present.

3. Another difficulty that socialism would encounter

would be the determination of methods for distributing

the labor force among the various employments. Some

are much more pleasant or are esteemed more highly

than others. Will it be possible for the government

to apportion the more important or more desirable

positions in such a way as to cause less dissatisfaction

than at present ? A very important question arises

here. By eliminating incompetent persons from the
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field of competition we manage fairly well at present to

secure able management of industries ; and we offer the

prospect of exceptional profits as a reward for special

efficiency. Will the mass of people living under a

socialistic government consent, by their votes or other-

wise, to adequate methods of securing able business

management ? Taking men as we find them at present,

this may well be doubted.

§ 319. The main argument in favor of socialism has

always been that it would secure a more just distribution

of wealth than can possibly be brought about
Socialism con-

. .

sideredasa* by Competition. Socialists have no difficulty

distribution in showing that present methods fall far

of wealth. ghort of securing satisfactory results in

many cases. But they have not always agreed as to

what constitutes justice in distribution. At present,

however, socialists are inclined to hold that equality of

income would secure at least approximate justice.

Without discussing the pi'inciples of distribution accord-

ing to merit, which were advanced by earlier socialists,

it is sufficient to say that equality of income would be

the only practicable plan in a socialistic regime. The

difficulties of having public authorities decide whose

merit or whose need is greatest, to say nothing of the

difficulty of inducing the majority of the people to

assent to such decisions, is a fatal weakness in any plan

except that of equality in distribution.

Now, from a social point of view, equality in distri-

bution is not desirable. Some men have far greater

natural abilities than others. Society suffers a seri-
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ous loss when a gifted person fails to secure the means

of developing his special talents. For this reason it is

socially desirable that people possessing

superior faculties should have the means of distntjution is

gratifying them ; and this implies that they "" ^^^

must receive more than less talented persons secure.

Our present distribution of wealth may be fairly criti-

cised because it fails to secure to many talented persons

the means of developing their faculties, so that they

may render the highest service to society. But socialism,

with its plan for equality of income, would be still more

objectionable.^ Finally, equality of income would be

likely to remove that stimulus to invention and enter-

prise to which we owe so much of our present economic

progress.

Socialists might conceivably secure an equal distribu-

tion of social income by allotting to all individuals pre-

cisely the same amounts of all kinds of
i,jffij„ity,(

commodities. But this would be an imprac- finding a value

,- denominator
ti cable arrangement, since all persons would under

not want to secure exactly the same things.
™'='^=™-

Accordingly socialists declare that equality of incomes

should mean equality of values. Then arises the question,

How shall these values be determined and expressed ?

1 Some socialists urge that, under socialism, production would be so

large that all men would be able to gratify every rational desire. But

nothing could be further from the truth. Our present production, if

evenly distributed, could not do more than secure a comfortable, but

frugal, living to all. Under socialism there is abundant reason to question

whether production would be even as large as it is under our present

system.
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Socialists say that value should depend upon the " aver-

age labor time" required to produce a commodity.

Each person should receive his income perhaps in the

form of " labor checks " that should entitle him to goods

representing so much labor time. We will grant that

sucli a computation of the value of all commodities in

terms of units of labor time has been made, although it

would be possible to show that the differences between

different grades of labor make it impossible to reduce

all grades to terms of common unskilled labor. But,

assuming that the labor imit is attainable, it could not

work as a means of distributing incomes. For two

goods may represent exactly the same amounts of labor,

and yet one of them may be in much greater demand

among consumers. If both are procurable at the same

price expressed in terms of labor time, then the supply

of the most desirable one will be exhausted immediately.

Supply and demand cannot be equalized by fixing

prices on the basis of labor time. Market prices must

depend upon the marginal utility of the products to con-

sumers. It is impossible to see how supply and demand

can be equalized except by changing prices. Labor time

is an impossible unit in which to express values.^

§ 320. Socialism, therefore, has fatal weaknesses.

Concluding whether considered as a scheme for the pro-

considerations, duction or for the distribution of wealth.

Those who favor it are often persons of the highest

1 This subject cannot be elaborated here. See Ely, Socialism and Social

Reform, 244-247 ; Hauley, Economics, 93-96 ; Schaffle, Quintessence

of Socialism, 77-89.
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character, who are influenced by the desire to remedy

the admitted evils of our present system. They believe

that socialism would have beneficial moral effects, and

that.it would favor the growth of many of the best and

highest elements of our civilization. But, if socialism

is an impossible plan for the production and distribution

of wealth, we shall have to reject it, although in many

other respects it might offer an attractive programme. It

may be well, furthermore, to suggest that socialism

would probably endanger liberty of thought and action

in important respects. With all branches of production

in the hands of the government, it would be difficult for

any one to criticise the policy of the public authorities.

Government officials would have extreme powers of

annoying those who criticised their measures. It is

doubtful whether a socialistic State would permit an

agitation to be carried on against socialism, for instance.

At present, people can find in private business a vantage

ground from which they may freely criticise men and

measures. Would a socialistic government furnish the

paper, printing presses, postal facilities, and public halls

necessary for free speech and public discussion hostile

to itself ? In conclusion, it may be said that socialists

have often shown themselves to be useful critics of the

existing economic order. The student should weigh

carefully the criticisms advanced by such writers. While

he may have to reject their principal proposals, he should

not overlook the useful portions of their writings.

Pew people, if any, would care to assert that existing

methods of production are above criticism, or that our
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present methods of distribution secure exact justice.

But this much can be affirmed : private enterprise has

-^ . ..^= been able to increase in a marked man-
Tie justifica-

tion of private ncr the production of wealth, and holds out

iodiriduai ^ prospcct of Continued improvement ; the

enterprise. present distribution of wealth has subserved

fairly well the highest interests of our civilization, while

the laborers, who make up the most numerous social

class, have been able to improve constantly their posi-

tion. Moreover, our present system secures reasonable

opportunity for criticism and freedom for experimenta-

tion ; so that it is possible to try to improve any features

that are shown to be unsatisfactory. Rational criticism,

enlightened public opinion, and resolute self-reliance in

overcoming economic difficulties seem to offer the most

practicable method of reforming and reshaping existing

institutions. In some directions reform may best be

secured by extending the activity of government. Such

cases can be dealt with as they arise. We should feel

glad to have socialists, or any other persons, point out

the weak places of the existing economic order, or offer

methods by which improvements can be effected.
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE ECONOMIC FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT.

I. Economic Functions Performed by Governments.

§ 321. Many times in the preceding chapters it has

been necessary to explain that the government plays an

Importance important part in our economic life, or to

a^tTn f
discuss the advisability of having the gov-

goveraments. ernment perform some economic function

rather than leave it to private enterprise. Most prac-

tical economic questions involve directly or indirectly the

question of governmental activity in economic affairs.

This subject cannot be avoided by the economist, even

if he desires to do so, and it will be desirable to close

our introductory study of economics by a brief treatment

of the economic functions of government.

The economic § 322. It will be well to summarize the
fmictiomactu- yarious economic functions which we have
ally performed

by government, found to be exercised by governments at

the present time.

First, governments aim to protect persons and to

maintain order. Then they define and protect the

Fundamental eights of property and contract. Personal

rights. freedom, private property, and the right of

contract are fundamental elements in our economic life.
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In order to secure the best results in industrial life,

modern governments guarantee individuals the enjoy-

ment of certain privileges. Patent rights, Guaranteed

trade-marks, and copyrights are privileges privileges,

granted in order to stimulate the general activity of the

people. Moreover, governments allow individuals to

enjoy much freedom in the establishment of industries.

This privilege is restricted when the government as-

sumes the management of any enterprise, or regulates

the conditions upon which individuals may carry on

any business.

In the third place, the government regulates the terms

of competition in some cases where evil results would be

produced on account of the unequal strength Regulation or

of different individuals. Laws regulating ewaiizationof
o o the terms of

the labor contract, regulating rates of inter- competition,

est, regulating freight rates, or providing for the inspec-

tion of food products, are examples. These laws limit

nominal freedom, but may increase the real freedom of

individuals in many cases.

Oftentimes governments participate in private enter-

prises. Such participation occurs when subsidies or

bounties are bestowed by the government on participation

private enterprises. These have taken the "feoye™"*"*
r f In private

form of gifts of land and money, as in the enterprises.

United States, where millions of acres of land and mil-

lions of dollars of money have been given to aid railroads.

Sometimes the subsidy may take the form of a loan. Pro-

tective duties are another case where the government

gives aid to private enterprises. Again, for works of a
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semi-public charactei", in which private enterprises must

use public streets, or must secure a right of way through

private property, the government grants franchises to

individuals.

Finally, governments carry on many useful public

worlis, designed wholly or in part to promote industry.

Roads, sewers, parks, harbor improvements,
Adminlstra-

. „ . \. . .

tion of useful Consular services, collections oi statistics,

pubuc works.
ijgjj^i^iQuseg^ dikes, coinage of money, sanitary

provisions, educational facilities, postal facilities, water

works, gas and electric lighting works, street and steam

railways, and telegraph and express facilities are impor-

tant examples. Some of these enterprises could not or

would not be carried on by private individuals, because

the benefit to the public is intangible or indefinite, and

no sufficient return could be secured. Others might be

left to private enterprise, and actually are conducted by

private individuals in many cases.

§ 323. Prior to the present century, the governments

of Europe had long endeavored to control nearly all

Old and mod-
branches of economic activity in an extreme

eni views of degree.^ This was done from the theory
the economic . . . , ,

functions of that private enterprise is unable to accom-
rovemment.

p^jgj^ many things that society needs to have

done, or from the theory that there is a necessary

antagonism between private and public interests. Thus

it was thought, in the first case, that a nation could

1 Nearly the same thing was true in most of the American colonies.

The economic life of the people, as well as their social and moral, was

thought to need continual regulation.
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secure a sufficient stock of money only by regulating

foreign commerce so as to make exports exceed imports

continually. In the second case, it was believed that

business men are likely to make their profits at the

expense of the community, and that restrictive laws are

necessary to prevent this.^

In the year 1776 Adam Smith published his " Wealth

of Nations," combating vigorously the restrictive policy

of European governments. He showed that Adam smith's

private individuals could acquire large profits ""^^s-

by supplying some real social need ; and that men, in

pursuing their own personal interests, were commonly

increasing the wealth of the society. Moreover, ho

proved that many of the restrictions placed upon private

enterprise resulted, not in furthering social interests, but

in preventing men from serving each other. He argued

most ably that the desire of men to promote their indi-

vidual interests, by establishing business enterprises and

trading with their fellows, would usually produce results

beneficial to society. He urged that the true way for a

nation to become rich is to leave its citizens free to con-

duct business as they desire.

Partly through the influence of Adam Smith, partly

through other causes, modern thought has favored the

view that individuals, in seeking their own economic

interests, are regularly promoting the welfare of society.

1 These theories form a body of economic doctrines known as mercan-

tilism. They have sometimes been condemned too absolutely by modern

economists. See Schmollee, The Mercantile System (edited by Ashley),

for a more favorable view of mercantilism.
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For this reason many of the old restrictions upon the

establishment of industries, upon foreign commerce,

upon the movements of money, upon the rela-

viewsof tions of laborers and employers, were abol-

toc^s^"*^ ished during the first half of the present

"laissez century. Many people were led to the belief

that government should have as little to

do with economic matters as possible ; and held that

" Laissez /aire, laissez passer," or " leave things free to

take their own course," expresses the policy that should

be followed.

But the old restrictions upon industry were no sooner

removed than people felt obliged to resort once more to

^ ., ^ governmental action to remedy disorders
Reaction from ° •'

the "Laissez which were found to exist in modern eco-

^' nomic life. Factory acts and laws regulating

corporations are instances of such action. More recently

governments have begun to assume the management

of enterprises that are natural monopolies, while the

demand is made that more industries shall be brought

under governmental control or ownersliip. This raises

one of the most pressing economic problems.

II. Examination of Modern Theories of Governmental

Functions.

§ 324. To the question of the proper policy for

Difference government to follow in respect to industry,

ontidTques- ^^^Y different answers are given. It will

tion- be helpful to classify the various views

advanced.
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§ 325. Here, as elsewhere, the anarchists answer that

government means control, and control is evil, in and of

itself; so that the only proper policy is to

abolish all government, and to leave mdus-

try to the voluntary actions of individuals. But no

anarchist has ever been able to picture a society organ-

ized without any control of one person by others. For

all anarchists admit the necessity of securing common

action by groups, or voluntary associations ; and when-

ever conflicts of interest should arise between groups,

the stronger must control the weaker. Therefore

anarchism is as illogical as it is impossible.

§ 326. Extreme individualists resemble the anarchists

in considering government an evil. But they regard it

as a necessary evil ; necessary because of the Extreme la-

"

imperfections in man's moral nature. Men dividuaiism

based upon

should be left free to do as they please, so "natural

long as they do not interfere with the equal "^

rights of others. Government should do nothing ex-

cept prevent such interference by one person with the

equal rights of others. If men ever become moral

enough to refrain from molesting each other, government

will no longer be necessary. For the present, govern-

ment should protect persons and property, and enforce

contracts voluntarily made by sane adults. Beyond

these " police powers " no wise government should go.

Extreme individualism is said to be based
crifljjgjn ^f

upon the "natural rights" of man. The extreme indi-

ylduallsm.

principle that " every man is free to do

that which he wills, provided he infringes not the equal
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freedom of any other man " is said to be a revelation of

what is naturally right. But men's ideas of what is nat-

urally right differ so widely that most people have come

to distrust the reliability of such revelations. Nearly all

competent Writers agree that our notions of rights are

based upon considerations of the good or evil effects of

our actions on society, that is, upon social utility. As-

serting that a thing is a natural right is merely one

way of advancing a personal opinion of what is socially

desirable, without supporting the claim by arguments.

Therefore we conclude that extreme individualism can

be defended solely by showing that it leads to the best

results when put into practice. Now, as a matter of

fact, nobody has ever been able to put it into actual

practice ; and we ai'e justified in claiming that it is an

impossible theory of governmental action.

§ 327. Most individualists have recognized that the

rights of individuals and the functions of government

Individualism can be determined solel}' by considering

general wei- what is most useful to society. Most econo-
fare of society,

^^^jg^g ^^ ^^ve present day hold such a view.

They believe that the general good of society is the

end of all economic organization, and that government

should extend its functions into any field of economic

activity where the best results can be secured from such

a policy. But they believe that in most cases the gen-

eral welfare is best promoted by leaving to the individ-

ual a large measure of freedom. They believe in indi-

vidual enterprise as the rule for economic activity, but

favor governmental action whenever it can secure bet-
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ter results in the long run. Views of this sort can be

characterized as moderate individualism. They are well

stated by Mr. Mill in the following words :
—

" But enough has been said to show that the admitted

functions of government embrace a much wider field

than can easily be included within the ring-fence of

any restrictive definition, and that it is hardly possible

to find any ground of justification common to them all,

except the comprehensive one of general expediency

;

nor to limit the interfei'ence of government by any uni-

versal rule, save the simple and vague one, that it

should never be admitted but when the case of expe-

diency is strong."

Individualists of this class support their claim that

individual freedom leads to the best results in most

cases by the following arguments:—
Detailed con-

1. They urge that private individuals are siderations of

the arguments
likely to know their best interests better of individuai-

than the government can know them, and '***'

that there is usually no antagonism between private and

social interests. Whenever this is found not to hold

true, governmental action is proper. Many cases can

be enumerated in which individuals do not know their

true interests, while in many instances there may be a

direct opposition between private interest and public

welfare. But individualists hold rightly that the rule

is the other way.

2. Individualists argue that a private entrepreneur

has a greater personal interest in the success of his

undertaking than government officials often feel in pub-
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lie enterprises. Furthermore, corrupt administration is

liable to creep into public affairs. This argument is

easily exaggerated, and it is to be expected that im-

proved political methods may continually decrease the

abuses of public administration. Yet something must

be conceded to the stronger interest and greater in-

ducements to efHciency experienced in much private

industry.

3. Individualists notice that when governments carry

on business undertakings, they may fall back upon taxa-

tion as a means of making up possible deficits. If a

private enterprise is poorly managed, the undertaker

will incur constant loss, and will be driven out of busi-

ness finally. But governmenb enterprises, if badly ad-

ministered, may fall back upon taxation, in some form

or other, to make up the deficits. Hence an inefficient

public undertaking which incurs constant loss may not

be eliminated from the field of industry, as is the case

with private enterprises.

4. Finally, individualists believe that freedom in eco-

nomic affairs has a great educational influence upon the

people of a country. The experience of private busi-

ness management often furnishes a valuable training in

many important directions. Moreover, it is highly de-

sirable that a people should be vigorously self-reliant,

and should not be habitually dependent upon govern-

mental action in too many things. Two quotations

from Mr. Mill will serve to emphasize these points:

"A people among whom there is no habit of sponta-

neous action for a collective interest, who look habit-
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ually to their government to command or prompt them

in all matters of joint concern — who expect to have

everything done for them, except what can be made an

affair of mere habit and routine— have their faculties

only half developed ; their education is defective in one

of its most important branches." "It is therefore of

supreme importance that all classes of the community,

down to the lowest, should have much to do for them-

selves ; that as great a demand should be made upon

their intelligence and virtue as it is in any respect equal

to ; that the government should not only leave as far as

possible to their own faculties the conduct of whatever

concerns themselves alone, but should suffer them, or

rather encourage them, to manage as many as possible

of their joint concerns by voluntary cooperation ; since

this discussion and management of collective interests

is the great school of that . public spirit, and the great

source of that intelligence of public affairs, which are

always regarded as the distinctive character of the

public of free countries."

Among the economists who might be called indivfd-

ualists of this class there are considerable differences

concerning the exact extent of the functions Differences

that they desire to see exercised by govern- ^ong^"

ment. Some of them approve of govern- individualists,

mental action in many more cases than others. A
second point of difference is found in the terms used to

describe governmental action. Those who are inclined

to restrict it often refer to " governmental interference

in industry," and speak of it as a necessary evil rather
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than a positive good. On tlie other hand, those econ-

omists who favor a certain extension of State activity,

do not hesitate to affirm that governtnent is a necessary

and beneficent factor in economic as in other depart-

ments of social life.

8 328. The views held by socialists concerning the

functions of government do not need detailed discussion

me views of
"^ ^^^^^ chapter. In general, socialists hold

tie socialists. ^\^^i individual freedom and enterprise in

economic affairs usually lead to harmful results, so

that the socializing of all branches of industry is the true

policy for the government to pursue. Socialists aim at

the same end that the second class of individualists

have in view, the general good of society. They differ

from the individualists in the methods of securing their

desired end.

III. The Several Functions of Government Considered from

the Point of View of Individualism.

§ 329. The author's belief has been that individualists

are right in affirming that, in most economic affairs,

Point of view individual enterprise and freedom secure

oftMswork. results that are most beneficial to society.

But, in those cases where individual enterprise is impos-

sible, or where freedom produces evil results that can

be obviated by social action, there is a large and

important field where governmental activity is bene-

ficent. Governments should be viewed, therefore, as a

useful and necessary agency for accomplishing purposes

for which individual freedom or initiative is inade-
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quate. From this point of view it is proposed to

examine briefly the differences of opinion existing

among individualists concerning each class of functions

exercised by governments.

§ 330. In our classification of the economic functions

of government, the definition and enforcement of the

rights of persons, property, and contract
X 116 XlITSl ClflSS

were placed first. Economists agree con- of governmen-

1.1 i'Ti e ±A c L' c tal functions,
cernmg the utility ot these functions of

government. It will appear, however, in the following

paragraphs that there are differences of opinion in

regard to the extent to which property and contract

rights should be recognized.

§ 331. Concerning the general expediency of govern-

mental grants of such privileges as patents, trade-marks,

and copyrights, economists are substan-
xhe second

tiallv agreed. Yet a very large number of class of

functions.

writers have called attention to abuses con-

nected with these rights, and have desired a more careful

definition or restriction of such privileges. General

freedom in the establishment of industries is not called

in question except in special cases. These exceptions

are, first, industries where it is important that persons

entering them should have an adequate preparation,

such as professions and skilled trades ; and second,

natural monopolies where attempted competition results

in needless duplication of plants.

§ 332. Few will deny that government should equal-

ize the terms of competition, when there is very serious

inequality between the contracting parties, and when it

31
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is clear that governmental regulation will remove the

evils that arise from such inequality. Economists hold

The third class
different views concerning the expediency

of functions, gf gome legislation in regulation of com-

petition, because they differ as to the extent of the

inequalities between the two parties, or because they

doubt the efficiency of the remedies proposed, or because

they believe that the contemplated restrictions will have

worse social effects than the evils which it is desired to

cure. Wise factory legislation and a reasonable control

of railroads and local monopolies are favored by most

economists.

§ 333. Economists are not inclined to favor bounties,

subsidies, and protective duties. Such measures mean

Th f nrth
^'i'^iiig some industries at the expense of all

class of taxpayers or consumers. Tiiis can be justi-

fied only when the public necessity or social

utility of the favored industry is extremely great. More-

over, such a policy tends to corrupt politics, and to

produce many abuses. On the other hand, many busi-

ness men who stoutly oppose governmental regulation

of corporations, of the labor contract, or of freight rates,

on the ground that government ought not to meddle

with private business, are very willing to favor bounties,

subsidies to railroads, and protective duties. Concerning

the question of franchises, it may be said that economists

hold that valuable privileges of this sort should be paid

for by the individuals who receive them, while the

public should be guaranteed good service at reasonable

rates.
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§ 334. The last class of governmental functions

includes, as was shown, two fairly separate classes of

useful public works. Roads, sewers, liarbor xhe fifth class

improvements, the publication of statistics, «>* f'U'^tioiis.

the maintenance of light-houses and dikes, the coinage

of money, sanitary precautions, and public education

are undertakings in wliich private enterprise has been

proven to be inadequate or productive of bad results.

No one but anarchists and extreme individualists would

object to the policy of our present government in pro-

viding these public works. But there is a doubt as to

the expediency of having the government undertake

other works that might conceivably be left to private

enterprise.

It is said that the gas and electric light industries,

steam and street railroads, and the telegraph and ex-

press businesses are suitable fields for private Governmental

enterprise, and that governments should industrial

not interfere with them. The student will Mdertakings.

understand that the question of the advisability of pub-

lic or private management of these industries is solely a

question of social utility. This will be made clear by con-

sidering that many people who oppose public ownership of

these enterprises favor the national ownership of the post

office and municipal ownership of water works. Those

who favor public enterprise in these fields do so because

experience has shown that all these industries inevitably

become monopolies, and they prefer public to private

monopoly. Those who oppose such a policy must admit

the tendency to monopoly in these lines of business, and
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must show that private management, either with or

without governmental control, can assure the best re-

sults to society. As a matter of fact, all arguments

consciously or unconsciously come to precisely this posi-

tion sooner or later.
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Eisenhart, H. Geschichte der Nationalokonomik. Second edi-
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Sohonberg, G. (Editor. Handbuch der Politischen Oeko-
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of interest, 379-391 ; the law of

rent, 391-402
; the law of profits,

416-423; justification of the pres-

ent distribution of wealth, 468.
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Division, of occupations, 143 ; of

labor, 144-145.

Dollar, contents of gold, 236 j of sil-

ver, 236 ; history of in U. S., 280-
281 ; coinage of silver dollar

stopped, 284 ; limited silver coin-

age renewed, 284-285.

Economics, deiinition of, 79.

Ely, R. T., on definition of produc-

tion, 115; on definition of cheeks,

257 ; on limits to the demand for

land, 452 ; on definition of social-

ism, 456.

Eminent domain, 156.

Employer, position of in distribu-

tion, 374-376.

Engel's law, 99-100.

English manufactures and com-

merce, condition of in 1760,

53-54 ; changed by Industrial

Revolution, 55-57.

Entrepreneur, see " Undertaker."

Exchange of products, a form of

associated activity, 146-147 ; de-

velopment of, 180-181; advan-

tages of, 181-182 ; mechanism
of, 182-183; value, 183-208;

foreign exchanges, 329-365
;

pri-

mary distribution, 372-373.

Exports of the U. S., 329-330.

Factors of production, 118-141 :

organization of, 143-157; coop-

eration of, 147.

Factory Acts, 429-430.

Fisheries, early importance of, 43 ;

development of shore and inland

fisheries, 43-44 ; U. S. Fish Com-
mission, 44.

Flax and hemp, production of in

U. S., 38.

Foreign exchanges, method of set-

tling, 260-261 ; the rate of ex-

change, 262-263; of the U. S.,

329-330 ; nature of international

exchanges, 331-336; compara-
tive positions of England and
the U. S., 333; international

movements of money, 334-336;
advantages of foreign trade,

336; international values, 336-

343 ; immobility of labor and
capital, 336-337 ; international

trade based upon differences in

relative prices, 338-341 ; restric-

tion of foreign exchanges, 343-
357.

Foreign trade of the U. S., 329-

330.

Freedom in establishment of pro-

ductive undertakings, 160-162.

Freight charges and the foreign

exchanges, 332-333 ; burden of,

343.

Functions of money, (1) medium
of exchange, 232

; (2) value de-

nominator, 233
; (3) standard of

deferred payments, 233 ; (4) legal

tender, 234.

Fur trade, in the colonies, 33

;

later history of, 34 ; economic

importance of, 33.

George, Henry, proposals for land

nationalization, 450-456.

Gold and silver, production of in

U. S. prior to 1848, 44; since

1 849, 45 ; have displaced other

metals as money, 212-214;

world's stock of gold money and

bars, 213 ; conditions of produc-

tion of gold and silver, 229-230

;

history of production of gold

and silver, 230-232 ; territorial

distribution of, 271-274 ; fall in

value of silver, 284-285, 289-

290; gold and silver certificates,

285-286 ; increase of gold pro-

duction in recent years, 2^3-295.
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Goods, free and economic, 85

;

economic goods usually ex-

changeable, 86 ; durable and
perishable, 87 ; present and
future goods, 97.

Governments, did not originate

money, 217; but have regulated

coinage, 217-218; and have

passed legal-tender laws, 218;

economic functions performed

by, 470-472; old views of gov-

ernmental functions, 472-473
;

modern thought, 473 ; modern
theories of governmental func-

tions, 478-480 ; consideration of

the several functions of govern-

ment, 480-484.

Government paper money, 249-

255.

Grass and hay crop, importance of

in U. S., 37.

Greenbacks, or TJ. S. notes, 255

;

issued in 1862, 281 ; history of,

281-282.

Gresham's Law, 237-239.

Guilds, in England iu eigliteenth

century, 54.

Hadlet, a. T., on effect of large

fixed capitals iu disturbing prices,

203 ; on wages, 40a ; on purpose

of labor unions, 440.

Hamilton, Alexander, on American
manufactures, 51-52.

Hewitt, A. S., on iron industry of

the U. S., 75 ; on the obligations

of great riches, 104.

Housekeeping, importance of, 105
;

wastes in, 105-106.

Immigration, statistics of, 19-20

;

character of, 20.

Import trade of the U. S., 330.

Income, social, 367-370.

Incomes, private, 370-372 ; classifi-

cation of, 372-377.

Indented servitude, 22-23.

Index numbers, 220.

Individualism, 476-480.

Industrial Revolution in England,
caused by inventions, 55-56

;

marked by growth of factory

system, 56 ; intensified competi-

tion, 57.

Industrial Revolution in the U. S.,

57-58.

Interest, defined, 377; social and
private capital, 379-380 ; value

of productive capital, 380 ; short

and long time loans, 380-381
;

rate of interest, 382-387 ; inter-

est arises from difference in value

of present and future goods,

382-383 ; risk and interest,

386-387 ; tendency of rate to

decline, 387 ; rates for long and

short loans, 388 ; the general

loan market, 389; the rate of

interest and the supply of money,

389-390
;
justification of interest,

390; usury laws, 390-391.

International banking houses, 335.

International payments, 331-332;

various forms of indebtedness,

332-333 ; indirect payments,

333-334 ; movements of money,

334-336.

Investment of labor and capital

upon land, and law of diminishing

returns in agriculture, 164-167
;

implications of the law, ] 67 ; in

manufactures and other indus-

tries, 168-170.

Iron, production of iu U. S., 44-

46 ; iron and steel industries, 74-

76 ;
growth of production, 75-76

;

manufactures and exports of, 386.

Jeffeeson, Thomas, on slavery, 25.
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Jevons, W. S., on iron trade in U.

S., 75; on definition of coins,

215.

Knights of Labor, 432-433.

Labor, scarcity of labor force in

colonies, 22 ; systems of in U. S.,

22 et seq. ; definition of, 121

;

different kinds of, 121-122 ; eco-

nomic importance of, 1 23 ; efii-

ciency of, 123-124; the supply

of, 124-131 ; an element in cost

of production, 164, 196 ; a com-

modity, 424—425
;
peculiarities of

as a commodity, 425-428 ; rela-

tion of to product, 441-445.

Labor contract, nature of, 424-428

;

restriction of by legislation, 429-

431 ; and labor organizations, 432-

441 ; industrial warfare, 445—449.

Labor organizations, two types of,

432; objects of, 433-434; desire

collective bargaining, 434; strikes

and boycotts, 435-437; have

modified the labor contract, 437 -

438 ; various criticisms of, 439-

441.

Laissez faire, 474.

Land nationalization, 450 - 456

;

Land Tenure Eeform Associa-

tion, 450 ;
proposals of Henry

George, 450-451 ; Mr. George's

arguments, 451-454
; general con-

siderations, 454-456.

Land tenures, in Europe, 14 ; in

the U. S., 14-15.

Large-scale production, 170-171
;

secures economy of capital, 172-

174 ; encourages experimenta-

tion, 1 74 ; secures economy of

labor, 174-175; also economy in

subsidiary processes, 175
;

yet

certain advantages attend pro-

duction on smaller scale, 175-

177; large-scale production not

necessarily monopoly, 177 ; in

different branches of business,

177-178.

Lassalle, Ferdinand, on abstinence,

140.

Laveleye, on advantages of ex-

change, 182.

Law of diminishing returns, see

" Livestment of labor upon land."

Legal tender, 218, 234.

Leroy-BeauUeu, P., on economy,

102; on saving and spending,

108.

Loans, short and long time, 380-

381 ; supply and demand, 383-

386 ; rates for short and long

time loans, 388.

Lockouts, 437.

Lowell, F., constructs fully equipped

factory, 58.

Luxury, 102-105 ; does not " make
trade good," 108-109.

Manufactures, colonial, 48-52;

England's attitude, 50, 57; do-

mestic industries, 48 ;
production

for markets, 49 ; high wages an

obiitacle to, 51 ; condition of in

1791, 51-52.

Market, defined, 184-185.

Marshall, A., upon law of diminish-

ing returns, 167 ; upon value, 202
;

upon trade morality, 207.

Marx, K., evolutionary socialist,

460.

Mill, J. S., on relation of money to

prices, 221; on influence of credit

upon prices, 275-276 ; on value of

patent rights, 420; on individu-

alism, 477.

Mining industries of TJ. S., 44-46.

Money, purchasers measure sacri-

fices in terms of, 110-111 ; mar-

ginal utility of. 111; develop-
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ment of metallic money, 210-

219
;
primitive money, 210-212

;

precious metals displaced other

forms of money, 212-214; coin-

age, 214-217
;
governments and

money, 217-218; value of metal-

lic money, 219-230 ; supply of

money and demand for money,

224-227 ; value of money and

marginal cost of production, 227-

230 ; functions of money, 232-

234; debased money, 234-244;

inflation and contraction, 244-

249 ; changes in volume of money,

246-247 ;
appreciation and inter-

est, 247 ;
government paper,

249-255
;

government issues in

the U. S., 250 ; arguments for and

against government paper, 250-

254 ; convertible government

paper, 255-256 ; territorial distri-

bution of, 271-274 ; representative

money, 275 ; credit and prices,

275-279 ; money problem in the

U. S., 287-288.

Monometallism, 289-299.

IVIonopoly, is power to control sup-

ply, 208, 301 ; monopoly value,

301 -304 ; legal monopolies, 305-

306 ; natural monopolies, 306-

308 ; capitalistic monopolies,

308-310; extent of monopoly

influence, 310; complexity of

monopolies, 311 ; absolute monop-

oly seldom possible, 312
;
problem

of natural monopolies, 312-316;

growth of capitalistic monopolies,

317-320; criminal methods of

some monopolies, 320-321 ; final

considerations, 321-326.

Nationai. banking system, 282-284.

Nature, a factor of production, 118-

121; contributions of, 118-119;

appropriability of natural contri-

butions, 119-120; man and
nature, 120-121.

Non-competing groups among labor-

ers, 413.

Occupations, statistics of, 122.

Partnership, 149.

Personal services, are economic

goods, 84-86
;
production of, 117-

118.

Piece wages, 441.

Pools, 308-309.

Population, see " Supply of labor.''

Population of the U. S., statistics

of, 18 ; mixed character of, 18, 20
;

natural increase of, 19; mobility

of, 20-21 ; concentration of, 21-22.

Precious metals, see " Gold and
silver.''

Price, defined, 184 ; changes in gen-

eral prices, 219-220; general and
individual priceSj 232 ; credit and
prices, 275-279 ; recent fall of, 291

.

Production of wealth, defined, 115;

productivity of various industries,

116; production and sacrifice,

1 1 6-1 17; of personal services,

117-118; a social process, 143;

stages in development of, 157-

160 ; freedom of, 160-162 ; large-

scale production, 170-178.

Profits, defined, 377; profits and
risks of investment, 416-417;

neces.sary profits, 417-419; dif-

ferential profits, 41 9-421 ; mo-
nopoly profits, 421-423 ; capital-

ization of, 422-423.

Profit sharing, 442-443.

Progressive wages, 441-442.

Public lands, management of, 15

;

public domain of U. S., 15-17;

policy of U. S., 17.
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IJailroads, construction of in U. S.,

61-63 ; subsidies to, 63 ; over-con-

struction of, 63 ; trunk lines, 64

;

competition and combination, 64-

65.

Rent, defined, 377, 391 ; value of

natural agents, 392 ; income from
natural agents, the rent of land,

393-402 ; rent not a cause of high

prices, 398-400 ; actual rents and
economic rent, 400; alleged ten-

dency of rent to increase, 401-402

;

the unearned increment, 402, 451

.

Rights of contract, determined and-

enforced by the State, 155-157.

Rights of inheritance and bequest,

155.

Rights of property, defined, 154 ; not

natural rights, 1 55 ; always lim-

ited by law, 155-156.

Roads, in the colonies, 58-59 ; built

by local governments in U. S.,

59 ; bad roads of U. S., 59.

Saving and investment,- 107-109;

two forms of saving, 107-108;

saving does not injure trade, 108-

109 ; desirability of, 109.

Sherman Act, 286-287.

Shipbuilding, early growth of, 65-

66 ; remarkable history of our

marine until 1860, 66-67 ; decline

of merchant marine, 67-68 ; iron

and steel construction, 68 ; illib-

eral navigation laws, 66-67.

Sidgwick, H., on power of monopo-

lists, 302.

Silk industry, 73.

Silver, see " Gold and silver."

Slater, S., erects cotton mill in

1790, 58.

Slavery in the U. S., origin of,'24

;

the slave trade, 24
;
geographical

distribution of, 24-25; unprofit-

able in the North, 25 ;
profitable

in the South, 25 ; its effect upon

the South, 26.

Smith, A., on corporations, 54 ; on

division of labor, 144 ; on cor-

porations, 152 ; on protective

tariffs, 365 ; on causes of differ-

ences in wages, 412; on private

enterprise, 473.

Socialism, defined, 456; cardinal

elements of, 457-458 ; ambiguous

use of the term, 458 ; revolu-

tionary and evolutionary social-

ism, 459-460 ; an old theory, 460-

461 ; as a scheme for production,

461-465 ; as a scheme for distri-

bution, 464-466; final considera-

tions, 466-469.

Stages in development of produc-

tion, the huntingand fishing stage,

157; the pastoral stage, 158;

the agricultural stage, 158-159;

manufacturing and commercial

stage, 159 ; industrial stage, 160.

Stages of westward expansion,

11-13.

Standard of living, defined, 126

;

affects growth of population,

127-129; may be rai.sed or low-

ered, 127 ; relation of economic

progress to, 129 ; in the U. S.,

130 ; sets limits to the fall of

wages, 409 ; may be constantly

raised, 411.

Standard Oil Company, 309, 310,

311, 322, 325, 326.

State, participates in process of

production, 154-157.

Stimson, F. J., on the legality of

strikes, 436 ; on collective bar-

gaining, 438.

Strikes, 435, 440.

Sugar cane, cultivation of in U. S.,

39-40.

Supply, defined, 188; a, factor in

determining market value, 188-

189 ; of labor, 427.
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Supply of labor, in relation to birth

and death rates, 124-125 ; in rela-

tion to the standard of living,

126-130.

Tabular standard of value, 247.

Tariff on imports, 343, 344 ; reve-

nue tariffs, 344-345; protective

tariffs in the U. S., 345-346 ;
de-

tailed effects, 347-353 ; different

costs of production, 353 ; what

protective tariffs cannot accom-

plish, 353-357 ; tariffs and wages,

356-360 ; the advisability of adopt-

ing protective tariffs, 360-365;

protection to infant industries,

361-362; diversity of industries,

362-364 ; our tariff an historical

product, 364-365.

Textile industries, see " Cotton,"

" Woolen," and " Silk industries."

Time wages, 441.

Tobacco, cultivation of in U. S., 40.

Truck payments, 430.

Trusts, 309.

Turner, F. J., on the development

of industries in the U. S., 32.

Undertaker, definition of term,

148 ; functions of, 147-148 ; forms

of business undertakings, 149-

154 ; single entrepreneur system,

149; position of in distribution,

374-376, 416-417; attempt to

dispense with, 444-445.

ITnearned increment, 402, 451-456.

Utilities, include material objects

or personal services, 84 ; elemen-

tary, place, form, and time utili-

ties, 86
;
production of, 115.

Utility, definition of, 84; the law

of diminishing utility, 88-91

;

total and marginal utility, 91

;

importance of a good depends

upon marginal utility, 95-96.

Value, defined, 183-184; the de-

termination of market value,

186-194; the equalization of

supply and demand, 189-191

;

fluctuations in market values,

191-192; forced sales, 192-193;

determination of normal values,

194-203 ; analysis of cost of pro-

duction to the employer, 195-

196; normal values are adjusted

to the expenses of production,

196-198; different costs of pro-

duction, 198-200 ; expenses of

» production depend upon natural

difficulties, 201 - 202 ; normal
value depends upon balance of

opposing forces, 202 ; normal

value obscured by various causes,

203-208; monopoly value, 301-

304; theory of international

values, 336-343.

Wages, free land a cause of high

wages, 28 ; evidence of high

wages in colonial times, 28
;

high wages in the U. S., 356-

360 ; defined, 377, 402 ; real and

nominal wages, 403 ; wages and

salaries, 403 ; time and piece

wages, 404 ; labor cost, 404-405
;

wages the discounted product

of industry, 405 ;
general and

relative wages, 405-406
;
general

wages, 406-41 1 ; limits to the

increase of wages, 407-408 ; the

standard of living, 409-410; relar

tive wages, 411-416.

Wages system, nature of, 424;

freedom of contract, 424
;
pecu-

liarities of the commodity, labor,

425-428 ; labor legislation, 429-

431 ; labor organizations, 432-

441 ; unfavorable relation of

laborers to product, 441-445 ; con-

ciliation and arbitration, 445-449.
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Walker, F. A., on relation of credit

to prices, 277 ; on proposals of

Henry George, 454.

Wants, human wants the starting

point of economics, 79 ; origin

of, 80-81 ; development of, 81

;

culture and existence wants, 82-

83 ; satiability of, 88.

Waste, in consumption of food,

105-106; by fire, 106-107.

Water transportation, 60.

Wealth, production of, 115; and
progress, 129; social wealth, 367.

Wilson, Woodrow, on westward

expansion, 13-14.

Woolen industry, 71-73.
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